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Abstract 

This thesis is a study of modern masculinities as represented in both fiction and non–fiction. 

It is explored through a novel, Boxer Handsome and through a critical essay. The critical essay will 

explore working class masculinity through an analysis of 1950s fiction, cinematic representations and 

factual accounts of boxers and gangsters and the performance of masculinity within sub-cultural 

groups. I will look at how representations of masculinity are performed within specific sub-cultural 

groups of men and the way language is formed as a response to social and cultural experience.  

The thesis will be separated into four chapters: Chapter 1. Post-1950s British fiction and 

cinema; Chapter 2. Fictional and factual accounts of boxers; Chapter 3. Gangsters and Violence, and 

Chapter 4. Representations of women in some of these cultures.  My conclusion demonstrates how 

these areas have informed my writing. My novel, Boxer Handsome, set in a working-class 

neighbourhood in East End London, borrows from all these cultures, specifically boxing. 

Boxer Handsome, is set against the backdrop of contemporary East-End London and studies 

the tribal tensions between Bobby, an Irish-Jewish amateur boxer and Connor, a boxer from an Irish 

travelling community. From the same boxing club, the boys inherit old feuds from their fathers and 

uncles, which force them to fight inside and outside the boxing ring. Bobby, burdened by a constant 

cycle of violence, seeks to redeem himself through his boxing.  
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Introduction  

 

This thesis is a study of modern masculinities as represented in both fiction and non–fiction. 

It is explored through a novel, Boxer Handsome and a critical essay. The critical essay will explore 

working class masculinity through an analysis of 1950s fiction, cinematic representations and factual 

accounts of boxers and gangsters.  I am interested in looking at the performance of masculinity in 

working class subcultures and the relationship between social context and language.   

The thesis will be separated into four chapters: Chapter 1. Post-1950s British fiction and 

cinema; Chapter 2. Fictional and factual accounts of boxers; Chapter 3. Gangsters and Violence, and 

Chapter 4. Representations of women in some of these cultures.  My conclusion demonstrates how 

these areas have informed my writing. My novel, Boxer Handsome, set in a working-class 

neighbourhood in East End London, draws on these cultures, specifically boxing.  

 

I. Class,  Codes and Language 

A useful starting point is provided by Victorian notions of manliness in the context of nineteenth-

century industrialism, and a helpful approach to masculinity is through the class system as represented 

in contemporary fiction. P. J. Keating discusses the emergence of the working class and their 

representation in fiction in The Working Classes in Victorian Fiction. Of this industrial context and 

the industrial novel’s representation of the working man, he says, ‘He is part of a composite portrait 

called Labour and is shown to be in bitter conflict with a further composite portrait called Capital’
1
. 

However, as Gaskell’s North and South shows, there was also a new, emerging class. Those who 

gained from the emergence of a commercial market were men of a transitional class, the factory 

owners and businessmen, who began to emerge alongside the aristocratic predecessor.  

Thomas Carlyle described the development in this period of two types of men: men of education, 

‘the lettered classes’, and men without education, whom he referred to as ‘real men’. As this suggests, 

manliness became admired as a moral virtue as against a system of learned manners that had been 

associated with the gentleman class.  He shows how this emerging class was defining a new 

masculinity. Ideas of stoicism, individualism and physical strengths were associated with manliness 

and were available to those born outside the ‘lettered classes’.
2
 

The issue of class also raises the question of language and representation, and here Basil Bernstein 

is a useful guide.  Bernstein states that language exists in relation to a desire to express and 

communicate. More importantly, he argues that language is the product of social contexts and cultures 

and that there is a relationship between cognitive expression and social class. Patterns of speech, 

behaviour and performance are a way of organising and responding to experience.
3
 This idea of class 

                                                           
1
 Keating, P.J The Working Classes in Victorian Fiction (London: Routledge & Kegan, 1971), p.17 

2
 Roper, Michael and John Tosh, Manful Assertions, Masculinities in Britain since 1800, (London: Routledge, 

1991) p.14 

3
 Bernstein, Basil Class, Codes and Control, Volume 1, (Oxon: Routledge 1971), p.43  
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and performance is relevant to my study of modern masculinities: I am interested in exploring how 

social context affects the way in which masculinity functions, and I have a particular interest in the 

way masculinity functions in specific working-class boxing and criminal cultures.  

Bernstein found that working-class linguistic patterns functioned through descriptive linguistic 

codes rather than analytical codes, developing into what he calls a public language.
4
 Public language 

is an informal language developed as a function of a particular social structure, a language that 

endorses social inclusion and social allegiance and does not easily facilitate individual qualification.
5
 

Its descriptive and linguistic symbols (and its dialect elements) reinforce inclusivity and solidarity 

within a community, a form of social relationship which identifies with the aims and principles of a 

local group rather than with the complex differentiated aims of the major society.
6
 This can 

consequently produce conflicts with other sub-cultural groups and dialects.
7
 Michael Roper and John 

Tosh propose subordinate social groups can form a kind of fraternity, in collusion and in competition 

with each other, and this can find expression in a distinctive use of language. 
8
 This inclusivity can be 

found in Cockney slang, for example, which I considered using in Boxer Handsome. It reinforces and 

preserves the secret, coded culture of an East End community. This can be located within adolescent 

gangs and criminal sub-cultures, for whom this public language might be used to rationalise the use of 

violence, an idea I have explored in relation to gang mentality in boxing and criminal cultures. 

Bernstein emphasises that behaviour informed by gangs blurs the implication of intention and guilt is 

subsequently minimised. Although the individual may be aware that an act is wrong, his feelings are 

separated from the notion of its wrongness.
9
  An impersonal sanction is given to the behaviour 

because the individual’s specific relation to the act is never characterised precisely. Although the 

individual might be aware of the nature and implications of violence, it creates allegiance with his 

gang and becomes the collective responsibility and function of the wider social group and not the 

individual.
10

  

The codes and symbols of this public language are explained by Bernstein as grammatically and 

syntactically simple, communicating events rather than ideas. It can make a subject general and 

impersonal. The use of ‘one’ and ‘it’ is infrequent; instead the collective ‘we’ is favoured. Because 

the pronoun ‘one’ is rarely used as the subject, the language behaves outside the personal experience. 

Statements are used in the group, formulated as implicit questions to share sympathy between 

speakers or to confirm a shared body of knowledge and experience. For example, ‘It’s only natural, 

isn’t it?’.
11

 This communication of immediate events and common experiences reinforce strong 

                                                           
4
 Class, Codes and Control, Volume 1, p.42 

5
 Class, Codes and Control, Volume 1, p.47 

6
 Class, Codes and Control, Volume 1, p.50 

7
 Class, Codes and Control, Volume 1, p.47 

8
 Tosh, John, Manliness and Masculinities in Nineteenth-Century Britain, (London: Pearson, 2005), p.78  

9
 Class, Codes and Control, Volume 1, p.49 

10
 Class, Codes and Control, Volume 1, p.49 

11
 Class, Codes and Control, Volume 1, p.42 
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inclusive relationships. The public language is primarily a means of making social not individual 

qualifications, and the behavioural implication of individuals using public language is the difficulty 

expressing themselves and their individual experience.
12

  

As a means for making social qualifications, Bernstein refers to it as a ‘tough language’, and, he 

suggests, behaviour will be in accordance with this, both verbally through the language structure and 

physically through expressive movement and style.
13

 The concern with the immediate blocks the 

reflective experience and ‘tender feelings’, which the individual will struggle to express. Indeed, the 

individual will misplace these feelings as embarrassment or shame, or hostility towards the object that 

aroused the feelings
14

. The experience of tender feelings requires individual qualification, which is a 

potential threat to speakers of a public language because of its implications of social isolation. The 

individual might find himself socially removed from a sub-culture that subscribes to a rigid definition 

of masculinity if he displays such tender emotions.
15

 This relates to Peter Middleton’s discussion of 

masculinity and the nature of inwardness, which I will look at in the next section.  

 

II. Masculinity  

In Manful Assertions, Tosh and Michael Roper suggest masculinity it is a product both of 

experience and fantasy.
16

 Peter Middleton has similarly argued that manipulative images of 

masculinity pervade the male psyche and the idea of ‘real men’ is a fantasy ideal.
17

  He further 

suggests that masculinity is the effect of the way the relations of language, the unconscious and the 

patriarchal order are structured. 
18

 Men, he proposes, are effectively defined as a social group for 

whom only a limited range of forms on interaction are valid within public space, leading to emotional 

isolation and repressive masculine roles. 
19

   

Middleton defines the core values of conventional ‘maleness’. These are similar to the values I 

have already noted in relation to Carlyle and Victorian manliness: strength, invulnerability and a 

competitive edge. As I have suggested and as Middleton shows, these elements project a fantasy ideal 

of masculinity with consequences of emotional isolation.
20

 Thus Middleton explores one embodiment 

of masculine fantasy by examining a Superman cartoon from 1958. Superman is a composite of 

                                                           
12

 Class, Codes and Control, Volume 1, p.46 

13
 Class, Codes and Control, Volume 1, p.48 

14
 Class, Codes and Control, Volume 1, p.48 

15
 Class, Codes and Control, Volume 1, p.48 

16
 Roper, Michael, John Tosh, Manful Assertions since 1800, (London: Routledge, 1991), p.14. 

17
 Middleton, Peter, The Inward Gaze, Masculinity & Subjectivity in Modern Culture, (London: Routledge 

1992),p.3 

18
 The Inward Gaze, Masculinity and Subjectivity in Modern Culture,  p.18 

19
 The Inward Gaze, Masculinity and Subjectivity in Modern Culture, p.120 

20
 The Inward Gaze, Masculinity and Subjectivity in Modern Culture, p.4 
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muscles, brains, x-ray vision, and he can fly. However, when Batman breaks into Superman’s space to 

wish him a happy birthday, Superman responds violently to the intrusion. Batman brings a birthday 

cake, implicit of his feminised and domestic role, and appears to be dominated by Superman’s 

violence, but, Middleton argues, it is actually he who has threatened Superman. His ability to 

approach Superman as a friend, to present his friendship to him, suggests his supposed vulnerability, 

but it is also accompanied by an emotional articulacy that Superman lacks. Superman may be a 

fantasy ideal, but Middleton argues that the reality of his behaviour would not only be undesirable, 

but destructive and dangerous.
21

  

This example of a fantasy male ill-equipped in emotional articulacy reinforces Bernstein’s ideas of 

a public language being threatened by ‘tender feelings’. The hostility towards intimacy is the 

consequence of an emotional experience that can’t be articulated because it can’t be translated into the 

public self.
22

  Middleton reinforces Bernstein’s point, suggesting love and warmth come to imply 

shame, while anger and frustration can find expression in physical violence. Middleton further argues 

that many men have had a language of feelings ‘beaten’ out of them.
23

 This view is supported by 

Bernstein’s proposal that tender feelings are subjectively experienced, but the forms of their 

expression have been modified by a public language that has difficulty in articulating these feelings.
24

  

This idea informed the construction of the hero of my novel, Boxer Handsome. I was interested in the 

idea that male heroes become articulate in an interior self, illustrating how masculinity can be 

redefined by modifying codes of this public language.  

This public language reinforces an idea of masculinity where the disassociation of feeling from 

experience is encouraged, which might also disassociate action from consequence. The impact is on 

cultures of masculinity sacrificing emotional honesty and articulacy for the sake of a fantasy ideal and 

allegiance to their social group. 
25

 

 

III. North and South 

Elizabeth Gaskell’s novel, North and South, presents clear ideas about the relations between class, 

language and masculinity. The arrival of Industrialism in Victorian England relocated the agricultural 

working classes to the interior of factory life and a new kind of manual labour.
26

  While 

industrialisation offered social mobility for an entrepreneurial new man to thrive in, it shackled 

working class men to time-keeping and serving machines.
27

   

                                                           
21

 The Inward Gaze, Masculinity and Subjectivity in Modern Culture, p.4 

22
 The Inward Gaze, Masculinity and Subjectivity in Modern Culture, p.5 

23
 The Inward Gaze, Masculinity and Subjectivity in Modern Culture, p.119 

24
 Class, Codes and Control, Volume 1, p.50 

25
 The Inward Gaze, Masculinity and Subjectivity in Modern Culture, p.120 

26
 The Working Classes in Victorian Fiction, p.17 

27
 The Working Classes in Victorian Fiction, p.17 
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As we have seen, the hero of the novel, John Thornton, is a representative of a new kind of 

manhood opened up through the industrial life.
28

  He is also in conflict with the workers of his factory. 

The factory workers are exploited with long hours and low wages, and unrest lurks beneath the 

surface of society.  This is acknowledged by Gaskell through her presentation of the riots in 

Thornton’s mill.
29

 

Thornton’s manhood is dependent on the success of his factory, which is ultimately saved, 

however, by the money associated with the heroine of the novel, Margaret Hale, from the gentrified 

South. For Gaskell, their relationship and marriage is a symbolic one, establishing the marriage of the 

aspirational Northern manufacturer and the developed sensibility of the Southern gentlewoman. 

Margaret is sensitive to the outrage of the factory workers - possibly because she can afford to be - 

and influences Thornton so that he might see it too. This contributes to the final reconciliation 

between the master and his men. The industrial conflict becomes a matter of personal relationships.   

However, when the workers  revolt, there is no individual voice identified: ‘As soon as they saw 

Mr Thornton, they set up a yell, - to call, it not human is nothing, - it was as the demoniac desire of 

some terrible wild beast for the food that is withheld from his ravening’.
30

 The working class men as a 

group are represented as so inarticulate that they are diminished to the level of animals and their 

voices produce, not words, but simply noise.  Mr Thornton’s indifferent comment ‘Let them yell!’ 

only emasculates and disempowers them further. 
31

 

Thomas Carlyle proposes manliness as ‘toughness of muscle, and toughness of heart’.
32

 Thornton 

must obey these terms to confirm his masculinity. However, this stance is challenged by Margaret. 

She tells him: ‘Go down and face them like a man. Save these poor strangers, whom you have 

decoyed here. Speak to your workmen as if they were human beings’.
33

 Here she offers a different 

definition of manhood, which is not simply hardness, but has a moral dimension, a sense of moral 

responsibility, as well.  North and South depicts social conflicts as more complex. The South 

represents the past and tradition and the world of inherited landowners. The North represents the 

future and modernity where leaders were self-made men who accumulated their wealth as working 

middle class entrepreneurs. Thornton represents several aspects of power – he is a manufacturer and 

employer, he is a magistrate and he has the power to control his workers.  Margaret demonstrates her 

power (and steps outside her traditional female role), forcing him to reflect on the validity of his 

beliefs. It is through Margaret that Thornton’s perceptions of workers as mere providers of labour 

shift and he regards them as intelligent individuals.
34

 

                                                           
28

 Manliness and Masculinities in Nineteenth-Century Britain p.85 

29
 The Working Classes in Victorian Fiction, p.17 

30
 Gaskell, Elizabeth, North and South (Hertfordshire: Wordsworth Editions, 1994), p.65 

31
 North and South, p.165  

32
 Manliness and Masculinities in Nineteenth-Century Britain, p.87 

33
 North and South, p.164 

34
 Matus, L. Jill, The Cambridge Companion to Elizabeth Gaskell (Cambridge: University Press 2007)p. 9 
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In the 1950s, Marxist critics became interested in Gaskell’s description of social and industrial 

problems. This reflected a broader social change in attitudes towards working-class experiences.  This 

is of significance to British literature post-1950 where working-class men are not only the subject of 

the novel in this period, they are the protagonists too. It is the representations of working-class men 

which move beyond their former portrayal, as new sub-cultures emerge, that is the subject of this 

study.   

Representations of working-class masculinities have evolved from their portrayal in North and 

South, because sub-cultures and social and political contexts have changed. Modern representations of 

working-class masculinities, post-1950, have been redefined, borrowing from Victorian notions of 

masculinity, such as individualism and aspiration, and adopting new, sub-cultural codes of language 

to identify and reinforce new social groups. This is evident in the cultures of 1950s working-class 

men, boxing and gangsters.  I am interested in the functions of a public language within these 

different cultures of working class masculinity, and I want to explore the relationship between the 

nature of inwardness and the functions of public language. This is most explicitly illustrated in the 

modern novel, Fight Club, where Chuck Palahniuk splits his narrator’s consciousness into two 

conflicting heroes: the thug and the thinker, investing in him a sub-culture so brutal it ends up 

destroying itself: ‘The world is going crazy. My boss is dead. My home is gone. My job is gone. And 

I’m responsible for it all’. 
35

   

American literature on the cultures of boxers and gangsters shows how the nature of violence 

affects the nature of inwardness. In this context, I am interested in Robert Bly’s very different ideas of 

men as warriors, and I refer to his perspective on conflict and masculinity that celebrates precisely the 

fantasy ideal Middleton argues against.  Bly considers the idea of the ‘battlefield’ as a space of 

spiritual awakening that enables self-reflection, not necessarily destructive to the self-consciousness. 

He suggests it provides man with the enemy he needs to feel alive.
36

 Bly’s suggestion that men are 

enlightened through combat supports Carlyle’s view that manliness was associated with ‘toughness of 

muscle’ and ‘toughness of heart’.
37

 Bly argues that the holiness of the battlefield and the delight of 

danger are essential for the survival of Western men and without it a collapsed civilised society 

witnesses the decline from warrior to soldier, to murderer, an idea that will inform my study of the 

way boxing and criminal cultures can be separated by the nature of their violence.
38

 This is also why I 

have found the culture of boxing an interesting one to explore, because of the organised violence 

within a boxing ring: ‘inside the reverberating and ritual space, armies, tribes, divinities even ideas, 

arrange themselves in adversarial fashion’. 
39

 

I will look at how public language is the function of particular social structures and how the 

individual may modify this language through his experience.  I am interested in examining how those 

                                                           
35

 Palahniuk, Chuck, Fight Club, (London: Vintage 1997), p.193 (Subsequent references will be in this edition.) 

36
 Bly, John, Iron John, Men and Masculinity, (London: Random House 1990), p.151 

37
 Manliness and Masculinities in Nineteenth-Century Britain, p.87 

38
 Iron John, p.151 

39
 Iron John, p.152 
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working class characters reorganise codes of language, to become reflective and distinctive. With my 

particular interest in boxing culture, I will examine the ways the idea of a hero can become divided 

between the nature of inwardness and a public language, performing through codes that restrict the 

communication of feelings.  
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Chapter. 1 Post-50s British Fiction and Cinema 

 

Literature and cinema set in England in the 1950s, interrogate working class masculinity and 

Northern factory life.   The novels, Saturday Night and Sunday Morning and A Kind of Loving present 

examples of Angry Young Men in literature and This Sporting Life and Alfie show examples of these 

male heroes in cinema.  My novel centres on a male character, Bobby, who inherits the swagger of 

those characters in Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, and A Kind of Loving, and the bravado of 

New American Macho. Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, in particular, has been an influential text 

for Boxer Handsome. The hero, Arthur Seaton, parades a working-class bravado that I was keen to 

reorganise in a contemporary young man in the East End, a bravado I will further examine here.  

Berthold Schoene-Harwood proposes that in the 1950s the idea of masculinity was still informed 

by masculine ideals of a Victorian era and characters in fiction and cinema still endorsed ideals 

established by a Victorian class system. 
40

 However, a shift in social structure after the war offered 

opportunities for social mobility and the working-class male challenged the structure.  They were 

aware of an injustice and imbalance, yet still behaved through an inherited public language, creating 

friction between the rise of male self-consciousness and the old established order.  

A shift of an old order imposes an inadequacy in these characters, which clashes with codes of 

manliness. The modes and language of masculinity performed by characters are imitations of the 

Victorian ideal. These imitations are rearranged by characters in a new social order, giving them room 

to improvise as individuals. A tension between the codes of inwardness and social inclusion helps to 

create compelling anti-heroes. 
41

  

In the novels and in each film, characters develop a performance of exaggerated old values and 

ideals, which present bravado, informed by ‘New American Macho’ moulds, created by the writers 

Norman Mailer and Ernest Hemingway, who I will examine in my second chapter. New American 

Macho, or, The School of Virility’, presents manliness in pure and excessive form. 
42

 Peter Schwenger 

analysed this New American Macho and his ideas on ‘histrionic bravado’ might be applied to the 

deluded masculinity of characters in these novels set in post-1950s England. ‘As the moments of 

natural virility elude a man over and over again, he begins to shore up his sense of manhood with 

theory with language, with artifice. He begins, perhaps, to protest too much.’
43

 

The performance of ‘bravado’ suggests an attempt to adjust to change, of men caught between an 

old order based on masculine principles no longer achievable, and the beginnings of social change in 

post-war society. A sub-culture emerges, of a new anti-hero, forming both social and individual 

identity, beginning to form an articulacy in both working-class public language and in self-

consciousness.  

                                                           
40

 Harwood-Schoene Berthold, Writing Men, Literary Masculinities from Frankenstein to the New Man, 

(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press), P.85 

41
 Writing Men, p.85 

42
 Writing Men, p.53 

43
 Writing Men, p.85 
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I. Saturday Night and Sunday Morning and A Kind of Loving 

The detailed hardships of his working class life and sexual relationships are shown with the 

nuances of well-rounded characters in the novels, Saturday Night and Sunday Morning and A Kind of 

Loving.  Both protagonists, Arthur and Vic, find themselves equipped to articulate their interior world, 

and also an exterior one, so that we too can become involved in every bleak and unsavoury detail of it. 

As Arthur Seaton in Saturday Night and Sunday Morning tells the reader, it is; ‘running tar-sores 

whose antiseptic smell blended with that of dustbins overdue for empty.’ We view a re-shuffled, drab, 

post-war wasteland, from the eyes of those men who live in it, with a particular and poetic narrative 

voice.
44

 

Much of their behaviour takes place within a working environment, dominated by men. Factory 

life, which is a focus in Saturday Night and Sunday Morning especially, parts the male and female 

world, which adheres to another Victorian idea that ‘manliness was as much to do with separating 

from the feminine as with affirming the masculine’. 
45

 The women in the novel are seen outside of 

their working life, as romantic and sexual conquests, or as the stimulus for emotional growth. One of 

the more effective ways to mark a physical stamp on the world, and more importantly their world, is 

in promiscuity and the sexual rite of passage as young men. We witness both characters preoccupied 

with their sexual identity, as they approach the thresholds of manhood. This rite of passage is 

acknowledged in Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, by Arthur Seaton: ‘you followed the motto of 

be drunk and be happy, kept your crafty arms around female waists, and felt the beer going 

beneficially down into the elastic capacity of your guts.’
46

 Their inner consciousness reveals the 

conflict young men face with their outward and inward personas.  When Vic Brown in A Kind of 

Loving finds a girl he likes, he is aware of the repercussions of stepping outside these moral codes of 

behaviour:  ‘This is the way you have to be because if you told them all you think they’d laugh and 

say you were sloppy in the head.’ 
47

 

These interior thought processes, give these speakers a redeeming vulnerability. One especially 

revealing moment of manly honesty is spoken at the start by Vic, who in announcing himself, steps 

outside the narrative in direct address. In doing so, the reader is befriended by the protagonist and 

invited to become involved in the inevitable mistakes made by an ordinary young man;  ‘So there I 

am – Victor Arthur Brown, twenty one years old, one of the lads, and not very sure of himself under 

the cocky talk and dirty jokes and wisecracks.’ 
48

 A large part of our engagement with these characters 

                                                           
44

 Sillitoe, Alan, Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, (London: Harper Perennial 2008), p.138 (Subsequent 

references will be in this edition.) 

45
 Manliness and Masculinities in Nineteenth-Century Britain, p87 

46
 Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, p.25 

47
 Barstow, A Kind of Loving, (London: Penguin Books 1963), p.16 (Subsequent references will be in this 

edition.) 

 

48
 A Kind of Loving, p.25 
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is that we are witness to the performance they give to an outside world that demands a kind of 

masculinity. 

The cocky talk and wisecracks would appear to be resolved by the safe claustrophobia of 

marriage, an acceptance of old orders and expectations. Much of their behaviour in the novel takes 

place as they wrestle between the subscription to domesticity and the embrace of working men’s clubs 

and pub culture. The fraternity of a sub-culture grooms its own reorganised masculinity, where drink, 

sex and violence carry distinctive meanings. While there is no necessary pull in the way of 

gentrification, there does appear to be a social expectation in the domestic responsibility to settle 

down. The fate of these two working class men feels decided. They either enter the domestic sphere of 

marriage, or delay it through the escapism of a predatory, pugilistic world of pub culture.
49

 

Both these novels portray the domestic setting as being fraught with unease and marital conflict. It 

is to be rejected, seemingly, for as long as possible.  Marriage, in the eyes of these men would mark 

an end to their male swagger. Those women, who are wives, are physically compared to the confining 

industrial landscape they are bound in. Vic muses on the subject of marriage in relation to his peers: ‘ 

I think he’ll end up married to a tart six-foot tall and as plain as the side of a warehouse and be bossed 

about for the rest of his life.’
50

 In Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, marriage and the home are 

ripe ground for Arthur Seaton to corrupt. He sleeps with a married woman, Brenda, while befriending 

her husband at work, before venturing into further marital disharmony by seducing another woman, 

Doreen. Vic, in A Kind of Loving, is forced into marriage after getting a girl, Ingrid, pregnant and 

brought into a home overwhelmed by the presence of a matriarch, Ingrid’s Mother. Vic’s revulsion 

towards the dull entrapment and emasculatory set-up is both comically and aptly shown, when he 

throws up on her floor:  ‘I’ve leaned forward and thrown up on the nice, cream carpet right in front of 

her. It’s the easiest thing I can remember.’
51

 

The self-consciousness of this act, and Vic’s attention to the detail of his mother-in-law’s carpet, 

and to the in-the-moment fascination with the very achievement of being sick, highlights his 

juvenility: Vic is not ready to settle down. This is mimicked by Arthur Seaton early on in Saturday 

Night and Sunday Morning, when being barked at by a female reveller in the pub. In much the same 

way as Vic responds to his mother-in-law’s relentless verbal attack, Arthur drunkenly and 

instinctively vomits. Both acts display an indifference to female rage, and reduce it to a scene of 

slapstick comedy. If the reader ever wanted confirmation that these novels centre on the animal nature 

of the careless, predatory nature of the young man, it is suggested in this early scene: ‘The beast 

inside Arthur’s stomach gripped him again, and suddenly, mercilessly, before he could stop it or move 

out of the way, or warn anybody that it was coming, it leapt out of his mouth with an appalling 

growl.
52

 

However, both authors ensure that these comic episodes are interrupted by scenes of seriousness. 

Both pregnancies in each novel are either aborted or miscarried. They are gruelling scenes and 

significant turning points for each character. This is presented effectively in the grim interaction 
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between Brenda and Arthur in Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, when Arthur stands looking on at 

Brenda’s pain and discomfort, in a boiling gin bath, aborting their baby: ‘he watched Brenda’s face 

disintegrating, her features mixing beneath the fire of gin and the sea of water.’ 
53

 It is a brutal 

comeuppance for Arthur, the violet and unpleasant result of his affair with Brenda. For Vic, his wife 

Ingrid’s miscarriage is even more crudely imagined: ‘I shut my eyes and I can see her there on her 

back with her legs open and them pulling this bloody mess out of her.’ 
54

  

Neither Vic nor Arthur is equipped to deal with these tragedies, and we don’t expect them to be. It 

is important to realise that neither of these men plays their heroic part, or are set up for any epic social 

awakening in the way Thornton is, for example. They are beyond the system, and reject authority by 

manoeuvring themselves in this interior first-person narrative. The first-person narrative is a powerful 

one here, because by making the world of the novel interior, they remain lawless, above an external 

structure. As noted by Richard Bradford, Arthur Seaton shows ‘no inclination to acquaint himself 

with culture or improve his social or professional status...he is more interested in drink and sex.’ 
55

 

The reader might question why they accept this character, who lends himself to nothing heroic, as 

both a magnetic literary figure and man. We invest in them because they are crafted with a sharp, 

intellectual bravado that compensates for an uncertainty about themselves and their place in the world. 

They are young, charming and charismatic.  

Their experience is outside the framework of social niceties, and importantly, despite him being a 

literary hero, Seaton does not conform to types of the time. Richard Bradford continues, ‘Seaton 

arrived at the literary jamboree uninvited... Seaton refused to pay the literary cultural and social 

establishment even the back-handed compliment of resentfully acknowledging its existence.’
56

 He is a 

master of his own cultural identity, and with these novels which show lone men being submerged by a 

larger social system, represented here by factories and marriage, they manage to retain a strong 

masculine identity and hold on to their rugged individualism. Theirs is a male conquest, a journey of 

ego, and reconciliation with their own rite of passage in a competitive and aggressive venue.  

Towards the end of each novel, the familiar brawn of each of the male characters appears to have 

been soothed. This is defined by a solitary moment, in rural settings outside the factories, bars and 

bedrooms. There is a life, all of a sudden, beyond the urban blight, and the industrial bleakness. They 

appear to reconcile their rugged individualism with the outside world, even for a brief moment. The 

novels show the move towards individual qualification, a self-consciousness that moves the hero from 

his culture. Vic draws on a precise difference between gentleman and man, confirming the superiority 

of the man who knows himself, who has an interior moral truth: 

Do what you think’s right and you’ll be doing like millions of poor sods over the world are doing. 

And when it hits you, if it does, chance, call it what you like, you’ll wonder like all the rest of 
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them because you’ve always done your best and you don’t deserve a rotten deal But that’s your 

story. 
57

 

Arthur exits his story with a similar view on the world; although he acknowledges the pressures 

on men to stand up to established orders, for manly individualism: ‘...it’s a good life and a good 

world, all said and done, if you don’t weaken, and if you know that the big wide world hasn’t heard 

from you yet, no, not by a long way, though it won’t be long now.’
58

 

Working-class masculinity by the1950s demonstrated an antithesis of politeness and refinement, 

rejected more than ever through the charm of post-war anti-heroes borrowing from both patriarchal 

codes and New American Macho. Their brutal honesty and rugged sincerity is enriched in a first-

person narrative, intensifying an independent battle against the struggle of life and against the struggle 

of making your mark on the world. The post-war lads have nothing to do with a mannered class, and 

moreover, show no desire in joining them. In fact, through language, their narrative becomes rich and 

alive in its own culture. Although possible to work with the establishment and better oneself in the 

current climate through promotion or validation, neither character has the high ambition to shake off 

and sacrifice their roots and do so. Their enlightened selves seem to prevent them from returning to a 

fixed social structure that has dispossessed the working-classes of status.  

Vic and Arthur are compelling characters that speak ‘from the heart’, colluding with those 

Victorian notions of manliness. 
59

 The nature of Vic and Arthur’s narrative exposes their experience in 

a raw, unabridged honesty, an extreme manliness of social identity and the solitary loneliness of 

inwardness. The reader journeys with them as they become men. In A Kind of Loving, Vic closes his 

own story with a final acknowledgement to his reader and audience, the last line of the novel. Vic 

remarks, ‘So endeth the lesson.’ 
60

 

He addresses us with an intimate directness once more, curtailing the experiences and events that 

have given the novel its narrative. But in effect, he ends a chapter of his masculinity, having 

journeyed to a point of understanding and quiet revelation, creating space and room for the next 

instalment of manly growth. His final line is a reference to the lesson learned by him.  

 

II. Alfie and This Sporting Life 

The films, Alfie and This Sporting Life are two examples of the ways working class masculinity 

performs within two cultures: the East End Lothario, Alfie and a Northern rugby player, Frank. Both 

Alfie and Frank are heroes of their culture, at conflict with the swagger and brawn of inherited codes, 

and in a search for intimacy. Though they are heroes of a rising culture of new working-class 

masculinity, Alfie’s promiscuity and Frank’s machismo leaves them both lonely.  
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Lewis Gilbert’s 1966 film, Alfie, starring Michael Caine, is an example of how the ‘Jack the Lad’ 

character developing in post-1950s England has become a hero in his own right and importantly, in 

his own language. This is highlighted in his direct address to the camera, a new technique that breaks 

down fourth wall between audience and screen and enables Alfie to show what he is best at: seduction 

and charm. The themes of both films are established from the beginning. Alfie is a womaniser, set 

apart from the domestic fate imposed on Arthur Seaton and Vic Brown. He straightens his tie and 

boasts about his sexual exploits to the camera, as the objectified female waits in the car, “it will go 

home happy”
61

.  This Sporting Life begins with the sounds of baying crowds and the black-blood of 

our hero, Frank, broken-nosed at a rugby match. The rugby tackles of the opening scene introduce the 

maelstrom of male violence that runs throughout the film. It is a violence performed at the expense of 

an emotional articulacy, a violence that destroys him and the relationship with his landlady he wants 

to nurture.  

Schwenger’s interrogation of a histrionic bravado performed by the 1950s working-class man as a 

performance that ‘protests too much’ is evident in Alfie’s behaviour. The objectification of women 

becomes a performance, heightened further by the full attention he receives from the camera; “She’s 

getting a bit previous” to a hot water bottle placed in his bed by a lover. His speech obeys cohesive to 

Bernstein’s characteristics of working-class public language that uses idioms and repetition: ‘You 

know what I mean?”.
62

 

Alfie asserts his masculinity through an informal charm and in the subjugation of women. His 

treatment of each female object is misogynistic and thoughtless. After impregnating Gilda, he visits 

her at hospital, “I bought you some flowers, but I didn’t want to be seen with them”.  He believes 

Gilda’s innocent talks with Humphrey, her admirer, are less innocent than ‘the other’ and later states, 

“What does look nice when you get close up to it?”. 
63

This is Alfie’s crisis; the functions of public 

language performed through cockney charisma do not lend themselves to the expression of emotional 

intimacy.  He can attract but not sustain a meaningful relationship. This is made even more explicit by 

the style of filming as we watch his performance.  

Like Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, and A Kind of Loving, the social and political context 

of the time meant unwanted pregnancy was loaded with fear of illegal abortion, and for Alfie, like 

Arthur Seaton, it is an example of the carelessness of their performances in promiscuity. They reject 

domestic claustrophobia for the violent nature of induced abortions. It is the only times we see Alfie 

genuinely shaken, when he sees the remains of an abortion in his kitchen, later announcing to his 

friend, “it quite touched me”. 
64

 

Alfie talks of the life not lived, yet it is also plausible that he is mourning his virility; Alfie’s 

bravado is not indestructible and his theatrical posturing becomes tested. He is notably less moved by 

Lily’s pain as she experiences the procedure. He is punished for his behaviour, the film’s morality 

ensures he is cheated on by an older, richer and more experienced woman, ‘he’s younger than you, 

got it?” and his story ends in loneliness, by the river. There is the suggestion he has developed self-
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knowledge and considers an idea of love, contemplating it is “how the heart hungers for something 

that makes it beautiful.” He has, like Arthur and Vic, learned a lesson, at the cost and sacrifice of 

other, female lives. The end credits are against grainy black and white and Alfie’s reality is a darker, 

narrative.  

The 1963 film, This Sporting Life, starring Richard Harris and based on David Storey’s novel, 

focuses on the challenges of articulating emotions in a language that endorses social qualification. 

After the opening credits of the rugby match, Frank, the hero, is put under gas for an operation on a 

broken nose and missing teeth. He dreams the significant moments in his narrative and the film shows 

images of a raw and extreme masculinity, split between a stifled and loaded domestic setting and an 

aggressive rugby field or pub. The world of men and bodies presented both on the field and in the 

changing room, showing Frank and a teammate wrestling beer bottles in hot tubs, their 

heterosexuality reasserted by the trainer who calls “come on you two fairies”, mocking the idea of 

homosexuality in this fraternity of players.
65

  

Frank obeys a Victorian scheme of manliness in that he presents a silent, individual ruggedness 

and aspires to improve in a competitive environment. He becomes a rugby hero, which also adheres to 

the qualities Bly revered, of an awakened warrior. 
66

 Frank responds to conflict and is awakened in his 

battlefield, the glamour of violence is an attraction and we see him imitate poses and punches of 

boxers in front of the mirror.  

     Frank attempts to find sanctuary in a domestic setting, asserting his patriarchal role on his 

widowed landlady, Margaret and her two children. After he is signed to a rugby team, he asks her 

“Guess how much you think I’m worth?” showing her his cheque for £1000. Margaret undermines 

Frank’s easy income, referring to John Tosh’s account of Victorian notions of manliness as a 

management of circumstance, “Some people have life made for them”.
67

 

It is Margaret’s voice of reason, detached from her feelings through mourning, that stir in Frank 

the arousal of love and a desire to care.  The intimacy of her making his bed moves him to try and 

sleep with her.  The scene is aggressive and brutal and lacking in any tenderness. The morning after, 

when Frank is ignored by Margaret, he throws a flask at the wall. Intimacy has become a threat to his 

social identity, yet also continues to be out of reach.  

Frank is capable of objectifying women, but this is performed for friends, to show allegiance to 

his culture. To a singer on a pub stage he shouts “Hey Love! Show us your personality.” However 

Frank is also objectified through his class, by women above him socially and financially, “he doesn’t 

seem to be a very sociable giant.” He is propositioned and desired, and yet it is Margaret that he 

needs, “she’s the one thing that makes me feel wanted.” 
68
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     One of the most poignant moments in the film is Frank’s rejection of men returned from war “there 

isn’t a bleeding man amongst them…fat in the back from the war.” Frank has self-knowledge and 

ideas of himself that sit outside this culture. However, an argument with Margret ends violently and 

returns to him to an anger he can’t control. She rips his clothes and he hits her before telling her, 

finally, that he loves her. She spits in his face leaving him exposed and rejected forcing him out and 

he moves in with other men, who appear underdeveloped and adolescent. They return to their shared 

room drunk and coughing: all that Frank has come to despise in masculinity. Like Alfie, a female life 

is sacrificed to offer the hero the means for self-reflection and it is only when Margaret is dying in 

hospital of a tumour that Frank is able to look after her. In her last moments, he comforts and holds 

her hand, “You’re safe Margaret”, whispering as she dies.  Frank punches a wall and kills a spider, his 

feelings enraged by an inability to communicate them coherently.
69
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Chapter 2. Boxing  

 

Boxing culture attracts a remarkable number of writers, from Norman Mailer’s account of the 

Ali/Foreman fight in Zaire to Nelson Algren’s novel about juvenile boxers in Chicago.  Indeed, Joyce 

Carol Oates, in her book of essays On Boxing, proposes, ‘that no other sport can elicit such theoretical 

anxiety which lies at the heart of boxing’s fascination for the writer’.
70

 Oates offers a female 

perspective on a culture of male bravado, a perspective I have found useful in my own writing.   She 

examines the features of this world and provides an engaged analysis of it:  ‘The boxing match is the 

very image, the more terrifying for being so stylized, of mankind’s collective aggression: it’s on-

going historical madness’.
71

 

The hero in my novel, Boxer Handsome, is a young, London boxer called Bobby. Accessing the 

drama of the boxing ring has been the greatest challenge to my writing. My novel has sought to offer 

an impression of various fights used to illustrate Bobby’s rise and fall.  Joyce Carol Oates has 

informed my engagement with this aspect of the novel. For example, she suggests the boxer’s 

narrative seems to be predicated on feeling pain in the ring through winning or losing, which he finds 

preferable to the benumbed existence available to him outside it: ‘the boxer prefers physical pain in 

the ring to the absence of pain that is ideally the condition of ordinary life’.
72

 I have also found Kasia 

Boddy’s Boxing: A Cultural History an important source, particularly her introduction, which says, 

‘The symbolism of boxing does not allow for ambiguity…The rites of boxing ‘simplify everything. 

Good and evil, the winner and loser.’
73

 This is an idea I considered when constructing a narrative for 

my hero, Bobby. Bobby’s experience of life is shaped by the boxing ring and his identity is defined by 

winning and losing. I was interested in trying to suggest  that Bobby cannot conceive of a private self 

that exists beyond this narrative of opposing forces and  I wanted to suggest that he holds on to a kind 

of security through ongoing conflict. He uses fighting in the ring - especially his final fight – to 

redeem himself.  Oates implies that there is something masochistic about the boxer’s existence.
74

 This 

is another intriguing idea which I explore both here and in my novel. 

Kasia Boddy’s chapter, ‘Fresh Hopes’ was helpful in its study of the tension between Jewish and 

Irish boxers in nineteenth-century America: ‘If you wanted to become an American in late nineteenth-
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century Boston it made sense to adopt an Irish brogue.’
75

 Her history of Jewish boxers and their 

movement into American boxing culture by the twentieth-century helped to authenticate the 

background of my novel.  Boxing had evidently been synonymous with Irish Catholic culture and 

Boddy’s reference to James T.Farell’s 1932 novel, Young Lonigan, set in 1916, was of particular 

interest: ‘most of them (boxers) were real Irish, lads who’d bless themselves before they fought’.
76

  

This is compared to Jewish boxers, depicted by Philip Roth as ‘a strange deviation from the norm of 

Jewish culture’.
 77

 My aim was to present a hero who came from both Irish and Jewish cultures, and 

who inherits old tribal tensions in boxing’s history.  In Boxer Handsome I endeavoured to show 

evidence of the Irish culture’s feelings of superiority towards Jewish culture. Two Irish men, Frank 

and Freddy, celebrate Bobby’s blood as ‘green’, and the Jewish heritage is diminished only to his 

‘mother’s side’. They resort to calling him a ‘tough little mongrel’.
78

 The idea was further influenced 

by Boddy’s reference to the 1915 film No Business, where she quotes two Irish fans discussing a 

Jewish boxer, ‘Put an Irish heart in him…an’ you’d have a champion – no less.’
79

 This line 

contributed to my attempt to build Bobby into a hero brought together through the brawn and bravado 

of his father’s culture and the more cerebral boxing wisdom of his Jewish grandfather, who tells 

Bobby, ‘Watch out for those boys. Bobby. They know how to win by losing.’
80

 

Boddy also refers to the ‘cliché’ story of the Jewish boy who breaks his father’s heart by 

becoming a boxer.
81

 As a contrast, I hoped to use the idea of a boxer, whose mother is East End and 

Jewish and whose father is East End and Irish.  He is a boxer, because both groups went to the same 

boxing club. Boxing culture runs through Bobby’s blood from both sides and he is represents a hero 

from both these worlds. 

Boxers can become symbols of fantasy and provide ideals of masculinity beyond the ordinary, as 

Joyce Carol Oates acknowledges: ‘Boxers don’t feel pain quite the way we do’.
82

 The boxer 

understands he will be hurt and inflict hurt, and that his life in the ring will be a continuous cycle of 

pain. Oates refers to this as ‘the body’s communion with itself by way of another’s intransigent 

flesh’
83

. In my novel, I look at how the experience of pain and codes of violence in the ring might 

impact on the nature of inwardness outside it.  Both Bernstein and Middleton have spoken of the 

dangers of restricted codes in relation to the ability to articulate feeling. Middleton has also suggested 

that feelings of shame and hostility may be aroused by tender feelings.  
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In direct contrast to this approach, I am also interested in how Robert Bly’s suggestion that men 

are enlightened through the holiness of a battlefield relates to Joyce Carol Oates’s proposition that the 

boxer’s narrative is predicated on feeling pain. Bly’s statement has an obvious relevance to the boxing 

ring, since it also provides a competitive environment in which men are defined by winning and 

losing. Bly proposes that war can be physical, psychological or spiritual.
84

 Boxing seems to inhabit all 

three of these experiences: the boxer is willing to be hit and hurt as much as he is able to hit and hurt 

back and leaves the ring changed physically, spiritually and psychologically. The boxer, Barry 

McGuigan has said “Every fighter has a story that could break your heart. We lose, we get hurt and 

everything comes apart.”
85

 

The boxing writer, F.X. O’Toole writes in a similar vein:  ‘Boxing is the magic of men in combat, 

the magic of will, and skill, and pain, and the risking of everything so you can respect yourself for the 

rest of your life’.
86

 O’Toole calls the culture a fraternity, and he claims that ‘the members of the fancy 

– need each other, so they can, ultimately, test themselves against themselves.’
87

Joyce Carol Oates 

expands on this idea, ‘the parameters of the private self are nothing less than boundless assertions of 

the Other’s self. This is dream, or nightmare.’
88

 Two well-matched fighters are contenders, both 

experts in the language of physical violence, and compete until one is punished by ‘death’ in the ring. 

The boxer, however, is not just in contest with his opponent in the ring.  The boxer, says Oates, is the 

body ‘in dialogue with its shadow-self.’
89

  

I will examine the representations of masculinity in relation to boxing through an analysis of 

Norman Mailer’s The Fight; I will compare Mailer’s ideas about masculinity with those present in 

Ernest Hemingway’s The Sun also Rises and in Nelson Algren’s Never Come Morning.  I will also 

refer to factual accounts of boxing through an analysis of Jake La Motta’s autobiography, Raging 

Bull: My Story. These contrasting perspectives provided a rich background of ideas and descriptions 

which informed the construction of my own hero, his environment, his struggles, psychological 

development and his redemption.  

 

I. The Fight  

Normal Mailer’s The Fight, published in 1975, relays the pivotal fight between Muhammed Ali 

and George Foreman in Zaire. Nicknamed the ‘Rumble in the Jungle’, it became famous for the 
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artistry Ali exhibited by using the ropes to absorb Foreman’s punches, before coming back and 

winning the fight. Norman Mailer, who was friends with Ali and boxed himself, also seems to spar 

with Muhammad Ali as a writer. As shown in the documentary, When We Were Kings, Ali is both 

poet and master of metaphor, as well as boxing’s heavyweight champion.  

Mailer makes clear his perspective early on in his account of the build-up to Ali’s bout with 

Foreman, ‘Boxing is carnality, meat against meat’. 
90

 Mailer’s excitement about the boxer and his 

body is evident, ‘Women draw an audible breath. Men look down. They are reminded again of their 

lack of worth.’ He projects this ‘superman’ image further upon Ali, drawing on images that separate 

Ali from the ordinariness of earthly men, describing him as the ‘Prince of Heaven’.
91

 

Joyce Carol Oates has suggested that an interest in American boxing is perpetuated by the writer’s 

fascination, not only with male violence, but more specifically by male blackness .She reflects that the 

history of boxing in America aligns with the history of the black man in America, historically its 

prominent poor.
92

 This is explicitly drawn in The Fight, where reminders of Ali’s colour are 

prominent throughout the prose: ‘When he is depressed, however, his pale skin turns the colour of 

coffee with milky water, no cream’.
93

 Of the trainers in the ring, it is their blackness that again catches 

Mailer’s attention: ‘Black fingers elucidating comforts for black flesh, sensual are his fingers as he 

plucks and shapes and shakes and balms’.
94

  

A.J. Liebling in his book of boxing essays has called boxing ‘The Sweet Science’ and Mailer’s 

tough prose brings this science together with a style that embellishes the violence with a voice outside 

the boxing ring.
 95

 The effect ensures the reader is as much with Mailer as he is with Ali. These are 

two men working their magic on what F.X Toole named the ‘enchanted canvas’.
96

 Mailer injects his 

own masculinity into the narrative comparing the action in the ring to his sexual experiences outside 

it: ‘It has something of the shift of locus which comes from making love to a brunette when she is 

wearing a blond wig.’
97

 As this suggests, the writing appears to be as much about Mailer’s ego and 

manliness as much as it is about Ali’s brilliance.  

Post-fight, Mailer articulates the boxers’ intellectual experience, supporting Bly’s claims that the 

battlefield is a place of awakening. Moreover, he also echoes Oates’s idea that pain in the ring 

provokes a psychological shift outside it. He presents this most clearly in relation to the fallen 

Foreman. He writes powerfully and with a cruel and moving simplicity of Foreman’s body: ‘Every 

wound has its own revelation.’ The boxer, winning or losing, must look at himself through the bloody 
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skin, the bruised torso, the ‘battered aura’.
98

 In the end, however, Mailer is interested in the winner, 

not the loser. As he puts it: ‘red and gold for fallen kings. Foreman lay beneath ice packs.
99

’ 

The novel is not just an account of Ali’s flair as a boxer, it is an example of Mailer’s skill as a 

writer and thereby an assertion of his manliness as he sets his writing in a similar arena and tests how 

he matches up. In doing so the culture of boxing is given a greater resonance in defining masculinity. 

Mailer projects onto Ali a symbol of masculine bravado and makes him a king-like champion among 

ordinary men. 

 

II. The Sun Also Rises 

An immediate precursor to Mailer is Ernest Hemingway. Both Ernest Hemingway and Norman 

Mailer are subjected to criticism from Nick Tosches.  Both are mocked for their attempts to 

appropriate boxing and bullfighting- two sports similar in prowess and macho-glory. Tosches 

dismisses Mailer’s writing as ‘droll posing’ and calls Hemingway ‘the great pretender.’ 
100

 

Hemingway did in fact box and his ‘pretend prose’ captures the thrill that the novel’s narrator, 

Jake, feels when watching such potent machismo parading in the arena. Oates acknowledges 

Hemingway’s attraction to boxing and bullfighting, claiming, ‘Hemingway never wrote about boxing 

with the sympathy or perception with which he wrote about bullfighting’
101

. Like Mailer’s ‘meat 

against meat’, the theatrical bravado of the bullfighter excites and evokes a bold impression of 

masculinity, of a male culture and courage performed as theatre. There are, as this suggests, notable 

similarities between boxers and his bullfighter hero, ‘in his corner, rinsing blood from his mouth’
102

. 

The most important similarities, of course, are the spectacle of physical combat and the performance 

of courage under pressure: ‘When he looked up, finally, he asked for a drink of water. He swallowed a 

little, rinsed his mouth, spat the water, took his cape, and went back into the ring.
103

’ Even Jake La 

Motta, nicknamed the ‘Bronx Bull’ and more famously, Raging Bull, makes comparisons between 

bullfighting and boxing, his name alone connecting the two: ‘they’re trying to kill maybe the way a 

bullfighter doesn’t see anything except the figure of a bull he’s trying to  kill.
104

 

The Sun Also Rises details bullfighting scenes with the same carnal interest displayed by Mailer. 

The phallic figure of the bullfighter,  penetrating the thick flesh of the bull, locked together before one 

wins and one loses, like two boxers, before the death in the arena; ‘ his left shoulder went forward 
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between the horns as the sword went in and for just an instant he and the bull were one’.
105

 Jake 

projects his personality onto both Romero, the bullfighter, and the bull, so that it becomes a 

relationship sexually tense and loaded: ‘The bull wanted it again and Romero’s cape filled’. 
106

 The 

potency, virility and sensuality of the ring is palpable.  Hemingway charges the prose with an 

interpretation of machismo as beautiful, ensuring the bullfight itself becomes a thing of aesthetic 

beauty, elevating the bullfighter, Romero, to an object of romantic interest: ‘Romero flicked his cape 

so the colour caught the bull’s eye…he pivoted on the pic, making a wound, enforcing the iron into 

the bull’s shoulder, making him bleed for Belmonte’.
107

 Romero stands in his arena, bloody and 

Byronic, ‘his shirt ripped out from under his sleeve, the white blowing in the wind, and the bull, the 

red sword hilt tight between his shoulders, his head down.’
108

  

The violence is articulated in a way that redefines the bloodshed as elegant, heroic, and accepted 

by both bull and bullfighter as the natural order of things. There is freedom in the knockout, and there 

is freedom in death as the bull and Romero come together in a final clinch and embrace: ‘The bull 

watched him, Romero spoke to the bull and tapped one of his feet. The bull charged and Romero 

waited for the charge…he became one with the bull’.
109

  

This, like Mailer’s The Fight, suggests far more about Jake the narrator and subsequently 

Hemingway than it does about the bullfighter, Romero, who is the projected image of machismo, 

yearned for by an impotent narrator.  Romero is the fantasy of a man who sits immobile outside the 

arena, no longer capable of killing, and, in his suggested impotency, unable to create life. For Jake, 

there is no death in the arena and, equally, there is no life outside it. Bullfighting, in its bloodthirsty 

glory, gives birth to a kind of hero, circled by boys, and celebrated by music, dance and women.
110

 

The School of Virility, which has asserted a phallic model of masculinity, similar to that explored 

in my first chapter on post-1950s men in Britain, shows writers creating male characters from the 

world of boxing and bull-fighting, drawn perhaps, by the allure of the spectacle of the male body.  

Writers try to access this world of the body and of wordless events in a literary way. Throughout my 

writing, the most difficult passages to make meaningful were those of violence and action, where I 

had to face the task of giving narrative purpose and credibility to the largely and almost defiantly 

inaccessible. However, Joyce Carol Oates provides an explanation for why writers are, nevertheless, 

drawn to this task:  ‘Each boxing match is a story – a unique and highly condensed drama without 

words.’
111
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III. Never Come Morning 

Nelson Algren’s Never Come Morning presents the lives of two young, poor Polish boxers Casey 

Benkowski and Bruno ‘Lefty’ Biceps. Both are the sons of an immigrant culture and both are caught 

in the slum existence of 1920s Chicago. Both also have ambitions to leave. In contrast to Hemingway 

and Mailer, Algren explores the social background that has produced the boxer or the bull-fighter. He 

presents his heroes, Bruno and Casey as Ghetto kids from Chicago who need boxing to break away 

from their allegiance to gang sub-culture Nelson Algren has said of his work that the ‘novelist’s place 

has traditionally been on the side of the loser. I can see no purpose in writing about people who seem 

to have won everything’.
112

  

The streets in which the boys grow up are far removed from the Old World of their families, but 

perhaps are not so far removed from its old definitions of masculinity. The immigrant sub-culture 

shows the life on the streets of boys displaced from the safety of their parents’ culture and exposed to 

the perils of Chicago’s ghetto. Bruno’s mother, Mama Bicek, considers their fate: ‘If they had stayed 

in the Old World, she felt, her son would have been a good son. There a boy had to behave himself or 

be put in the army…Boys in the army were good boys. The army made them good’.
113

 

For Algren, his heroes are working-class men, inheritors of what he refers to as the ‘Ghetto 

Experience’; those who appear to be shackled to the darker shadows of their environment.
114

 Algren’s 

heroes are created so that they might fall and fail.  According to Robert Ward, in his essay, ‘Spatial 

Enclosures in Never Come Morning’ Algren creates an ‘aesthetic of imprisonment’, his characters are 

developed ‘beneath the shadows’ of a city, rather than on its surface. Accordingly, the men in Never 

Come Morning occupy a penal landscape of entrapment. 
115

 In presenting his characters in this 

landscape Algren ensures they are in constant battle with their worlds. Even champions merely step 

back into more fights.  We see this as Bruno Bicek leaves the boxing ring: ‘He put his head back as he 

walked, trying to look like a winner but somehow not yet feeling like one’.
116

 

The extreme implications of a destructive sub-culture of the ghetto are shown through the 

shocking rape of Bruno’s girlfriend, Steffi.  Not only is he witness to this violence, he is also 

complicit in it. His need for social qualification, to stay loyal to his the fraternity of his sub-culture, 

allows the rape to occur. He can only protest:  ‘”Let her alone, fellas”, he urged weakly’.
117

 The scene 

supports both Bernstein and Middleton’s argument:  the process of emotional inwardness cannot 

function alongside the performance of manliness. Bruno must deny his girlfriend’s assault so that he 
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is not assaulted himself: he must remain indestructible to stay secure within the confines of his social 

group. Berthold-Schoene-Harwood explores this further and refers to the idea of helplessness in 

traditional and phallic models of masculinity, noting it is not uncommon to see a display of aggressive 

self-assertion to distract from feelings of helplessness, which Bruno feels as Steffi is violated.
118

  

Bruno’s response is aggressively cruel toward at Steffi’s expense and in doing so asserts his own 

heroic sexual achievements: ‘”Dames got to get experience just like fellas,” he concluded, and 

immediately abandoned all further thought in the hope of getting drunk.’
119

 

Algren refers to Bruno’s ability to fight at the start of the rape and also alludes to his weakness as 

a man: ‘Lefty could beat anyone in the world – if they went down the first time he hit them.’  As he 

drinks and denies Steffi’s assault, Bruno becomes involved in a street brawl with a character called 

The Greek, indicative of the tensions between immigrant cultures in the neighbourhood.  It is here that 

we see the effects of denying an emotional self as Bruno’s feelings of love and shame develop quickly 

(and drunkenly) into hostility and violence and he breaks The Greek’s neck. The scene is made more 

dramatic because it occurs simultaneously with Steffi calling to the gang of boys. The brutality of 

Bruno’s violence merges with the violence Steffi is subjected to.  Bruno inflicts final and fatal injuries 

onto The Greek and Steffi becomes silent. This still aftermath amplifies the horror of both these 

events, ‘Bruno cupped the boy’s jaw in both hands as he struggled, set it for the left and swung from 

the pavement the head jerked back and the boy slipped down the side of the telephone pole, trying to 

grasp it with both fists. Bruno listened. But she did not call again.’
120

 

As this suggests, Algren’s Chicago ghetto is more punishing than the violence in the ring.  The 

landscape in Boxer Handsome presents the tower block and the cultural traditions he is born into as 

both protective and nourishing and claustrophobic. Protective because it offers the safety of a sub-

cultural social group and claustrophobic because it offers little room for the hero to navigate or 

develop his individual self without leaving the social group. It asks the individual within that 

landscape to make choices: to disassociate from the sub-culture, or become submerged. Gaston 

Bachelard in ‘The Poetics of Space’ suggests daydreams are an escape for characters confined in a 

hostile environment:  

Immensity is within ourselves. As soon as we become motionless, we are elsewhere; we are 

dreaming in a world that is immense. Indeed immensity is the movement of motionless man. It is 

one of the dynamic characteristics of quiet daydreaming. 
121

  

Boxing itself seems to offer characters space and freedom and time to pause. Algren presents fight 

scenes similarly to dream sequences, as if the fights are the escape from a penal landscape. In doing 

so, he enables his characters to dream:  ‘he bobbed, ducked, covered, swung and straightened up: the 

applause was faint and far away then it was gone.
122

’ Algren helps to paint the dream-like, religious 
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sanctity of the boxing ring, with ‘the fog of cigarette smoke pyramided from the four ring posts into 

the lights. There were four green candles burning steadily in each corner for Bruno, where the ring 

posts used to be.’ 
123

 

In the boxing arena, Algren offers his male characters an ethereal, otherworldly environment.  

Within the claustrophobia of poverty and gangland ghettos, Algren makes the boxing fights moments 

of still dignity. 
124

  Dream sequences of the ring seem to represent an almost other-worldly space for 

the two boxers to perform in. Oates talks of the theatre of the ring, comparing it to church, ‘as in the 

theatre or the church, settings are erased by way, ideally, of transcendent action.’
125

 Oates’ boxers 

establish an absolute experience, one in which the outside world might be forgotten. This again fits 

with Bly’s proposition that conflict and the battlefield is a place of spiritual transformation and 

enlightenment. The world of the boxing ring seems to offer Bruno an escape from the real pain of his 

ordinary life, not just by winning, but because it is a transcendental, spiritual space. The idea 

reinforces Algren’s characterisation of Bicek, whose consciousness transforms the urban landscape 

from littered alleyways into a boxing ring where he is ‘carried away…by his own possibilities.’ 
126

 

In an American context, the idea of the dream of boxing is significant. There is the dream in the 

ring, but also, there is the larger ‘American Dream’, framing these individual lives and fights. This is 

made more explicit through the use of Polish immigrants in Chicago’s ghetto.  Boxers are historically 

the immigrant poor, and poverty is used by Algren to ensure they want to fight in the first place: it is a 

fight to leave the confines of the ghetto.  Robert Ward talks of the vicious circle linking poverty and 

violence, as ‘an integral part of ghetto existence.’
127

 Boxing seems to be a way of transforming a 

ghetto existence into one outside of reality.  

 

IV. Jake La Motta: Raging Bull  

The writing which seems to articulate the codes and culture of pugilism with the greatest clarity is 

not always from fiction writers, but from the fighters themselves. This suggests that codes of violence 

may be conveyed best by those who do not embellish the drama from a writer’s perspective, but who 

recall events through their restricted language codes.  In the autobiography of one of the sport’s more 

violent characters, Jake La Motta, the thuggish world of crime, abuse and violence outside the ring is 

expressed with a confessional urgency and lurid prose. Jake La Motta’s autobiography, Raging Bull 

has become a significant text in boxing literature, referred to by both Joyce Carol Oates and Nick 

Tosches.  Tosches in his introduction to the book, suggests that the compelling narrative is due to the 

sheer violence of the man himself:  ‘Raging Bull; a glimpse into a soul that lay hurtling beneath a 

blinding storm of – yes, the title is perfect- rage, a rage born of the furies of fear and wilfulness. The 
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wisp of greatness it possesses has nothing to do with literature…it has to do with that glimpse, and 

with the vivid evocation of the storm.’ 
128

 

An interesting theme in La Motta’s autobiography is morality. Joyce Carol Oates avoids calling 

boxing a sport, because of its Puritan sensibility that understands its destructive processes and its 

redefinition of masculinity. 
129

 She argues that the culture seems to understand the moral nature of the 

violence: a mouth filling with blood and the eye ‘popped’ from its socket; an eye for an eye 

vengeance acted out in the ring.
130

  

The battlefield has been referred to as a place of ‘holiness’ by Bly and as a space for ritual. The 

boxing ring, which lends itself to religious mythology, might force its male subjects into confessions 

and a relationship with a spiritual self. The transformation from physical violence to spiritual 

uncertainty implies the ring is a space of transformation, where violence and its restricted codes of 

immediate physical pain can develop into the burden of an interior consciousness.  Jake La Motta, a 

Catholic boy, has his faith questioned by his life in the ring: ‘how the hell is a guy supposed to get 

along with a God, who tells you that harming another human is a cardinal sin, when all the time 

you’re thinking of dozens of ways of hurting, punishing, cutting up some guy to make a living.’
131

 

Joyce Carol Oates has argued that boxing is the meeting of a dream or a nightmare. La Motta 

articulates this with authenticity and considerable self-perception: ‘it was like Reeves suddenly 

became me or the part of me that I hated and was always afraid of, the part that I could never 

control.’
132

 There is an intimacy of one opponent becoming the dream-distortion of the other. 
133

 

However, what is important here is La Motta’s recognition that the opponent is the boxer’s own 

weakness – or the part of himself of which he is most afraid. . The world of masculinity in this arena 

becomes dream or nightmare, as it confronts its own devils or phantoms through a performance, 

which is totally ‘reliant on the other’s self’. 
134

 

Here is a voice that is conceptually literate, and nuanced, even, when it speaks from a place 

beyond the fight. It’s an examined consciousness that recalls the experience of action and reflects 

upon the experience of pain. La Motta demonstrates here the interior gaze Middleton suggests is 

necessary for the development of emotional articulacy. The autobiography almost reads like a 

confessional text, a purging of interior pain, perhaps drawing on his experience of confession as a 

Catholic. At the same time, he also occupies a Puritanical world of guilt and vengeance. Thus, in his 

fight with Reeves, he welcomes pain as a deserved punishment:  ‘what you deserve is to be killed.’
135
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In line with Robert Bly’s account of masculinity, the boxers are enlightened to/by an interior self, 

but it is one structured on codes of violence and punishment.  The boxer’s life is a cycle of abuse and 

confession. Jake La Motta, particularly, seems to need to feel the pain, and to absorb guilt, by 

exchanging punches within the ropes, but he also produces an autobiography which provides evidence 

of this achieved interiority.  

La Motta is, as Bly suggests, enlightened, but he is also burdened by the nature of reflective 

awareness that recalls both the dream and the nightmare of the ring.  Boxers like La Motta become 

trapped in a system of winning and losing and the punishment of feeling both these extremities. 

Perhaps the male psyche of the boxer is most accurately expressed by La Motta, when he says ‘I feel 

savage and better at the same time.’
136
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Chapter 3. Gangsters   

 

There is evidence of boxing and gangster cultures living within each other. Kasia Boddy refers to 

a description of the heavyweight boxer, Jack Dempsey in Boxing: A Cultural History, ‘a surly, 

dangerous inhabitant of that spiteful netherworld, just on the borderline of the criminal.’ 
137

The 

connection is also found in Jake La Motta’s life story, when the boxer discovers ‘the mob did have all 

the aces, plus the muscle, plus the guns.’
138

 Night Train: The Sonny Liston Story by Nick Tosches, 

shows how Sonny Liston, born into slavery and abuse, became involved with boxing and the mob. 

Despite being American heavyweight champion, Liston was rejected by both white and black 

audiences in 1960s America. Tosches writes, ‘He was the ultimate outlaw. Man, those narrow-

lapelled sharkskin suits, that felling left and that slaughterhouse right, and that scowl: his badness 

transcended race.’
139

 

His criminal background made him neither a poster boy for black masculinity nor a fashionable 

icon for white fans. He was, however, embraced by the fight racket, where he became their hero. 

Tosches explains: 

He was invincible: a sure thing. And in that, he must not be fucked with, but ridden wild to the 

sea of golden glory that raged and awaited him; and when the time came that they sold the scrap 

metal of glory to the junkman, they would make more money than in the right racket ever dream 

of making, as would Sonny, for he was the best and he was their boy.
140

 

The mob connections eventually overshadowed Liston’s career as a boxer, his association with 

the underworld and its illegal rackets became the environment that destroyed him. Tosches talks of 

Liston as the embodiment of a dark and destructive world that allegedly led to his death: ‘Born with 

dead man’s eyes, he had passed from the darkness of those scars on his back to the darkness of the 

criminal underworld, to a darkness beyond, a darkness whose final form was the last thing he ever 

saw.’
141
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In England, the shift from one culture to another is shown by the Kray Twins, who came from a 

culture of boxing.  According to James Morton’s East End Gangland, their grandfather, Jimmy 

‘Cannonball’ Lee, was a well-known flyweight boxer and all three of the Kray brothers boxed 

growing up. However, the organised narrative of boxing fights became organised violence in the 

underworld. Morton comments on the shift from the rules in the ring to street violence: ‘As young 

men they would have razor blades stitched into their lapels so that anyone taking hold of them would 

have their hands cut.’
142

 The Krays, referred to by Morton as ‘the pantheon of East End Heroes’ are an 

example of how the violence of gang culture behaved with a degree of structured organisation to 

dominate the underworld, the press and to attract celebrity.  Bernstein’s idea that working-class sub-

cultures align through pubic language resonates within gangster cultures: languages and codes 

organised by sub-cultures create a system outside mainstream culture. Jake Arnott’s The Long Firm, a 

novel that uses some the Kray’s real-life history in its fictional narrative, focuses on Harry Starks, a 

homosexual gangster. He explains how his culture is structured on a set of codes: ‘It is important to 

bear in mind the environment in which I was socialised. A subculture in which conflicts were resolved 

without recourse to authoritative norms’.
143

 

Representations of gangster masculinity is created from underground of poor, working class 

neighbourhoods corresponding to Bernstein’s theory that language codes form as a response to social 

experiences. Jack London’s description of nineteenth-century East End suggests an environment that 

required a personality both voluble and aggressive.
144

It is also an environment that seems to belong to 

the gangster, not one he can live in, but one he must conquer.  Robert Warshow discusses the idea in 

his 1948 essay, ‘The Gangster as Tragic Hero’:  

The gangster is man of the city, with the city’s language and knowledge, with its queer and 

dishonest skills and it’s terrible daring, carrying his life in his hands like a placard... for the 

gangster there is only one city; he must inhabit in order to personify it: not the real city, but that 

dangerous and sad city of the imagination.
145

 

I am interested in how gangster cultures seem to exist in a world of morally ambivalent chaos and 

will look at the idea that gang mentality does not endorse subjective feeling or function through it: the 

gangster cannot be enlightened to concepts of morality if he is to continue an allegiance to his culture.  

This is an isolated masculinity that doesn’t appear to equip men with language of emotion, 

functioning through the immediacy of violence. A conscience appears fractured or denied in further 

violence and delusion, which can form an isolated and dangerous masculinity.    

I will look at representations of masculinity in Jake Arnott’s The Long Firm, Chuck Palahniuk’s 

Fight Club and Jim Thompson’s Pop.1280 as examples of men who deal in extreme codes of 

violence.  
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I. The Long Firm  

London has been used by Jake Arnott in The Long Firm, a novel that has influenced the ideas 

behind Boxer Handsome, through the integration of characters with their landscape. The novel, which 

reinforces its authenticity by including real-life parallels with the Kray twins, uses the city to throw up 

characters who tell their stories in relation to the hero, Harry Starks. Told through various interlinking 

episodes, Harry Starks becomes a powerful, homosexual gangster, dominating the lives around him 

and the world he lives in. One of the characters from the novel, Lenny, is studying criminal 

psychology and Harry Starks as a case study. He makes the observation, ‘Charity work goes hand in 

hand with protection rackets. In seemingly opposing operations of extortion and philanthropy, he 

becomes both malevolent folk devil and benevolent folk hero.’ 
146

  

The gangster as both a devil and hero figure is developed effectively through the novel’s 

structure. The narrative develops though storytellers involved in Harry’s world, creating the myth and 

glamour of gangster masculinity. Harry is always elusive, events are never though Harry’s perspective 

but by those who serve him.  He remains elevated and detached, a creature imagined by other 

characters. Of the gangster culture he functions in, Terry, an early boyfriend explains the nature of 

this violence:  

He liked to break people. That’s all the violence was for. That was the point of it. That was the 

one gruesome detail that was missed out in the trial.  All the press reports, the TORTURE GANG 

boss headlines. All the lurid headlines to tease the punters. The beatings, the pliers, the black box 

for giving electric shocks. They all missed the point. He liked to break people.
147

 

It is a description that not only makes the distinction between gangster and boxing cultures, but 

suggests much of this violence is show business.  This violent masculinity, performed through its 

various tortures, is partly designed to create legacy and celebrity.  It is an idea established by Harry, at 

the start of the first chapter, ‘You know the song, don’t you ‘“There’s no business like show 

business”.’ 
148

 

Harry Starks is introduced as a man with a description that inspired the title of my novel, Boxer 

Handsome, and the idea of a masculine hero both beautiful and brutal. Terry, his boyfriend says, ‘You 

couldn’t say he was pretty. Handsome, in a brutal sort of a way. Impressive. Something about him I 

found rather attractive. Something dangerous…The way he looked. Like he meant it.’
149

 A description 

from Lord Teddy, another character to become submerged in Harry’s criminal activity, confirms the 

attraction, ‘He confirms ones worst fears but in a way this is somehow reassuring.’  
150
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There is, however, insight into Harry’s inwardness and with it an implication of how this culture, 

which functions through violence survives feeling the consequence of its actions. It appears to deny a 

conscience and endorses further violence. Terry observes Harry in a private moment: 

the depressive side hit him really badly. He would sit brooding, filled with all kinds of horrors. 

Morbid thoughts. He would listen to his opera records. His eyes wet and bulging as divas shrieked 

their arias of distress. Then he’d get out his LP of Churchill’s wartime speeches and play them 

over and over. He seemed soothed by the gloomy voice offering nothing but blood, toil, tears and 

sweat.
151

  

Harry Starks appears to reject his individual, interior feelings of guilt, or perhaps fear, and returns 

to his public role and to the reassurance of Winston Churchill’s war rhetoric.  

His status is reinforced by his homosexuality, a major aspect of the novel and its representation of 

masculinity. Harry’s homosexuality seems to enhance his myth and the machismo; the men falling in 

love with Harry Sparks seem to surrender their own masculinity to him too. He appears to command 

all of it, the rage, the control and the sexual dominance. Terry announces, ‘I loved the image of it all. 

Harry’s masculinity. Being fancied by such a tough and dangerous man. The danger of it.
152

’ 

Homosexuality is important to the way Harry Starks assumes power: this criminal underworld is not 

only a world of violence; it is a world of homosexual men, who hide or exploit their sexuality. The 

violence of this subculture isn’t the only way it forms an allegiance with its gang members, the 

homosexuality also forms allegiance within a secret and exclusive world.  Another character lured 

into Harry Starks’ racket, is Lord Thursby, who observes at a private party, ‘Harry distributed the 

boys among his guests as largesse.’ 
153

Young boys are offered to men in the public eye as bribes, at 

private parties in the same way violence is offered as terror and warning: both currencies empower 

Harry in the novel.  

It is the men around Harry who are subjected to the taboo of homosexuality and he creates a 

distinction between his homosexuality and theirs: ‘I’m not gay, he said sternly. I’m homosexual but 

I’m not gay.’
154

 His male lovers and the boys used in the gang are subjugated to his workforce, 

exploited by Harry Starks to further his power in the criminal underworld. With an absence of women 

to subjugate as sexual exploits, young boys and old men become effeminised and undermined by 

Harry. This is shown when Terry recalls a trip to a boxing club and is mocked: ‘Bet you never been in 

a real fight, have you Terry?’ he goaded. And he was right. I was soft. A hundred playground 

humiliations played back in my mind. Sissy. Poof.’ 
155

 

The characters come and go and Harry’s legacy is developed by new voices. Lenny, the criminal 

psychologist, who in a similar Mailer-Ali dynamic, studies Harry as a subject of criminal behaviour, 

and subsequently becomes involved in Harry’s gang violence.  He articulates images of panic and 
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horror that surround a murder, ‘The gun was hot in my hand. I don’t know many bullets I put into 

Mooney. Harry got hold of me.’  Lenny does not have a gang allegiance to modify and rationalise the 

violence and he cannot escape the consequence of killing someone, ‘My head throbbed with 

knowledge. I had killed. I had killed without mercy.’
 156

 

Despite his act of violence, Lenny cannot get close to his subject and Harry Starks leaves the 

narrative, ‘an unsolved mystery’. 
157

In leaving his story open-ended, Lenny, or Arnott, renders Harry, 

despite the terror and murders he inflicts, a hero. A hero who has escaped his own fate and remains 

unresolved, his ending pieced together by hearsay. ‘He was seen in the Congo…He was running 

mercenaries himself for UNITA in Angola. He was running guns from Libya to Southern Ireland. He 

was the real brains behind the Brinks Mat robbery. I somehow knew that he was the source for at least 

some of these stories, not just to confuse the scent but also because he loved the smell. A lasting 

image similar to a blood-stain on the landscape creates an impression of Harry’s lasting effect on the 

world disappears from: ‘A red blob of sun strained against the horizon’. 
158

 

 

II. Fight Club 

Fight Club presents an individual male attempting to create social allegiance to gang culture.  He 

seeks the solidary of self-help groups and the sanctity of an underground fight club. Although he is 

not dying, he makes friends with those who are: ‘Bob loves me because he thinks my testicles were 

removed.’
159

 

He becomes friends with Tyler Durden, who we learn later is invented through imagination and is 

the narrator’s alter-ego. At the beginning of the novel, the relationship between the two is presented as 

homoerotic bravado.  A gun assumes a brutal and phallic symbol of power: The two men flirt with 

death and perhaps with each other too: ‘Tyler’s pushing a gun in my mouth and saying, the first step 

to eternal life is you have to die.’
160

  

The narrator absorbs the wounds of others and inflicts and receives his own.  He inhabits the 

world of self-help groups for the dying and deals with the absolute of their death. However, he also 

inhabits the underground world of fight club, an underground gang that allows men to experience 

organised fights. Living within both these worlds allows the narrator a denial of an individual self; he 

is validated by an allegiance to each group, particularly the conflict and blood of fight club. Unlike the 

narrative of the boxer, this narrator is not interested in winning or losing, he is only attracted to the 

life-affirming pain of violence: ‘You aren’t alive anywhere like you’re alive at fight club… Fight 

Club isn’t about winning and losing fights.’ 
161
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The narrator seems excited by the taste and sight of his blood and leaves his wounds untreated, 

exhibiting proudly his allegiance to fight club :‘ I will turn to consultants Ellen and Walter and 

Norbert and Linda from Microsoft and say, thank you for coming, my mouth shining with blood and 

blood climbing the cracks between my teeth.’
162

  Through the violence, the narrator becomes deluded 

and detached from the corporate culture, the narrator taunts this culture with his wounds, using them 

as provocation; ‘My boss sends me home because of all the dried blood on my pants and I am 

overjoyed.’
163

 

The popularity of fight club supports Robert Bly’s argument that men desire conflict, ‘Some guys 

need a fight every week. This week, Tyler says it’s the first fifty guys through the door…No more.’
164

 

However, despite seeking conflict, the fighting itself does not resemble, as presented by Hemingway 

and Mailer, the athletic performances of heavyweight champions or bullfighters. The idea of fight 

club appears to be predicated on the feeling of pain alone and the self-harm of such fights is solely 

about the masochistic violence inflicted on the self, not the opponent. This rationalises the violence in 

these fights, because the men in fight club have sought to save themselves by getting hit rather than 

hitting other men. As the narrator reminds us, ‘Fight Club isn’t about looking good. There’s hysterical 

shouting in tongues like at church, and when you wake up Sunday afternoon you feel saved.’
165

  

Although these men are awakened by the violence they are not warriors, as Bly suggests. Rather 

they are deluded in their masculinity and amateur in their ability to fight. They are raised on 

masculine models of fantasy criticised by Middleton for being dangerous in reality: ‘I breathed in and 

swung my fist in a roundhouse at Tyler’s jaw like in every cowboy movies we’d ever seen, and me, 

my fist connected with the side of Tyler’s neck.’ 
166

 Before he hits Tyler he momentarily reflects ‘I 

knew my dad for about six years, but I don’t remember anything.’
167

 Here we see how conflict and 

violence, which seem to evoke images of masculine ideals. Cowboy films and absent fathers, as 

suggested by Middleton, are often unreliable influences. Kasia Boddy suggests the nature of boxing is 

symbolised by its absolutes of winning and losing. 
168

Without these absolutes and outside the 

environment of the boxing ring, the nature of violence in Fight Club becomes ambiguous. There is no 

real competition and, therefore, no real development of a consciousness reflecting on either outcome.  

 

III. Pop.1280  

 Jim Thompson’s novel, Pop. 1280, written in 1964, presents Nick Corey, a sheriff in a small 

town called Potts County who behaves with a sadistic and violent masculinity that is indifferent to 
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consequence or morality. Married to Myra , Nick also has another lover, Rose, who Nick Corey later 

manipulates into shooting his wife. A symbol of law, he is also ill and deluded, isolated in masculinity 

and immobilised from his society. Paul Duncan’s Noir Fiction: Dark Highways, Talks of the 

immobilised man, a character typically present in Noir fiction and found in Jim Thompson’s 

Pop.1280:  

The immobilised man fees superior and is annoyed that other people fail to recognise his 

superiority. The immobilised man feels free because only he knows the true nature of reality. He 

thinks himself aware, and everybody else asleep.  They are ants, sheep, sleepwalkers.’
169

  

Nick Corey views the world as a sinful one and he uses his role as sheriff to assume a god-like 

omnipotence. Nick Kimberley in his introduction to Jim Thompson’s novels talk of the use of small 

towns and the erudite sociopaths within them with reference to Nick Corey: ‘This is a godless 

world…in which sadistic psychopaths for whom murder is a casual chore, can say “I’m the saviour 

himself, Christ on the Cross come right here to Potts County, because God knows I was needed 

here”.
170

  Nick Corey restores morality by balancing every positive act with a negative one, saving 

one character from being beaten up and later shoots him. Paul Duncan suggests this attempt to 

counterbalance his external actions indicate a battle within Nick Corey’s mind. 
171

 

Any internal conflict within Nick Corey is made entertaining through Jim Thompson’s choice to 

equip Nick Corey with first-person narrative voice that is articulate and witty. It creates a 

complication between reader and narrator: the hero of the novel is a sadist, yet there is a compelling 

casualness to his violence, a detachment from pain, a sociopathic lack of empathy. Further insight into 

Nick Corey’s casualness towards violence is revealed early into the second chapter, ‘Why for would a 

fella like me rape a woman, when he had so many generous gals chasing him?’. 
172

Nick Kimberley 

suggests the deliberate brashness is to catch the reader off guard, none of Nick Corey’s actions are 

shocking, and all are performed with non-committal calm. Nick  murders with the same indifference 

to which he scratches his balls,’ trying’ to decide at what point a fella stopped scratchin’ and started 

playin’. Nick Corey’s perspective on the world is told in a matter-of-fact disgust of everything. His 

illness, according to Nick Kimberley, is presented ‘tangentially’ in that he is never ‘doing anything in 

particular.’ 
173

  

The shooting of two pimps combine the terror in the eyes of the pimps and the casual humour of 

Nick, who almost graciously ends their lives, ‘”Good night, ye merry gentlemen,” I said. “Hail and 

farewell.” 
174

 Later however, we see Nick kill a man with a sadism that might only function within the 

deluded self. Thompson is explicit in the ugliness of the act of watching a dying man die, ‘It didn’t 

quite kill him, although he was dying fast. I wanted him to stay alive for a few seconds, so that he 
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could appreciate the three of four good swift kicks I gave him.’
175

 Tom, Rose’s husband, is killed with 

a punishment that shows Nick Corey taking his role as the god in a godless world to its extreme. He 

turns the sins and sickness of men to rotting flesh, exerting his god-like power, ‘I left him after a 

while, getting weaker and weaker. Squirming around in a pool of his own blood and guts.’
176

  

Nick Corey’s delusion does not deny the nature of inwardness; it seems to render it obsolete. His 

conceptual understanding of his actions is fractured because he is fractured, which Paul Duncan 

suggests is Nick Corey’s true dilemma: he is constantly attempting to control himself and keep 

himself in balance and to maintain the balance of his environment by exposing its hypocrisy. Perhaps, 

in seeing the blood of others, he need not come to terms with his own mortal and rotting human self, 

as Paul Duncan suggests, Nick Corey is already dead. 
177

  Jim Thompson’s culture of masculinity is 

sadistic and claustrophobic, and isolated in its delusion. Nick Kimberley draws on in his introduction, 

quoting from Thompson’s novel, The Killer Inside Me, ‘all of us started the game with a crooked 

cue’. 
178

This idea draws similarities with to Nick Tosches’ description of Sonny Liston, ‘it had more 

to do with that starless astrology of the soul of a man who, “died the day he was born”. 
179

 In the 

underworld, male characters inhabit a darkness that seems to condemn its characters to an amoral and 

violent life, absent of enlightenment or escape. Paul Duncan on the Noir writer, James Elroy, 

comments ‘One thing does not lead to another. It’s one dead end.’
180
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Chapter 4. Women 

 

In Iron John, Robert Bly has argued that men need to be awakened by conflict. He also suggests 

that the aim is not that a man, for example, should choose the male role and then regard the female as 

the enemy’ 
181

 Lyn Segal’s suggestion that in its heroic fantasy, masculinity constructs itself through 

the renunciation of women and that masculinity cannot be asserted except in relation to what is 

defined as its opposite.
182

 This suggests that the role of women in novels which represent exclusive 

masculine sub-cultures might be limited to one which reinforces the masculine model, by nature of 

the woman being its opposite. In such fictions, the female is symbolic of what masculinity needs to 

not be, rather than what it might co-inhabit. Middleton proposes, in an interesting gloss on Bly’s 

statement, that women are rarely given the public and political importance enemies have, which is an 

idea I would like to explore in this chapter. 
183

 

 

I. The Long Firm and Fight Club 

In gangster cultures women have typically played secondary, peripheral roles, and have been 

excluded from the allegiance of violent codes. James Morton comments:  

‘because of the structure of working-class criminal society, women have not held highly visible 

places in the criminal pantheon…the role of women has been that of breeder, girlfriend, bail 

arranger, surety and minder of ill-gotten gains in the enforced absence of the master.
184

   

In The Long Firm, as we have seen, the hero’s masculinity is informed by his homosexuality, 

changing the relationship between gangster culture and the women it attracts. Homosexuality, 

according to Berthold Schoene-Harwood, is regarded as betraying the masculine cause. Ruby, the 

only female in The Long Firm, is a symbol of cheap glamour. Blonde and big-breasted, she is a pin-up 

of femininity for Harry Starks, in a world where women aren’t the primary sexual objects. Middleton 

suggests this voluptuousness, embodied by Ruby, is an almost exclusively female category and to be 

‘unvoloptuous’, although not necessarily masculine, signals an escape from overt feminine 

sexuality
185

. Harry, although masculine, is also separate from a structure of masculinity based on 

heterosexual conventions. Therefore, Harry does not seek escape from Ruby’s femininity to define his 

masculinity and is instead drawn to her.  Ruby’s faded glamour and ‘has-been actress’ reputation is 
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embraced by Harry Starks, who brings her into his racket: ‘He had collected me…a bit of social clout 

and cheap glamour’
186

 Instead of assuming a role as girlfriend, Ruby can be treated as an associate of 

Harry’s, used by Harry to negotiate with heterosexual masculinity and integral to his business as 

choreographer of an erotic dance group.  

The erotic dance group at The Stardust also seems to reflect Harry’s idea of women:  ‘Routine 

and costumes that were like a joke version of sex and performance but would work for 

punters.’
187

Ruby comments on the relationship between Harry and the women in his world: ‘The sight 

of naked female flesh did nothing for him at all. His detachment made the girls feel at ease and meant 

that he could be very business-like about the running of the club’.
188

.  Harry objectifies women in an 

instrumental way, to exploit punters and attract business, while being above sexual attraction.  He 

uses Ruby to ‘get tight’ with a detective, George Mooney so he can run a porn racket, telling her to 

‘see it as a public relation exercise. Lay on a bit of charm. You’re good at that.’
189

 

Lyn Segal’s position that masculinity involves the renunciation of femininity and renunciation of 

women is explored in Fight Club.  In Fight Club the relationship between Tyler Durden and the 

narrator of the novel seems to verge on the homoerotic. He talks of the ‘swollen red scar of ‘Tyler’s 

kiss’ on the back of his hand, as if they are the symbol of an abusive love affair.
190

At the same time, 

Marla allows the narrator to assert his heterosexuality and to ensure he adheres to conventions of 

heterosexual manliness: ‘I came home and went to bed and slept. And dreamed I was humping, 

humping, humping Marla Singer.’ 
191

  

We discover that Tyler Durden is in fact the narrator’s hallucination and Marla is his reality, the 

female he needs to survive his psychological nightmare, ‘Tyler can’t take complete control, I need 

Marla to keep me awake. All the time.’
192

 Harry Starks appreciates Ruby’s looks because they are a 

commodity, useful in negotiating deals with heterosexual masculinity. In Fight Club Marla is the 

narrator’s obsession, symptomatic of his ill and distorted existence. He has a fascination with her 

body scarred in burn scabs and dressed as a bridesmaid, her sexuality turning the Cinderella myth into 

a tale of one-night stands, ‘You know the condom is the glass slipper of our generation.’ 
193

 

Middleton discusses the idea of ‘beautiful women’ in literature, commenting that often 

descriptions of women gaze at the erogenous zones as a way of overwhelming consciousness: the 

male lover hopes the sexual encounter or intimacy will wipe out self-consciousness. Instead of 

enabling an emotional articulacy, Marla becomes a crude symbol of the erotic idea, presented in the 
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novel in femme fatale disguise: ‘Smoking her cigarette, Marla, rolling her eyes. Liar. Black hair and 

pillowy French lips. Faker. Italian dark leather sofa lips. You can’t escape.’
194

 

Her role titillates male heterosexuality without threatening to confine the exclusive club in which 

it functions through any threat of domesticity. The narrator says, with contempt and hostility towards 

mother-figures, ‘What you see at Fight Club is a generation of men raised by women’
195

. In contrast, 

Marla is presented as the antidote to these women, the anti-mother: ‘Tyler says, Marla said she 

wanted to get pregnant. Marla said she wanted to have Tyler’s abortion’.
196

’ Marla represents a 

destructive female fantasy as much as Fight Club represents a destructive masculine ideal.  

 

II. Raging Bull and The Vicky La Motta Story 

Berthold Schoene-Harwood suggests that, without the female, men look elsewhere for 

otherness.
197

  This supports Bernstein’s suggestion that the allegiance formed on the basis of 

masculine gang codes and language creates conflict with other social groups. However, when the 

environment becomes domestic and the female is integral to the environment, there might be potential 

for the male to redefine masculinity through opposition to a female character. Schoene-Harwood 

argues that a domestic setting can compromise masculine virility because of an emotional dependency 

on the female and he consequently subjugates her. 
198

 

For Jake La Motta, his role as a husband was as destructive as his boxing career and he was 

married and divorced six times. Nick Tosches comments, ‘He sees women as a curse that he could not 

live without’.
199

  Tosches depicts Jake La Motta’s behaviour towards women as carnal. His reductive 

and negative attitude towards women is clear from statements like: ‘most women only got one thing 

going for them anyway, so why screw around.’
200

 

One of his wives was Vikki La Motta, whose autobiography The Vikki La Motta Story, written 

with Thomas Hauser, provides a clear example of the ways a woman is subjected to male violence. 

She is from the same Bronx background as her husband, and trapped in the same aesthetics of 

imprisonment (as expressed by Algren) of urban, immigrant poverty.  Jake La Motta’s obsessive 

attraction to his wife, to her sexuality, is based upon a separation between the masculine and the 

feminine: ‘She looked like a beauty-contest winner, like the blonde who plays the lead in one of those 

movies’. 
201

 She is The Blonde before she is Vikki; the light to his dark, Bronx Bull persona. 
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However, the objectification of her beauty and body also arouses anxiety in Jake LA Motta, feelings 

he cannot articulate, and as Middleton argues, feelings that shift dangerously towards violence. 

Accounts of their relationship, in both autobiographies, present repeated episodes of violence born 

from jealousy, an emotion Jake La Motta is conscious of. He is also aware of its significance:  ‘I read 

that it’s a sign that you don’t have confidence in yourself’. He reflects further, ‘I knew I could take 

any fighter…But especially with very good-looking dames, and most especially blondes, I used to 

wonder what they saw I me. Here I was a bum-‘. 
202

 

Vikki La Motta comments on the attention she got because of her looks: ‘I’ve been an object of 

voyeurism; partly because of my face and body, and partly because of the way I’ve put myself on 

display. My appearance has affected me in a lot of ways, some of them bad. I’ve been sexually abused 

and subjected to beatings that brought me near death.’
203

As this suggests, La Motta reflects on her life 

story without sentimentality or self-pity; interestingly, her prose has none of the hysteria present in 

Jake La Motta’s autobiography. She almost seems to offer an apology for her body and her looks. Her 

pity is for Jake’s self-destruction, not the violence inflicted upon her: ‘I knew Jake was suffering. I 

felt pity for him’. She recalls the escalating violence, ‘Jake would come home drunk, wake me up, 

we’d argue, and he’d lose control.’ 
204

It is only when he puts her into hospital that Vikki La Motta 

leaves her husband. She recalls: ‘The next thing I knew, I was on the ground, dazed, with blood 

flowing from my ear …Jake very calmly drove me to the hospital, where a doctor put stitches in my 

ear. And I said to myself, that’s it’’.
205

 

Vikki is not only subjugated in a domestic setting, she has been sacrificed to define Jake La 

Motta’s masculinity outside of the boxing ring. When he mistakes Vikki and a friend having an affair 

he attacks them both:’ I went charging in and started punching, hitting, slamming, again and again as 

hard as I could.’
206

 Vikki is abused the same way, ‘I slugged her with the back of my hand and yelled 

at her, “whaddaya mean, nothing, you stupid bitch?”’.
  207

 Jake La Motta might have his guilt assuaged 

by the pain in the ring, but outside it, attacks without remorse. Contrary to Robert Bly’s suggestion 

that women do not assume the role of enemy, Jake La Motta’s attacks on his wife show this is exactly 

what he has projected onto her.  

Representations of women in gang cultures are often secondary and fragmentary. Without an 

interior narrative, female characters cannot develop. Nick Kimberley discusses Jim Thompson’s 

Pop.1280 and observes how women are sketchily portrayed and unfinished, citing Nick Corey’s 

mother, who dies giving birth to him. 
208

  This idea of pregnancy as a fragmented narrative is seen 

again in Alfie and Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, and in Lily and Brenda’s experience of 
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abortion. The old wives tale remedy of a hot gin bath for Brenda and a bloody kitchen-sink 

termination for Lily appears to admonish female sexuality for behaving outside the boundaries of 

marriage; their bodies are both subjected to a physical punishment.  

There are examples of female characters integral to the narrative of male gangsters, who have 

assumed their own positions of power.  Violet Kray, for example, the mother of the Kray Twins had 

no association with villainy and according to James Morton, epitomised the maternal image promoted 

so ‘assiduously’ by the press. 
209

Contrastingly, in the 1990s, Maria O’Sullivan, married to Ronnie ‘O 

Sullivan snr., took over his entire porn empire when he was convicted of murder and was imprisoned 

for evading VAT payments of £250,000.
210

 Both are examples of women on opposite sides of the 

spectrum who survived gangster culture, establishing their names and legacies.   

However, women are not the subjects of the novels I have examined.  They are usually 

represented as objects. Bernstein argues the linguistic code of certain social groups can be restrictive, 

unable to process emotion into a public language.  In a sexual or romantic relationship, the female 

may pose a threat, precisely because she requires the male character to redefine his masculinity 

though an emotional language, which isolates him from a social group. To prevent the shift from 

public to private, the female character is presented as a symbolic figure only, allowing masculine 

identity to remain loyal to and secure within the parameters of its culture.   
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Conclusion. Boxer Handsome 

 

In this thesis, I have looked at representations of masculinity in particular male sub-cultures –that 

is masculinity formed as a response to specific social experience. These representations have shown 

marginalised men, who have behaved outside the dominant social structure, and have formed or 

aligned with sub-cultural social groups or gangs. Through this critical study, various representations 

of masculinity are identified, which have informed my novel, Boxer Handsome. 

Boxer Handsome is about a 20-year old boy, Bobby. Born and raised in East London, Bobby is an 

aspiring boxer. He lives with his mother, Maggie, in the area he was born in, and he spends his time 

as an amateur boxer at his local boys’ club, Clapton Bow.  The novel begins as Bobby prepares for a 

fight with another boy from the club, a traveller, Connor. However, this is jeopardised by the opening 

chapter in which Connor and Bobby fight over Connor’s girlfriend, Theresa.  Having inherited the 

social codes of his Irish father’s boxing culture and its codes of bravado, Bobby also inherits his 

father’s long-running feud with a group of local Irish travellers. When Bobby begins an affair with 

Theresa, the girlfriend of one of the travellers, the feud is reignited. Although Bobby is an amateur 

boxer, attempting to go professional, most of his fights occur on the street.  Each of the cultures I have 

explored in this thesis has been an influence on the novel, informing the masculine identity of the 

novel’s hero, Bobby, and my portrayal of the culture that surrounds and impacts on his identity as a 

young man. The four key ideas I will explore in relation to Boxer Handsome are: 1. Winning and 

Losing; 2. Inherited Masculinities; 3. Boxers and Gangsters and 4. The Role of Women. 

 

I. Winning and Losing  

One of the most important ideas in Boxer Handsome (and a theme present throughout the 

narrative) is the absolute nature of winning or losing. This is connected to the way fighters live within 

each other’s space. Drawing on the culture of boxers and the essays around the sport, I was interested 

in Kasia Boddy’s idea that the boxing identity is identified in absolute terms of winning and losing.
211

 

I was also interested in the way Joyce Carol Oates describes one boxing fight between two fighters ‘so 

evenly matched they might be twins, though one has a red-head’s pallor and the other is a dusky-

skinned Hispanic’
212

It seemed that the only way to pull two evenly-matched boxers apart was through 

winning. Boxer Handsome opens, ‘Bobby knew he would win … Bobby the Yid and the Gypsy Boy. 

Same weight, same height. Dragged into the same boxing club as boys. They’d skipped and sparred 

together for thirteen years. Won and lost the same.’’
213

. What I aimed to suggest in this opening 
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paragraph is that they are also both marginal: Jewish-Irish and traveller – and their marginality is 

registered by these derogatory terms imposed on them 

Bobby has to believe he will not only win the first fight in the novel, but that he will win ever 

fight and is in constant conflict with Connor, his rival in the novel.  Redemption and awakening is 

reached when Bobby makes a decision to lose a fight and in doing so becomes enlightened and freed 

from the entrapment of street fights, his father and his environment. Robert Ward, discussing Nelson 

Algren’s novel, Never Come Morning, notes that the characters are designed to survive their 

environments of entrapment: ‘it is a narrative of rejuvenation and empowerment as much as it is an 

experience of entrapment and regulation’. 
214

 

When Bobby loses his final fight, the novel is narratively restored to balance, between the 

glorification of winning at the beginning and the necessity of losing by the end; between initial 

entrapment and final empowerment. Bobby’s deluded confidence in the first chapter suggests an 

underdeveloped emotional self, which must experience change and discomfort, and most importantly 

losing, before Bobby can be redeemed. His consciousness no longer arrested, he experiences the 

opposite of wining and in doing so his masculinity becomes redefined, not through assertive action, 

but through reflectiveness and humility.  Bobby must also lose to deny the traditions imposed on him 

by his father, Joe, who reflects too late on the impact winning and losing: 

You spend your time away from the fights thinking about winning or losing them. Even when I 

wasn’t in the ring, I was still in the fight. I saw everything in black and white: winning or losing. I 

got tired. I would drink so the world would get its grey back.
215

 

The boxing ring and its culture provide a sanctuary for Joe and Bobby too. This was necessary for 

me as a novelist to offer a space for Bobby to perform as a hero. Algren uses Bicek’s aspirations to 

become a boxer to move him from a penal environment. Gaston Bachelard talks of ‘dreaming in a 

world that is immense’ and Robert Ward reiterates that, in Algren’s novel, there is always a sense of 

movement to elsewhere.
216

 The boxing ring in Boxer Handsome serves a similar purpose. It is a dream 

world for characters stifled in the hostile environments of their neighbourhood.  Joe recalls: ‘It was 

sweet and dark and even under those lights I was in the shadows, moving about like I wanted. But t 

then you comes out and it almost hurts your eyes’.
217

 . Joe struggles to define himself beyond his life 

as a boxer and cannot function in a world without the absolutes of winning and losing.  He drinks 

heavily to forget the damage he has caused his wife, Maggie and that he is alone. He is fragile and 

weak because of his alcoholism and when Denny knocks Joe unconsciousness, he dies soon after.  

Joe’s death signals an important psychological shift in Bobby. It is a pivotal moment, a real and 

adult departure from the cycle of fighting for respect and a movement towards manhood, to becoming 

an individual: ‘Death clung to his home, a fire eating up the air. No anger now. There was no room for 
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it.’
218

 When Bobby refuses to fight Connor, and in effect loses, he is awakened to the senselessness of 

this continual violence:  

the thought of pain scared Bobby. He did not feel strong anymore. He felt tired. He heard Denny 

cough in the background and crack a joke with another man. The canal lay flat and deep. It kept 

Bobby’s secrets. The sky was clear and the sun warm on their bodies. Bobby knew he would lose. 

That he had to lose this one. 
219

   

The canal environment, so often used as a backdrop for violence and vengeance in the novel now 

becomes an ally to Bobby, keeping his ‘secrets’. The landscape shifts into something kinder and 

nurturing, as Bobby becomes enlightened and disassociates himself from a vicious cycle dominated 

by ideas of winning and losing.  

 

II. Traditions of Masculinity  

The idea of old, phallic models of masculinity was another influence on this novel. The plot 

focuses on the relationship between a father and son, Joe and Bobby. There is pressure on Bobby to 

finish his father’s fights and to present a similar model of masculinity. They inhabit the same boxing 

club, the same area and have relationships with women from the same world. He is burdened by his 

father’s legacy in the area and cannot fully detach until he discards the codes of this culture and 

adopts an emotional articulacy that allows him to be defeated and to grow up. 

I was particularly interested in working class cultures post-1950s as explored in Saturday 

Night and Sunday Morning and This Sporting Life. These worlds seemed to present brooding and 

compelling heroes who sat frustrated in pubs and working men’s clubs. I wanted to develop the idea 

of the conflict between inherited models of masculinity and the need for the hero of a novel to 

discover his own manhood. Arthur Seaton in Saturday Night and Sunday Morning was an influential 

example of a young man caught between his intelligence and the old-fashioned men around him. The 

scene of reflection, when Bobby meets his dad in a café in the present, recalls the hero he looked up to 

from the past: 

Men used to move out of the way for his dad. Bobby remembered his twelfth birthday, when 

his dad had taken him down to the pub with real men… Joe had walked slowly to the table, 

looking about him, left to right. How the crowd of men in the pub had parted to let him 

through. He was a rover. A rogue. A black-haired, dark-eyed darling.  
220

 

There is the suggestion of an old-world romance, lost and redundant now, an idea embodied 

by Joe’s present-day alcoholic frailty, the product of a deluded masculinity that leaves men isolated. 

The image of men remembered by Bobby is in an attempt to elevate his father back to that level of 

fantasy. In reality it has failed to equip Joe with responsibility and emotional maturity and a sense of 

responsibility. He is now alone, estranged from his family and no longer a local hero.  
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However, it was also important to understand that loyalty to a culture and the exclusivity of this 

working-class masculine group could provide security against an unforgiving world: ‘They knew 

working hard got you nowhere. Eventually they stopped clocking in and gave it up. Started drinking, 

like Joe.’ 
221

  

Bobby’s response to his surroundings, as Bernstein suggests, is formed by social experiences. The 

cultural codes of boxing and bravado he inherits from his father and the relentless cycle of violence 

presented to him through his environment, was designed to recreate the claustrophobia and frustration 

expressed in Saturday Night and Sunday Morning and This Sporting Life. A significant moment in the 

novel shows how Bobby begins to interrogate an England he has inherited, which is bleak and hostile:  

‘A crispy-looking St George’s flag hung from a top bedroom window, waving weakly like a dirty rag. 

It looked like it had been hung there since the Eighties. This England was shit, Bobby thought. Who 

could live in this?’
222

 For Bobby, London feels like a chaotic tribal landscape of masculine identities 

fighting for space and the flag is symptomatic of a bleak and hostile atmosphere. 

 

III. Boxers and Gangsters  

As I have suggested, the novel focuses on working-class sub-culture of boxing masculinity in the 

East End. Jake Arnott’s fiction was particularly useful to me here. Harry Starks in The Long Firm 

cultivates his gang sub-culture through violence and intimidation.  I observed how the two worlds 

lived within each other, often with boxers finding their career flawed and destroyed by associations 

with gangs. I have referred to Sonny Liston’s shift from boxing culture to one ruled by the mob, but 

there are other examples found in the East End. The heavyweight boxer, Tony Mella ended up in what 

James Morton refers to as ‘the gutter.’
223

 After an involvement in fixed contests Mella brutally lost a 

fight, became a club owner in Soho and was subsequently shot by a close friend, Alf Melvin. 
224

  

It was important to the novel that the codes of violence performed between Bobby and Connor 

were separate, one culture conflicting with the other, suggestive of two gangs formed by cultural 

identity. Bobby has been raised on a culture of violence inside the boxing ring, which contrasts 

Connor’s bare-knuckle approach to fighting outside the boxing ring. Although Connor is a trained 

boxer at the same club as Bobby, he has been raised on different codes of violence on the street and in 

‘straighteners’, where two men settle disagreements in open-air fights.  Bobby is a boxer and Connor 

is a brawler and both are as skilled as each other. The gang allegiance and social codes endorsed by 

Connor and Denny are separate from Bobby’s. After Bobby wins a boxing fight with Connor in a 

tournament, he returns to his changing room and is savagely beaten up, as a warning to both Bobby 

and Joe. The codes of each world are distinguished from each other: 
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‘Bobby knew when he’d whacked Connor’s face, when he’d walked down the empty silent 

corridor, when he could smell the smoke creeping from the changing room. Why beat him up with 

one man, when they could beat him up with ten?’ 
225

 

The redemption at the end of the novel is dependent on Bobby’s disassociation of Connor’s 

culture; that he remains defined by the culture of his boxing club. The boxing ring and the club are the 

places that Bobby can experience space and find sanctuary. This idea is informed by the relationship 

that Nelson Algren’s characters have with the boxing ring.  Kasia Boddy suggests Bruno Bicek has 

very little sense of a world beyond the boundaries of the three streets he grew up in. For Bruno, 

unable to physically leave the confines of his neighbourhood, the boxing ring moves him beyond the 

‘triangle of his world’. 
226

 In this way, it was necessary that Bobby lose his final fight with Connor so 

that he could return to the culture and nurture of the boxing club, beyond the hostility of the streets he 

grew up in.  In allowing Connor to win their final fight, in their ‘straightener’ towards the end of the 

novel, Bobby retains his identity as a boxer who wins his fights in the ring, not on the street.  His 

welcome return to Clapton Bow Boys’ Club is not just a return to the old world that has developed 

Bobby’ masculinity, it signals that Bobby’s cultural identity remains despite being altered and 

damaged: 

He felt shy. His face made him feel a new loneliness. No longer tough, not a boxer. This wasn’t a 

bruise, it wasn’t from bone and muscle, it was deeper and darker. It was a scar from a blade. It 

would always be seen first and it would shame him.
227

 

 

IV. Women 

In my exploration of the roles of women in both boxing and gangster cultures the primary 

concerns that emerged for me were their absence or incomplete narrative within cultures dominated 

by men and their vulnerability when exposed to a deluded and dangerous bravado. It was a 

representation I wanted to avoid, whilst still presenting an exclusive masculine world of boxing.  

The female characters in Boxer Handsome perform some of the roles discussed in my chapter on 

Women, but I have been conscientious about developing an interior narrative for each female 

character. My approach to this was to try and develop three women in Boxer Handsome with an 

interior life. Although all are integral to Bobby’s rise and fall as a hero, they all evolve as characters 

and experience a transformation from the beginning to the end of the novel. They are not simply 

subordinated to his narrative. 

In addition to the idea that boxing is a world of opposites, of winning and losing, Kasia Boddy 

also suggests it offers a naturalistic plot for boxing literature involving the fallen woman, the juvenile 

delinquent and the boxer.
228

 I sought to use aspects of this naturalistic plotline: there are two love 
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interests, a traveller girl, Theresa, and a girl who lives with her father and sister just outside of the 

neighbourhood, Chloe. Bobby’s mother, Maggie, is also a strong model of morality and discipline.  

Bobby, after being beaten savagely in the dressing room, lashes out at Chloe after hearing 

rumours of her drinking with Connor; clearly he feels his sexual identity is undermined and 

threatened. In a sense Chloe is sacrificed so that Bobby may realise how fragile and dangerous his 

masculine identity can be. However I ensured that after the incident she was empowered with an 

anger and introspection that is expressed through her survival: ‘Chloe didn’t want to be that 

woman.’
229

 Instead of repeating the cycle performed by Maggie and Joe’s marriage, I wanted Chloe’s 

detachment to show a move away from the subjugation of characters like Vikki La Motta, who, like 

Maggie, stayed as violence escalated. She is also allowed to feel a sadness and anger, to relay the 

complication of her feelings to the reader:  

‘The bruises. Bobby had drawn a line between them. They were linked by the same kind of 

markings. He’d tarnished her with his brush, with his black and blue. Chloe felt a new intimacy 

between them. A naked hurt that embarrassed her.’ 
230

 

Chloe removes herself from Bobby’s life immediately and in doing so allows Bobby the room to 

try and repent and redeem himself.  Maggie who witnesses the incident, instead of protecting her son, 

punishes him by comparing him to Joe: ‘Fight them out there. Not here. You don’t hit her. Just like 

your dad. Playing silly bollocks until you’re too old to change.’
231

 

It is this incident that does create change: Bobby spends the night by the canal, sick and disgusted, 

aware of what he has become: ‘He’d won a fight and lost a fight. Won a girl and lost her. Not lost her, 

hit her. Thumped her like a beast that needed a bullet.’ 
232

 

However, it is his relationship with Theresa that is the most significant. They are created as 

versions of each other, ‘concrete and chaos and rage and skin bashing skin and fire and hurt… they 

would always have each other splintered somewhere in each other’s body.’
233

 Beneath their love-hate 

relationship, there is a respect, like boxer to boxer, of their individual negotiations of a hostile 

environment.  As Connor’s girlfriend, it is Theresa who is there at the beginning of the fight and at the 

end. She is instrumental in drawing a line between the two cultures and when she accepts the end of 

her relationship with Bobby, she signals the end of the feud between the two boys: ‘She searched one 

more time for Bobby’s cold, white face. It was over.’
234

  

Through a critical study of the representations of masculinity in sub-cultural groups, I have also 

been able to reflect on the creative process behind my novel. In particular, I have drawn attention to 

the formation and ideas behind Bobby and how he might become a hero who redeems himself. I have 
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understood the restrictiveness of social and linguistic codes in sub-cultural groups and the ways this 

impacts on the development of the individual’s nature of inwardness. Bobby had to experience a shift, 

even if the shift was an acceptance of losing a fight to break a cycle, to disassociate from his sub-

cultural codes. In this way, he was offered the space to reflect and to redefine masculinity as an 

individual. It was also important to me, after my reading of the fiction discussed here, that the female 

characters had to not collude with his cycle of violence, but challenge and offer narrative options to 

change.  
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Boxer Handsome 

 

1. 

Bobby knew he would win.  

He was shirtless, his head low, neck naked and stiff with fight. He smacked Connor hard.  

Bobby the Yid and the Gypsy Boy. Same weight, same height. Dragged into the same boxing club as 

boys. They’d skipped and sparred together for thirteen years. Won and lost the same. Trained on the 

same bags, on the same pads, at the same club, at the same time. They’d shared a childhood. Their 

bodies growing, battered and beaten and better again. Two faces of the club. The tale of the tape read 

the same for both fighters. Both brick-jawed, strong-legged boxers, built for the fight under white 

lights. Nothing between them but the places they came from. And her.  

Connor’s shot came back hard with a groan that came from his gut, cutting the corner of Bobby’s eye. 

Bobby first felt the sting and then the blood. Connor gave him two more, below the chin and another 

to the eye. Bobby rocked on his legs, willing his head to keep him up. Connor’s punches came wild 

and hard. Bobby could feel the sharp pain from each gold ring stacked on his brawler’s fingers, and 

breathed in against the blows. They picked off skin. He heard shouts in the dark. Heard his own voice, 

choking through blood. 

‘Connor, how long we known each other you cunt, she’s just some fucking girl.’ 

Rain began to fall on the canal. He saw Theresa’s thin shape under the moon, leaning on the damp, 

cool archway he’d nearly finished fucking her in.  Just for a moment, she moved like smoke before                                                              

Connor pushed Bobby’s face down in the bank so he could taste the blood and mud, could smell the 

ground against his nose, the belt buckle digging into his groin. Bobby tried to get up and couldn’t.  

He started to count as Connor’s knees dug into the back of his neck. Counted away the night sounds, 

one by one, until it was quiet again. Then it happened fast.  

Bobby whipped himself round, grabbing Connor firm by the throat. Both hands round the back of the 

neck to pull himself up, meeting face to face, their lips so close they could kiss, and then cracked the 

bridge of his nose wide open . Skin split. Blood spat.  Connor stumbled about, headless.  

Bobby was on his feet again. Tired, but he found his legs. Panting, his head down again and his curly 

hair wet with sweat, plastered to his forehead.   
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Connor’s punch back was big. Bobby felt his jaw begin to swell straight away, from his right temple 

down to his cheek, and his knees buckled. He almost went down a second time, but didn’t. Bobby 

knew he was going to win. 

 Those thick gold rings on Connor's fingers burned his jaw.  Hot and nasty punches. A bottle lay on 

the ground between them. A large Grolsch, within reach of them both. It was wrong but it was there, 

and Bobby was bleeding and desperate.  Each caught the look in the other's eye, each saw a red fire 

deeper than skin and tissue.  

It was Bobby who limped to it quicker, licking his lips clean, and as Connor lifted his head up and 

came for him again, Bobby smashed it over the side of his face. It broke, leaving half a bottle in 

Bobby’s hand.  

Connor fell to his knees. He held his cheek, the cry stuck in his throat, as if he’d swallowed the 

broken glass.    

‘Stop now, Bobby. You fucking won this. Enough.’  

Bobby couldn’t stop.  

He kneeled over him and cupped the back of Connor’s head in his hands. Connor stared up at him. A 

face Bobby knew well. He had laughed with him. Learned to fight with him. 

Connor mouthed something but Bobby looked away. He didn’t want to see what he was saying. He 

picked up a shard of broken glass to his right. Connor’s legs thrashed the air and his body twisted in 

pain. Bobby held the glass to Connor’s throat, so tightly that the palm of his own hand began to bleed. 

Then he looked up at the stars and breathed out. This was for the gold rings that had chewed up the 

skin around his eyes. He took the glass and cut Connor from cheekbone to lip. Deep enough to leave a 

scar. The bright blood rolled down Connor’s face. 

Bobby rolled away to rest on all fours, his chest rising and falling. Trying to breathe again as his body 

slowed down.  It was an ugly end to an ugly fight. A fight about nothing but her.  He turned, coughing 

up phlegm and the sickness he felt from his stomach.  

Theresa came running.  Half-cut and scared, almost naked in a skirt and bra. Her hair extensions 

twisting around her neck. Her beautiful long back bending over Connor’s body. 

‘Bobby – what you done?’ 

Bobby looked up at her. They’d been at the pub. She was walking about in heels too high, and Bobby 

was drunk. They were kissing and cuddling by the bar like old sweethearts. Halfway through their 

short cut home they’d kissed again, moving under the bridge where the homeless went to sleep. He 

didn’t know he’d been followed and didn’t even know Connor cared enough to fight for her. He 

thought everyone had been somewhere on Theresa. She was fair game.  

The pain was better than no pain at all.  Bobby needed to be hit back too. It haunted him if a fight only 

went one way. In the ring there was an art to it: you hit and tried not to get hit back. You used your 

space; you used your body and your head. You mapped out your punches. But here in the dark, 

without the bright lights, you lashed out hard and kept going until it was finished. As quick as 

possible.  Except Bobby hadn’t just hit harder, he’d broken codes. He’d won ugly and it would not 
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end here, by the canal. He’d left a scar between them. Bobby walked. He could not find the air he 

needed.  

‘Bobby, what am I going to do now?’ 

Bobby sniffed and spat more blood on the floor. 

This was a cheat fight. A brawl for street scrappers. 

The one Connor and Bobby would have when they met in a week was real. They would face each 

other in the first stage of the North East Divisions.  

The fight. The fight. The fight. The drum and the bang and the war. Bobby picked up his top and wore 

it like a veil. He walked away the way he should have done from the start. He knew it hadn’t ended 

there. This would follow him. 
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2.  

He woke to pain, damp and hangover, and brilliant white walls, kept bare to make his room look 

bigger. His jaw howled in agony. He took two painkillers from the packet on his bedside table.   

The black and silver clock ticked towards noon. One poster. A shot of Tyson cast in shadow, his 

Everlast gloves raised high and just below his shark eyes. Baby-face grinning. Bobby had a mirror 

opposite his bed so he could see every part of his body. Full-length and silver-framed, it picked out 

the metal of the clock and the glint in Tyson’s tooth. When he got out of bed he took a good look at 

himself.  

Maggie was walking up and down the landing in her dressing gown, holding a can of air freshener in 

one hand and a cup of tea in the other. She held down the nozzle as she sipped.  

‘Morning love.’  

Bobby walked through the mist with an arm over his nose, covering his face so she didn’t see the 

evidence of last night’s fight. He scratched his bare belly, right hand dipping into the waist line of his 

boxers for comfort. He waved the fumes of her freshener away. She was too close. She leaned in and 

lowered her voice.  

‘You got someone in there?’ She was used to him bringing girls home. 

Bobby shook his head. It was sore to move it.  

‘Get us a cup of tea, Mum.’ 

He went into the bathroom, shutting the door on the acid-peach smells. She went down the stairs to 

put the kettle on.  

At the mirror, Bobby saw his nose was still fat and the bruising under his eyes bright and black like 

grease. His jaw a little fatter on the right side. His knuckles were puffed up and sore, his ribs hurt.   

He was angry with himself. Weeks of training for a big fight he couldn’t walk away from. North East 

Division’s finest thrown together in a final. Two from the same club, going head to head.  The stars 

had crossed to make them meet. Connor and Bobby. The Gypo and the Jew. It was bad for Bobby to 

fight on a feud. Faces to save, neither would step down. The club had said it was a shame to have 

them against one another, but it was better to have one of them through.  

‘A show fight. Can only make us look good, can’t it?’ 

And he’d only had a week to go. All he had to do was keep his head down. Bobby’s body was ready 

to do brilliant things. He’d been off the drink, working and running hard.  Kept his weight down, 

eaten right, stopped smoking. His Mum had cooked him up the porridge, the fish. Everything he knew 

he had to do and be, he had done and become.  He was lean and spare; hard and ready, winding down 

to save something for his fight.  

And now he’d have to spend the next few days mending. Now he would fade. To rest is to rust.    
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He needed a shave. His dark hair grew quickly. The hair on his head was thick, long at the top and 

curly. Oily with last night’s sweat. 

Outside his bedroom door, waiting for him, was a mug of tea. Maggie had put a plate of toast beside 

it. She had done this since he was a little boy and had started at the club. He never had time to sit 

down at the table, so she left it outside his room, setting her alarm with his to get up at dawn and put 

the kettle on. Now when she heard him get up, she got up too. She shadowed him.  

Bobby downed the tea, holding it with both hands. It hurt to bend his fingers. He looked through the 

crisp line of ironed-flat clothes in his wardrobe. There were a pile of the same white t-shirts, folded 

high on his shelf. He pulled the one at the top off the others gently, keeping the rest in their pile, and 

threw it on with the jeans hanging over his chair.  

He stood in the kitchen doorway with his head down. 

 ‘Seen my jacket?’  His voice was bunged up. 

Maggie knew every angle of her son. She knew if there was something wrong.  

 ‘Come here, what’s happened to your face?’ 

Bobby smiled. It hurt. He looked away. 

‘It was nothing, Mum.’ 

She got closer. She’d seen her son hurt many times before. She never got used to it.  

‘Nothing doesn’t look like that. You got one cheek coming out there like a pillow and a mouth that 

looks like you kissed a snake. What happened?’ 

 ‘They fight with gold. Makes it look worse than what it is.’ 

 ‘They? That lot, was it?’ Maggie made a face. ‘Looks like they went and hit you with hammers.’  

Bobby kissed his Mum on her forehead. ‘Don’t be silly, Mum. It’s a fucking bruise, that’s all.’ 

‘It is not a fucking bruise and you got your fight coming up. How can you fight like that? Let me put 

the kettle on.’ 

‘No, I’m going down the cafe.’ 

His Mum looked hurt. 

‘Sit down. I’ll do you something right now. What do you fancy?’ 

‘Just fancy a walk.’ 

Maggie moved to the kitchen and tightened her gown. Bobby’s face was a reminder of a long history. 

Bruises and scars she’d seen before. 

‘You shouldn’t be eating food from the café. I’ll do you a porridge. Save your money. Go on, sit 

down.’ 
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Bobby had his jacket on.  

‘I need to walk.’ 

Maggie raised her hands, shaking them at her son. ‘You had your body ready and now look at you.’ 

Bobby sniffed and opened the door. 

 He gave her a painful wink and stepped out.  

Down the lift, twelve floors, out of the flat and into the open. Fresh damp air after May rain.  Nappy 

smells and lamb curry, chicken heart stews and boiled bacon. No huddled mountain bikes this 

afternoon; no fights near the swings. Across the rows of green doors and silver letterboxes, he heard 

the tick of a beat in a room somewhere, Young boys with nowhere to go and nothing to do. The party 

falling asleep on sofas, the night on its sloppy last legs. The large metal bins were full and boxes of 

fried chicken scattered wherever they fell, the bones cleaned out by foxes. Old men shuffled back 

home with their papers and waved to Bobby.  Heading back up the lift to their small flats in a leaning 

grey block, squashed in, keeping quiet. No bother or trouble to no one. Bobby smiled back.  

Two peeling plastic-seated chairs had their backs up against the wall of a flat opposite, a few yards 

away.  A door opened and Theresa came out into the light with a cough.  

There, under the sunlight, was mad, fit Theresa.  No extensions now. Just a short, blonde bob and long 

legs in little shorts. She told Bobby she kept her hair short to stand out from the rest of the traveller 

girls. She faked it when she needed with clip-on extensions. That way she was always her own 

person. Except she wasn’t: she was theirs. Bobby kept his eyes on her when she turned around to pull 

out her chair.  

Denny’s grown-up little girl. Denny’s dangerous and beautiful little girl.  

 ‘How’s your face?’ Her voice curled its way over to him. Silky and soft. A different girl to the night 

before.  

Bobby clocked her in the chair, making her legs look leaner by turning them to the side, propping 

them up on the wall.  

‘ S'alright.’ 

 ‘You scarred him, you know.’ 

Bobby didn’t want to look at her. She’d led him there, the kind of girl who liked men fighting over 

her.  

Bobby shrugged. ‘He’d have done it to me.’ 

Theresa pulled at her top.  

‘Would he?’  

She looked at Bobby. She studied him, from the top of his head to the white trainers on his feet. 
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Bobby felt the sharp ache in his jaw again, and he felt the pull of Theresa. Her racehorse legs and 

skinny hips. Her fleshy lips puffing on a cigarette. Freckles on her shoulder blades, a mix of gold and 

silver chains dangling at her cleavage. She set him on fire.  

‘It went too far. It got stupid.  

‘Because of you.’ 

‘Me and Connor aren’t even together.’’ 

Bobby looked around him, already watching his back.  

‘You know what you’re doing, Theresa.’ 

‘What you talking about?’ 

‘Connor and me have our fight coming up.’ 

The fight that would bring everyone together for one night, mixing up myths and blood from these 

streets. Theresa had not wanted Bobby to get hurt. But she wanted his attention and she got it.  

‘Next time walk away then.’ 

Bobby laughed, but she was right. He went to say something nasty but couldn’t. Bobby walked on and 

left Theresa sitting and smoking. She would stay there until there was no daylight, moving the 

burning tip around her empty day.  

 Apart from a few dog walkers, the road was clear. Bobby liked walking.  Walking was real. He 

walked until home was far behind him. He put his knuckles into fists at his sides, letting his arms get 

heavy, letting them hang, relaxed,  as he walked the long way around the marshes. His jacket was 

snug. The clouds were close. He gently put a hand in his pocket to see how much money he had, 

holding a few pound coins in his palm. He’d nicked his life line where he’d held the glass. 

 Most days in the week he helped out at Clapton Bow Boys Club to train the youngster boys. He 

couldn’t get a job anywhere else that paid enough to help his Mum out and buy clothes. But it was 

more about the free boxing time and days spent away from his bedroom than how much he got paid.  

It was his home away from home. He even had his own set of keys to come and go as he wanted. 

They were his family and a fight like that with Connor broke all the rules. It was wrong to fight like 

that. 

'Some boys just want to fight', his Granddad used to tell him. ‘Those are the boys that aren’t worth 

fighting; the ones looking for it.’ 

Boxing ran through the blood on both sides. His Dad was already a long-serving Clapton boy when he 

took Bobby by the hand on his seventh birthday and paid their dues. They were happy to have him: 

his Granddad on his Mum’s side had been one of the club’s early fighters in the Fifties, dragged there 

by their dads to toughen up when they first moved to the area.  Some little Jewish kid always getting 

his nose broken, until one day he hit back harder.  

Bobby was proud of his Granddad. A man who’d come to the East End as a boy, got over Diphtheria 

and learned how to fight. Bobby had a picture that he’d taken from his Mum’s room of him mucking 

about with his pals on a beach in Clacton-on-Sea, his face too kind for a fighter.  
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Bobby had been proud of his Dad too. Proud that he didn’t back down, even though he was thin and 

pretty-looking. His Dad’s face was fresh out of Hollywood, not Hoxton. Even after his face changed 

from fighting, he was still a looker. He needed those few knocks to look tough. Bobby took after his 

Dad; both needed their good looks beaten up a little.  

New arrivals learned of Bobby’s background at the club and looked up to him. He was good-looking 

and angry. They liked that he’d had real fights. They loved his broken nose and bruises. Bobby’s first 

real fight came after a group of Millwall boys had started to follow him when he was leaving a rave in 

Battersea. He’d tried walking on. They followed him. Trying to shake him up. Make him frightened. 

Over nothing but drink and the way Bobby looked.  

Always be the one to get the first punch in.  Don’t wait to get hit, his Granddad had warned, in his 

curling mix of Belfast-Jewish boxer tongue. ‘If you are going to fight, hit first. Otherwise you’ve 

lost.’ 

Feet shuffled around in a scrappy circle. A drunk dance, with Bobby in the middle. Knuckles that 

couldn't get a clean shot and stabbed around. He didn’t know how it stopped, but it did. Those early 

fights always stopped. They had to. Two minutes of misfired clumps. And then enough. No energy for 

more.  He was on the floor when they left him. The boom of his heart beating in all the places that 

hurt. Each muscle begging him to lie back down as he moved to his knees.   And then the thrill of 

standing up again. They hadn’t knocked him out. 

He’d gone to bed that night unwashed, sleeping with his sour fighting sweat and the scabbing on his 

knuckles that had showed he'd given back. Sleeping with a smile. Knowing he’d wake up tougher and 

harder.  

There were others. Some where he’d really hurt people and some where he’d been really hurt. He 

found himself on streets in Luton and Romford, visiting friends and getting stuck into everyone, from 

BNP thugs to gangs of Bengali boys.  They were all fighting a corner; all fighting for space. All up for 

a fight.  

Bobby walked down the road, and with the sun on the back of his neck, he put a finger and thumb to 

it, going over the bit where the bridge didn’t meet and could click under the skin. He never got round 

to getting it fixed. All the hiding from his Mum made it too late for a hospital appointment. By the 

time she’d seen it and had her cry, Bobby had become attached to it. 

He looked at his reflection in a car he was passing and smiled.  Dark hair, curly and thick, shaved at 

the back but falling into his eyes at the front. In fights he had to gel it back to get the head guard on 

right. He was tall, just off six foot two, with a good stride and honey-coloured skin that Maggie said 

came from her side of the family.  He had a big heart and big hands and a battered nose that twisted 

up his good looks. Gave him a good stare, but just stopped him being as handsome as his Dad had 

been.  

He could see the cafe straight up ahead. Inside, he looked over the tables. Workmen let out their 

cackling laughter and the dull greasy eyeballs of the waitress took him in as he opened the door. And 

there, no surprise, was his old man, back bent over a mug of tea. 

‘Alright son.’ 
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His Dad wore a white t-shirt too, and had his hair scraped and gelled. It receded a little, and had 

thinned to look wet against his skull.  

Blood was blood. His Dad was his Dad. Bobby made the effort.  

‘Want another tea, Dad?’ 

The day when his Dad could treat him to breakfast had long gone.  Bobby could see that his Dad 

hadn’t touched the tea; he was just holding it, hands on either side of the mug, filth under his nails. 

Trying to keep his hands steady in front of his son.  

‘Nah, I’m still working on this one.’ 

Bobby nodded. ‘Alright, Dad.’ 

He bowled over to the counter and ordered himself a full English. The woman looked up at the board 

with drooping eyes, the mascara on her lower lashes thick and black. She wrote it down, took his 

money, and told him to sit.  

‘I’ll bring it over to you.’ 

He went back to the table. The gel slicking his dad’s hair back made him look like he’d had a wash. 

But when Bobby sat down opposite him, he could smell that he hadn’t. The waft of old man lifted in 

the air. Even with the cafe’s fug of frying meat, his mixture of must and drink was strong. The same 

air that sat around his flat, moving only when Bobby’s Dad walked in and out of rooms. His nails 

were long on fingers that were slender.  His upper arms were sticks. They didn’t look like they could 

carry the mug to this mouth.  

The years had been unkind to Joe. He looked up with yellow eyes, one of them sinking into a well-

worn scar, revealing yellow teeth as he went to say something and couldn’t. His gaping mouth 

yammered and said nothing. 

They sat there, listening to the chatter of other men getting stuck into plates of meat and yolk and 

baked beans.   

‘What’s happening, Dad?’ 

‘Much the same as ever. How’s your Mum, alright?’ 

‘Yeah she’s good.’ 

Maggie had got rid him for the drink a year ago but he still thought well of her. She said she’d had 

enough of sleeping next to a sack soaked in brandy. He’d chosen the bitch in the bottle over his wife. 

Couldn’t help himself, his body needed the drink more than it needed Maggie. He regretted it now. 

Now, he was stuck with it.  

  ‘Who’d you piss off this time?’ Joe made a nod to Bobby’s face.  

‘That lot. Nothing serious.’ 

Bobby’s Dad rubbed his quivering right hand over his face like he was waking himself up.  
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‘Anyone to worry about?’ 

Bobby looked at his Dad, and took the sugar from the middle of the table. He poured it into a small 

mound in front of him and began to push it around with his finger, making a circle. Bobby 

remembered the time his best friend Mikey had come round after he’d cracked his leg in a car 

accident and was in a wheelchair for a bit. Bobby had helped Mikey to the sofa, so he could put his 

leg up when watching the TV. His Dad had wheeled himself to the doorway, banging into walls, 

laughing into his right-hand turns, before it tilted and fell. A laughing lump on the floor, with the 

wheel spinning next to him.  

Bobby wished he’d kept his hands off Theresa.  

Everyone had girlfriends now. He didn’t see his mates anymore. And he didn’t want to anyway. 

They’d chosen their beds and their boredom. Sitting next to their men like a bunch of ducks. All of 

them wearing the same, tight v-necks and saying nothing. All of them fat and dumb.  

Theresa was thin and smart. She’d done him over. 

‘Just Connor.’ 

Joe winced. 

‘What you do that for?’ 

Bobby’s Dad bent low to take a sip of his tea, his mug still on the table. His mouth didn’t make it, and 

he put his head up again.  

‘Must be cold by now, Dad. Sure you don’t want another?’ 

‘No, no. You’re alright.’ 

Bobby’s food came. A plate of bacon, eggs, sausages, toast, tomatoes and a thick wedge of black 

pudding. It all slid around the plate when it hit the table. He looked down at it and let his hunger take 

over, cutting up the meat quickly. Getting it down as fast as he could. Looking at his Dad made it 

harder to swallow, the sickly sight of Joe’s face tested Bobby’s hunger. His Dad stared at his son’s 

plate, taking in all the food, imagining the pleasure of tasting it. If he could still taste. 

 ‘What did Connor do to you?’ 

‘He came for me.’ 

Joe moved his mouth around his gums.   

‘Well, did you win? Don’t fucking look like it.’ 

Joe’s voice was raspy, his throat stripped away through the years. 

‘I was still standing. He wasn’t.’ 

Joe smiled. ‘When you fighting again?’ 

Bobby laughed. ‘You winding me up?’ 
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Joe grinned and showed the gaps where his teeth should be. ‘I mean in the ring. Proper.’ 

Bobby nodded and chewed on a bit of sausage, picking up his toast and sponging up the yolk and 

tomato with his hand. He spoke with his mouth full. He was ashamed to tell his Dad he had a fight 

coming up. Drunk or not, Joe knew you didn’t start messing about in street brawls a week before.  

‘I’d love to see you fighting again.’ 

Bobby swallowed. 

‘Got one coming up actually.’ 

Joe moved his body forward. ‘When’s that then?’  

‘In a week. Me and Connor meet in The London’s at York Hall.’ 

Joe shook his head. He still worried about Bobby. 

‘You can’t fucking fight like that.’ 

Bobby shrugged. ‘Have to.’ 

‘Well you played one that fucking stupid then, didn’t you?’ 

‘Can’t not do it.’ 

Joe breathed out of his mouth. A gummy, petrol-smelling sigh. ‘Denny’s lot will make a load of noise. 

You know that, don’t you?’ 

Bobby had tried not to think thought too much about it. Denny struck a chord with Joe. They’d had 

their run-ins. 

‘They’ll be too many there for noise. Can’t start too much trouble in public.’ 

Joe smoothed back the slick hair on his head.  ‘You’re stupid for heating things up like this. You look 

a mess.’ 

Bobby looked up at his Dad.  He changed the subject. 

‘You still handy, Dad?’ 

‘Not half. Sharp and strong. Look at these paws.’ 

His Dad held out his filthy, quivering fingers. Shaking and spluttering and laughing. Then coughing, 

wheezing, holding on to the table for support against the breakdown of his body. 

Bobby put his knife and fork on the plate and pushed it to one side. He swallowed more bread and 

looked away embarrassed, his eyes to the window, on the road. Back to that Saturday sun, much softer 

now behind the clouds.  He could see the faint fuzz of his bruised reflection sitting up, and the 

crippled, bent back of his Dad.  

Maybe he’d go back home and walk through the afternoon’s sweet laundry air. Get a paper and lie in 

bed.  
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Joe put his hands on the table for support and stood up. Up and standing he shook Bobby’s hand like 

he’d always done.  He wiped his mouth, cleaning it of the spittle.  

‘Next Saturday is it?’ 

‘My fight?’ ‘Yeah.’ 

Joe smiled. ‘I’ll be there.’  

They looked at each other for a moment. 

‘Good to see you. Bobby.’ 

Bobby watched the door of the café open and his Dad shuffle out of the cafe, taking his time to do up 

his coat, his fingers fiddling with the zipper before giving up. He spotted the end of a cigarette on the 

pavement and went to bend down. Joe’s legs shook so hard he left it alone and shuffled away, patting 

his pockets.  

Blood was blood but it had thinned, and even though they were made of the same stuff Bobby felt his 

Dad disappearing. He looked for the sharp blue in his Dad’s stare that had eyed up other fighters and 

left them cold. It was gone. There was nothing between Bobby and Joe except their past.  

Bobby had seen his Dad back beer after beer in the pub and walk home calm as a monk. Being in the 

pub with his Dad was like being with a king. Joe would be stood by the bar, dapper and dandy. His 

neat torso sinewy and hard in a collared shirt, tucked into jeans that stopped a little off the ankle to 

show shining, black loafer shoes. A black pork-pie hat at a tilt. No one dressed like Joe. He was rock 

and roll, and that bothered people. It bothered them when they sloped into the pub in parkas and 

fading Lees and bad shoes and trainers they tried hard to keep white and clean. Trainers that had to 

survive winters. Or in their work gear, straight off the site, their faces dry from dust. Their lungs too.   

But after a while, they stopped being bothered. When they saw Joe’s fights and heard what he was 

about, Joe’s wardrobes started making sense. He’d earned those shiny shoes. The tough little pretty 

boy with the mean right hook. Joe’s hair was Elvis-black and he creamed it to the sides. Kept it the 

same through each decade, up until the Nineties. Always out of fashion, he’d made his look his own. 

He had an all-year tan from years of working on building sites with his top off and was freckled at the 

nose. Joe was the best looking man in this manor.  

Men used to move out of the way for his Dad. Bobby remembered his twelfth birthday, when his dad 

had taken him down to the pub with real men. It was the day he'd tasted his first drink, and that sip of 

a brown, bitter pint had been the best present Bobby had ever got. Joe had walked slowly to the table, 

looking about him, left to right. How the crowd of men in the pub had parted to let them through. He 

was a rover. A rogue. A black-haired, dark-eyed darling. And Maggie, his beautiful blonde bombshell 

wife, sat away at another table with the girls. They had met when she was eighteen. She was young 

and pretty. He was ten years older and scarred. Maggie and Joe looked good together.  

‘Hello Joe. Good to see ya. Sit down, sit down.’ 

‘Your boy stopping by, is he?’ 

Bobby was always big and brave when he was with his Dad. Joe had sat him between his two friends, 

Little Freddy and Big Frank. They were all smiles and patted him on the head. Freddy pushed forward 

his pint.  
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‘Go on, boy. Have a bit.’ 

Bobby had looked at the drink in its thick glass, sitting still like treacle. Joe looking on. He 

remembered hating the sickly, bitter taste, but kept drinking to make his Dad proud. Maggie looking 

over every so often to make sure Bobby was behaving. 

‘Alright, steady. Your hands a bit tight round the neck, son. ‘ 

Always laughter when he was sat between these two men.  Bobby had always joined in.  

Frank and Freddy. Their rolled-up sleeves on muscled, hairy arms and hands that built, carried and 

lifted; folded betting slips neatly into shirt pocket with nimble fingers and brains that had sized up the 

odds.  

Frank was always tired. ‘Been up four in the morning for a month running now. Back after dark. 

Knackered. I’ll need shooting down like a carthorse by Christmas.’ 

They knew working hard got you nowhere.  Eventually they stopped clocking in and gave it up. 

Started drinking, like Joe. They became old quickly. They wanted Bobby to get rich and take care of 

them.  

 ‘You gonna make a bit of money like your Dad, Bobby boy? 

Bobby had blinked and folded his arms. ‘Like fighting?’ 

‘Yeah, like fighting.’ Bobby tasted Frank’s cigarette smoke in the air when he spoke. 

'Yeah, I'm gonna fight like my dad.'   

 The door of the pub had swung open then and a hulk of a man, ducking under the frame, walked in. 

Followed by two other men of about the same size and a little red-headed boy.  The pub grew a little 

darker. Like the Millwall and West Ham games Bobby had been taken to, he felt the grit in the air. 

His mum had shifted in her seat, her double gin gripped tight, staring over at Joe by the bar. Bobby 

had kept smiling to make her smile too. He didn’t like her looking worried. Both Freddy and Frank 

muttered something about letting the dogs in. 

‘I wouldn’t say I was from the same Emerald Isle as them.’ Frank had put his fag out and grinned at 

Bobby, winking.  

‘There’s Irish and then there’s them, Bobby. Remember that. This is an Irish pub. For grafters, not a 

fucking tinker’s inn.’ 

‘I’m not just Irish.’ 

A silence. Both men working out what to say.  

‘There’s green blood in you.’ 

‘I’m Jewish too.’ 

Freddy had glanced at Frank and winked, and Bobby had laughed, thinking they would too.  

‘On your Mum’s side.’ 
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‘Don’t knock a Four-by-Two, Freddy. They‘re clever cunts. Know how to fight too; they’ve been at it 

since the start.’  

‘I’m a bit Irish on my Mum’s side too.’ 

The men had soothed him.  

‘Yes you are, boy. You’re a tough little mongrel.’ 

Joe had clocked the door and watched the big man come over to the bar and stand beside him. Denny 

was bigger than Joe, untidy and sprawling. His sideburns were bushy, his shirt wrinkled and 

unbuttoned to the chest. His wiry hair brushed through with fingers and water, not combs and cream, 

and his eyes black, wild and watching, twitching beneath the thick brows.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Bobby hadn’t liked seeing his Dad look so tiny. 

‘You alright Dad?’ 

Joe had pulled his son towards him and ruffled his hair, messing up the curls with his fingers. Bobby 

had smelt the mix of spices from his aftershave. Joe always used to smell good. Used to smell like he 

had money.  

‘This your lad?’ A thick Irish accent that had more of a song and swing to it than Little Freddy’s. 

Joe squeezed Bobby’s shoulder and nodded. 'This is my boy, yeah. My birthday boy. Bobby, this is 

Denny. He’s from around the way.’ 

He’d been watching his dad’s lip twitch when Denny asked. 

He had looked over to his mum. She had beckoned him over with her lovely long fingers that wore 

her grandmother’s stones. Bobby had wanted to put his hand in his Dad’s but remembered not to, 

instead he had looked Denny up and down, from his wide feet in thin, leather shoes, to the scowling 

hot-faced, red-headed boy – Connor – who stood behind him. The other two men were thick-necked 

and lifted the boy onto the bar stool.  Connor sat with his arms folded. None of them smiled.  

From around the way. Years later, Bobby learned what that meant. It meant someone was local. 

Meant he was about, behind your back, round the corner.  

Bobby left the cafe, the smell of grease and fried fat clinging to his clothes. The usual deep pain 

whenever he saw his Dad.  Today Joe was tinier than he’d ever been.  

Bobby walked with his fists at his sides and let the pain sink and become silent. Walking was real.  
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3. 

Bobby walked back through the Marshes on his way home. 

When Bobby was smaller, Joe had taken him to Hackney Marshes for kickabouts.  Bobby 

remembered him swaggering across this grass, smoking as hard as he fought, dribbling the football 

before lobbing it high for Bobby to trap with his new Umbro trainers.  

‘All this for free.’ 

Joe had swept his battered hand across the big green garden.  

Bobby could hear games of football far away and walked towards them; he liked watching a game on 

the side-lines. But he stopped when he saw his dad again, his back to his son for the second time that 

morning.  

He was sat with Daphne on a picnic bench. Bobby often saw Daphne around in parks and pubs. She 

wore a blue cardigan, her hair up in a dark ponytail and with large crystal stars clipped on to her ears. 

She called them her crown jewels. The old, weak clasps often fell from her lobes. 

‘Pick them up for me, Joe.’ 

Joe did as he was told. Bending with shaking knees. Taking too long to straighten up again.  

It still upset Bobby to see his dad with another woman and for a moment he thought about turning 

back or walking on, but he couldn’t move, staring at Joe as he handed her the earring.  He heard his 

dad laugh.  

She was not as beautiful as his mum had been, but nice enough.  Stained like paper soused in tea, but 

still more upright and smarter than Joe. Daphne saw in Joe the man he wished he still was. The young 

boxer in his Lonsdale vest, his shirt tucked into the right back pocket, wallet shoved into the left.  But 

above all, Daphne saw someone who would stop her feeling lonely.  

Daphne lifted her bag to her lap and pulled out a can of cider. She handed one to Joe.  

Daphne had been Maggie’s best friend. She had stepped once out with a nice man. Jim. Kind, loyal 

Jim. Liver packed up early and he died fat and yellow. Daphne found herself in pubs by herself.  And 

then Denny had found her.  He holed up with her for a while and hid things in her wardrobe. Daphne 

told the police they were hers and before anyone knew it, Daphne was in prison. She was lucky to 

have kept her flat. Months later and she and Theresa were together in her one-bedroom.   

She had tried to be a good mother, but she had a bad daughter. Theresa took her Mum’s flat calmly 

and coldly. Everyone knew Daphne had no backbone, no fight, and was kicked out easily, moving in 

with her old, unmarried brother, who hardly left his bed.  She had her room and she did his dinners. 

And that was her life.  And now she had Joe. Drunks had a way of finding each other.  

Bobby looked away. He could feel it. The grit in the air. Two local drunks were being circled by a 

couple of lanky teenage boys on dark blue bikes. They had the closed shaved sides and combed 

forward cuts of the Kildare boys, but Bobby couldn’t be sure from where he was sitting. From 

Denny’s crowd, from his side of the site. They were bothering Big Frank and Little Freddy.   

The boys screeched their bikes to a stop, slouching on the saddle. Both no more than fifteen years old.   
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‘Oi! You smack him and I’ll give you a fiver.’  

Big Frank looked stunned. ‘Me, smack him? But I’m bigger than him. I’ll kill him.’ 

The boy looked. ‘Depends where you hit him.’ 

‘Why does he get to smack me? Why can’t I smack him?’ Little Freddy was getting upset.   

Big Frank walked up close to the boy. ‘I’ve not hit a man for years. I’ll do it. But you get me the beers 

first.’ He must have slobbered when he spoke because Bobby saw Frank wipe his mouth with his 

sleeve.  

The boy on the bike wheeled backwards from Frank and made a face.  

‘Keep back from me when you’re talking.’ 

Big Frank stepped back. ‘Sorry.’ He mumbled. A child.  

There was a time when these men were proud. There was a time Joe would have stepped forward and 

knocked a sorry out of these young boys. Back when Joe was somebody. 

Little Freddy’s Irish voice was singing now, singing and begging that Frank not hurt him. He trilled 

his mercy. He danced for it.  

‘Smack him now, proper right hook, and you get your money.’ 

Little Freddy began to look frightened.  

Bobby looked again at his Dad. In his day, Bobby would have seen Joe take care of this.  Now, in his 

baggy suit trousers, he watched and said nothing.  

‘You really want me to hit him?’ 

‘Yeah.’ 

Big Frank and Little Freddy looked at each other, scared to rupture a friendship that had lasted over 

thirty years.  

‘Can we have the money now?’ 

They had become beggars. The boys sneered. 

‘Please?’ 

‘If I don’t like the look of the punch then you get nothing.’ 

They were caught up in it now, and didn’t have the balls to walk away. 

‘Get on with it. I’ll count down.’ 

Joe and Daphne were slumped on their bench, staring in a dream.  

Bobby started to feel hot. Big Frank looked at his friend and there were tears in his eyes as he made a 

fist. He mouthed the word sorry before he took a swing.  
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It was a soft touch. A jab on the jaw. A nothing punch.  

The boy laughed. His friend laughed too. Little Freddy touched his jaw and grinned like an idiot.  

‘Can we have our money, please?’ 

The boy laughed again. 

‘Smack him properly, and you’ll get your money.’ 

Joe watched on in a daze. He could not get up. Joe and Daphne. Two lumps on a bench.    

Bobby felt the fury rise up in him. All those years his dad had told him to stand up for the underdog, 

stepping in to sort out trouble. Joe stopped as many fights as he started them. He liked being the local 

hero.  

 He knew those days were over, but Bobby still waited. He looked at his dad’s bent back and longed 

for the days they would walk into this park together and play football. Joe took another can from 

Daphne and brought it to his thin, dry lips and Frank raised his arm again. 

Bobby leapt up and ran over. He was there before Frank could take his second punch. 

‘Put your fucking arm down. And you two cunts,' he said, pointing to the boys on bikes, 'fuck off.’ 

 The boys were not just boys. They stood their ground as Bobby loomed over them. His face dark, his 

eyes fixed into a fight.  

‘What the fuck has it got to do with you?’ 

They could see the shape of Bobby’s broken nose and the bruising from his fight with Connor. But 

they’d seen a lot of broken noses in their time.  

 ‘We know bigger men than you.’ 

Bobby stepped up to them.  

‘I don’t give a fuck who you two know. I’ll knock the pair of you out.’  

The boys knew they could do nothing. Not at that moment anyway. They shifted slowly back on to 

their saddles and flipped their hoods up over their shorn heads. But as they turned on their bikes, and 

before they vanished behind glossy green trees, they yelled out: ‘We’ll see you soon.’ 

Bobby sighed. Tired, his heart beating quickly. He turned to look at the two drunks, pulled out a 

tenner and handed it over.  

‘You can fuck off too.’ 

They bleated and gabbled.               

‘You’re a good man, Bobby. You’re a good boy. Like your dad.’ 

Bobby turned to where his dad was sitting. Joe tried to hop out of his seat, tried to croak his son’s 

name out. Bobby could feel the blood between them alive, pumping and red.  
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But Bobby ignored it.  

Fuck his fight. Fuck his dad. Fuck these drunks. 
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4.  

The ashtray needed changing. A day’s worth of cigarettes. The flat was a mess. She’d spent the 

morning watching and waiting at her window, expecting him to turn up, her belly in knots when she 

heard the buzzers above and below her go off and doors slam shut in flats, waiting for her own door.    

 Theresa had known Bobby all her life. She had waited for him to notice her. And soon enough, he 

did. Going down to the canal with him had been something she’d wanted to do. She wanted to be with 

someone who wasn’t anything to do with her Dad.  

But, he had a lot to do with her Dad. 

 It felt good. Fucking Bobby made her feel good. The thought of Connor’s pale, freckled, muscled 

body beside hers made her ill.  But fucking Bobby had got her in trouble. She sat at her kitchen table 

waiting for it.  

 Theresa added another cigarette to the pile in the ashtray and put the kettle on. She never used to 

smoke, up until she was fifteen. Then she couldn’t stop. She got addicted to things quickly and when 

she sat alone in her flat, expecting one of them to come knocking, she smoked even more.  

Theresa was still in her pyjamas and dressing gown when the door went. It was no shock to see her 

Dad there, his back turned as he finished a phone call. She felt naked and strange, in shorts and a t 

shirt. She pulled her t shirt down and waited for Denny to finish talking.  He took his time to keep her 

waiting, to remind her that he was her Dad. Gobby and rude to anybody else, Theresa was shy and 

obedient for him.  She waited her turn. 

When he did turn around she felt tiny.  

‘You want to come in, Denny?’ 

She had never called him Dad. It wasn’t how it was done between them. He wore a blue pair of jeans 

and a black shirt done up to just below the collar. His loafers creaky-new, cheap and polished; his 

wrists evenly weighed down in solid, market gold. It was Sunday. He’d been to Church. She could 

smell the incense and blood of Christ coming off him. He walked in and pulled her to him, his hands 

on her upper back, and tried to hug her. His aftershave, the smell of his hair grease, the stuffy sweat in 

every shirt he owned, the hard bristle on his face when he kissed her on the cheek.  

‘We need to talk.’ 

She shut the door behind them and felt the knots in her tummy grow harder and tighter than before. 

The sweat of fear on the back of her neck. Once inside his face flushed with blood, his eyes wider and 

whiter and his breathing short and sore. Undoing the top button of his shirt he grumbled about the heat 

in the flat. ‘Too fucking hot in here.’ 

‘I’ll open a window.’ 

Theresa opened the window by the sink and let the breeze cool the room. She walked back to him.  

‘Tea? 

Denny shook his head.  
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‘Only stopping by.’  

‘Got the kettle on.’ 

Denny tried to smile at his daughter. She was being mindful of her manners. 

‘There’s a good man out there carrying a nasty-looking scar.’  

He kept his hand firm on her little bony shoulder, his palm burning right through her body. Her 

father’s right hand holding her still. She tried not to look frightened. Looking frightened never got 

Theresa anywhere. 

‘You seem to be in the middle of all this, gal.’ 

Denny’s voice wasn’t Irish. But it wasn’t English. Wasn’t East-End London and wasn’t a rambling 

brogue. It was Denny. Lilting and low and stripped of all those ways you were taught to speak. He 

barked and scratched his sounds out. 

 ‘Nearly ruined Connor’s chance of meeting that braggart in the ring.’ 

He took his hand away. 

Theresa desperately wanted another cigarette. She knew the two of them met up to fight. Everyone 

came to watch them. They were the best local boys in the area. She moved back out of Denny’s hold 

and walked to the kitchen.  

‘He was minding his own before Connor went for him.’ 

Denny opened and shut his dry mouth and ran his tongue around his lips. His heavy, droning voice 

got quieter. The kitchen filled with menace.  

‘Now listen.’ 

Theresa held herself still. 

‘I didn’t come here to care too much about your story and I won’t be mincing my words. He was 

minding Connor’s business. Ripping your clothes off by the canal and you let him, like you haven’t 

been bought up to know better. You’re lucky there are people here looking out for you.’ 

She looked back at Denny, her eyes hard. She lit a cigarette.  

‘You never fuck someone for the world to see. Next to where I live.’  

Theresa blew out her smoke.  

Denny cocked his head. ‘You behave like a fucking daughter and you stick to the side that feeds you.’ 

Denny sneered at his daughter. ‘I wish there were still laundries to send girls like you to.’ 

He came towards her, rolling up his sleeve over his elbow. His fat, hairy arm rising up above her. 

Theresa didn’t move. She’d seen how Denny worked on fear. He loved it. She’d seen him do it to her 

Mum. How Daphne’s fear of him only made him bigger. Instead Theresa stood and waited, smoking 

as if the cigarette smoke curling around her kept her safe. She let the ash fall onto the kitchen floor 
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and looked up at her Dad as he stepped close to her, trying not to blink in front of him. So frightened 

that she needed to shit. She could smell him again. The stuffiness, the hair, his hot skin from this 

temper.  

He placed his hand on the back of her head and felt the ropey, raised skin from the base of her neck to 

the ear.  A scar growing with her. Covered by hair extensions. 

Then he put his arm down on her shoulder again and with his left hand drew a handful of notes from 

his pocket. He put them in the pocket of her dressing gown and pulled her in for a hug. Her face 

squashed into his chest, damp and warm. She turned her face to the side and let him hold her as long 

as he wanted. He spoke calmly.  

‘Theresa, don’t you ever be caught with that Jew boy again. Don’t ever let me hear you fucking him 

by the canal or by anywhere or fucking him at all. He’s trash, a flash piece of trash like his old man.’  

He kissed her on the forehead.  

‘Was the other half of you that done it. Her half. The bad blood. But you do it again and I’ll chop you 

up and throw you in the canal myself.’ 

Denny’s breath was foul. Theresa felt his kiss on her forehead. A burn that blistered her skin long 

after he pulled away. With nothing to say that could save her, Theresa nodded and let him threaten 

her. She let him be her Dad.  

‘And stick a fucking cross up somewhere, you could do with the fucking help of it. ‘ 

He coughed as he opened her door and let himself out, reaching into his pocket to make another phone 

call. Theresa stubbed out the butt in the ashtray and felt inside her dressing gown for the money. 

Seventy quid, to keep quiet and do as she was told. 
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5.   

Clapton Bow Boy’s Club had survived the Second World War and been around way before the First. 

In a corner of East London, it stood proud between two old, Blitz-dodged workhouses. The building 

was grand, good and solid, made up of red brick, champions and Art Deco windows. It had been the 

sanctuary for any poor boy from Dalston and beyond, giving them fresh soap, warm water and a pair 

of boxing gloves.  

The sign was white and Thatcher-blue. Local boy after local boy had been yanked by the collar 

through the gym, pitches and nearby parks, keeping them clean and away from trouble. Dabbing at the 

cuts on their knees and tying up their laces, playing pool and kicking a ball out the back. But it was a 

boxing club. More than anything else, boys came to learn how to fight. In the middle of stabbings and 

warfare the club had a mix of kids boxing happily together learning about respect and manners; love 

and hate. 

 It limped along thanks to the time-on-their-hands help of a few recovering heroin and crack addicts, 

who helped keeping the young ones busy while the experienced and older trainers found the talent and 

nurtured it. There were a few always smoking outside, a pick-and-mix of men who’d done a U-turn on 

a bad life. That, and charity hand-outs and donations from a few high profile, old-school boxers, kept 

the club coughing along. The club was known for its champions along the years. It was the best club, 

the one with the most care and history. It was in the club’s blood to win.  

 Inside the old, blue-tiled walls and dark ceilings, Chloe felt like she was walking back in time. An old 

bathing house, still full of damp and echo. She could smell the dripping pipes, the years chipping off. 

But the floors were glossy and new. Trainers squeaked across the disinfected corridors and the bang-

bang of kid-fists on the chocolate and crisps dispensers gave a heartbeat pulse to the mad chatter of 

children spilling into corners and tables in the large room. And it was hot. It was baking in there.  

Chloe pushed Devlin forward. Into the noise, the world of boys and girls laughing and shouting, 

scraping back plastic chairs.  

‘They aren’t arguing. They’re just having fun.’ 

Chloe let go of Devlin’s hand. For his own sake. But he held on again. Chloe knelt down and looked 

at him. 

‘Devvy, I’m going to let go of your hand, because if people see an eleven-year-old boy, from big 

school, holding onto a girl, they’re going to rip the piss out of you. You understand? I’m not going 

anywhere, but you need to let go of me.’ 

Devlin’s face, whiter than it’d been all day, crumpled as if he was going to cry. 

‘Don’t leave.’ He whispered. ‘Please.’ 

‘No, Devlin. No. No tears here.’ 

He pulled it back, and let go of Chloe’s hand. He put both hands in his tracksuit pockets as fists, biting 

his lower lip. 
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Chloe laid a light touch on the hulking broad shoulder in a white Apex t-shirt, bent over a red plastic 

table lined with children eating crisps and drinking Capri sun and Ribena.  She felt strong, hard 

muscle, warm under the cotton, and pulled her hand away. 

‘Excuse me, are you Derek?’ 

Derek turned around. His skin was dark and shiny, like boot polish. His body wide and fat, and his t-

shirt snug over arms that Chloe suspected had been built for boxing once upon a time, but not 

anymore. Now, he was half-fat, half-muscle. His head was shaved, and his hairline receded back and 

away from a slightly sweating forehead. Chloe thought he must have been in his late forties.  

Derek put his hand out, and she felt hers lost in his shake.  

‘Hello, I'm Derek. How can I help?’ 

‘He wants to start training – we spoke on the phone.’ 

Derek smiled at Devlin, sizing him up and down. Derek’s eyes were slightly slit, hidden in the 

largeness of his face and he squinted when he gave Devlin the once over. Chloe felt him size her up 

too.  

‘We got ourselves a sharp little featherweight here, eh boy?’ 

Devlin hung his head. 

‘You fast?’ 

Devlin looked at Chloe. 

‘Answer him, Devlin.’ 

‘You run quick, yeah? If you were getting chased, you run quick, yeah? You’re a runner, a little night 

fox.’ Derek put on a special, spooky voice. Showing fast, scuttling legs by making his fingers dance.  

‘I don’t know.’ Devlin shrugged. 

Derek frowned and folded his arms. A tattoo of a deck of cards was splayed open like a fan on his 

forearm, hidden on his skin unless you looked closely. Another on his other arm, a fading, twisting 

mermaid buried and barely there on his skin.  

‘You don’t run? You never run? ’ 

Devlin shrugged again.  

‘We don’t do shrugging in here. That’s for boys who don’t know a yes from a no. This place is for 

men. Men can answer straight. Tell me. You run, or not?’ 

‘No. I don’t run.’ 

Derek winked at Chloe.  

‘All men run.’ 
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Chloe held back from holding Devlin’s hand. She heard Devlin’s breathing get heavier, but she 

stepped away from him. He looked up at her and saw her move away, leaving him to stand alone.  

‘Yeah, I would run fast.’ His voice quivering.  

Derek laughed loudly and shook him by the shoulders. 

‘Good boy. Okay then. That’s where we start. We take you to the park and see how fast you go. We’ll 

get you moving about.’ 

Chloe rubbed the back of Devlin’s head. ‘See?’ 

‘We got ourselves a little greyhound for the ring. ‘ 

Devlin let out a small smile.  

Derek looked up at Chloe.  Girls didn’t come into the club often and when they did it was to try and 

get a look of the older boys. This girl looked far too young to have a child this old.  

'He yours?' 

Chloe shook her head. He wasn't. He belonged to her neighbour, Fiona. He kept getting bullied; boys 

turning up at his house, waiting on his doorstep. Chloe didn’t know how twelve year olds could be so 

tough. Devlin didn’t either; he was just another kid that needed toughening up. ‘Clump one of them. 

That’ll stop the rest piping up.’ Chloe’s Dad had said. But Devlin wasn’t a fighter.  

‘He got a Dad?’ 

Chloe shook her head again. 

‘Ok. Well, you can drop him and leave him, or have a look around. Best thing I reckon is to drop him 

off and go. Longer you stay, longer he’ll cry. I’ll get him coached up by some of the other boys and 

get him in the mix.’ 

‘Can we walk around first? Then I’ll go. Just so he knows where he is.’ 

‘ ‘Course. Gym’s around the corner. Walk straight in. We got the young boys in today.’ 

Chloe placed Devlin in front of her and told him to walk. She looked around for Derek, who had gone 

back to his table of rowdy children, telling them to pick up the crisps packets off the floor, getting a 

boy to sit back down in his chair. He was smiling when he did it though. Chloe liked Derek; she got a 

good feeling from him. He made the place feel safe. As she walked away she heard him belly-laugh. It 

was followed by the sweeter, squealing laughter of smaller children, the sweet ones, too small to box 

properly.  

Towards the gym itself, Chloe could feel it getting warmer. Hot air steamed from the punched bags 

and skin, building up a fog of hot bodies. They walked down a cream-coloured wall, decorated with 

thin, black frames filled with old photographs of boxers. 

She stopped to look at the wall of photographs. It started at the beginning: war-time fighters with tight 

white vests, black shorts and staunch, broad shoulders. Hair, waxed down, short back and sides. Their 

noses all snapped and fluffed out again in the same way. In time, and as London got more mixed up, 
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the photos hit colour, and so did the boys. Tall, lean boys with neatly combed side-parting afros and 

Irish, black-haired gazers, holding up their fists. Old pictures showed gloves against jaws of fighters 

turned to jelly mid-fight, spraying sweat and spit. Some boys wore head guards, some didn’t. Spanish 

and Italian. Tanned boys. Faces that could have come from everywhere were at home here. The same 

white vests, the same bare chests, the same honed, toned, curving shoulders and the same precise 

muscle sloping from neck to arm.  Their eyes starting to look like they were rolling closer together as 

they got older, drinking in more punches; their noses puffed up around the twists  of another break. 

Twinkling eyes full of dark red mist, snazzy grins and scowls.  Born to blood and effort and growing 

pains.  

The spirit had got hold of Devlin too. He was in a new world, a man’s world. He took his marks and 

set off down the corridor.  

‘Chloe I am fast, look. Watch how fast I can run.’ 

Devlin ran his long, wiry legs across the shiny floor, before skidding and falling to his knees..  

For a moment, Chloe thought Devlin was going to cry, but the pale, blonde-haired boy picked himself 

up off the floor, turned to Chloe and shrugged. Two older boys turned a corner and he moved against 

the wall to let them by. He kept his head down and walked slowly back to Chloe. She could feel him 

try to lean against her and Chloe moved him gently away. 

To her left she heard the slapping- of twenty young boys’ fists punching bags. It was a sauna in there. 

Her back started to sweat up under her top. The army of boys ferocious and focused, everyone hitting 

hard like an off-the-beat soldier’s march. Five big-bellied, pit-bull-faced trainers in their sixties held 

up pads, barked orders and patrolled the ring and floor.  A couple of younger ones sniffed and skulked 

about, overweight and sleepy, trying to look tough. The older boys looked like boxers.  Chloe looked 

at the white-haired trainer nearest to her, leaning on the side of the ring shouting. His skin on his face 

splattered with veins and his nose had been smashed almost flat on his face.  He was handsome still, 

with the kind face of a father. He frowned and yelled at the ring.  

‘Kill your distance and put your fucking feet in.’ His eyes never left the two boys sparring for a 

second. His hands had lived. Tattooed crosses on the knuckles done roughly. Now blurred ink spots. 

Mum on his arm. Gold rings on his left fingers.  

A mix of kindness and menace, of love and toughness, in the air. The boys wrapped their arms around 

each other when their rounds were done, gasping for air through their gum shields. They ducked 

under the ropes and waited to get their gloves taken off.  The white-haired trainer took their head 

guards off and patted their damp hair. As one was praised the other waited his turn and scratched at 

his squashed face with his gloves like a dog. 

A young black boy, smaller than Devlin, skipped passed them jabbing at the air, spitting and hissing 

from his mouth, his eyes fixed on an imaginary opponent. Another  boy, sweating so hard he kept 

blinking, sat with his head between his legs on a chair in the corner, holding a towel to a shaved head 

and breathing heavily. He glanced up and looked Chloe up and down before hanging his head again.  

A chubby, white skinhead was getting a telling off from a trainer, his gloves at his sides and his head 

hanging.  

‘What are you, a fucking puppy?’ 
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The boy straightened his back and frowned, ready to go again. The trainer held up the pads again and 

the boy knocked them cleaner and harder. He coaxed him. ‘Good lad.’ 

Music poured out of the speakers and inside the ring, in the middle of the room, two new boys were 

up. 

The trainer laughed. ‘Come on then, let’s bash each other up.’ 

They danced around before laying into each other’s faces with stiff punches. Three rounds. Three 

minutes each. The trainer at the ring turned on them with the same focus, the same intense attention 

he’d given the last two boys.  

‘That’s a good shot; throw them when he comes.’  

No one was more in favour and he took turns in telling them what to do.  

‘Work him, that’s it.’ 

Devlin would find a Dad here.  Everyone here meant it, and meant well.  

One trainer was skirting round a bag, flicking and grazing it with light jabs as he it swayed, hard and 

heavy. A couple of young teenagers watched him, wide-eyed and in love. She saw his back first. 

Thick muscle. Lean, but big. Then he went to hit it hard trying to smack it dead. The punch echoed 

through the gym. The boys around him laughed in awe. The big trainer caught sight and laughed.  

‘Bobby, careful of your hand, son.’ 

He turned, out of breath. He had his knuckles bound up in tape..  

She stood in the doorway watching him. He let his fists fall at his sides, before taking a forearm and 

wiping the sweat from his face.  

They checked each other out in the bright white lights and damp, heavy air of the gym.  

Bobby felt hot. He took his right hand up and pushed back his hair, wet from sweat and workout, and 

ruffled the head of each boy who’d been watching him. He didn’t see girls like her come in here.  

She watched him walk. He wore a black vest, with the gym’s name on the back in red letters, black 

tracksuit bottoms and running trainers. Chloe could see he had the same army cut that all those other 

boys had in the photographs. Shaved up the back, short at the sides and a naked neck.  All razor and 

no scissors, like a soldier boy from Iraq. Except his was much longer on top. A curling quiff in spirals, 

almost. When he turned, he looked like a Teddy boy. A greaser from way back when. All wrong for 

now. As dated as those photos in the hallway. 

Chloe looked for Devlin’s hand, pulling her to him.  

His body was longer than his legs, just a little, overworked. His shoulders rolling in muscle and shape, 

his torso tapering into his waist, etched out and showing in the thinning, worn out vest.  Thin enough 

to have a rib cage. He had no problem meeting her stare as he walked up to her. 

His face looked like it had been in a fight, Chloe could see that. There were shades of yellow bruising 

across his jaw line and flicks of red blood in his eye. His nose had been broken more than once. 
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‘You looking for someone?’  

His voice was deeper than Chloe thought it might be. A smoker’s voice. Still, he stared at her. Right 

in the eyes. His face was tanned, his eyes such a light brown they were almost gold.  Hair falling over 

his eyes. He took a bandaged hand and swept it back off his face to see her.  

Chloe did not speak. Instead she swallowed and put Devlin in front of her. The chatter and noise and 

heat still swarming around her.  

 ‘I took him to see the gym. Derek thinks he’ll be quick.’ 

A tattoo, more visible than Derek’s, carved out on his left bicep said To Rest is to Rust. 

Chloe carried on talking. 

‘He said to look around. At the gym.’ 

He looked back at Chloe.  

‘Yeah?  Well, this is the gym, this is it.’ 

He smiled.  

Chloe looked at his hands held at his crotch. Grazes on his fists.  

He saw Devlin and turned to him and smiled. ‘You like a fight then, yeah?’ 

Devlin shuffled and stepped a little bit apart from Chloe. ‘Never had one.’ 

‘Nah? Come on then.’ 

Bobby bent low and started play-jabbing the air around Devlin. Chloe worried that Devlin’s blood 

would drain from his face and the tears would come, but instead his cheeks filled with colour and he 

blushed, excited by what Bobby was doing. Devlin giggled and hid behind Chloe. 

‘I can run really fast.’ 

Bobby folded his arms and pretended to look impressed.  

‘That’s a start.’  

He looked at Chloe as Derek turned into the doorway. Chloe could feel and hear his presence before 

he even spoke.  

‘You met our best boxer, then? He’s training up for his fight. Aren’t you, Bobby?’ 

Derek walked slowly, with steady rolling steps, into the gymnasium. Slow as he liked. With all the 

time and weight in the world.  He put his right hand on Chloe’s shoulder and gave her a small pat.  

‘Boys love him. Devlin, you gonna learn from this man, y’hear? He’s gonna put you proper right. 

Boy’s gonna turn into a man. Trust me.’ 

Devlin looked up at Derek, and his shoulders rolled back and he started to stand up straight. He 

looked to his teacher and blinked, putting his hand out to Bobby’s tattoo. 
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‘What’s that?’  

‘It’s a saying.’ 

‘What does it mean?’ 

‘It means keep punching.’ 

‘Why?’ 

Bobby gestured to the boxing ring behind him. 

‘'Cos if you stop, in there, you’ll get your face bashed in.’ 

‘Why would they bash my face in?’ 

‘'Cos that’s what happens.’ 

Derek smiled.  

‘Let him learn a few jabs first.’ 

He put a big arm around Chloe. ‘Big tournament coming up and we got two of our boys finishing 

each other off.  It’ll be proper. You should come. Bring Devlin.’  

Bobby looked away, embarrassed.  

Derek squeezed Chloe tighter. ‘You’ll have to come. See this one fight. Won’t she, Bobby? She’ll 

have to come to your fight.’  

Chloe didn’t know anything about fights. Derek let go and put his arm on her shoulder. He was 

affectionate without being intrusive. Chloe didn’t mind his hand there. There was something 

reassuring about Derek.  

‘When you want to bring him here, tomorrow?’ He bent low to speak to Devlin.  

‘You and me are gonna get tough. You’re gonna stand your ground.’ 

Devlin smiled. 

His hand was held out to Chloe. She took it. No shake, just a faint grip as she looked smack into his 

eyes, where she could see herself reflected.  

‘Bobby. What’s your name? ’ 

Chloe looked down as she said her name. 

Bobby took his hand away and put his arm around Derek. He squeezed gently. Derek gave him a bear 

hug back and messed up his quiff. 

‘Was in the best shape of his life, this one. Then he decided to walk into trouble.’ 

Bobby flung the words away with his hand. ‘I need a shower.’ 
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Derek made to kick him up the arse as he walked away and Bobby laughed.  

He turned at the doorway, lowered his head and bowed. His arm tensed and strong, holding on to the 

door frame. 

‘Chloe, it was nice to meet you. Maybe see you tomorrow?’ 

He winked at Devlin. ‘See you in the ring, Champ. Watch your nose.’ 

Then he was gone, and it was quiet. 

Derek had his hands on his waist and watched him go. 

‘We’ve all tried to knock that out of him, that rawness, but I can’t. It’s why he’ll never go 

professional. Loses his vision.’ 

Derek kept his stare at the doorway long after Bobby had gone and Chloe didn’t think he was really 

talking to her, but to himself. Watching the space he’d left, looking out to the light Bobby had walked 

out into, listening out for his steps on that greasy-clean floor.  

And then he must have seen Chloe, her eyes still on the doorway, at the space he’d left behind. She 

was holding on to Devlin, who, after Bobby’s performance, was trying to break free and monkey-

jump a punch bag. 

Derek winked.  

‘Handsome too, ain’t he? For a boxer. He’s our stud. Gets groupies and everything.’ 

Chloe went red. 

‘He needs a nice girl.’ 

He laughed loudly, his tiny eyes vanishing almost completely into his huge face.  
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6. 

The old East End sun shone on her face as Chloe left the gym with Devlin. A glinting, happy light that 

made her feel as if her mum was around. She walked home down Newington Green, listening to 

Devlin talk about Derek and Bobby. She bought some flowers on the way too. White peonies to sit at 

the kitchen table, next to the shelf with her mum’s dancing porcelain figurines.  

Chloe’s mum had died two weeks ago. It had been sudden. A heart attack that had knocked her tiny 

body like thunder.  

They’d only just had the funeral. A cold, Catholic service on a raining day that got her heels stuck into 

the soil around her mum’s plot as they threw flowers on the coffin. Grim and lonely. People who’d 

done a duty and turned up stood around talking as the priest said his few, toneless words and got 

pissed afterwards in a pub that played no music. The small gathering sat in four corners of the room 

sipping gin and beer until they were drunk enough to hold Chloe’s hand and tell her they were sorry. 

She’d thought of her mum in the box, on her own. She didn’t want her to be on her own in there. 

She remembered sitting in the kitchen with her mum, watching soaps on the TV and second-hand 

smoking her cigarettes. The noise from the rest of the house seemed to happen around the two of 

them, sat there in the warm kitchen together. There had not been time to miss her Mum. Because it 

didn’t feel like she’d really gone.  Except for today. Today she wanted to go home and tell her mum 

about a boy.  

This had been the first real time she’d been out and about since it happened. Chloe worked as a 

nursery assistant in a primary school. She’d gone back only two days after the funeral and it was two 

days too soon. Had started crying when helping one of the children with their alphabet. The child had 

cried too and the school had sent her home. Her agency were keeping her on hold until she felt ready 

to return to work again. 

Polly was in when Chloe walked to the kitchen. In her joggers and a topknot bun, her mouth full of 

pasta, she looked up and yelled hello. Chloe had always been the quieter of the two sisters. They were 

both pretty girls, but Polly's look was more obvious. More confident, more skin on show. Chloe was 

thinner, smokier. Her skin and eyes were darker and her hair thick, straight and black, looked better 

piled up on her head to show off her thin neck. Chloe was born just after her mum had had a late 

miscarriage, and everyone thought she was going to be the strong one.  

‘She’s a bit small, isn’t she? And so dark. Where'd she get her hair from when you and Jeff are so 

fair?’ 

They shrugged. Her Dad laughed.  

‘You want to watch them Dalston Turks, Jeff. Sneaking in when you’re on the night shift.’ 

And her mum would blush, even though it was untrue. 

The kitchen was the only room in the house her Mum had bothered to keep tidy.  The rest of the house 

was clean, but stuffed full of old family furniture that Chloe’s dad wouldn’t take to the tip because it 

had belonged to his parents. The rooms were still decorated as they’d been the past forty years. 

Browns, greens and oranges on the wallpaper, mucky and loud together. Old Liberty-print curtains, 

once a luxury to show off to the rest of the street, were now ugly and tired. 
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But the kitchen was new. Chosen fresh out of a catalogue, and hers. White and clean. The room she 

sat and read the paper in, smoking and drinking tea. Three pots in the morning; two pots in the 

afternoon. There were still bits and pieces of her everywhere. Duty-free Rothmans, photos on the 

fridge from their holiday to Tenerife two summers ago, with her tanned, happy face showing no signs 

of the end. There were bottles of rose wine in the fridge that she hadn’t had the time to drink and bars 

of Cadburys in cupboards.  Chloe had just got round to throwing away the last bunch of flowers that 

kept coming, sent from friends, family and neighbours. The water had started to rot and smell.   

The atmosphere about the house was still heavy. They moved around slowly. Instead of putting the 

kettle on in silence, today Chloe smiled and put the flowers on the table. She took down the 

Tupperware of biscuits her Mum dipped into her tea. 

‘Those are nice flowers. What are they for?’ 

‘For Mum.’ 

Polly turned towards her little sister. Her cleavage spilling, pale and pink, out of her too-small vest.  

‘Everyone sends flowers for us. So I bought these for Mum.’ 

Chloe got her mug out of the cupboard.  

‘Think the flowers are for all of us. Mum too. But they’re pretty.’ 

Chloe reached for a teabag and kept her back turned to Polly. She thought about the way he’d smiled 

at her as he left for a shower and the way his back was damp through the vest he was wearing.  

Bobby. A sweet name for a tough boy.  

‘What about work?’ 

‘The school?’ 

‘Yes, when are you going back? ‘ 

Chloe missed the children. She liked helping them understand the sun and the park and the seasons 

and the alphabet, holding their hands across roads, sorting out their pens and pencils. She loved 

listening to their broken sentences telling her what they’d just drawn, made and wrote. She would go 

back soon, as soon as she could. 

‘They didn’t think it was good for me or the children, because I kept crying.’ 

Polly nodded. Polly had stopped her crying in public and gone back to business. Chloe, at 18, found it 

harder to be as brave.  

They heard the cab pull up to their house. A house their Dad had managed to keep in the family with a 

little luck. The house had made him.  He could stand tall because of it.  After Lynn died, he left it 

rarely, only to take the black cab out for an odd job, which surprised both daughters because when his 

wife was alive he hardly spent time in it with her. Guilt or grief, he was lost and alone.  

 He came back with a box of chocolates in his hands. He patted each girl on her head with his spare 

hand and placed the box on the table. 
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 ‘I got you some chocolate, girls.’  

Then he coughed, with nothing more to say, and walked back to the front room, to his chair and shut 

the door. They heard the racing pour out of the television.  

Chloe looked at her sister. ‘You want any of this?’ 

Polly shook her head. 

Chloe put the box of chocolates in the cupboard, finished making her tea and left the kitchen. She 

went up to her Mum and Dad’s bedroom, a room her Dad wouldn’t go in since it happened. He slept 

on the sofa with the television on. Chloe could understand. The sheets hadn’t been changed. Lynn 

always did them and Chloe didn’t want to change them yet.  

Sipping the tea in her parent’s bed, Chloe sat up with the duvet around her. She lay on her Mum’s side 

and could smell some of her body cream on the bedding. There were books still piled high on the side 

table. Sunday afternoons her Mum would lie down, read a few pages, and fall asleep after lunch. She 

had a library card and the books on the table needed returning.  

 When the tea was finished, she put her mug on the bedside table, curled up, her head turned to the 

open window.  The curtains, sheer and simple, were something her Mum had added. Something that 

made the home lighter. 

She remembered.  

Chloe had found her first. Her body twisted on the floor where her heart had snapped and her mouth 

hung open, as if she was about to call to them. Chloe stood for a few shell-shocked seconds, before 

crouching down and resting the back of her hand on her Mum’s tiny face that had aged a hundred 

years when her heart stopped.    

The death happened so quickly. Life after had been sinking slowly, like mud. 

Chloe cried, the April breeze cool on her face. When she wasn’t so tired she’d go back to the 

classroom.  She didn’t want to spend too long in this house.  

She walked to her Mum’s wardrobe. Each dress hung up as they had always been, on identical 

wooden hangers, with her perfume faint on the collars. Chloe was as small-boned and narrow-hipped 

as her mum. Polly was busty, too wide in the back and fat in the belly. She undressed. In her knickers 

and bra, she slid each dress along the hanger until she saw the one she wanted. Black silk and green 

flowers, the colour of mint leaves. Buttons down the front and big shoulders. Chloe slipped it on. The 

silk was heavy and soft on her thighs. It moved with her. 
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7. 

By Monday morning, Bobby was starting to feel better. Although his body would not be what he 

wanted it for the fight, he didn’t ache as much and was back on the rounds. Slowing down a bit now, 

saving his energy for the day itself. Building up his time at the gym bit by bit to let the bruises cool. 

Arnica oil in hot baths and cool, early nights with the window open.  

Bobby wanted to light up now as he left the gym, but he didn’t. He walked into the evening air and let 

his lungs fill with it. He thought about her. The girl with hair blacker than his, knotted up so he could 

see the nervous vein in her neck like a whip. She wore one chain, a cross, and he could smell her 

perfume. Two beauty dots on her chin.  Darker than a freckle, lighter than dirt.  She had a stare on her 

and wasn’t afraid to look someone in the eye and keep them there. She’d kept Bobby there.  He had 

kept his eyes on her until she had smiled at him. Then he had to look away.   

He crossed the road, jogging the last bit and was smiling as he walked into the park. Walking tall, a 

little bit cold, smelling of pine from the shower. He rolled back his shoulder blades, heard the click, 

felt the muscle and rolled his neck, gently as he turned into the park. 

And there he saw Mikey, sitting with his head in his hands on a bench, his back shaking, crying 

without shame in broad daylight. Bare arms in a white vest and a jumper round his neck. Mikey 

worked as a sometime roofer. Sometimes he ran with the travellers who got him the work.  Mikey was 

one of those shape shifters, moving in different circles easily. The joker in any group. A harmless, fat 

fool. But loyal to Bobby. Bobby had known him long enough to love him.  

Mikey was the closest thing Bobby was going to get to a brother. Nothing in common but their 

background and roots, they were as good as blood.  And even though he knew, like an omen, that 

talking to his friend was going to bring Bobby problems that weren’t his own, he couldn’t turn away.  

‘Alright mate?’ 

Mikey lifted his head. Red around the eyes, no sleep in his strained face. His vest ripped, his jumper 

hanging off his shoulders. His hairline receded so much he might as well have shaved it, and drink 

had given him a chin and made him soft around the arms. His gut pushed out where he sat down.  

‘Nah. Been having murders with her.’ 

Bobby put his bag down.  

‘She fucked your vest up like that?’ 

‘She says I try and control her.’ 

Mikey had froth and spit around his lips. Where he’d been crying to himself, and shouting at his 

Vanessa. Bobby was not good at telling people what to do with their love life. He had never been in 

love. 

‘She’s fucking someone else. I know, I fucking know it.’ There was no point trying to talk his kind of 

sense. He was wired and mad, pouring drink into a body that needed to lie down and sleep. Even so, 

Bobby tried. He was in a good mood.   
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‘You aren’t thinking right. You need to go home and sleep this off and deal with her tomorrow.’ 

Bobby sighed as Mikey nodded.  

‘You need to go home and sleep, Mikey. Home’s that way.’ Bobby pointed behind him. 

‘Don’t want to go home. What do I have to go home for? She isn’t there and when she does come 

home, if she does come home, it’s just gonna be murders all over again. Might as well just stay out.’ 

Bobby picked up his bag. ‘Not here though. Let’s get home.’ 

Mikey shook his head. ‘I know who it is though. That fucking fat cunt who started managing the pub.’ 

Mikey wiped his bare arm across his face and trailed pale snot on the hairs of his forearm.  

‘I’m going to sort it. Going down there right now.‘ 

Bobby put his arm on Mikey's shoulder. ‘Walk with me. You’re in no state to fight.’ 

 Mikey shook his head and blinked back tears, cracking his fingers and forming small fists. ‘I can get 

a touch on him. Watch.’ 

‘No, you can’t, not like this. 

 ‘I saw her phone. She’s been working shifts there, too many shifts there. I said I’d pay for everything. 

Why she want to keep going there to work for? Then I see her phone.’ 

Bobby felt for his friend. Hopeless, flabby, Mikey, was sitting on a bench around the corner from the 

pub his girlfriend was cheating on him in. Mikey who could pay for nothing. 

‘I  said I want to marry her.’ 

‘You what?’ 

‘I want to do right by her.’ 

Mikey, the boy trying to be a man. Bobby laughed and put an arm round him. Mikey frowned and 

wiped a face with his sleeve.  

‘We’re twenty years old. How many people do you know that have got married?’ 

Mikey thought about it.  

‘My mum and dad. Your mum and dad.’ 

‘No. Our lot, I mean.’ 

 Bobby lifted Mikey’s vest to show his grey-white gut. 

‘Look at you, fat as fuck. Who’s marrying you?’ 

Mikey laughed a painful laugh, pushing Bobby’s hands away. He sat trying to get his breath back.  

Mikey nodded. ‘You make me feel stupid now.’  
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‘Why do you want to?’  

Maggie and Joe were still married and it had meant something to them both. Bands of gold and the 

white dress and those photographs in albums. Maggie kept them all, everything she’d ever had with 

Joe. But Bobby had watched his dad get sick and his mum grow lonely, awake at night washing 

tablecloths and wiping down lampshades at three in the morning. Sitting in the sounds of the washing 

machine, reading her library book.  

 ‘Because I never met someone who liked me.’ Tired, he squinted when he was talking. His tongue 

large and hot in his mouth. He spoke with a rasp. 

‘You got choices, Bobby. The way you look lets you pick. You can keep dipping your cock all day 

long.’ 

Dipping his cock into the same girls he had pushed over in the playground. The same girls and their 

friends, over and over. When Bobby wasn’t at the club he was watching the four walls of his room 

with nothing on them apart from the odd flyer for a rave and his picture of Tyson.  Thinking about 

some of the girls he had fucked and wondering about the ones he hadn’t.  

‘You’re only with Vanessa because she’s here.’ 

‘So what?’ 

‘So, Vanessa and you will always fight. And she’ll always cheat. And you’ll always drink and you’ll 

take it from each other because it’s better than being here and alone.’ 

Bobby could see Mikey’s eyes fill with tears and he turned away. 

‘You can have better. You’ve always had your boxing. You can always get out.’ 

‘Maybe.’  

Bobby felt heavy between these nowhere and somewhere corners of his life. The tower block had 

looked after him just as much as it wore him out. He knew the faces behind the curtains, and as a kid 

Bobby would always be fed if Maggie was working late. You knew your neighbour. But the blocks 

were too high, too dark and too small and there were too many windows and too many doors. There 

were too many homes and not enough space. ‘Right, where’s your missus?’ 

‘Working there now. She just left. Scratched the shit out of my shirt and left. Fucking mad bitch.’ 

Bobby sniffed his last clean, fresh bit of early evening air.  

‘I need to sort this, Bobby. She’s making me look like a prick.’ 

Mikey used to bring his Mum a bottle of wine or some chocolates when he came round. Just after 

she’d got rid of Joe. Had paid for her to get taxis to Asda and back for her shopping. He said he 

remembered Maggie looking after him when his Mum was at work. And Mikey’s mum had watched 

Bobby the same way.  

Mikey's softness was beginning to irritate. The spineless sulking, the sad way he looked up to Bobby. 

Mikey needed to fight back.  
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But you helped out family. And Mikey was family.  

‘Take me there, then.’ 

They turned a corner, and it was like walking into winter.  The late spring in the air was gone, and the 

houses went from old to new; from old red brick to the concrete of an ugly tower block ahead, one of 

the bad ones, and a sleepy garage on a cul de sac. The pub stood next to a blank whitewashed wall, 

and even this was stained, as if the cigarette smoke from inside had crawled its way through the stone 

and brick and paint. One man, wearing a knitted jumper over a hardened ale-belly, stood outside 

puffing. Two wooden tables and a rubbish tip down an alley. A crispy-looking St George’s flag hung 

from a top bedroom window, waving weakly like a dirty rag. It looked like it had been hung there 

since the Eighties, a bloody cross over a door.  

This England was shit, Bobby thought. Who could live in this? 

Mikey sat at on one of the wooden tables outside and put his head in his hands.  

‘Which one is he?’ Bobby asked. 

‘He’s the bald one. ‘  

‘The bald one?’ 

‘You’ll know him. He’s the one who runs the place.’ 

Bobby pulled open the wooden door and took in the dank smells: the grime, the scotch and shitty 

plumbing.  

Vanessa, with her hair up and her eyes swollen from crying, stopped what she was doing. She knew.  

‘Alright’. Bobby nodded. 

She went to move from behind the bar, her eyes widening and her hands shaking on the pint glass she 

was putting back.  

 ‘Did he send you here?’ 

Bobby held his hand up.  

‘Clear your glasses, love. You’re alright.’ 

She could hear her calling him from the bar, begging him not to do whatever it was he was about to 

do. He pulled himself together. He pretended that nothing meant anything and let the creeping little 

violent buzz in his head get louder and his fists get harder. He was not Bobby. He was a walking 

punch, and there’d be no thought behind it. No honour either. Bobby knew even before he knocked 

this man out, that it was not a fair, decent fight.  

He went first to the gents. It was a lucky first look.  

He was a tall, broad man, and Bobby, for one small moment, wondered if he had it in him to knock 

him down. He was bigger than Bobby. Taller and staunch.  
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The bald man turned from the dryer and didn’t even see it coming. Bobby didn’t wait.. He got on with 

it. Didn’t put the fear in and didn’t prowl jungle-style beforehand. Bobby wanted to be here no more 

than minutes. It was just a quick three-punch-and-out against the dryer of the men’s toilets.  

He didn’t have time to ask Bobby who he was.  

Bobby walloped him once around the face: cheekbone, once in the stomach and a last clean  crack on 

the jaw to send him spinning and into a short, slumpy sleep.  

The man’s shirt gathered around his neck, burying his cracked chin and catching the dribble from his 

mouth. 

‘Keep your hands off Vanessa, you understand?’ 

The world came back for a second and he could hear his name being called out.  

‘BOBBY! LEAVE IT BOBBY. LEAVE HIM ALONE BOBBY. BOBBY!’ 

The world calling his name. Blood pumping, heart moving up and down through his throat, to his gut, 

to his balls. He felt big.  

Heart pumping and face hot, he drew his arm back.. Smash.  Crack. The man’s face soft against his 

hard fist.   
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8.   

They were not touching when Bobby woke up.  Though he had fallen asleep with his arms around her. 

He had kissed her on her head and shoulder. But in the morning they lay there, back to back, cold air 

through the window pricking up the hairs on their necks.  

It was good sex. It had been short and hot and made Bobby feel woozy after. But it helped him forget 

the night before. It stopped him feeling ill when he thought about slamming that man down for no 

reason, for nothing. For Mikey. For fucking up his hands again before his fight. He felt his right fist, 

swollen and sore.  

Now, everything felt curdled. The room, shaped just like his own and like every flat on this estate, 

was lemon yellow and cream.  Tidy and soaked in all her sweet smells. Yellow frames held pictures 

of her and friends posing outsides clubs and pouting on streets. Around her mirror dangled yellow silk 

butterflies on fairy lights, which twinkled against the glass as they drunk-fucked through the night. 

Theresa had white blinds and fake yellow daffodils in a china vase on the windowsill. And like her 

lemon-pie room, with her cheap bottled hair, and her cheap sun-bed skin, Theresa was beautiful and 

sickly.   

Bobby felt ill in this yellow room. He had training for his fight and he wanted to leave before she 

woke. But he was tired. He needed ten more minutes, staying on his side. A gap in the bed between 

them.  She made a moaning sound and Bobby’s eyes opened again, to gaze at the nape of her neck 

and the two gold chains that had caught onto to some of her bleached blonde hair and made a little 

knot.  

He tasted her on his lips. The lotions displayed like his trophies on a shelf. Deodorants, hand lotions; 

all market stall, sugar-powder crap.   

He’d drunk pint after pint. And then more, until he was eased back to himself. Until he stopped 

thinking about the man’s face, all shocked and frightened as Bobby went to smack him the third time. 

The drink had not been enough. She’d let him in, like she’d been waiting for him. He did it because he 

could. Because he’d won the fight at the canal. He’d won Theresa and he could sweat out the shame 

of another fight in her bed.  

Theresa’s people made Bobby nervous, but he never let them know. Some of them were on the estate. 

Bobby knew a few from growing up around the way and knew many put those brogue accents on. 

Bobby knew that if she wanted to, Theresa could run to them and Bobby would be hunted down.  

She turned and moved into him, all skin and bone and bacon-smells from the fake tan she used 

morning and night. 

He moved a hand and went to touch her shoulder. She turned round to face him. Her mascara had 

smudged. The covers had slipped to her midriff, her breasts pointed up  to the ceiling, snoring quietly 

with little half-sleeping sighs that moved her ribcage as she slept. Bobby put his right hand, battered at 

the knuckles, on her tight tiny stomach. He left it there, dead and unmoving. She stirred again and 

opened her left eye. She made a small sound and pushed her bum deeper into the pit of his gut and he 

held her there. His left arm around across her hip bones. Her belly in his arms. He kissed her on the 

top of her head, smelling the night’s sweat on her scalp.  

‘Morning.’ 
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Her mouth was dry and the words were mumbled. She scratched her face and yawned.  Her lips were 

pink and dry from where they’d been kissing.  

‘What time is it?’ 

Bobby took his hand away. Then put it back again.  

‘It’s sometime in the morning. Early.’ 

Theresa sat up on her elbows. Her nipples pale-pink and small. A tattoo of black orchids stretched 

from armpit to the vein that throbbed just above her hip bone. She turned to face him, drawing her 

face up to him, pulling his neck to her. He kissed back.  

‘Pass us my phone.’ 

It was flashing and vibrating, on Theresa’s bedside table. She leaned over, picked it up and looked at 

the screen. 

‘It’s your Mum.’ 

Bobby knew why she was ringing. To wake him up and get him to the club. Get him ready for 

training.  Bobby didn’t need reminding there were only three days to go.  

He let it ring. It rang twice.  

It was an excuse to leave. 

‘Got to go train.’ 

Bobby sat up. She put her hand inside his leg and ran her fingers up and down the soft skin. He felt 

slow and sleepy and turned on.  

'You nervous about the fight?' 

‘If I was I wouldn’t tell you.’ 

Theresa held tighter. Keeping her hands on his body for as long as she cold before he left, she bit him 

on his shoulder. A small nip that left teeth marks for a second. She left her mouth there and kissed 

where she’d bitten. Her lips a soft, light balm. Bobby smiled, looking down at her as she put her head 

back on her pillow and stared at him. He searched for her face under the make-up. 

She had always been prettier than any girl Bobby had been with. You could see it when she turned 

fourteen and started singing in musicals at youth club. When Bobby played snooker, he’d hear her in 

the back room with a piano. All the boys turned up to watch Theresa.  Just to see her in heels and 

tights. 

Then her Dad stopped her singing.  They were blood and she was their baby.  

She looked like she was trying to wake up and yawned. 

‘Do you want a cup of tea?’ 
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Bobby shook his head. He was looking deeply at her face and put his arm across her body to keep her 

in bed. He was beginning to stir for her again. ‘How comes you don’t want a baby yet?’ 

A blush crept over Theresa’s cheeks. She frowned and it began to fade.   

‘What you want to know that for?’ 

 ‘All your friends walking round with prams. Never you.’ 

Theresa looked at Bobby’s face and saw the boy she’d always known. Straight-talker. Quick-temper.  

She had watched him get better with age and knew he would get too big for the estate soon. He would 

leave it, and her in it.  

‘And get stuck here for good?’ 

She scratched her chin with an acrylic nail and shrugged.  

‘I don’t want to speed it up.’ 

‘What?’ 

‘What’s going to happen to me.’ 

He took her hand, sitting up a little to look at her nails, and changed the subject. ‘Why you get your 

nails dressed up like that?’ 

‘Like what?’ 

‘All long and painted up.’ 

‘I think it looks nice. I sit there for a couple of hours and talk to the women. We chat about life.’ 

She held them out in front of her. The green nails and the gold tips.  

Bobby made a face.   

‘Can you still do normal stuff with them?’  

She moved over to face him again. ‘I can do everything with them.’ 

She gently drew a nail across his chest, her hair flat on one side and her eyes swollen with sleep. He 

couldn’t help himself. He was morning-hard and this would be quick. As he knelt over her, he knew 

the price he would pay for this would be high. But he fucked her quickly, to the sound of kids play 

fighting outside, and all the while he couldn’t shake off the feeling of trouble. Afterwards he got 

dressed quietly.. Looking up every so often to smile at her leaning up on her elbows and looking at 

him, he couldn’t wait to leave.  In her bathroom he splashed some cold water on his face and soaked 

his hair, hanging his head over the sink as the tap ran. Wishing he could just keep away from her. 

 Back in the room she had her head to the pillow again. He kissed her on the cheek and then her lips to 

say goodbye. A sour, wet, messy kiss that put her back to sleep. He left her place with his heart still 

beating a little bit. Bobby put her to the back of his mind as he headed home in the cold and sun.  

* * * 
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Maggie answered the door with a bright breezy smile. Her dressing gown snug around hips that had 

been curvy when she was younger, and were now bulky under the silk. She carried a mug of tea in her 

hand.  

‘Alright.’ 

‘Hot water on, Mum?’ 

‘It is, love. Where you been, out with a girl?’ 

‘Sort of, yeah.’ 

‘Not  that Theresa, I hope?’ 

Bobby didn’t know how his Mum knew so much. Everyone round here knew so much. 

‘Yeah, her.’ 

Maggie made a face. 

‘You can do a bit better than that, love.’ 

Bobby shrugged. 

‘Don’t worry Mum, I’m not gonna marry her.’ 

Maggie raised her eyebrows. ‘You’ll wanna tell her Dad that?’ 

‘Her Dad doesn’t have to know. Nothing to know.’ 

Bobby wanted to put Theresa to the back of his mind now. He knew his Mum was right and it made 

him uneasy. 

Maggie went to the kitchen and put the kettle on. At the click, she called out. 

‘He’s a horrible bastard, Bobby. She’s from a horrible lot of people. Don’t be flirting with stupid 

trouble. If it doesn’t need to be there, don’t start looking for it. ‘ 

Bobby jogged up the stairs. 

‘Not a problem.’ 

He heard her still going. 

‘She’s got half mad in her you know, and the half mad always comes out. You mark my words. You 

watch that half mad in her blood come out to play...’ 

Bobby left his Mum talking and went straight to the bathroom. In the shower he let the water run hot, 

on the verge of scalding. With the strongest smelling soap, he washed away every single trace of the 

day before and tipped his head back so that the water smacked his face. 

On with his white t-shirt, his sweatpants. Shiny and black. And his trainers: white and perfect. He 

messed up his hair. Wax and a footballer’s nose blow in the bathroom sink and he was done. He 

looked up to the mirror and smiled.  
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He bowled out of the flat with a piece of toast, his mum blinking behind him as he clicked the door 

shut. He blew her his Saturday morning kiss, and stepped out in the squealing, rattling baby-crying 

sounds of his estate, bursting to life. Geraniums on balconies and wheels on walls in the wind. Dogs 

and cats and Union Jacks and a smell of sour drains and laundry. Bicycles and washing lines, 

dishcloths and sheets, chequered and cream and blowing, blowing quietly in the middle of it all. And 

the ticking and beating of decks in a bedroom.  

Bobby walked through. All the time walking, never stopping, with his bag over his right shoulder, his 

shoulder blade straining underneath, and his eyes ahead. 

As he walked by Theresa’s he saw the yellow daffodils move, the blind shift to the left and her face 

appear at the window. Her left hand waved. He smiled. She pressed her naked chest to the window 

and watched him walk away. Bobby smiled again and walked on, and did not look back.  

He’d give her a good cuddle later. Next week, after this fight. Keep the mad half of her quiet. 

He wanted the gym. The gym was real. He ran for a bus, his heart pounding too hard. His breath was 

short. His Oyster was short. He paid his pounds and sat down. Right at the back. With his bag down, 

he put his hands on his lap, exhaled and looked out the window. His hands felt tight. His knuckles 

stiff. He saw the row of bones on his right hand were pinker than usual, underneath the hair. He 

wondered about that man, collapsed and alone in the toilet, if Vanessa had found him. He had to stop 

fucking up his hands before the fight. They’d be too stiff to pound Connor’s jaw. His knee began to 

shake. Nervous and tired. At the lights, Bobby got off the bus and walked the rest of the way. He 

needed air.  He needed to walk off the smell of that bedroom and the pain in his head. He looked over 

his shoulder, thinking he saw Denny at the betting shop. But it was another big man in a grey tweed 

coat and sideburns. He walked faster.  

The club kept them civil. It made them friends. Outside it was different and Bobby had gone where he 

shouldn’t. Best he could do was knock Connor out so hard in the fight he’d forget there was a war 

between them.  

Bobby put his bag on his back and began to run. He ran through the streets, working up a new sweat 

by the time he was at the gym. 
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9. 

Bobby skipped quickly in the early morning quiet of the gym before the younger boys started piling 

in. Empty apart from a couple of trainers and a faithful old heavyweight, Mo, who moped around 

waiting to spar with anyone who needed him.  

Bobby skipped until his heart began racing fast and his blood pumped hard.  Staring at himself in the 

mirror as he bounced on his feet. He looked slow. He picked up the pace to feel it burn. He was still 

fit enough to move through the pain. His body broke through the tiredness until it started looking 

sharp again.  

He asked Mo to get in the ring and take shots at his stomach, shoulders and jaw. A couple rocked his 

head guard, but he stayed tall and blocked most of the others. Then he let them in. He began to sweat 

as he shifted and twisted at each punch, taking them in the stomach.  

‘Harder, Mo.’ 

Mo hit deeper and Bobby felt the glove in his organs. Mo was a low, dopey slugger, but they could 

hurt if you didn’t get out of the way.  Bobby didn’t get out of the way. He stood in the fury of them 

all. Straight in the middle of each one.   

The two carried on this way for  several minutes. Bobby curled up when it got too much and Mo 

slowed down. Then Bobby moved his arms away and raised his gloves and let Mo keep punching. 

Stomach and shoulder, stomach and shoulder. They kept coming and Bobby kept taking them and 

each time he did, he saw Connor standing in front of him, his scar ripe and pink under his head guard 

and his fists quick and dangerous. When his torso was red and beaten, Bobby moved back to the 

corner of the ring and leaned back on the ropes. Panting and in pain, he wanted to train every muscle 

to remember how to come back from a big hitter like Mo. He felt like his insides were  on fire. 

‘Enough now.’ 

Mo grinned and cuffed Bobby around the side of his head with his glove. 

‘You took a few hard ones there, Rocky, you alright?’ 

Bobby nodded, out of breath. The good fighters could see Mo’s punches coming. But he was good to 

spar with and Bobby needed a noisy, grunting heavyweight to build up his tolerance. If he could get 

ready to take some of Connor’s big ones, he might be alright. He wondered where Connor was doing 

his training. Before a fight he used a different gym near his site. Denny liked it that way.  

Derek walked in and blew his whistle.  

‘Who’s been stinking out my gym this time of the morning?’ 

Bobby, still out of breath, lowered himself out of the ring and walked towards his trainer.  

‘Sort this out for me.’ 

Derek undid his gloves as Bobby felt a sickness rise to his throat.  

‘You alright?’ 
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Bobby shook his head and tried to laugh.  

‘Nah, think I’ve gone and fucking winded myself.’ 

‘You been sparring with Mo again?’ 

Bobby hung his gloves round his neck and nodded.  

‘You won’t beat Connor by taking his knocks. It’s a head game with you two.’ 

Bobby didn’t want to think about it and went to get his bag.  

‘I know.’ 

He went towards the shower rooms, dripping with sweat. He’d just knocked open the door with his 

shoulder when he saw her out of the corner of his eye.  

She was standing in the corridor, more beautiful than when he had first seen her, eyes bigger and 

blacker. Her hair, a little bit down, a little bit up, curled at her neck.  Chloe smiled when she saw him, 

and her stare fixed on Bobby. He felt embarrassed. This was the second time she’d seen him in need 

of a wash. She was in jeans and a dark grey t-shirt, her hair tied up and silver bracelets on each small 

wrist. Clean and fresh, and warm from the sun. He could smell it on her. 

‘Bobby?’ 

Straight to the bull’s-eye of each black pupil, seeing the other in the shine of their eyes. 

 ‘ I was just about to go and clean up. I’m a mess.’ 

Bobby was also in pain. He needed to wash up and sit quietly and let his body get over Mo’s punches. 

Chloe turned her head to the side. She nodded to the corridor.  

‘Devlin’s just getting changed.’ She smiled and Bobby saw there was a tooth sharper than the others 

like a fang and he realised how easy it could be to fall in love with all the little parts of someone.  

 ‘You aren’t going yet, are you? Mind if I have a shower and come back and buy you a cup of tea?’ 

Chloe shrugged. ‘I don’t mind you looking like that. It doesn’t bother me.’ She turned away, shy. 

Bobby heard his phone go in his bag, rumbling on vibrate. He rubbed a hand across his sweaty face 

and hoped again that he didn’t smell as bad he thought. Next to her he felt ugly. Too big and battered 

to be near someone as pristine as her.  

He pushed back the curls in his eyes with sweat on his hands. Then Bobby motioned to the coffee 

machine. Quiet now, without the children smacking it. 

Chloe nodded. She watched him walk, each stride at ease in his body.  

‘Wait here.’ 

He took change from the pocket of his jacket and put his bag down.  He sat the gloves down on a 

chair. Chloe sat next to them.  
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Bobby went to the machines. He fumbled with his change, dropping coins on the floor. When he 

picked them up he ached and breathed through the hurt that reeled in his body. Two PG tips in plastic. 

The tea gurgled its way to the top.  

She had sat down on a table by the window.  

Bobby took his phone out of his pocket. One message: Theresa. He put the phone back in his pocket 

and took the teas over to Chloe.  

His hands began to burn holding the plastic cups of stewed tea. Bobby didn’t know how the tea came 

out old every time. It was just hot water and a new tea bag, but it always tasted sour and rotten.  

He threw down some sachets of sugar. Chloe took her tea, and he could see her hands were shaking 

slightly.  

‘It’s okay, I don’t take sugar. Thank you.’ 

‘Wasn’t sure.’ 

‘Thank you for thinking.’ 

Bobby suddenly felt unusually shy, self-conscious. He realised he’d never really sat down like this 

with a girl before. Not in broad daylight. Not face to face like this, with eyes and smiles. Not with one 

who spoke so gently either. He was suddenly aware of his hands, and didn’t want her to see his 

scrapes. He didn’t want her to think he was an animal.  

He watched her teeth bite her lower lip. That wolfish tooth on the left side of her mouth. 

Bobby put three sugars in his tea. He only needed one. He kept stirring it round. He’d spent so long 

growling and nodding and listening to bullshit, he’d forgotten how to have a conversation. He shook 

his head. Unable to find words, Chloe tapped her right hand on the table, a ring on her middle finger, 

with the emeralds and the white gold.  

Bobby could tell Chloe had seen the love-bite, a savage little tear on his neck. She was looking at it 

when he sat down and he wanted to cover it up. The tell-tale mark. His hands had been in and over 

Theresa’s body and he was embarrassed of them. 

There was a small silence. A pause as both tried to think about what to say. They both sipped their tea, 

too hot in their mouths and on their tongue, to give them something to do in a room gone quiet. 

The howling of boys could be heard as they raced to win, muffled as punch bags, from gymnasium 

rooms across and down corridors. Occasionally, a big booming voice, Derek’s, would tell them what 

to do. But Chloe didn’t hear what it was he instructed.  

 ‘When you see Devlin, will you sort of, you know, look after him a bit? But in a way that doesn’t 

make him look like he’s the weak one.’ 

Bobby was pleased she’d asked him a question.  

 ‘He doesn’t really know anyone here.’ 

 ‘Who is he anyway?’ 
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 ‘We have a neighbour, Fiona, who works a lot. We’ve been babysitting her kids since we were 

thirteen. She helped us arrange the funeral when my mum died. We help her now.’ 

Bobby didn't know to talk about death. He could watch a man’s head get stamped on and a glass-

shattering, neck-breaking car crash, but Bobby could not do death. Draining the last bit of tea, he kept 

his eyes on the cup. Bobby had only once seen a body; he was twelve. He didn’t know if it was dead 

or not. By the side of the canal, smashed and smashed again, there was a lot of blood. Bobby had 

called an ambulance from a phone box hidden in the dark, and walked away. Stepping in a puddle so 

he didn’t tread red footprints on the way home.  

Bobby could take that. He could take seeing a body that had been in a fight. Watching a man’s face 

slip on one side after a hit or a body go down unconscious was okay. Bobby understood the language, 

he knew everything would heal. But when Mikey’s brother had died, walking in front of a lorry, 

drunk, Bobby had only been able to mind his own business. Death was not his currency.  

‘I'm sorry about your mum.’ 

It was all he could say and he hated that he didn’t have words that were good enough for this.  

‘Thank you.’ 

Another silence. Chloe drummed her right hand and her green-gold ring on the plastic, marble-effect 

table.   

He needed to give her more. 

‘How'd it happen?’ 

‘She had a heart attack. A big one that killed her there and then.’ 

‘When?’ 

She blew on her tea. 

‘A few months ago. I don’t think it hurt her for more than a second.’ Chloe sighed. ‘We didn’t really 

understand it. She smoked a lot, but she wasn’t, you know, unhealthy. She was tiny, actually. But she 

wouldn’t have told us if she was ill.. She ignored herself in that way.’ 

Bobby nodded. He wanted Chloe to stop talking about death. But he didn’t. She spoke with ease and 

intimacy.  

‘It’s funny the things you do when you’re sad. I went and tried on all her dresses the other day.  My 

sister can’t fit into them. So now they’re all in my wardrobe.’  

Without knowing what words to use, Bobby felt a need to hold her right hand in his. He couldn’t quite 

get there, and instead touched her knuckles with the fingers of his left hand, warm from where he’d 

held the cup of tea. He touched her lightly and let go again. 

‘Sorry.’ 

Chloe said what she had said to so many since it happened. 
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‘It’s okay. Really it was the best thing. It was a quick big one that took her in the moment. If she’d 

recovered she wouldn’t be herself. She’d need looking after forever and we weren’t going to be able 

to do that.’ He struggled again to find words that would help her.  He wanted to get to know this girl, 

this Chloe. She had lived a life Bobby didn’t understand. One where people died. And she had that 

look in her eyes which bore into him and made him feel like he wanted something good, for once.  

He tried again to hold her hand, and  put his little finger on her small, white knuckles. He touched the 

gold ring with the tip of his little finger; then let go and put both hands on his empty cup.  

Chloe breathed in deeply. Bobby thought what the world would be like without Maggie and found he 

could not think of a world without his Mum.   

‘So. Tell me about the fight?’ She said, lifting the mood. 

Bobby grinned and the lines around his eyes crinkled. Girls always wanted to know. Everyone wanted 

to know.  

‘The North East Divisions. All the amateurs from round here compete. Different clubs. I got to fight 

someone from Clapton because we’re the only two in our weight.’ 

‘So you have to fight someone from here? Who?’ 

‘He’s called Connor. He’s come here since he was a kid. Like me.’ 

Chloe grinned. ‘Who’s better?’ 

Bobby scratched his head.  

The question made his gut turn.  They’d won and lost about the same. 

‘Me.’  

‘And why are you better?’ She spoke with her stare. She spoke straight.  

Bobby met her gaze.  ‘Because I know I’m going to win.’ 

Bobby winked and broke the glare between them. 

Chloe put her hands up and made two little balls with her fists. 

‘I could never hit someone, I don’t think.’ 

She made Bobby laugh.  

‘You would if they hit you first.’ 

She put her hands back on the cup of tea. 

Bobby stood up. He could have a shower later. It wouldn’t hurt him to train a bit more. ‘Shall we go 

and check on Devlin?’ 
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She seemed happy as she scraped back her chair and stood up. Wiping his palms down on his 

trousers, he felt something ripple inside him, nerves or excitement, he didn't know. The day was 

bright through the window. The day was bright because of her.  

Chloe had to look up at him as he walked her down the corridor to the gym they’d met in, listening to 

him tell her about the day he’d first walked in to the club. Though he’d walked down here hundreds of 

times, today he felt dazzled by the heat of the place and found it hard to focus. 

‘My dad took me when I was old enough. My granddad went here too.’ 

Chloe looked at all the photographs as they walked.  

‘I can’t find you here.’ 

 ‘You won't.’ 

‘Why not?’ 

 ‘It’s a mug shot, isn’t it? Anyone can walk in and see me up there and point me out to anyone they 

want.’ 

Bobby picked up his pace a little bit and Chloe hung back.  

‘You know, if I ever got in trouble.’  

He laughed. 

‘I’m joking. I’m on some of the posters in the gym. They framed me by the trophies’ 

He liked telling her that. He was their trophy boy and they’d put him in a special place. Chloe was 

silent, though he turned back to see her smiling.  

‘Where is he? The one you’re going to fight?’ 

Bobby looked at the wall of photos. He knew where Connor was. Top left. 1994. He knew because he 

was in it too, next to him. Two ten-year olds with their gloves up and elbows in.  

Bobby pointed it out. 

They were both grinning for the camera. Bobby had a black eye and Connor a shaved head. They both 

wore white cotton vests and black shorts. Both big for their age, they stood with sweet menace, 

sharing a secret. The way young angry boys could stand when they had a place to take their anger out.  

Chloe stared up. She put her hand to it and moved her fingers around Bobby’s face that had none of 

the jaw and stare and toughness of him now. 

‘You both look so sweet.’ 

Bobby put a hand on the small of her back and moved her away, gently. She turned round to look at 

the photograph again.   

‘It must be hard fighting someone you’ve grown up with.’ 
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He was walking away. The photograph was from another time and Bobby had moved on.  
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10. 

The canal attracted strays. The black ribbon that tied everyone together. Tonight it looked after Joe. 

He cut a lonely figure at night, which was when he liked to go. The buzz of people going out and 

coming back and all the time he stayed still. 

From the Blitz to the Post Code Gang wars, this canal had seen it all. It had kept company all the 

hookers and dealers and deadbeat mad-eyed, yellow-toothed crack heads. Its arches had given 

hideaways for the homeless and sick. And it had been a friend to Joe. A long, loyal friend. It had kept 

its banks lush and wild, the swans and ducks coming back and the swanky barges cruising up and 

down. He laughed at them as they moved slowly past, living their lives on old, London sin. The dirty 

muck of London underneath them as they slept; the ghosts of the canal whistling to their ears. It sat in 

its own special gloom. Its own graveyard, ribs and teeth buried below. Black and secret. Hushed, 

peculiar. In this dark, two men sat opposite Joe, their heads turned towards each other, muttering. But 

Joe could not hear them, and they were only blots by the bank.  

Joe sat on an upturned crate. His old fishing line on the floor and his hands on his lap. Not drinking 

tonight. He would if he could, but he couldn’t afford to. Joe’s eyes looked into the shiny water and 

could see nothing. He stuck on a cassette in an old walkman he’d always had and pressed play on 

Beethoven. Boxing and Beethoven: Joe was always a bit better; a bit different. It’s how he’d got 

Maggie. 

He’d taken Maggie here, all those years ago. Just the two of them, sitting in spring sunshine, full of 

bloom. Their first few dates had been near here, having two drinks in The Park Hotel Pub, and 

cradling each other as they walked down under the bridge, to their spot.  

If he was lucky he caught something. Thick, black eels wiggled and weaved along the edges of the 

banks, and under the water, through the moss and crap. Once Joe and Frank had picked up a couple of 

them.  

‘Look at the teeth on that! It’s a fucking anaconda.’ 

Laughing as Joe grabbed it at the throat and watched it struggle. It struggled until the end. They’d cut 

it in half and the thing had pulsed on, fighting for life even when it was just cut up in four thick 

blocks. The head moved the most, spitting that it would not die.  

‘How you gonna cook that, then? Couple of onions and butter? ’ 

Joe had laughed. 

‘I ain’t eating that. Would you eat something that come out of there?’  

Frank had shrugged. 

‘Dunno. Once you fry it, food’s food.’ 

‘You’ll get cancer eating that. Anything that’s come out of there is rot. ’ 

‘We could take it down Angel. See if the pie and mash shop'll have it?’ 

‘You can’t eat this junk.’ 
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Joe had kicked each piece of the dying eel back into the canal, chipping each bit back to the water. 

He’d seen a carp, but no bodies. Not yet. He’d heard stories of them slipping down the canal and 

getting caught on the locks. He’d heard of prostitutes being cut up, like this eel, and found in bags. 

But he’d not seen one. And he hadn’t seen any prostitutes either since the dank, canal strip had been 

cleaned up a good fifteen years ago. The glue sniffers too; they had wondered to the big park, finding 

new corners to twitch and get beaten up in by boys off the local estate. Boys like his son. Boys like 

Bobby. Drugs changed. Places changed. The boys changed. 

Once they’d drained the canal, black oil stuck to the sides and turned to quicksand. Bobby and Mikey 

had thrown injured pigeons into it, just to watch them sink. Joe had watched, wincing from the bridge 

to see his son so cruel and told them both off even though he remembered stoning pigeons on the 

pavement years ago. He didn’t know if he was proud or sad of the son he’d raised. He supposed he 

was proud. He was a strong boy, and deep down, Joe knew he was a good boy. They weren’t bad 

bones that held Bobby together.  

Always at night, frightened of very little in his old age, he enjoyed soaking up this black stuff. This 

storytelling water. Joe took out his earphones to enjoy the silence, his hands a little shaky. 

There was the sound of heels clicking down the stone canal bank. A girl. Joe turned and looked to his 

left; through the fog he could see no face. No eyes. Just shape. She was small and maybe blonde, but 

it was hard to tell either way. She would have blended into the night silently if it weren’t for her 

shoes.  

The men coughed, and in the dark it made fog and noise. She was getting closer. Joe kept his eyes on 

the canal. He wasn’t sure what kind of woman walked under the bridge at this time of night. He didn’t 

want to help people, and he didn’t want to be helped.  

The clicking heels stopped.  

‘Excuse me, got a light?’ 

Without bothering to look up, Joe smiled and the wrinkles on his old face deepened around his dark 

eyes. He glanced only at the girl and kept them to the floor, hardly taking her in at all. Joe knew best. 

Never look at a woman when she’s on her own; they didn’t like it. He put his right hand into the 

breast pocket of his green parka coat and felt for his lighter. He took it out with the same tired smile 

and held up a small flame, still with his eyes away from her stare. She bent and leaned down to spark 

up and he couldn’t resist a quick look. In the dim flame-light, Joe saw her. 

Little Theresa. 

‘What you doing here at this hour?’ 

 ‘Shit, Joe. Didn't know it was you.’ 

‘Your Dad know you’re walking around at this hour?’ 

Theresa tugged on her cigarette and blew into the cold.  

‘I’m just coming home from a few drinks.’ 

‘And you’re taking this way home?’ 
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He could smell the spirits coming off her hair, her breath and skin.  

‘It’s a way home.’ 

Joe shook his head at her. ‘It’s a bad way home.’ 

Joe had known Theresa, just as Bobby had, since she was a little girl. She’d always stayed little. A 

tiny little girl-woman. 

‘And in what you’re wearing….’ 

Joe had worked with Denny, moons ago, sifting yards to pick up valuables and sharing their profits. 

Both young, fit and cunning, they’d used each other wisely. Until Denny had been out of turn with 

Maggie, following her into a toilet and scaring her in the dark as she turned around and saw his big 

bulk of a body leaning by the door. He had made it hard for her to leave. He said he never knew she 

was with Joe. Maggie had never liked Denny, even before he’d made a pass at her. She said she hated 

the way those travellers talked .to you. Like they were barking dogs, she’d said. Talked at you rather 

than to you. Joe and Denny had given each other a hiding in front of everyone in the pub. Two 

different kind of men fighting the only way they knew. A brawler and a boxer, bashing each other 

until Denny limped away. Joe had made Denny a local bogeyman for a few weeks. Children and 

women crossed the road to avoid him, looking at the floor instead of his ugly head.  For years there 

had been man-to-man handshakes and more drunken punch-ups as they circled each other around the 

manor. 

Now here was Denny again, closer than ever. Joe was messing with Daphne and Bobby was messing 

with his daughter. Denny had ignored Theresa until she turned sixteen and he saw he had a pretty girl 

that seemed to be getting a lot of attention in the pub. Then Denny felt he had to pay attention too.  

‘You gonna let her dance with the fella like that, Denny?’ 

Denny would say it was the non-traveller part of her that was slutting herself about. He’d shout at 

Daphne in the street, telling her to stop buying Theresa the clothes and make-up and to keep her 

indoors. He made no secret Theresa was a mistake. 

Didn’t matter how like strangers they were now, Joe and Bobby kept bumping into all sorts of trouble 

just the same. Joe could see why his son went with Theresa. She had a way. A skinny swagger and a 

hard face, but it was a beautiful hard face. There was a reason Bobby found it hard to leave her alone.  

 ‘Give us a fag would you, Theresa?’ 

He had tobacco, but he had been finding it hard to roll one  with his shaky hands. 

‘Hold on.’ 

He looked her up and down. The mottled pink skin of her thighs and the polished bones of her shins. 

All wrapped up in tiny denim skirt and ankle boots, studded with huge skyscraper heels that propped 

her up another three or four inches. The black leather jacket zipped up to the collar. Joe had time to 

see her thick, black  false lashes blink slowly before the flame went out.  

 ‘How’s my Mum?’ 
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Joe didn’t know. He hadn’t seen Daphne for a few days. They’d had a little bit of dinner at the 

weekend and then she’d moaned that her muscles were hurting and that she was getting a spot of 

tummy trouble. She said it was all the pickled beetroot she’d been eating.  

‘Not sure, love. She was alright yesterday.’ 

 Theresa shook her head. 

‘Flesh and blood, Theresa.’ 

She threw her fag end in the canal.  Joe smiled again, happy to stay quiet.  

She looked up and blew her smoke out. ‘Where’s Bobby?’ 

‘He’ll be somewhere. His Mum rang me to see if I was coming to his fight.’ 

‘You wouldn’t miss that.’ 

‘Course not. Neither would you.’ 

A silence before Joe spoke again.  

‘His mum was warning me not to  do anything to upset him. Said he’s getting his life together. He’s 

got a date with some nice girl. It’s got Maggie all excited.’ Joe laughed in the dark.  

But Theresa was quiet, looking at the water. When she spoke it was soft, almost a whisper. 

‘With who?’ 

Joe could feel her hurt and shook his head. 

‘You could have someone good, Theresa. You’re a good girl, those aren’t your choices. Leave this 

place and find someone not like the rest of them.’ 

‘You don’t think Bobby’s better?’ 

Joe shrugged. ‘He’s just better looking. ‘ 

Theresa sniffed and stared at the water. Not moving, and saying nothing. She began to sway slightly. 

She looked hard into the canal for a few more seconds, frozen, cold and silent. 

‘You’ve went and made your world too small. All you got to do is leave here. It’s all anyone needs to 

do and no one does.’ 

‘And go where?’ 

Joe laughed. His voice sore. ‘A fucking mile. Two miles. Get on a coach and fuck off somewhere. 

You’re knocking two boys’ heads together, and for what?’ 

She played with her hair extensions. Curling them in her fingers to make sure they didn’t tangle up. 

She spoke so softly, almost to herself.  

‘I can’t just leave.’ 
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Joe shrugged.  

‘He pays your bread and butter, doesn’t he?  Your Dad?’ 

Theresa stared at the canal. She hesitated. 

‘When I was young, I heard your name batted about so much. It was always you on my Dad’s nerves, 

always you and him stepping in each other’s corners. A proper loud, flash bastard, always making 

drama with my dad.’ She looked at Joe to make sure he was listening. ‘Bobby walked straight into all 

of it.’  

‘What you mean?’  

‘You and my dad brought me and Bobby together.’ 

Joe coughed and spat phlegm. He looked out into the dark, his eyelid tucked into its craggy scar. 

‘Two shadows, eh?’ 

They both felt the chill in the night and Joe shifted on his crate as Theresa wrapped her jacket tighter 

around her little body.  

Joe laughed. Theresa didn’t say anything, moving her foot and bending her heel back and forth until it 

looked like it would snap from the sole of her shoe.  

‘He’s not the answer, Theresa. You know that, don’t you?’ 

She shook her head. 

‘Who’s looking for answers?’ 

Joe coughed and felt cold.  

 ‘You ever hold my mum’s hand?’ 

Joe sighed. ‘I dunno. Probably I do. I must hold her hand sometimes. That’s what you’re looking for?’  

Joe felt a sudden sadness for Theresa. A skinny little soldier in her own strange war.   

She spat and her head span round, out of the dream, back to the night. ‘Not looking for anything.’ 

‘You’re two shadows, like you say.’ 

She lowered her voice again. ‘No, you said that.’ 

Joe would have got up if he could.  He would have held her and told her it would be okay.  

‘The world isn’t just Bobby and Connor, you know.’ 

She was looking in her handbag. She didn’t want to answer him, she’d said too much. She took a 

cigarette out of her box. ‘I’m drunk. Forget it.’ 

Joe tried to get up. ‘Let me walk you back home.’ 
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Theresa looked through her bag, taking out three cigarettes. She handed them to Joe.   

‘I’m fine.’ 

He smiled.  

‘I’ll see you at the fight.’ 

‘Yeah, yeah.’ As she turned she muttered. ‘Fucking old drunk.’ 

Just loud enough for Joe to hear. 

She turned on those high heels.  Walking quickly back the way she’d come, to wherever she’d been 

before. All Joe could see was the light of her phone guiding her like a torch, in the canal’s black 

tunnel. And across the water the men kept went from muttering to talking. And now Joe could hear 

them. 

‘There she is. Up and down like she has no home. Like Denny doesn’t give her enough pocket money  

to stay indoors.’ 

The men were travellers. Joe kept his head down, and put Beethoven back on. He kept quiet and sat 

back in the night, before struggling to pick up his crate and grab his line, his aching, wobbling legs 

finding it hard. He headed in the opposite direction of Theresa. Towards the cemetery, towards the red 

of the turning traffic lights. He’d tried to tell her what these men were like. What he was like. He 

threw the line into the canal. There was nothing to be caught there anyway. 
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11.  

Bobby was nervous.  Three days before the fight and he was waltzing about on a date with a girl.  He 

was going out for a drink with Chloe.  

The beer on his bedside table was getting warmer every time he sipped it, looking through his 

wardrobe, worrying about what he was going to wear. He knew he shouldn’t be drinking, but he had 

to. So much harm already done to  this fight. He told himself he would train harder and faster 

tomorrow, but he knew it didn’t work like that and he knew he’d fucked it up.  

 Shirts were for weddings and funerals.  He wasn’t some boy from Milton Keynes out on a Friday 

night to Equinox; he was Bobby. Bobby-Bobby. London-born, big smoke, big streets, big men.  

Laid out on the bed was his outfit. A pair of dark jeans and a dark jumper. Navy and soft. He'd 

decided, after they had stood, arms touching, watching Devlin fall down and get up again in the gym, 

that he wanted to take her out. Standing next to her, watching the vein beating close to her collarbone, 

he knew he wanted to see more of Chloe. He’d had the balls to ask her, as he showed her round the 

club.  

Bobby stood in the middle of his room in his pants. This was too difficult. Parties were easier, when 

you looked at a girl at the start of the night, and she looked back at you, and you knew it was on. It 

was just about waiting for that hour. The drunken hour.  When all the chemicals of the night bubbled 

up to your brain and balls and you got what you needed. Girls you didn’t want to see again.  

Girls happened to Bobby. They met him and found their way in.  

Maggie hovered outside on the landing.   

 ‘Mum. Get us another beer from the fridge, please.’ 

Maggie’s feet moved down the stairs. He heard her open it for him when she walked back across the 

landing.  

Her head popped round the door. 

‘I hope you don’t drink more than this tonight. You’ll not be right for your fight, you know.’ She 

started to laugh when she saw Bobby standing in his pants. 

‘I hope you’re going to wear a little bit than that?’ 

Bobby was too nervous to say anything. He looked at the clothes on his bed. 

‘This dressed up enough?’ 

Maggie went back down the landing, still laughing and muttering to herself. ‘It’s fine!’  

He swallowed from the can and felt it in his guts, bringing him back into the world.  

Some box-fresh boots. Everything had to look like he didn’t walk in the same gutter as the rest of the 

world. Aftershave-fragrant, with his mum’s laundering. That’s how he had to step out.  
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His face looked polished, freshly shaved and shining with after-balm and lotion. The curl in his hair 

waxed and pushed out of his eyes.   

‘Mum, another beer please.’ 

‘No. That’s enough.’ 

‘It is just a beer.’ 

He had a half hour before he had to go and pick her up and he needed a couple for courage, but he 

was being careful not to get too drunk. He had asked his Mum where to take her. 

‘Take her somewhere nice but not too nice.’ 

Bobby had said that wasn’t helpful.  

‘Your Dad used to take me dancing. Why don’t you take her dancing? Soho or something like that. 

Somewhere fun. ’ 

‘Soho isn’t like it was when you went dancing there.’ 

Maggie carried on. ‘How about a pub then? Simple pub for a few drinks. But you don’t have any. 

She’ll understand why.’ 

His Mum had always kept it simple. Too simple. She did herself down. Bobby knew you could teach 

yourself anything. That had been his Mum’s life: knowing her place. He had felt sad for her then, and 

given her a little squeeze.  

In the end he’d gone for a pub that served dips and pitta and fake cockney muck like jellied eels and 

pickled eggs. It was posh-ish, but it was still a pub.  

He’d get a minicab to hers. He could get her to come out of her door then and be ready so he could 

drive them both off. Or the Moroccan behind the wheel could.  

He got out his phone and started typing out that he’d be with her in twenty minutes. Once he’d sent it 

he wished he hadn’t. Because it sounded keen, and he’d done kisses, which made him look like a boy.  

So he rang her. 

She picked up after two rings. 

‘I was just texting you back.’ 

Bobby’s voice had got thin. He had to take a breath before he spoke.  

‘Just ringing to say I’ll pick you up in twenty. You’ll be ready, yeah?’ 

He was being too cool. Too hard on the phone. He hadn’t even asked how she was. 

‘I was texting you back to say I’ll see you then. I’ll be ready.’ 

There was silence. 

‘I’ll see you in about twenty minutes.’ 
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‘About fifteen now.’ 

Bobby didn’t laugh. 

 ‘Bye, Bobby.’ 

‘Bye.’ 

Then she’d hung up and Bobby was left with his mouth to the phone. He blinked it all away, took a 

deep breath, a sip of his beer. He asked his Mum if he could have a cigarette in the kitchen. 

‘Yes, but only with the window wide open.’ 

They sat opposite each other with a pot of tea between them and Bobby’s half-empty beer at his right. 

The kitchen was spotless with white scrubbed tiles and bleach fumes steaming from the floors, the 

kitchen surfaces and the sink. The silver toaster squashed them in its reflection and the washing 

drying on racks and radiators around the flat gave the room a smell of fresh linen.  

On evenings like this, Bobby wanted to stay in with his Mum. It was calm. 

She was in her jeans and a jumper; her hair pulled to each side with combs.  Maggie still dyed her hair 

a bright platinum blonde. As long as Bobby had known his Mum, she wasn’t sure what her real hair 

colour was. She poured two mugs of steaming tea and stared at her son.  

‘Who is she then? She must be special to make you drink again. And smoke. Is she good enough to 

wreck your body for?’ 

Bobby exhaled, turning his head away from his Mum so the smoke didn’t go in her face.  

‘Girl I met down the gym.’ 

‘What she do?’ 

‘Dunno. Grieving at the minute. She just lost her Mum.’ 

Maggie tilted her head and pursed her lips. She made a hissing sound and shook her head. 

‘Poor girl. You be careful.’ 

Bobby reached for his tea but wanted his beer. ‘Why do I have to be careful?’ 

‘She’ll be soft.’ 

‘She doesn’t seem soft to me.’ 

‘Soft. Raw. Be careful.’ 

‘Don’t know what you mean.’ 

‘When I lost my Dad, I didn’t know what I was doing for a bit. It’s like you’re in a very bad dream. 

Why I went and got pregnant so quick.’ 
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There was regret now, but the wedding day picture still stood on a shelf in the sitting room, in a 

frame. Maggie hardly ever opened up and Bobby felt awkward listening to her talk about her own 

feelings.  

‘You saying she’s going for a drink with me because she isn’t thinking right?’ 

‘No, I’m just saying you should walk carefully around each other.’ 

Bobby reached for his beer and finished it in a few big glugs.  

The taxi rang his mobile. 

‘Am off, Mum.’ 

She winked at him and he left her sitting there, still a beauty in middle age, with the humming fridge 

and fresh air from the kitchen window. He winked back, bursting with a son’s love. She had her paper 

in front of her, and she reached for it when he was gone.  

As he was getting into the car, Bobby saw Theresa walk by. He had sent a half-arsed reply to a 

message she sent him. But he had kept forgetting to call her back, forgetting, because he didn’t want 

to call her back, because this easy fucking was getting him into trouble. News of their fight by the 

canal had spread, shared in conversations over a few days and now everyone knew the reason behind 

it. His Mum had heard people talking in the shops. Mikey heard the talk in the pubs. And their 

upcoming fight took on a different edge.  

‘They want to hurt you a lot, Bobby.’  

Bobby didn’t care. He knew he was better. Being better always made people talk. There was no need 

to be scared in the ring if you were better. You were trained to fight. There was art and style to it. You 

didn’t just make someone bleed. Bobby would balance it all out. He was annoyed that talk was 

making this a fight over Theresa though. She wasn’t worth fighting over. 

But she was waiting up for him, hoping for another Friday night. She’d spent the best part of the 

afternoon walking up and down his bit of the estate. Her head was turned to his kitchen window and, 

although she was in a tracksuit, she had her hair straightened. Long on one side, short on the other, her 

lashes thick and false. 

She raised an eyebrow when she saw him.  

‘You look well.’ 

Then to the car. 

‘Taxi?’ 

Bobby played it as cool as he could. It was none of her business. 

‘Just off out. Meeting a mate for a drink.’ 

‘In a taxi. Must be far away. Where does he live?’ 

To any other girl, Bobby would have told her to mind her own. 
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‘Highbury.’ 

‘You back tonight?’ 

Bobby shrugged. He hated living on this estate. Everything was everyone’s business.  

‘Theresa, slow down, yeah? You’re asking too many questions.’ 

Theresa took the telling-off calmly.  Again she nodded, trying to look into Bobby's eyes.  

Bobby had the door open of the car now.  

‘So you definitely aren’t coming back round this way later?’ 

‘Not sure.’ 

He’d given her a small something, a glimmer of hope, and she was pleased with that. She smiled. 

‘You know where I’ll be.' 

And as he got into the car, he heard her say: ‘It’s never too late to wake me up.’ 

He slammed the taxi door shut on her voice. 

He hated living on doorsteps and in pockets and around the lives of so many others.  

The cab drove off and Bobby didn’t bother looking behind him. Through the back window, as the sun 

was setting, Theresa would be watching. Her head at a tilt and her face in a scowl that would turn into 

a sideways smile. Her hands gripping, pulling, playing onto the sides of her top as she looked at him 

leaving her again. 
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12.  

The pub was covered in dark, pansy-covered wallpaper with stags' heads hanging on the paint-cracked 

turquoise walls. Dripping, lopsided candles and jars of picked eggs and pork scratchings sat on the 

bar. Bobby didn’t like it. The beer was expensive. But he’d chosen it because it was a little bit fancy 

and out of the way.  

Pulling up outside her home he’d seen the black cab parked outside and thought about her getting 

ready inside. Nervous, he’d asked the driver to go round the block two times before finally parking 

and knocking on her door. He glanced up at the upstairs window and saw a girl’s face that wasn’t 

Chloe’s look down at him.  

When she opened the door, Chloe wore a black dress, covered in pink and cream flowers, slim at the 

waist, skirting out a little. It stopped just above her knee and tied at the back. When he’d held the 

minicab door open for her he saw the shape of her hips in that dress. She was wearing black tights and 

black heels, suede and worn at the right toe. Bobby noticed the snagged shoe. As they stood next to 

each other in the pub, he noticed her eyes were lighter with creamy liner around them. They smudged 

as the pub got hotter, as she drank more. Honey in black, they stunned Bobby into a brand new 

shyness. Her nails were as pink as the flowers in her dress and Bobby thought she hadn’t needed to do 

that; hadn’t needed to paint herself up so much. 

He felt the same knotted-up thrill he got when he stood in the ring, when he knew he would win. 

Except this night was softer and kinder.  He only had to be here, he was free from his fights.  Bobby 

could stay still with Chloe; she had nothing to do with history. This was the beginning .  

They talked about his boxing to start with. It seemed like a good place to start. He told her about the 

difference between a fight in the ring and a fight outside it: a real fight.  

‘There’s respect in the ring. A kind of love between you, like you want to hurt someone you love. I 

can’t explain it. You’re together but you’re not.’ 

Chloe nodded. She didn’t understand what he meant, but it kept her interested.  She looked at his 

strong, worn hands, on show even when he sat down. He seemed aware of them, stretching his fingers 

and balling them into fists as he spoke, his knuckles flattened from the punches they’d thrown. She 

listened to stories of bodies getting broken and coming back alive and angry.  No one died; they lived 

on and fought on, round after round. In the ring there was life.  

She thought of home.  

‘Our dad used to have the boxing on sometimes, but never too loud, my mum never liked it.’ 

Bobby couldn’t think of a reply good enough when she mentioned her mum, and he held up his right 

hand up, rotating his wrist. ‘It ruins your hands.’ 

Chloe looked at them again. She studied each finger and thumb, the nails cut short. She put her own 

hands up and Bobby thought she was going to touch him and was worried his palms were sweating. 

But she brushed hair away behind her ear and put them back on her lap.  

He laughed. ‘Ruins a face too. I used to be pretty.’ 

‘Your face isn’t ruined, there’s not too much damage done.’ 
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Bobby looked down, shy, he could feel a redness. A shame at his body in front of her. She saw his 

rough fingers touch the ridged bridge of his nose.  She smiled, lightly.  

‘My mum used to beg my dad to turn it over, said she could never understand it.’ 

These men, Lynn would shake her head, leaving Chloe on the sofa, hypnotised by the guts and 

glamour of each round.  

 ‘He loved his boxing. He loved all sports, even though mum would tell him it wasn’t.’ 

‘Wasn’t what?’ 

‘A sport.’ 

She crossed her legs and Bobby looked at her left ankle, tiny and coltish. She went quiet, thinking of 

something to say and Bobby tilted his head to get a better look of her.   

‘What do you think it is?’  

Chloe could feel his eyes were on her when she looked down. 

‘Boxing is boxing.’  

 ‘You ever seen a street fight?’ 

‘Not since school.’ 

Bobby laughed. ‘Not in the playground. A proper one.’ 

He hadn’t meant to make her feel stupid, and as soon as he saw her look down, he felt bad. He didn’t 

want to preach violence.  

‘I mean one where people had no one there to break them up.’ 

Chloe looked back up calmly, her voice suddenly a lot colder He had made her feel like a child and 

she wasn’t.  

‘Are you asking if I have seen fights or if I have seen people hurting?’ 

He had made a mistake; already Bobby was fucking up, right at the start. Bobby was embarrassed, 

jittery. He wiped his hands on his jeans. Her eyes still watching, waiting for an answer  

‘I don’t know.’ 

Chloe had flushed  pink. Angry, maybe. Or a cider-bloom had started to creep over her cheeks. This 

was her second pint.  

He needed to change the conversation.  

She glanced at him from over her cider glass, her eyes catching him in full focus before starting to sip 

it. 

Bobby’s right eye throbbed. Tired, excited. He wasn’t sure.  
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‘Want another drink?’ 

He had drained his. He’d been trying to pace himself but had finished his pint fast. Slow down, 

Bobby. He knew how he got. He wanted to avoid the trigger pint, the one that turned him.  

Chloe shook her head, still holding to the half-full glass in her hands. ‘I’m still working on this one, 

but thanks.’ 

The way she was looking at him made him want to grab her and kiss her. But he couldn’t. She was too 

far away. He wanted to pull her body near and touch her polished hair. Straight down tonight, iron-flat 

and shining.   

He stayed looking at his empty pint glass. The place was getting busier, noisier. A couple of men in 

suits hovered over their table, and seeing the space on the sofa next to Chloe, asked Bobby if he 

wouldn’t mind giving up his seat so that they could sit down.  

The man wore a cream linen blazer and a blue shirt. Bobby moved over to the sofa and sat, trying to 

find ways to place his body and look comfortable. Chloe angled her body to him a little bit more, her 

crossed legs wrapping her up. 

They were closer to each other now. Bobby could smell himself: cigarettes mixed with Lynx and 

Armani. 

And they smiled together. Shy to see their knees touching. She put her hand on his arm and left it 

there.  

 ‘Are you going to get another drink?’ 

His eyes locked on to hers. Pace yourself Bobby. 

‘Not yet.’ 

She put hers down. 

‘So, what do you do now, then?’ He asked. 

Chloe looked at the floor.  

‘Well, before it happened, before she went, I was a classroom assistant in a primary school. Saint 

Augustine’s, do you know it?’ 

Bobby shook his head. 

‘I’ll go back when I’m ready. Kids know when you are weak. They can sense it, you know?’ 

She put her hands on her lap. 

‘My sister asked if I wanted to help her.’ 

‘Doing what?’ 

Chloe rolled her eyes. 
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‘She stands outside clubs and hands out flyers in a dress.’ 

‘She like a model, then?’ 

Bobby had slept with a girl who called herself a model. But all she did was stand around Ferraris in a 

pair of knickers smiling with her big hair extensions and La Senza tits. She never got into it in bed, 

either. She’d perch on top of him, arching her back and porn-starring herself up. Playing with her 

horse-hair extensions; flicking them around his face and stinking of pig-skin fake tan.  

 ‘No. Not really. She’s really pretty though.’ 

Bobby thought he might as well say it. It rolled off his tongue. ‘You could be a model.’ 

He didn’t really think she could. She was better than a model. She had a glow about her. She crackled 

black and gold, and she looked him in the eye with a cold, clean look that licked Bobby’s bones clean.  

'I couldn't, but thanks.' Chloe said, smiling.  

‘It probably isn’t much of a life anyway.’ Bobby chewed on his lip.  

She looked away and finished her drink.  

He took a risk and put a hand on her knee. In the same way he’d brushed her fingers in the gym 

canteen, he did it softly. When he did, he stirred at the way she looked up at him, straight into his 

eyes. She had a grip on him, a spell that held him in awkward moments he couldn’t get out of.  He 

wanted to kiss the bony part near her ear and the tip of her nose. Chloe let out a sigh – bored, 

awkward, or tired, he couldn't tell. Stuck for words and with that moment slipping away, Bobby 

pulled his hands back.  

The pub was packed full now. Bobby could feel his back sweating up. He’d waited a bit; he’d be 

alright sipping another one slowly.  

‘Another?’ 

Chloe looked up at him with her big smudged eyes and nodded. Then she smiled and her whole face 

lit up, and Bobby felt an electrical impulse course through him, so strong he needed to stand up and 

shake her off for a second.  

That’s what she was like. Like one of those poster girls in the Indian shops on Brick Lane. Petite and 

big-eyed. When he stood up in the heat and chatter, his eyes felt hot and his body moved too quickly 

for the rest of him. He mumbled a couple of pardons and put his hand on the waist of a few women as 

he passed them, squeezing shoulders and arms. He wasn’t trying to feel them up, it was just 

instinctive to Bobby: to put his hands where he shouldn’t; to put his hands where he liked. They 

moved out of the way immediately, jerking away from a strange man’s touch.  

At the bar he stopped himself getting a round of shots. Each one would tear up his body, would make 

his arm slow. His punches soft.  He would suffer in the ring on Saturday night.  He waited his turn to 

order, pushing the feeling away.  

He looked back. Chloe was playing with the strands of hair that had fallen from her top knot.  

‘Two of them.’ 
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Bobby pointed at the pump. 

He looked again behind him. Some man was leaning over and talking to Chloe. An office type. Full of 

beer and bullshit. Chloe was looking up, but Bobby was happy to see her leaning away from him.  

The women he’d brushed his hand against smiled as he walked through again and let him pass. Men 

let him pass too. Because Bobby was Bobby. Because Bobby looked the way he did. People let Bobby 

have room. 

The man was still hovering over Chloe by the time he got back to her.  

‘Was just saying to your lovely friend that my friend of mine runs this pub, which is handy because 

our offices are just there. Across the road.’ 

Bobby  smiled thinly. ‘Good to know.’ 

The man smiled.  He knew his time was up. ‘Nice to meet you.‘ The man put a hand out.  

Chloe looked up and shook his hand when he offered it. When he was gone she turned back to Bobby 

and made a face.  

‘They never know when they’re not welcome do they, those sorts of men.’ She grinned to make him 

feel better and Bobby tried to smile back.  He didn't know why he minded so much. The fact that the 

man was well spoken, maybe; that he hadn't cared enough when Bobby returned to fuck off back to 

his friends. Maybe it was because Bobby wanted to be the only one to have discovered Chloe; to have 

found her in the middle of all this chaos, when the world was flinging out all sorts to pick and choose 

from. Bobby realised then that he was not the only one to see how beautiful Chloe was and he put his 

hand on her leg again as she turned to him. Not hard, but firm and strong. He sat closer to her and he 

felt her lean into his body.  

Trying to get himself back, to feel like a man again, he said something he thought would impress her. 

He would ask her to the fight. He didn’t normally like girls going but she wasn’t like other girls. She 

wasn’t there waiting for blood or other boys to notice her, she’d be there for him.  

‘What you doing Saturday night?’ 

Chloe smiled. 

‘I would love to.’ 

‘You don’t know what I was going to say!’ Bobby laughed. 

Chloe blinked. She put her hand on his and, although the pub was hot, her hand was cold and she put 

her fingers through his.  

‘I want to see your fight.’ 

‘How do you know what I was going to ask?’ 

‘Because you know I want to see you win.’ 
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* * * 

 

They kissed in the minicab home. 

He had been stroking her thigh as soon as she’d sat down, and was lighting a cigarette, drunk, in his 

seat with his left hand. Trying to light a cigarette. Bobby was drunk and clumsy. 

‘Mate, do you mind?’ 

The mini cab driver had looked over his shoulder, sized up the situation  and shrugged.   

‘Open window, please.’ 

‘Cheers mate.’ 

She supposed, in a way, the taxi back – to wherever it was going – was the biggest part of the date. 

Her head was spinning and her legs brushed up against  his. She liked his hand on her thigh and he 

liked the feel of it. He could grip the tendons above her knee and hold her still, almost.  

When he leaned towards her, cigarette still in hand, she could smell the smoke in his teeth, but it 

wasn’t bad. Just bitter. Like bitter chocolate.  

He moved his hand from her leg to the back of her neck and kissed her, just a small, slight one, and 

his thumb rubbed her jaw.  

Then he pulled away, took two drags and threw the rest out of the window.  

‘Your Dad in?’ 

Chloe nodded. ‘Always.’ 

Bobby made a face. ‘No chance of a cup of tea then...’ 

‘Not this time.’ 

Chloe looked out of the taxi window, at the switching traffic lights and the April shower falling on the 

glass and she heard herself breathe, his kiss coming off in her sigh. He put his hand back on her leg.  

‘Can I walk you to your door?’ 

‘Yes, okay. But just to the door.’ 

Bobby overpaid the cab driver with fresh notes from his wallet. Notes he’d got out of the bank that 

morning, and kept pressed and crisp all day. The driver put his hands together in prayer in thanks.   

‘How are you going to get home?’ She asked him. 

Bobby felt the spitting rain on his face. 

‘I’ll walk... it's not far.’ 

‘Where do you live?’ 
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Bobby laughed. ‘Actually, it is quite far. But I don’t mind the rain.’  

And then, up against her door, he put his hands at her waist, and her head bumped against it a little  

because he’d moved her too quickly, and did not know his own strength. It didn’t matter because it 

wasn’t hard enough to hurt  and Chloe didn’t  feel anything but those hands at her waist, encircling 

her,  and in his kiss, she was swallowed whole, letting him do  all the tonguing around in her mouth. 

Until slowly she was able to do it back. Trying him out, letting her hands sit on his shoulders. 

It was not a sweet kiss. It was a breathless, slippery melting kiss that moved his hands up to her ribs, 

where it felt like he was pushing two sides of her together. And then he was over her top, pushing the 

cups of her bra up with his hands. Pulling her body close to him with a grip that left pink marks on her 

skin.  

They both smelled of the drink, and he felt her slightly push him away from her. Bobby moved back 

and gave her space.   

He kept his eyes on her as he walked backwards down the steps one at a time. He stopped when he 

got to the bottom of the steps and with his arms at his sides, breathed in and out, heavy and deep.  He 

shook his head. 

‘You’re beautiful.’ 

Chloe went to put her key in the door, smiling to herself. Before she opened it, she turned to look at 

him walking away. When he was a few yards down the road he turned back to her, just before she’d 

locked the door shut from the other side. 

Chloe crept in quietly so she wouldn’t wake her Dad up. 

From the hallway, rose a curl of smoke. Polly was sitting up late, smoking.  

Chloe leaned on the wall and walked alongside it, glad to have something to lean against.  

‘Where have you been, then? I leave you alone with Devlin for a week and you’ve hooked up with 

some thug.’ 

‘How’d you know?’ 

Polly sat back. 

‘Devlin told me.’ 

Chloe was still smiling. ‘What does he know, he’s eleven.’ 

Polly smiled.  

‘You know what...’ 

‘What?’ 

‘Whatever makes you smile like that.’ 

‘He’s just... him. I like him.’ 
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Chloe went to the fridge and took out a can of Diet Coke, feeling hot and tired.  

‘Have another drink with me.’ 

Chloe took a nail to the can and heard it hiss.  

‘No, I think I have to lie down.’ 

Polly was dolled up from her night out on the town.  

‘He married?’ 

‘No.’ 

‘Does he have any kids?’ 

‘No, he’s single. It’s just him.’ 

‘Who does he live with then?’ 

‘His mum.’ 

‘Oh.’ 

‘What’s wrong with that?’ 

‘I just don’t think that’s very healthy. How old is he?’ 

‘Twenty. I think.’ 

‘He should have moved out by now.’ Polly smoked some more. 

‘We haven’t moved out. You haven’t moved out.’ 

‘It’s different when you’re a girl. You slept with him yet?’ 

Chloe shook her head. 

‘But you will.’ 

‘How much have you drunk?’ 

‘Not enough. Come and drink with me.’ 

Chloe’s head spun. ‘I can’t.’ 

Polly opened the fridge and took out a half bottle of rosé. She reached into the cupboard and grabbed 

a big wine glass, filling it to the top. 

‘Come on, just a little one.’ 

‘No, really, I think I’m done.’ Chloe was already starting to feel a bit sick.  

The butterflies were the slow, acid fizz of the cider coming back up. Chloe didn’t drink often and 

when she did she got drunk fast. 
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‘ Polly, I'm off to bed...’ 

A slow mumble. The last little bit of sentence she had left to say. She couldn’t say more. 

Polly watched her little sister shuffle slowly up the stairs.  

‘They can lash out, you know. Those kinds of men.’ 

Chloe turned around. ‘What do you mean?’ 

‘Men cooped up  with their mums, they turn. I’d stay well clear.’ 

‘He has his own life.’ 

‘I went out with a man who lived with his Mum. It was why he was always fighting. He hated her. 

And then he turned that all on me.’ 

‘How can you just assume that? You haven’t even met Bobby.’ 

Polly swallowed the wine. ‘You aren’t as strong as you think.’ 

The drink kept Polly talking and feeling free with it.  

‘Do you even like boxing?’ 

‘I’ve watched it with Dad.’ 

‘No, but do you really like seeing one man beat up another?'  

Chloe could feel the cider rising. 

‘I am going to see Bobby in a fight. But he isn’t like that. He seems lonely, actually. He seems lonely 

and nervous of stepping over lines.’ 

Chloe was keeping her cool and it made Polly keep loose-talking.  

‘You might want to ask yourself that. If you like seeing men batter the shit out of each other on stage 

for you. You might want to ask yourself what it is you see in boxing boys. You going to dab him up 

after every fight?’ 

Chloe stared at her sister. In a clear and quiet whisper she held her stare. 

‘I met a boy. All the rest, the stage and violence and the kicks out of beating someone up, you can 

keep. All I did was meet a nice boy. I don’t know what’s upsetting you.’ 

Polly was hot and her  cleavage spotty and red.  

‘You don’t get men.’ 

Chloe sighed. ‘You’re drunk.’ 

Polly poured another. ‘Well, he got you out the coffin anyway, didn’t he?’ 

‘Fuck you.’ Chloe muttered under her breath and turned, walking to the stairs and up to her room.   
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She switched on a lamp and fell on her bed. Her make up on, the kiss on her lips still there, and the 

Diet Coke in the weak grip of her fingers, about to fall. Her stomach swimming with cider and Bobby. 

His push against her, against the wall of her door. Hands and stubble on her face.  

And then those butterflies came back. Chloe had just enough warning to sit up and put the can of diet 

coke on her bedside table before getting to the toilet and being sick.  

It was still in her hair when she woke, fully clothed, the next morning.  
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13. 

Flats lit up like little white boxes. As he turned into his estate he saw Theresa’s bedroom light was on.  

Even without the sound of wheels and the flash of headlights, she knew he was coming back.  The 

world of his estate was quiet this time of night. Friday night’s older kids had gone out for a longer 

club night and the kids who raced up and down on a motorbike they’d somehow got hold of, had 

grown tired and gone to sleep. 

Bobby walked in a drunk, happy swagger. The glow like honey off Chloe’s skin made him happy. She 

was clean and soft and she didn’t know how much he’d hurt people. She looked at his hands as if they 

weren’t broken. She looked as his face as if it hadn’t been hit. When she held his hand in the taxi he 

felt his body grow quiet and still.  

Theresa went to her window. He looked up at her and she waved down to him.  

He was stuck, not sure whether to walk on, or wait to see if she would come down. Bobby thought 

about going up there too. He wasn’t with Chloe, was he?  He didn’t feel ready to have sex with Chloe 

yet.   

The face went from the window and the bedroom light went out. In seconds the hallway lit up.  And 

then Theresa was at her front door, dressed up like she’d been out too. Gone were the slouchy, off-

the-ass track bottoms and baggy top. She was dressed in lace shorts and a vest, and looked whiter than 

normal. No sun-bed glow.  

They looked at each other in silence. The beam from the doorway washing them out. The drink 

swilled around Bobby’s head and with the rain still spitting he switched on. Chloe had left him horny, 

and while he liked that she didn’t let him in, he felt raw, his body alive. Sex with someone you don’t 

love doesn’t count.  

He walked into the light. Into Theresa’s arms, his right hand in the back of her shorts.  She giggled, 

and stood on her tiptoes and kissed him.  

‘You stink.’ 

Bobby pushed her against the wall, harder than he pushed Chloe against the door. He held her face, 

pushing her head into his. He felt the scar on the back of her head, his thumb pressing the throat.  

She laughed.  

‘You always come back.’ 

Bobby kissed her like a bulldozer. 

‘I know about her.’  

Bobby didn’t want to hear her. He kissed her again. Kissed her harder and harder until Chloe had been 

driven out of his mind with every angry press of his mouth onto Theresa’s lips.  

‘I bet she won’t fuck you yet.’ 
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Harder still, Bobby drove his tongue in Theresa’s mouth until he’d pulled it apart. He didn’t want her 

smiling at him. If it wasn’t for the wall, she’d have toppled over.  

‘You keep coming back here because you want to. Stop trying to pretend you don’t. You belong 

here.’ 

Two blocks apart. The same brick and sawdust. Nothing before or after mattered to either of them. He 

pushed at her shoulders and put her hand to his belt to undo him, grabbing at her neck and holding her 

head there until she spluttered and gasped.  

Pulling back he said sorry. And looked at her as if for the first time. 

‘Shit, Theresa, your neck.’ 

It was red. Deep, bruising red. 

She smiled and took his hand. ‘Doesn't matter.’ 

Upstairs he was led; nothing he did could ever take him away from this creaking staircase.  

Chloe would never know. She wasn’t his girlfriend. This was fine. 

Bobby closed his eyes and let it happen. Like the fight in the toilets, this wasn’t all of him. He let her 

touch him and he touched her back. And when Bobby woke the next morning, and saw Theresa in the 

same position she was in last time they’d slept together, he got dressed and left. No sour kiss. No 

sticky morning sex to say goodbye. Her knickers that he kicked off his jeans were white and small.  

He walked away and closed her bedroom door. Creaking his way to the bottom of the stairs and 

clicking out of the front door.  He didn’t care anymore, about Denny and the lot of them, sticking to 

their plot and to their own. He didn’t scare easily.  

And if they did start getting noisy, then this fight would keep them quiet.  

The morning was young. Dawn, still. The sky quiet and milky. No one on the estate but Bobby. The 

morning would have been bliss if it did not tick off another day closer to Saturday. Bobby was a tired 

fighter. Sick of the sex with Theresa.  Sick of that room. Sick of himself.  Sick of his body and his 

body was sick of him. Bobby knew a fight was won before it happened in a ring.  

In his shirt and jeans he collapsed onto his bed and was out like a light. He had an hour before he was 

back training. He slept a dead, dreamless sleep. 
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14. 

Joe peeled off the blu-tacked flyer from the window by his table in the cafe and smiled as he turned it 

over. A glossy picture of his boy and Connor squaring up.  He put it on the table and smoothed it 

down to have a good look.  

To Rest is to Rust.  

The ink he’d paid for.  Dug in deep to his boy’s bicep. If it wasn’t for Joe, Bobby would never have 

even heard of Jack Dempsey. He’d let him get it at 15, after his first real fight. He thought it was nice, 

how Bow had printed out a few flyers to hype up the club. They had it as the Gypsy against the Jew. 

Star of David against the Shamrock. Cartoon drama. Bobby was as Jewish as the Pakistani boss of the 

post office.  He knew more about Irish pubs than he did his own lot. That was his Mum filling his 

head up with tales of his Granddad.  

But it had been Joe who’d got his son in the ring.  

It wasn’t so long ago that Joe had been the one holding up his hands in the back garden so that Bobby 

could pummel his palms. Stroking them, like a broken jaw.  Bobby’s right had always been better 

than his left, but his left wasn’t too bad at all. He’d come a long way since then. He didn’t need his 

Dad.  

Joe was meeting Daphne for lunch. His weekly spend had just come in, and as soon as it had, he’d 

withdrawn it all and put in his pocket. Now it was just paper. Now it didn’t count. He could throw it 

away. But first he could treat Daphne to lunch.  

She walked in, all smiles. The happy grin of a drunken woman.  

She was immaculate, always was. Her hair, a tough, lacquered black chignon, the sparkling stars in 

her ears and a red polyester blouse, tucked into the elasticised waist of her blue jeans. Her pencilled 

eyebrows, after years of over-plucking, looked startled. She’d made them look too happy, too high 

and rounded.  She saw Joe and raised them even higher.  

He lifted himself shakily out of his chair to say hello, but only an inch. His weak knees needed the 

seat back. Joe’d made an effort too. His trousers had been washed: the bottom half of a suit he’d 

found in a charity shop. With his hair creamed down and a half-baked shave, he looked, at least to 

him, almost presentable.   

She went over, nervous, glamorous and thin. He lifted himself up again and kissed her on the lips 

when she went to him; their dry lips poking at each other. 

‘Been waiting long?’ 

Joe shook his head.  

When she sat down she put down her little leather bag, smoothing it down and making sure the strap 

didn’t dangle over the table.  

Grease lay in thick, cold films on the walls and ceiling: this place was a dive. Daphne, her perfume 

poured over thin skin before she left the house, sat with all the lady-like self-respect she possessed. 

Joe saw she had put pearls around her neck too. He put his left hand, shakier than hers, on her 
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knuckles to comfort her. Her eyes darted around in blinks and twitches, her nose crinkling at the top 

as she did. 

‘Nice here, isn’t it?’ 

Joe shrugged. 

 ‘I wish I could take you somewhere nicer.’ 

Daphne moved her hand away from Joe’s.  

‘What would I do in somewhere nicer than this?’ 

Joe felt sad for them both.  

He had already had his brandy-tea as he waited, and was okay sitting there for the moment. Daphne 

seemed bright, her face healthy and her cheeks pinkish; he knew that she had downed her mid-

morning nip too. 

She picked up the menu. 

‘All Day for £2.99? That can’t be right. I wouldn’t trust those sausages, there’s got to be something up 

with them.’ 

Joe smiled again at her.  

‘Have something more expensive, Daphne.’ And then Daphne smiled too.  

The waitress came over. The same, sloppy-eyed lady who always waddled over with the same rude 

manner she’d used every day Joe had been here. She said nothing and stood with the pen in her fat 

hand.  

Daphne looked surprised, though Joe did not know if this was her eyebrows.  

‘Omelette and salad please.’ 

Daphne said please loudly and slowly. If there was something that Daphne had, it was manners. She 

groomed them herself, said it cost nothing.  

‘All day breakfast for me.’ 

Joe didn’t say please. He was less bothered about airs and graces. Joe did not care whether people 

were nice to him anymore.  

He also did not want the All Day Breakfast. He’d chosen it because Daphne had gone for the one 

thing on the menu that cost over a fiver, and he only had about a tenner to spare on this. He was 

worried, thinking of the teas and coffees they might order and what that might add up to.  

The waitress went away with their order having not spoken a word to either Daphne or Joe.  

‘Manners cost nothing.’ 

Joe pushed forward the flyer an inch. 
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‘You seen this? 

Daphne lifted it up and peered at the picture of Bobby and Connor. After a few seconds she grinned.  

‘Oh, it’s your boy. It’s Bobby.’ 

Joe nodded. 

Daphne carried on looking at the picture. ‘Think I’ve seen them in the butcher’s window.’ 

‘I think he looks good, don’t you?’ 

‘You boy always looks good.’‘ 

Joe folded the flyer slowly. He found it hard with his shaky hands.  He was proud.  

‘And it’s with that Connor boy too. I know Connor. Since he was a round and rotten little boy.’ 

 ‘We all know Connor.’ 

Daphne shook her head. 

 ‘He has my Theresa and he nearly tore her to pieces. I don’t know why she stays. She’s got scarring 

on the back of her head from what he done to her.’  

 ‘What he do?’ 

‘He tried to bloody bottle her.’ 

‘For what?’ 

‘For what? What do you mean, for what? There’s no reason to bottle a girl’s head.’ 

Joe had never gone with a bottle, but he remembered rage. 

‘I’m just saying. What set him off? Either he was off his nut or she went with someone else.’ 

 ‘I can’t believe you think there’s a reason for it. The boy’s a maniac. There was no reason. What’s 

the matter with you?’  

Joe looked out of the window and tried to change the subject. He wasn’t saying Connor was in any 

way right; he knew how young boys could switch. That was all.   

‘Denny know about that, does he?’ 

A huge sigh. 

‘Oh, I don’t know...’ 

Daphne  looked up.  

‘This was years ago, before he even spoke her name. I don’t think he cares.’ 

‘No, I wouldn’t think so.’ 
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Daphne’s hands went back to her handbag. 

‘Them lot would think Theresa deserved it anyway. It’s alright to whack her if she’s big enough to 

take it. That’s  Theresa’s problem and will always be. She thinks she’s big enough to take it, and to 

give it back. The size of the gob on her. She wouldn’t back down from the biggest bastard in this city. 

Not ever. That girl will be snarling back until she’s deep underground.’ 

Joe thought of her little legs in the huge heels, strutting into the mouth of the canal’s black tunnel.  

‘Am sure she’ll be there watching. ‘ 

‘At The Hall, isn’t it? Tomorrow?’ 

Joe nodded. 

‘I daresay a fair few will show their faces, Joe. Could get messy.’ 

Two local boys. One from each side. Of course people would show. Joe wondered if Maggie would 

be there. That’s what Daphne meant when she said that. She was talking about Maggie, and Denny 

too.  

All the families would be there. Everyone liked a fight.  

Joe hadn’t seen Maggie for a good while, not since the one day she let him pop over to see his son in 

her house; once their house, the one Joe had got for them to start their family. The only time in the 

year she let him sit at her table, drink her tea and, if she was feeling kind, she’d put the hot water on 

and let him have a bath.  

‘You can use Bobby’s stuff if you want to shave.’ 

Usually Bobby was never in, having gone out the night before his birthday with Mikey and boys from 

the club. A. wasted trip. Except Joe always left feeling like he’d got something out of it. That he’d got 

a little closer to Maggie. When she left him in an empty kitchen, after making his tea, there was 

something there. 

 He saw that she kept the wedding photo out.  

When he’d asked after the photo, she said it was because she wanted to remember how pretty she used 

to be; that every woman wanted to keep the picture of herself as a bride, never mind how it ended up. 

‘The man you marry isn’t important when you look back. It’s that you wore the white dress.’ 

Joe still thought that Maggie was beautiful.  They weren’t even old. They had just got tired and didn’t 

smile anymore. It added years. Maggie was still a good-looking woman.  Daphne, Joe thought as he 

looked over at her reapplying some more brick-house red to her lips, never was and never would be as 

beautiful. Not even close. Both Daphne and Joe knew this. Maggie too. And when Joe found company 

with Daphne, Maggie found her revenge. She’d thrown him out and all he could get was the poorest, 

palest, broken version of the woman he’d married: her plain and plump best friend. 

Their food came too quickly. Already made, it had been heated up behind closed doors and was also 

too hot. Steam came off Joe’s fried eggs, the yoke, dead. Daphne’s plate looked no better. The edges 
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of the Spanish omelette curled and the salad piled on to fill up plate space was just an emptied bowl of 

diced cucumbers, tomatoes and sliced white onion in vinegar.  

Daphne dusted on the powdered pepper. Joe did the same. Adding salt to the beans, the black pudding 

and the bacon. He’d seen his son eat this so many times. It did the job, filled you up and tasted good 

in the moment. The stomach upset happened later, but Joe was never sure how much that had to do 

with the fried rubbish or the sloppy drink rotting away his gut.  

‘When was the last time you saw her?’ 

‘Theresa?’ 

‘Yeah.’ 

‘Weeks ago, when she wanted some money. She knocked at the flat and started roaring her head off, 

drunk. Just like her Dad. I took her in, gave her a cup of tea, which she drank. I was pleased about 

that. You know, when your baby comes to the table again. It’s nice. And then she was gone with my 

tenner in her pocket.’ 

The whole time she’d been talking, Daphne had been playing with one chunk of potato that had 

broken away from the rest of the cracking omelette.  

‘She and your boy still courting?’ 

Joe laughed. ‘I don’t think they’re courting, Daphne.’ 

Daphne looked up. ‘Well what are they doing then? From what I heard, it sounds like courting.’ 

Joe spooned beans in his mouth, with shaky hands and only a couple made it in. He didn’t even really 

like the taste of food.  

‘They’re doing something, but it ain't courting.’ 

‘She talks about him like he’s her boyfriend.’ 

Joe shook his head in his belief. 

‘Don’t be stupid. My boy’s a brute just as much as the next one. Tell Theresa to bin him. I already 

did.’ 

‘You already did what?’ 

‘I told her to get someone else. They say Bobby’s off with some skinny thing he found in the gym. 

Someone a bit away.  I don’t know if it’s the truth or if Maggie’s making up some sort of drama to 

make me feel like I don’t know my own boy.’ 

Joe pushed half his food to the side of his plate. It disgusted him. And the warm air outside were 

making his feet sweat. His long toenails sore on the too-small leather shoes.  

‘This is what I mean about Theresa. She’ll sniff around the man who doesn’t want her. Just like her 

stupid Mum.’ 

Daphne shot a look at Joe, and he realised she hadn’t just topped up; Daphne was drunk.  
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And then, as if the door of the cafe had a bell to turn their heads, both Joe and Daphne looked up at 

the same time and watched Bobby, hot in the face, sweating from his throat to the belly of his soaked 

cotton vest, walk into the cafe and take a seat, his own flyer in his hand. At his table Bobby studied 

the flyer, his arm bearing that tattoo. Joe smiled, and pulled himself up to go over.  
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15. 

Joe had told his son to start taking his top off when he had his fights. 

‘When someone wants to fight you, the top comes off first. You understand?’ 

 ‘Is it to stop blood getting on my top?’ 

‘It’s to stop someone pulling it over your head. You can’t fight blind.’ 

Joe stood over his son. His arms bulked up and tanned. Bobby could smell his Dad’s sweat, nutty and 

sweet. He could see his Dad’s white vest soaking it up at the chest.  

‘Especially with those sneaky bastards.’ 

Bobby learned the hard way, when a boy on his estate, bigger and tougher, hooked Bobby’s collar 

over his head. Beaten, Bobby learned. From then on every fight he had in a street, outside a bar, or at 

a party he did it topless. Summer and winter, it was raw and ready.  Old-school, bare knuckle, 

straightforward, skin-on-skin fighting.  

Bobby had seen his Dad when he walked into the cafe and knew he was going to come over. When he 

did, he straightened out and tried to look pleased to see him. He hadn’t seen him face to face since 

he’d raged out at the park. He’d watched his Dad, around and about. But his Dad had not known this. 

And Bobby had liked it that way.  

Because there was nothing much to say between them, and his Dad was an embarrassment.  

‘Alright.’ 

Joe hobbled over and took a seat. He sat smiling like Bobby was the best thing in the world.  

 ‘Excited about your fight?‘ 

Bobby stooped his shoulders. He hadn’t mentioned it because he didn’t want his dad there.  

‘It’s just my turn.’ 

Joe grinned. 

‘You’re the one people really care about.’ 

‘Yeah?’ 

‘Yeah. Course you are. You got someone in your corner?’ 

‘Derek. Derek’s always in my corner. ‘ 

‘The big black fella?’ 

‘That’s the one.’ 

Bobby looked over in Daphne’s direction and nodded. He gave her a big smile. Daphne’s tongue 

licking around her fork for bits of omelette made Bobby feel sick.  
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‘What do you see in her, Dad?’ 

Joe looked over at Daphne too. And then he looked back at his son. 

‘Something warm.’ 

Bobby had a flashback of Theresa moving up and down on top of him. Bobby felt his face, full of 

stubble. He stared back at his Dad and saw a nose that was just the same as his. Except his Dad’s was 

covered in veins and whiskers.  

‘You nervous?’ 

Bobby was. But Joe didn’t need to know. ‘It’s just my turn.’ 

‘He’s a good fighter. Nasty little boy, though. ’ 

Bobby looked at the flyer and at Connor’s face. ‘I’m not there to like him.’ 

Joe leaned in. Dribble and spit on his lower lip.  

‘But you can take him though, can’t you? Between you and me, son. You’ll take him.’ 

Joe stank. He stank so badly when he went in close that Bobby had to pull back. Leaned away and 

turned his head to the side to stop himself feeling sick. It was dirt and drink. But old drink. Drink that 

had been resting on his Dad’s gums for days. Sinking into his hair and skin. And piss. There was 

something pissy about his Dad. He looked at Daphne again. Her hair up as if she’d made an effort.  

 ‘Yeah, I guess I can.’ 

Joe could see his son turn away from his stink, but still, he carried on. 

‘Might put a little something on you. Would you mind? Just a few local bets. See if I can get a score 

or two off you.’ 

Joe was and wasn’t joking. If he could make money off his son,  he would. He could probably get at 

least a one-er if his son played the fight right.  

‘Dad, do what you want.’ 

Joe smiled. He loved it when Bobby called him Dad. 

Bobby stared into Joe’s watery eyes.  

‘This fight means as much to you as it does to me.’ 

Joe looked to Daphne, checking to see if she was okay. She was playing around with her food, most 

of it still on the plate.  He faced his son again.  

‘Never forget, whatever you are told by your mum. I brought you up 'cos you were my own. You’re 

my boy, Bobby.’ 

Bobby felt an odd feeling. One of those feelings he buried in the base of himself. Far at the back. The 

flip-side of his anger.  
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Joe carried on. Bobby wished he wouldn’t.  

‘I was there. However it seems that I wasn’t, or am not now. Don’t look at this. Those muscles you 

got come from me, my family too. My Dad and his dad, and his dad before him. We were part of all 

this. We all got the same right hook. The same dig.’ 

Joe waved his hand in the air. Around East London.  

‘We got our history. Our bones are from the earth round here. Don’t forget.’ 

Joe leaned back, staring deep into his son's eyes. Bobby felt odd and picked up the flyer again, giving 

himself another look at Connor’s mean and mangled face.  

Then Joe went forward and did something he hadn’t done for too long. Caught in the past, he touched 

Bobby’s hand, his right hand with his left, and then he held it in cold, dry palms.  He held onto all of 

Bobby’s grazes and cuts. He held it as tightly as his shaking hand would allow. 

And Bobby let him. Too stunned to shake his Dad off. Too tired to move it. Bobby’s head was sore. 

He sat while his Dad gave him a talk, like a child. Like a son. 

‘Things happen. They always happen. ‘ 

Bobby had no idea what his Dad was on about. Always drunk and never to the point.  

‘I was such a good-looking thing. They always thought I was a soft touch because I had the face. 

Because I was such a looker, they all wanted to wipe the smile off my face.’ 

Joe trailed off. His eyes to the table, filling up as he thought about who he used to be. Then in a start, 

he looked up again and carried on.  

‘Know what Maggie would call me?’ 

Bobby shook his head. 

‘Boxer handsome. Said I was boxer handsome. Isn’t that lovely?’ 

Joe smiled and sighed. Gently and softly laughing. 

‘I couldn’t keep it together. Fine, I hold my hands up in court and they can judge me. But I brought 

you up. Remember how I told you to take your top off? You kept fighting with your top on and boys 

would just laugh at ya. Pull it over your head so you couldn’t see.’ 

Bobby nodded. ‘I was young, Dad.’ 

‘But I taught you right, didn’t I? I told you that early on so you knew. Without me, what would you 

be? I made you strong.’ 

Joe’s voice was becoming high-pitched and excited. Little bits of spit spraying off his lips.  

‘You never forget where you came from. You’re a good, strong English boy. Never walk into a ring 

thinking you can’t fight. Or that you don’t care. You got lions on your chest.’ 
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His Dad did this; went about his Englishness, tearing Bobby away from the Jewish in him. Like the 

two weren’t the same thing; could never be the same thing. Bobby frowned hard. Frightened of 

crying. This reminded him of when he was younger and his Dad held his hand when he’d got in 

trouble with his Mum.  

‘It’ll be alright, son.’ 

Now, even his Dad’s shaking skinny fingers, Bobby felt that things might be alright.  

But only for one second. Because Joe then began to splutter and cough his lungs up and Bobby felt 

stupid for feeling like a son. He took his hand back and frowned even harder. The dark, thick crease in 

his forehead getting deeper. Bobby looked at the table until Joe stopped.  

Joe smiled through a cough. ‘Alright boy. You gonna win the fight?’ 

Bobby used to get excited about fighting. Used to love these fights. He lowered his head. ‘Yeah, I’ll 

win it.’  

But Bobby was almost afraid of seeing Connor again. For the first time in his life, he wasn’t so sure if 

he’d win this and he wished his dad could fight it for him. Not his dad now, a shaking mess, but his 

dad as he was back then, back when he was Maggie’s handsome boxer. He didn’t want Joe to go just 

yet. It didn’t matter if he was coughing. He wanted five more minutes.  

Joe started to get up.  

‘Dad.’ 

Joe tried to focus on his son.  

‘You worried, boy?’ 

Bobby’s eyes clouded over with something like fear.  And Joe, even with his mind hazy,  could see 

his son was frightened.  

‘You never been knocked out in your life, boy. Not once.’ 

He tapped Bobby’s hand once more for good measure, and went back to Daphne. Walking slowly. 

Scared of his steps and how far his feet could carry him. He left Bobby looking at his own flyer.  

‘How is he, alright?’ Daphne whispered. A mouthful of white onions and iceberg.  

‘He’s a champ.’ 

Joe sat back down to his plate of cold food. He couldn’t stand to eat it. He would not let himself turn 

to look at his son. It was better for Bobby.  

‘I hope he hurts that Connor boy. I hope he really hurts him.’ Daphne whispered. 

Bobby looked at them both grinning without any sense between them. He held the flyer in his left 

hand, sniffing and ashamed. He heard the noisy clutter of workmen eating their yoke-stained toast, 

laughing with their mouths full. Him on one table; his Dad on another.  
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He got up and walked over to his Dad. From his pocket he pulled out a scrunched-up twenty and he 

put it by his Dad’s plate. 

‘Stick that on me, Dad. You’ll get it back.’ 

Joe looked up with his mouth open, and Daphne stopped moving her cutlery.  

‘Hello love.’ 

Bobby smiled at her and watched his Dad take the note and hold it in the same shaking fist he’d held 

Bobby’s hand with.  

Joe kissed the fist that held the money. Making it lucky. 

‘We’ll split it. How’s that? ‘ 

 Bobby left with his head down, until he was outside and round the corner. He held it all in until he 

found himself on a side street with nobody in it and rested his head on a graffitied wall. His right hand 

gripped the flyer and the other  held onto his gym bag tightly.  

And then the tears came, suddenly and unexpectedly. Disgusted with himself for doing it, Bobby 

cried. He called himself a cunt and spat at his own feet.  

He stood head to the wall, letting his body shake. He snarled and spat and swore. He was so close to 

the wall he could have kissed it, but instead he butted the brick until he was sure he had made his head 

bleed. 

For the first time though, Bobby didn’t head to Theresa’s doorway. To the yellow, sick room he had 

fucked her in so many times. Instead, Bobby walked it off, heading down the street, taking deep 

breaths. He tried to let his heart go back to normal, and wiped at his eyes with his knuckles.  

When he was sure that his voice would not break, he picked up his phone. 
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16.   

Chloe answered the call when she was walking Devlin around the park on the way to the gym. It was 

warm enough for ice-cream and she’d got him a Mr Whippy from the van that drove down their street. 

It jingled through estates like Santa’s sleigh. Chloe had liked her Mr Whippy trips, running down the 

stairs and begging her Dad to hurry up and cough up coins from his jeans pocket so she could catch 

the man before he got away.  

The tremble in Bobby’s voice sounded like he’d been crying.  

‘You in today?' 

He didn’t even ask how she was. He was urgent. To the point.  

‘Yes.’ 

But then, he knew she was coming in. She’d told him yesterday.  

Bobby said nothing else. Chloe spoke again. 

‘When?’ 

She put her hand on the back of Devlin’s neck as they walked. Everything about him was thin. His 

head was bowed to the ice-cream.  

‘We are walking there now. Are you okay?’ 

Bobby heard himself, heard how nutty he sounded. He breathed deep. He felt shaky and needy. He 

didn’t like it. 

‘Just seeing where you are.’ 

Chloe could see the crossroad ahead.  

‘I’ll be there.’ 

‘Okay. I’ll be in soon then.’ 

Bobby hung up without a goodbye. Reassured by her voice. Reassured that he’d see her face soon. He 

walked slowly to the gym. 

Derek thought it was a good idea to get the two boys together first. Any two boys about to fight. He 

said  it taught them sportsmanship. How to be men. That there were two worlds: in the ring and out of 

the ring. And in the ring you gave each other a little decency and dignity before you bashed each other 

up. 

He didn’t know that Connor and Bobby had fought already. But he had heard about the 'straighteners' 

– those score-settling fights – that went on beyond the club, out there, but he didn’t talk of them. Only 

once had he pulled Bobby aside to ask him. 

‘Tell me how they end.’ 
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Derek was tough. But he had always performed for people. Always had managers, people moving him 

around, negotiating on his behalf. His fights were all man-made; they didn’t come from fury and long-

running feuds. Derek was a sportsman. From puppy to dog, he’d trained to fight. But only in the ring.  

‘How do these things end, Bobby? How do you stop it if there’s so much space to keep doing it in? 

And so much time. How do they end?’ 

Bobby had swung his gym bag over his right shoulder and turned behind him to answer. 

‘They end because they have to. Fights always end, Derek. They always stop at some point. When 

you know that, you don’t get scared of them. They are always gonna end.’ 

‘What do you mean ‘end’?’ 

Bobby laughed.  

‘Well, someone always loses.’ 

Derek had asked him to sit down. To explain the rules. Derek knew the ring: the inside, the ropes. 

What happened outside of it was nothing to do with the way Derek fought.  

‘So it sorts things out, for good?’ 

 ‘Mostly.’ Bobby nodded.  

‘Except you can be out of shape and still do it, if you think you can win. Some of the men that call it 

are fat as fuck and heavy-breathing like they’re going to die. Some are warriors.  It’s about showing 

up and seeing it through. If you win you get nothing but the  end to an argument. ‘ 

‘And if you lose?’ 

Bobby shrugged, it wasn’t an idea he spent time on. 

‘If you lose you shake hands and fuck off. You lose.’ 

Derek still didn’t understand. ‘But how do you know if you win and lose?’ 

‘The shadow between, Derek. The referee. He  keeps up and calls time when someone’s had enough.’ 

‘When’s enough? When is the last punch?’ 

‘When you just can’t fight back.’ 

His tears behind him, Bobby walked fast. He touched his head where he’d banged it against the wall 

and wiped down the little bit of blood. He wore them well: bruises, breaks and blood. Some faces 

looked better a little bashed about. Bobby had always said it stopped him looking too pretty.  

He didn’t know who he was more nervous about seeing. Him or her.  And suddenly his hangover 

kicked in and Theresa’s little knickers were in his mind and he had to heave himself out of it with a 

big, long sigh and break away from his tears and his Dad and her, Theresa, and he had to put his 

hands in fists, smile and bang though that door. 
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Red hair under the canteen lights. Sitting with Derek, who was trying to make jokes, was Connor, his 

face still like cold stone, stopping only to look up when he heard the door open. His pale arms 

coloured with a mix of coloured tattoos and biro-looking outlines. The light, strawberry-blonde hairs 

thick on his pink skin. The purple scar on his left cheek. Bobby’s scar.  He looked big in the light; 

solid and strong. His hair short and his eyes fixed ahead. He tapped his foot as he listened and looked 

just once at the door for Bobby, then back at Derek.  

They would never shake hands again. When a bad kind of blood had been spilt, there was nothing to 

say. Bobby looked at the scar and felt shame. Connor and him used to  walk into this gym together 

and they’d lean and chat against the machines. Not about anything, but that wasn’t the point. If they’d 

had a good spar they’d say so. Always wary, but always in awe of each other’s punches.  They’d even 

stood together when a gang tried to get into the club to start on a boy who owed some money. Years 

ago.  Bobby had gone out first to get rid of them and their knives. Connor had been at his side. Maybe 

it was because he just liked to fight and didn’t care who it was with, but he’d been there and the two 

of them had been enough to scare off the fifteen-year-olds.  

Bobby tried not to look at Connor for too long and scanned the rest of the canteen. He saw her sitting 

by the machines with Devlin, who was in need of a haircut. It was straw-like and messy over his eyes. 

He sipped his Ribena and Chloe had her chin on her hand and looked bored. 

He walked over and he could see Devlin shudder with excitement as  Bobby approached him. His 

eyes getting wide. He put down his Ribena and stood up, full of sugar and plum and fun and fight.  

‘Check this out. Check this out. Look what I done last week.’ 

Devlin jabbed the air. Bobby held his palms out for Devlin to hit. He smiled and for a second his 

frown disappeared.  

‘Come then. Whack one on here.’ 

Devlin hit with his hand. It was a little spark. A tickle.  

‘Hey, slow down fella.’ 

Bobby dropped his bags and shook his hand out as if Devlin had done some serious damage. 

‘I got a fight coming up. You’re gonna cripple me.’ 

Devlin squealed with laughter, and kept hitting Bobby in the thigh.  

Chloe stayed seated, unsure of where to put herself. She didn’t know how to say hello. Bobby liked 

this about her. He lowered his head and held her jaw with the fingers of his right hand, and he kissed 

her. He kissed her deep, wet and full of tongue, cleaning the taste of Theresa away. When he pulled 

away she was smiling. It had been better than their kisses last night. He crouched down. Devlin had 

stopped punching and was drinking his Ribena, out of breath. Having to stop sucking to breathe in and 

get his oxygen back.  

‘I got to talk to him over there. Then I got to do some training. You’re going to be sparring with 

someone else today, ok champ?’ 

Devlin nodded.  
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‘You want to get lunch with me later?’ 

Chloe did. She nodded too.  

Bobby kissed her again and turned back round to Derek and Connor. He didn’t want to show Chloe he 

was scared.  

Denny opened the doors and made a noise coming in. His sideburns as long as the last time Bobby 

had seen him. His cheeks red and hot and his shirt collar up. His brown, nylon shitty shirt. Denny’s 

nose had been broken more than any nose Bobby knew. Bobby kept his stare. He kept his hands in 

fists and his back straight.  

Denny grinned wide. Missing teeth and brown fillings. He winked. 

Derek, who was good with the naughty young boys, could not sit himself comfortably at a table like 

this. Especially not with traveller boys. At the gym he let the other trainers take care of Connor. 

Sometimes Denny would drop in. He was going be in Connor’s corner. Derek belly-laughed too 

loudly and patted Bobby on the back too hard.  

Everyone looked at Bobby, who could not smile. He glanced at Connor’s eye, at the fresh scar. He sat 

nervous in his seat. Connor smiled back at him. Both boys would never train with each other again.  

This fight would put an end to that.   

Derek knew this too.  He talked on, fast and excited. 

‘I just wanted us all to meet quickly so we all know where we’re at. Keep it nice and tidy outside. 

You’re both strong boys, we got all sorts of crowd coming down to see. It’ll be a good old time. 

Remember to represent the club, ok?’ 

Denny was chuckling to himself. Derek looked at him and carried on. Bobby and Connor were rock 

solid silent.  

Derek lowered his voice. ‘You’ve both always done the club proud.’ 

There was a silence and Bobby waited for someone else to speak.  

Denny took a pouch of tobacco out of his shirt pocket and licked his lips.  

‘It will be a good old fight, Derek. Don’t worry about that.’ 
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17. 

Joe found himself back at the bank of the canal. Late afternoon and Joe could see faces in the 

daylight.  

A small group of Polish men with shaved heads, coming from or going to work in blue boiler suits 

were sitting, some standing, by a bench. Drinking their white and red cans, deep in serious  

conversation. Snake-whispering to each other.  Joe smiled and walked on. They turned and gazed 

through him with tired, glassy eyes before spitting out their Polish even faster.  

Joe had never got on too well with this new influx of Poles. Or the Lithuanians. Or any of that Eastern 

Bloc. Too young to know his London with them in it and too old to have ever been able to work a job 

with them. They were part of a city he didn’t know at all. Like most things above this canal, Joe didn’t 

get it.  

A blue plastic bag of beer in one hand, Joe found a patch that was as away from everyone as he could 

find. He went for a little strip of green that was shared only with a row of ducks, lined up along the 

bank together. He’d used Bobby’s twenty to get a four pack. Cans this time. The money was a bonus 

and Joe thought he’d treat himself. He set the cans on the bank beside him and watched lazily as the 

blue plastic bag flew into the canal. It skimmed along down the left side of the bank, towards the two 

traveller fellas. There were always two sitting about, day and night, like guard dogs. 

Joe took one of his beers, cracked it open and swallowed half. So cold it hurt his throat and froze his 

empty belly. That was just how he liked it. It wasn’t so much the fishing that brought Joe here, it was 

the space. His line was on the grass, though Joe wasn’t ready to start trying to catch anything yet. 

Instead he felt like drifting for a little while longer and hoped the fifty or so yards between him and 

the two men to his left was enough to keep out conversation. 

Joe hadn’t felt right in himself since seeing Bobby at the cafe. He’d been drunk because his giro had 

come in too. And Joe always spoiled himself a bit on giro day. He hadn’t meant to rant on. Seeing his 

son excited him, it made him feel young again. As if he was going to have a fight too; seeing his son 

made Joe remember he was a boxer.  

He could see Bobby had taken the betting the wrong way too. It was a compliment, not an insult to 

their pact as father and son. It was the way Joe showed faith in fighters: you put your money where 

your mouth was.  

He’d always loved it when people put money on him. He’d found a nice little slot for himself in 

between the Irish and the Jewish East End corners. It was and had always been his home and he had 

less to prove than those who’d come in after. This wasn’t their home. It was Joe’s. English born and 

bred. Cheapside to Clapton Ponds. Roast potatoes, pints and piccalilli; salad cream and a boiled egg 

for breakfast. Never a penny yet always a pint. A good home boy. He’d gone in the ring with all of 

them.  

He’d taken a few knocks, but he loved that too. Seeing the County Kerry boys getting the rages, their 

black eyes getting darker and darker, their faces redder and redder. Marked by their silver crucifixes. 

He finished his can and stretched his legs out a little. They shook. Joe looked at his bony ankles 

peeking from below his trousers, his knees up and arse cold on the dewy floor of the bank. His black 
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slip-on shoes worn and sore on the heel. He put his tongue to where his back teeth used to be and 

could taste the rot. All his beautiful body broken down into bad breath.  

The air was warm and breezy. Joe felt himself starting to relax. He and this canal were friends; they’d 

been here a long time and were going nowhere. The soul of East London was here. The pregnant 

underbelly.  

Joe missed the little old doxies that used to work this damp path. He’d had some nice blowjobs by 

nightfall in the crooked turns of the canal. And in the dark, the faces of the women sucking him off 

disappeared. Headless prostitutes of the night. The canal was once a place of  chaos, lust and flesh. 

Bellies and breasts. Not anymore. There was the odd one, here and there. But they looked lost, far 

away from home. Eastern European virgins. All Catholic of course. The inexperienced prostitute new 

to the game, heading to where she thought she ought, asking for business like she was asking for 

directions.  

I can’t afford you, Joe would smile sadly.  

He hadn’t the heart to tell Daphne about little Theresa scuttling up and down here, breaking through 

the darkness with her blade-like heels.  

I can’t afford you. I can’t afford anything.  

Joe turned to his left. He was getting pissed.  

The same two old Irish boys. Same two travellers who were here at night; who were always here.  The 

ones he’d seen out and about for as long as he’d known.  

Joe wondered. Then thought the better of it. It was a bad idea probably.  

Joe opened up another can. 

They were sitting and drinking and staring out to the canal too. Occasionally muttering to each other. 

There was a bark about the way they spoke. A coil of lead was set on the grass beside one on them, 

just next to his feet.  

Joe went to his pocket and felt the twisted-up ten pound note.  

He started to walk. One foot in front of the other. Careful now, Joe.  

Back in the day, men got their guard up when Joe came near and would be ready for talk to take a bad 

turn after a few too many. Now he didn’t scare anyone. He was just there to be mocked.   

The two men looked Joe over and waited for him to come closer before they nodded. They knew who 

he was too. There was village history between them.  

‘What about ya.’ 

‘Alright there, Joe.’ 

Civil but not pleasant. 
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As much as no one was scared of Joe, Joe was scared of no one. He smiled his gap-tooth smile and 

bent his body a little to shake their hands. 

‘You having a nice afternoon?’ 

The two men frowned up at him. Their hands double the size of Joe’s. They were sat on chairs meant 

for fishing. One wore his slippers with white socks, suit trousers and a white cotton shirt. The other, 

who was meatier than his friend, wore a grey tracksuit, like an old prison-boy tracky, with a pair of 

workman’s boots. They both had gold watches on their wrists. Their faces pink and clean shaven. 

Dark-haired and dark-eyed. Both had the familiar round, red noses, pimpled and scarred and broken 

over time.  

‘Not bad. Yerself?’ 

Only one of them was doing the talking. The one in the grey tracksuit. 

‘Not bad. Caught much?’ 

‘Not today, no.’ 

They spoke in lilting London-Irish. Like music. Joe listened. 

‘Course, course. Lovely down here.’ 

The man turned back to the canal. Both were turned from Joe, neither knowing why he had come over 

and neither too bothered.  

‘You know about the fight, do ya?’ 

The grey man turned back. ‘One with your boy in?’ 

Joe swelled inside. Yeah, his boy. His Bobby boy. 

‘That’s the one.’ 

‘Aye, what about it?’ 

Joe had to reel them in like eels. They’d wrestle with him like eels too. ‘Well, I’m reckoning my 

boy’s gonna do it quick. No offence to you lot, but your sort are alright between a couple of cars, on 

gravel and that, but you ain’t got the art of the ring down.’ 

‘You telling me our Connor can’t fight?’ 

Joe fluttered in excitement. ‘I just mean, you know, Bobby’s the real stuff.’ 

Now the other man turned around. He had big busted lips. He leaned into his friend. 

‘He’s just a drunk.’ 

Joe kept on. 

‘Bobby can take anyone on, anywhere, under any rules. He don’t care. I’m saying I don’t fancy your 

boy’s chances against him. He’ll be wasted in two rounds.’ 
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The men laughed. 

‘You ever seen Connor fight, have ya?’ 

‘Nah, but I heard what he can do. I heard what he’s done.’ 

‘Aye, he’s a vicious little fucker.’ 

Joe’s legs were growing weak.  

‘Look, I got to back my boy here because he’s my boy, and I am willing to put real money on it.’ 

Grey tracksuit coughed.  

‘Money on that fight? How much?’ 

Joe went big. He was going to win this. ‘Two hundred.’ 

The men cocked their head and squinted into the sun.  

‘Sure, that’s piss-up-the-wall money.’ 

He smiled and looked them both in the eye. 

‘Bring it to the game.’ 

The man in grey held out his big hand out covered in claddaghs and sovereigns. 

They shook hands. Joe could feel the hard metal press against his fingers as they squeezed his hand 

tight.  

‘We’ll come find the money, Joe. So make sure you have it. It wouldn’t be a fair fight between us if 

you didn’t.’ 

Joe grinned. 

‘Don’t worry chaps, I will.’ 

And Joe turned. Shuffling back, his rickety legs creaking in pain as he stepped one foot in front of the 

other, wondering where Daphne might be so he could ask her for the money.  He could feel the trickle 

of wee coming down his right leg and willed himself to get back to his chair quicker. Not from fear. 

But from standing too long, and because he was an old, sick man. He was fading, Joe was. He could 

feel it. 
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18.  

He and Derek had started early, before anyone else got in. Bobby was already soaked through from 

his run when he walked into the gym. Beer, sweat, shot, steam and fat, all crackling hot and wet on his 

skin. He’d woken to the same sweet smell he’d fallen asleep to. The fresh, clean laundered sheets 

done by his Mum. It was like she knew just how to make things good again when he needed. He stank 

now. In the gym he trained hard and made it hurt. It was too little and too late, but he had to catch up. 

Breathless from his run and out of practice, he took the rope with a banging  heart and skipped with 

heavy feet. Connor did his training with Denny. Said he didn’t want to come in until the fight was 

over.  

‘Lighter.’ 

Bobby tried to push the weight from his ankles and toes upwards, into his gut, his carriage and to his 

shoulders. He tried to dance. He bounced and bounced. Feeling a burn and a pain in his chest that he 

ignored. He was thirsty.  

‘Two more rounds and you’re done. Take it easy now. You want some left for tomorrow.’ 

Derek sat in a chair with a cup of coffee and gave his orders. The gym, clean and polished from the 

late-night cleaners had air that was thick with bleach and Bobby breathed in the fumes as he skipped. 

Nimble, straight-backed, neck thick and still, his eyes at the wall.  

On the floor. Crunches. Deep rods of hot pain through his belly. Stitches kicking in. He’d not been 

paying attention to his body and it was playing up. All those cigarettes, fluffing up his arteries in soot 

and crap. Turning red to black. Like old, drying blood. He felt he was filled with it. 

Bobby thought about those soldiers who were fighting in the war. Boys his age. Boys he knew. As he 

sweated and strained, he imagined them crouched down in deserts, shot at and bleeding. He thought of 

all those coffins being carried back home and he felt like he should be fighting real fights like that. 

Guilty for not being there, he trained harder. This was his war. 

Keep going Bobby. 

‘Okay, stop for a minute.’ 

Bobby did three more and lay his body flat. Panting, he put his hands to his heart. 

‘Fuck me. I’m fucking dying.’ 

Derek laughed. 

‘You used to be tougher than this. What happened?’ 

‘Fuck knows.’ Bobby’s voice was broken. He could hardly get the words out.  

Derek walked over and put out a hand out. Bobby took it. Derek was a big old beast of a man and 

hauled Bobby up no problem.  

‘You can’t die out there. Not if you want to go through this tournament seriously.’ 

On his feet, Bobby shook out the sweat from his hair like a dog. 
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‘When you’ve had some water we’ll get in the ring for a little spar.’ 

‘It won’t be a long fight.’ 

Derek frowned. ‘I wish it wasn’t you two fighting.’ 

 ‘I already beat him once.’ 

Derek gave Bobby a towel. ‘That’s why I’m worried.’ 

Bobby wiped at his face. 

‘You know what they did back in the old days?’ 

‘What?’ 

‘Back in the day, they’d blind the big, strong bear. Blind him and make him go crazy by putting fire in 

his ears and on his back. Then the people would try and whip him. And the crazy bear had to wait 

until these little men got near before he could rip them apart. But they never got near to him, you see. 

They just whipped him and the bear would go mad and crazier and crazier. Because he had no one to 

fight.’ 

Bobby stared at Derek. He wasn’t getting his trainer’s poetry.  

‘Derek, what the fuck are you talking about?’ 

‘Don’t go mad or crazy. This fight isn’t going to feel good.’ 

All these years they’d worked and sweated together, Bobby forgot Derek cared about him. It made 

him feel shy.  Derek hadn’t let him put a foot wrong in the ring and where he could help it, outside of 

it too. When Bobby came in to train after a Friday night fight, it was Derek who’d dress the cuts, 

bandage him up and set him straight on the road again. A few words of care. It stuck in Bobby’s head. 

It didn’t stop him getting into fights out there, on streets, but it stuck in Bobby’s head that this man 

cared enough to hold his hand now and again.  

‘You’re the only big bear, Derek.’ 

Bobby leapt right on Derek’s back and wrapped his muscled arms around Derek’s thick neck, holding 

on as Derek spun left to right, letting out a strange little giggle for a man so large as he tried to shake 

Bobby off. Bobby clutched onto his big back and laughed with him. 

Derek's  forehead was shiny with fresh sweat. ‘Glad you’re not a heavyweight.’ 

He strolled up and down outside the ring, trying to get his breath back.  

‘I mean it though. Don’t get crazy no more. I never won a fight being crazy. This is a big fight. It will 

lead to bigger  and better fights after that.’ 

The sounds of the gym starting to come alive.  

‘Just win. It’s all you have to do.’ 
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Bobby ducked, his body perfectly lowered, gliding under the ropes and standing up again, tall, inside 

the ring. Derek finished lacing up his gloves.  

The big man moved as elegantly as his bear-shaped body would allow, and Bobby skipped around 

him, dancing to his punches.  Ducking and weaving and jabbing the air. He could feel the blades in 

his back move. He liked this bit. The bit where he danced. When he could smell his sweat and knew 

he was getting rid of the poisons he’d been carrying. It was a relief forgetting, even putting Chloe out 

of his mind. Sometimes he felt it was just much better to be by himself and away from the blinding 

lights and heat of a girl, even a nice one. That was the heat that made you crazy.  

They struck silent air-punches at each other without talking. Their eyes focused and their glare heavy 

on keeping away from the moving fists.  

Bobby was nervous about his Mum and Dad being in the same room. Maggie would’ve never missed 

her son’s fights, even though she hated seeing them. She’d been going to them since he was a little 

bean of a boy, sharp elbows and bony, bruised knees, weighed down the gloves. She’d been there 

when he’d had his first cut. Some tough little kid had managed to catch him on the cheek and had split 

it. She’d rushed to his side, right into the ring, in front of everyone. Derek had to gently take her back 

out. 

‘It’s alright. We got it. He’s got to learn, Mags.' 

But once Bobby had seen her crying, he’d felt his own start and he knew she’d seen the tear come out 

of his eye. He’d turned from her, desperate for her not to see him crying. It was her face, as pale as 

his. She worried so much about Bobby.  

Joe had taken her hand and taken her out of the little gym.  

‘Maggie you can’t do that to him. He sees you upset and he’ll cry. You can’t do that to the boy.’ 

‘Wake up!’ 

Bobby had started to daydream and Derek popped a play jab on his jaw.  

‘Wake up or next time that will hurt.’ 

Bobby shook it out.  

 ‘Hit the bag.’ 

Bobby ducked under the ropes again and went to the bag. He stroked it with the same pressure each 

time. Again and again and again and again. Then harder. Then harder and harder. 

‘Good, that’s good, Bobby.’ 

This was good. He liked to keep punching. You could never do this to someone’s face without 

destroying them. Wasn’t possible, to just keep hitting them.  Their cheek would cave right through, 

like a mine explosion. Hollowed and full of rubble. He’d only ever come close once. It was outside a 

club and it’d been brewing all night long. The old stare-outs. Someone knew someone’s girlfriend and 

someone didn’t like the way he’d done something months ago and was still sore about it. It was all 

bollocks. He knew from the way the air got quiet for a second that he was going to be set upon. There 

was always a moment in the air, where it went still and quiet, and the nerves through the spine began 
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to tingle and flutter, sending bolts of energy to the neck and arms, down to the fists. When the back 

got straight and the jaw got stiff and the tongue pressed tight against the roof of the mouth. So he went 

in first. Grabbed the man by the neck and smashed him there and then before anyone could tear him 

off. He pummelled until the blood was a pretty purple.  

‘I haven’t mentioned the girl.’ 

Bobby stopped and held the bag. ‘You what?’ 

‘The girl. I don’t think you should bring her.’ 

‘Why not?’ 

‘Because you won’t fight as hard.’ 

‘She won’t change the way I fight. No one can change the way I fight.’ 

Derek shook his head. ‘You like her, don’t you?’ 

Bobby, still holding the bag, felt awkward talking about this with Derek. 

‘Yeah, I think she’s okay.’ 

‘So don’t bring her.’ 

Bobby knew he’d feel a bit nervous with her there. But he thought that might make him fight harder.  

‘You see that crazy fire in your ear? She’s your crazy fire. Don’t bring her. Trust me. I know.’ 

Bobby smiled. 

‘Ah, Derek, you been stung by a woman?’ 

Derek leaned his big body on the ropes and smiled. The ropes sagged.                                                                                                                       

‘Stung like a bee.’ 
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19.  

Maggie was laying the place out all nice. She’d done her shopping. Filled her basket with sausage 

rolls, mini pork pies, pizza and some crispy spring rolls. She’d got lemonade, some lime cordial for 

lager and lime, and fresh orange juice. Bobby liked that. She didn’t want him drinking tonight. Not 

the night before. He’d already let himself go.  

She went to the airing cupboard and took out a white tablecloth with lace edging. Smoothing it over 

the table, she put down place mats for the hot dishes and set down the bowls of crisps and cold snacks 

ready for when they arrived. The sausage rolls and pork pies she left cold. The spring rolls she’d heat 

up later with the pizzas. She put the huge chocolate cake in the fridge, next to the four-pack of lager. 

She chose not to buy any more than that because, while she had never been able to stop Joe drinking, 

she didn’t want to supply him with too much of the stuff. There’d be a can  each. And if Joe wanted 

more he could use his own money, which he didn’t have.  

She had Bobby and Chloe and Mikey coming round. And Joe too.  She always had a little get together 

before Bobby had a fight and she didn’t want to break tradition. Bobby had never been knocked out, 

or hurt too badly, and Joe had never not come round beforehand. Only then would Maggie keep it 

together and be nice. She had her superstitions..  

She had a bottle of white wine in the fridge they could share if they wanted.  Maggie took the 

daffodils from the TV room into the kitchen and put them in the middle of her spread.  

It looked nice. It looked very nice. With the place to herself for a short while, she went upstairs to run 

herself a bubble bath.  

In her dressing gown, sitting on the edge of the bath and watching the hot water getting higher and the 

bubbles get foamy.  She wondered what this Chloe was going to be like. She’d never met one of her 

son’s girls before. He’d never really set his eyes on one long enough to want to bring her home.  

She was pleased he wasn’t with that Theresa, with her nasty mouth and black little heart. Maggie 

knew damaged goods when she saw one.  She remembered the night Daphne had gone off with 

Denny. Not that she was one to talk given her record with Joe, but she had looked at her friend just 

before she let him buy her that first drink and told her with her eyes to keep away. Maggie didn’t 

believe in curses. But she thought in this case, Theresa was all that Daphne could ever have hoped for.  

She put in a little cold water and started to undress, hanging up the dressing gown on the back of the 

door, and leaving her slippers at the side with her white cotton nightie folded in a perfect square over 

the top of them. Without looking into the mirror at her body she stepped into the water. Letting her 

skin adjust to the heat she lowered herself in. She turned the cold tap off and lay back. Her whole 

body covered by water and foam except her belly, which after Bobby had never fallen flat again, and 

as she had got older the skin had become parched and sack-like, like an empty apricot. She rubbed a 

hand over it in a circle. She remembered being bruised there by Joe. He’d thrown her to the floor and 

her stomach had struck the edge of the bed before she fell completely, turning her belly purple.  

There’d be no chance of a baby now. Look what you’ve done, she’d said.  

And there wasn’t.  
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Days later, she wiped at something red on the toilet. Days after that, something  the size of a golf ball 

fell from her in a thick bubble of blood as Bobby played downstairs. Maggie stood staring at the thing 

until afternoon fell into evening, looking for a face. Until Bobby called for her. Then she flushed it  

away, washed her hands and went downstairs to carry on with the dinner.  

And hadn’t Joe cried when she’d told him. Hadn’t Joe always cried and said sorry when he’d ruined 

her life.  

As long as she didn’t have to just be in a room just the two of them she’d be ok today. But this Chloe. 

Maggie worried about a girl who’d lost her mum. That was a lot for a boy like Bobby to get his head 

around. Maybe it’d be the making of him. Maybe he’d learn to love someone.  

She soaped her body and scrubbed at her face hard. They’d be here soon. She hoped Bobby would get 

here first. Sitting with Mikey was almost as bad as sitting with Joe. The boy was a sweetheart, but he 

could hardly string a sentence together. He’d smoked so much of that stuff he could only talk in a 

stupor or this mad in-your-face energy that frightened Maggie. And it went from one to the other too 

quickly. Still, Bobby liked him and he loved Bobby. 

She left the bathroom to the sound of the water gurgling down the plughole. Hidden in her towel she 

hurried to her bedroom and dried herself off in a rush. She dressed how she always did when she had 

company: her black trousers and a cream knitted jumper with the gold trim. Thin enough for spring. 

She untied her hair and held it back on each side with hair combs and put tiny pearls in her ears.  

Not much make up. A touch of powder and some brown mascara. Maggie looked at her skin in the 

mirror. Dry as old bone. Old as she’d ever looked. And she used to be so pretty. She draped her damp 

towel over the end of her bed and made her way downstairs to carry on with the snacks. 

She emptied another packet of crisps into a bowl, just in case. It always looked better to have more 

than just enough. Maggie also poured herself a small glass of white wine and sat at her table waiting 

for people to come. It was a little early for her to start drinking. Four in the afternoon was still light 

and Maggie didn’t like a drink until after dark. But she was nervous.  

The wine felt nice and cold and, by the end of the glass, Maggie felt relaxed in time for the key to go 

in the door. 

Bobby. And Chloe. Here they were.  

She stood up at the table and tugged at her sleeves.  

‘Alright Mum.’ Bobby was nervous too. His voice was too loud.  

He came in to kiss her on the cheek.  

‘You alright?' 

Bobby’s eyes lit up at the table. ‘Starving.’  

He took a big handful of crisps.  

Chloe hovered at the doorway, just behind Bobby. She came up to his shoulder. Maggie took her in. 

She was pretty, and she had a nice neck. It was thin and long and with her hair up, she had the 

gracefulness of a ballerina.  
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Maggie beamed. ‘Hello love. Come in. Bobby, let her get through.’ 

Chloe moved forward, careful where she stepped. Maggie watched her son leave a hand on Chloe’s 

back as she walked into the kitchen, letting her know he was right behind her.  

Maggie took Chloe by the shoulders and gave her a hug. She was a delicate thing, smaller than 

Maggie, even.  

Bobby went to the fridge and took a jug of water out.  He offered a glass to Chloe who shook her head 

and smiled. 

Maggie had never been good at being sociable. She expected people to talk to her and that way she 

could reply with short answers. Bobby sat at the head of the table drinking and Chloe sat at the corner 

next to him.  

 ‘I got you some orange juice too.’ Maggie said. 

’You want orange juice?’ Bobby asked Chloe. 

Chloe shook her head and looked around the kitchen. It was cleaner than hers, with less fuss and 

things put away. It smelled of a hospital ward. So clean it was quiet.  

‘Let me get you both a plate of this and that, shall I?’ Maggie said. 

Bobby nodded. He stared at Chloe, sitting in his kitchen. He still couldn’t work out how it had 

happened. Here was someone so rare and tender, and somehow she had let him near her. He watched 

her looking around the room and suddenly felt embarrassed of his Mum’s dull and lonely neatness. Of 

the silly flowers in their plain, white vase. 

He nodded to Maggie. 

‘Please. Derek had me going hard today and I'm starving.’ 

 ‘Glass of wine, Chloe?’ 

‘Yes please.’ 

Her voice hung in the air.  

‘I’ll get the bottle out of the fridge. Let me just warm these little bits up.’ 

‘Lovely, thank you.’ 

Then there was a silence as Maggie pressed buttons on the microwave and took plates out of the 

cupboard.  

‘Good workout?’ 

‘Yeah, but tough.’ 

‘I told him he needed to look after himself a bit better, Chloe.’ 
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Maggie took the spring rolls out and put the pizza in. She started doing Bobby’s plate first and halved 

the portion for Chloe.  

‘Thank you for having me, Maggie.’ 

Her voice was calm and soft. Maggie felt aware of the way hers twanged and curled around the 

vowels.  

She went to the fridge and took out the wine, filling glasses up for Chloe and herself.  

‘Here you go. Bit of wine for the girls.’ 

Chloe smiled. She had a nice smile. 

With the food set in front of them, Maggie sat down with her drink and picked at a pork pie.  

‘It’s just a few bits. Nothing special.’ 

‘Got any salad cream, Mum?’ 

Maggie went to the fridge and gave it to her boy. Chloe had drunk half her wine but not touched her 

food. 

‘When’s Joe coming?’ 

Maggie felt a shiver. ‘I don’t know. He said from now ‘til whenever. It’s up to him to get here.’ 

Bobby gobbled his food. The thought of tomorrow stopping him tasting it. 

‘I seen Mikey. He’s on his way up.’ 

The door went. Maggie could see Chloe stiffen, shy of more company.  

‘Speak of the devil...’ Bobby put his pizza down and went to let him in. Mikey bowled through 

loudly, a can of Fosters in his hand. He’d put on some weight. 

Maggie turned her smile on again. ‘Sit down, Michael, I’ll get you a plate too.’ 

Mikey sat in Maggie’ chair as soon as she’d got up. He stared at Chloe.  

‘This is her, is it?’ 

Bobby frowned and gave him a cold, hard stare. 

‘Watch your manners.’ 

Mikey put his hand out. 

‘Sorry, sweetheart. My fucking manners. You alright? Nice to meet you.’ 

Chloe gave him a firm handshake and looked him in the eye.  If she was offended, she didn’t show it. 

‘And you.’ 

Maggie didn’t bother telling Mikey to not swear. It was easier to just let it go.  
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She put a plate at the table for him and leaned against the sink smiling dumbly at Chloe.  

 ‘You sorted it out with the missus yet?’ Bobby spoke with his mouth full. Mikey shrugged, his mouth 

also full. ‘She got sacked so she’s back at home again.’ 

Mikey winked at Bobby. Bobby looked down at his food. Chloe bit into a spring roll and chewed it 

slowly. She’d finished her wine and Maggie topped her up. 

‘You all ready for the fight then?’ 

Bobby shrugged. 

Mikey laughed, putting crisps in his mouth.  

‘Can’t you just wallop the geezer and you’re done? He’s blind anyway, isn’t he? What I heard. You 

fucked his eye right up.’ 

Bobby's eyes darted towards Chloe. She sipped at her glass of wine.  He hadn’t told her about the 

fight by the canal.  

Maggie remembered she was still nursing her mum and felt a wave of pity for her. 

‘Mikey, if that’s all boxing was about even you’d be able to do it.’ 

Mikey ate on. ‘I reckon I’d be alright.’ 

‘Mikey, you couldn’t jump out of the way if my mum tried to punch ya.’ 

Mikey put his arm up and squeezed Maggie’s right arm. ‘You’d never hit me would you, I’m a better 

son than him.’ 

Maggie laughed. She’d hoped, actually, that they’d all take a few bits from the table and go sit in the 

other room. That way she could at least sit next to Chloe on the sofa and get to know her a bit. Maggie 

watched them all eating and talking, until she couldn’t really hear them. Mikey’s laugh was loud and  

unkind.  She watched the bowls of food being eaten.  Still no Joe.  

‘Chloe, want to give me a hand with this cake?’ 

Maggie didn’t need help, but she could see the girl was rigid between the two boys.  

Chloe got out of her chair and stood quietly at the fridge.  

‘If I cut it, can you just pop a slice on a plate and give it to these two?’ 

‘Of course.’ 

They shared their duties in silence for a moment. 

‘You alright here? Excited about tomorrow?’ 

‘I think so. I've never seen a fight before. I don’t want to see him lose.’ 

Maggie looked at her, amused. ‘Oh he won’t lose. Never does.’ 
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Maggie put the dirty knife in the empty sink. ‘I can’t stand the things. For most of Bobby’s fights I’ve 

had my eyes to the floor or in a napkin.’ 

That got a smile out of Chloe. Sweet girl.  

‘Tell you what, let's sit together, shall we?’ 

Chloe smiled again. ‘That’d be nice.’ 

Joe still hadn’t turned up. Bobby would leave soon. The wine Maggie’d been drinking made her feel 

warmer now. She ruffled Bobby’s hair as she went passed him and went back to leaning against the 

sink. 

‘Right, Mum. We’re off down the pub for a couple.’ 

‘But you haven’t seen your dad yet... and you shouldn’t be drinking.’ 

Bobby looked at the clock. ‘He’s late. I’m going to be on the water, just need to take my mind off.’ 

Bobby needed company tonight. The fight began to choke up every room he was in like fog and he 

needed to step out for air. Thinking of Connor, Theresa and Denny made the walls close in on him. 

With chocolate around their mouths, Bobby and Mikey got up and kissed Maggie goodbye. Bobby 

hung back and gave her a longer hug too.  

‘I’ll be back later, Mum.’ 

Maggie held Chloe’s hand. 

‘Lovely to meet you. We’ll have a girlie chat just us two next time.’ 

 ‘That would be really nice.’ 

She walked in front of Bobby who hovered just behind her, so close he could smell her neck.  He 

whispered into her ear and she turned round to laugh as they left. 

Nice girl. 

Her home was still again. Joe wouldn’t be coming now. She wasn’t too surprised. His drinking was 

getting worse. He was getting worse.  

Chloe hadn’t touched her cake, so Maggie finished it for her. She took it to the TV room and switched 

it on. It was getting a little dark outside and she curled her feet under the cushions. It was nice, being 

on her own. Eating her cake. It was peaceful. She’d leave the tidying up until later and enjoy this. 

Each mouthful was rich and sweet and she licked her lips to keep the taste for longer. After she’d 

thrown the leftovers away and drained the last bit of wine, Maggie went to bed. It had gone last 

orders, but Bobby wasn’t home yet. As she dozed, her face free of her powder, Maggie heard the 

knock at her door.  

‘Maggie you old tart, let me in!’ 

The drunken messy drawl of a drunk Joe.  
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‘Got held up, let me in please.’ 

He knocked again. Feeble. Tired knocks from a hand that had no strength in it. 

‘Let me in, you old bitch.’ 

Croaking out the last little whisper of abuse.  

If Joe hadn’t aged into such a weak and wasted man, Maggie would have been scared lying there in 

the dark. Just like she used to be. But Joe wasn’t the man she married. He was just a drunk now and 

wouldn’t know how to punch. The knocking stopped.  

Maggie sighed. Joe was so stupid and drunk he’d forgotten she had a bell you could ring. She was 

pleased he had though, and, turning her head on the fresh, white pillow, Maggie closed her eyes and 

went to sleep. 
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20. 

‘Come and sit in the sun.’ 

She went over to him. They’d just got their first flat on the new estate. Not the first of its kind, but 

bigger and better than those Sixties blocks.  It wasn’t theirs, really. But they could make it theirs from 

the inside.  

It was 1984 and they’d just got married and the radio kept blaring on about the miner’s strike. 

Maggie’s Dad had been glad he had done most of his hard work as it was a rotten time to be young. 

He also said he was glad Joe wasn’t Jewish. He thought it had caused their family too many problems, 

too many chips on shoulders. He remembered Jewish boxers from Russia and Poland heading to 

America and turning their native surnames into Irish ones. Just so they could get treated with the 

respect of real fighters. Real bare-knuckle Boston boys. 

‘They had to get rid of the Yid in them. We’re too holy to be trusted. That’s the problem.’  

They were lucky enough to have a garden on their ground floor one-up, one-down. They were in love 

with each other enough to want to grow flowers in it. They were blessed that the sun was out today. 

Maggie pulled her skirt up and let the heat get to her thighs. Joe was topless in his pants, turning a 

lovely conker colour. Where he got his olive skin, Maggie didn’t know, but he turned brown in the 

summer quickly. Turned into a little Turk. She’d put lemonade on the little table for them both and 

she handed a glass to her husband. Joe downed the whole thing in one.  

‘Lovely.’ Then put his face back in the sun to burn.  

She looked over at him fondly. Honeymoon bliss. Neither could afford taking a week’s or even a 

day’s pay cut for a holiday so they’d just decided to spend a weekend together in their very first 

garden.  

‘I’ll probably have a go at doing some tomatoes over there.’ 

Joe leaned up on his elbows and imagined a cluster of plants in the small stretch of soil by the wall.  

‘Be nice, wouldn’t it?’ 

He looked to his new wife and she smiled and nodded. 

‘And I’ll do some nice sweet peas over there. Get some cuttings from my mum.’ 

Joe was lying down again. He hummed some song and tapped the grass. ‘Yeah, we can make it into 

something, this place.’ 

That was what she loved. How he was happy in his own head; she loved how Joe kept it simple. He 

had his wife, he had his garden, and he had the tunes in his head ready to hum.  

Maggie studied his sunbathing body, from his tanned feet to the legs, too skinny for a boxer, he was 

much more of a dancer. His lean stomach that dipped at the gut, not letting on that he liked a drink. 

He had a scar across his waist where he’d fallen off a ladder and scraped it on an iron nail. He had 

another; a newish, baby-pink fleshy scar on his shoulder from falling off a motorbike. It had burned 
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and bled at the same time, ripping skin off like wet paper. Maggie didn’t like the feel of it when she 

stroked his chest at night.  

Maggie looked up at his face. The nose broken. Some huge black chap with long arms, Joe had said. 

Joe was a different weight, had no chance of winning. Joe was feather. This man was heavy, Joe had 

said. His arms were like a spider’s, so quick it was like he had eight of them. ‘We should have never 

been in the same ring.’  

And his left eye, twisted just slightly, the lid closing and slanted from a fight with the traveller lot. 

The stitches went in and came out, and the eye was never straight again. Joe was what they called a 

bleeder. When he was cut open, he was hard to close up again.  

 Maggie loved and hated learning about his scars and where they came from. Joe’s body was a story.  

His hair had gone a light peppery brown and was greased into a rockabilly quiff, and his nose that 

leaned to the left freckled in the sun. From here, he looked like a pretty boy.  

 Joe hated that he was so pretty, so nippy and light; almost dainty. It was a mystery to Maggie why 

he’d had a go at fighting. Stick thin as kid, his strength must have all come from inside, because 

although Joe had muscle and a shaped body, he wasn’t a big man. Despite this, he’d win fights with 

men twice his size. Maggie didn’t know how he did it. But he nearly always did.  

She lay down too, happy in their little garden. Excited to dig up the old earth and put in new bulbs, 

seeds and plants. Her little skinny legs turning their own shade of honey. She wiggled her red painted 

toes that matched the swimsuit she was wearing underneath her denim mini and yellow t-shirt, her 

silver-blonde hair tied up with a big bow.  She could smell Imperial Leather soap on her skin, and 

could hear the kids outside playing with footballs and having water fights. Yelping as buckets of 

water were thrown over their small bony bodies. She liked the sound of children playing; it was a 

friendly noise.   

Maggie put a hand on her belly to warm the heartbeat inside her.   

Four months and she had a good bump. He was going to be a big boy, this one. Maggie had a feeling 

she was going to have a boy. She didn’t think Joe would have it any other way. They’d call it Bobby. 

They’d settled on that. It was an easy name; a name the world would like. 
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21.  

Chloe had got drunk. She was in a pub she didn’t know with men she’d just met and the drinks 

slipped down easy. Bobby had stayed true and drank water all night. He could not afford to lose 

anymore.  

He thought about telling her to slow down, but it wasn’t his place. Not yet. Instead he made sure they 

got a taxi home and led her gently back to his. Bobby put his hands on her lower back and guided her 

through his front door. She sat back at the kitchen table again, now spotless, shining and clean. Not a 

dish on the table.  Maggie had tidied the evening away.  

Bobby took out what was left of the chocolate cake. With his hands he broke off chunks and took 

huge mouthfuls. Then, with icing still on his fingers, he took Chloe’s face in his hands and pulled it 

towards him carefully. He kissed her.  

She wiped her mouth when he pulled away. Wiping away his spit and the chocolate icing.  

‘Come upstairs.’ 

Chloe was weak in her legs and she fell into Bobby. 

They tiptoed up the stairs and she giggled when a step creaked. Bobby watched her ahead of him. She 

looked back and grinned. Her hair had come out of its knot and fell down her neck, straight and black. 

He put his hands around her waist, so strong it was like he was lifting her over each stair. At the top 

he kissed her again. 

‘Is your Mum asleep?’ 

Bobby nodded but even so they walked quietly as they could down the corridor to his room. He 

switched on the light and she looked at his bare white walls, at the nakedness of the room. It was like 

walking into a doctor’s surgery. Chloe sat on Bobby’s bed and waited to be seen. Her head running 

with drink and dizziness but she was excited. 

Bobby took off his trainers and looked at her. His deep frown gone and his face open and kind. He sat 

down next to her and held her hand. 

‘You want some water?’ 

 Chloe shook her head, smiled back and sighed. Smelling the beer-bitter fumes from her own breath. 

His cold, white room was spinning a little.  

‘Here, lie down a little.’ 

Chloe lay at the foot of the bed on her side. Bobby lay next to her, and rested his hand on her stomach.  

He took her hand with the ring on the finger. He kissed it and she laughed, pulling it away from him 

and rolling onto her back to kick off her shoes. Bobby sat up again to take his own off, then the rest of 

his clothes. He stood in front of her for a few moments. Chloe stood up too and stared at his statue of 

skin, muscle and shape. She took her right hand and pressed it on his chest. 

‘You nervous?’ She grinned and he saw her wolf-tooth. 
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 Bobby towered over her and smiled. He undressed her, leaving her knickers on and bent down to kiss 

her neck and stomach, ticklish as his mouth met the sides of her waist. She lay back down on the bed, 

bringing his face to hers. Bobby bowed his head, obedient, and moved down her body, kneeling 

down. He stopped, his fingers pulling at her knickers. 

‘Can I?’ 

She nodded. 

‘You don’t need to ask.’ 

But Bobby wanted to ask. He took her knickers off with his big hands with a gentleness he wasn’t 

used to and felt clumsy. 

Chloe swallowed, she felt the white wine and beer repeating in her mouth as she lay there. He moved 

his way up again and kissed her on the lips. He knew he was heavy and was trying not to be, propping 

himself up with his arms. Chloe held onto the back of his neck with both hands to bring his full 

weight to her. She kissed him hard. Bobby stopped to catch his breath and lifted his head to look at 

her. Chloe kissed him again. Even harder. She slipped her body from under him, so she was on top. 

She pinned down his shoulders. She lowered herself on him. The muscles inside her thighs stretching, 

her head back, her stomach tense and strong. 

Bobby‘s hands held her waist. Holding on as he moved with her. Their bodies dipping and rolling into 

each other. Fitting into other for the first time. Every time she pushed down on him tears of relief 

rolled down Chloe’s face. She was breathing again.  She put her fingers over his mouth before balling 

her hand into a fist he could bite. He turned them over and for a second she let herself feel the comfort 

of his big frame and heavy weight on her body as she locked her legs around his back, her skin damp 

in the dim light of his room. She dug her nails into his sides and then in a new breath she switched 

them round, her legs still wrapped tight around him. He gazed up at her, unsure of himself.  Turned on 

because he was unsure of himself. She stared at him. She made him keep his eyes on her. 

‘Keep looking at me.’ 

Whispering into his ear as she bent to him, holding tight to the nape of his neck. His breathing choked 

and dry, his body seizing up stiff, his eyes rolling to the ceiling.  

She stayed on top of him, searching his face. He put his left hand out for her, blindly, and she slid off 

to lie next to him. He turned and held her, kissing her messily on the side of her face and on her 

mouth, before his head sank into pillow and he fell asleep. Twitching and dreaming as his fingers 

loosened and let go. Chloe closed her eyes and put her hand back in his. Her skin hot. She moved 

closer and he draped a sleepy arm around her. She fell asleep to the rhythm of Bobby’s breathing. 

 

* * * 

 

Bobby woke up to a girl he wanted to hold. He held her, squeezing her to him as she stirred awake, 

trying not to hurt her. He nuzzled his nose in her neck, feeding off her, before he had to get out of bed. 

As the morning of his fight glowed through the window and shone on Chloe’s face, he shook off the 
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dream he’d had about being a bear in a cage, with Connor lighting fireworks from a bridge and them 

landing on his skin. Skin which had no fur and was human; it was his skin and he wasn’t a bear 

anymore.  

But it was not Chloe in his dream, it was Theresa. Connor was dangling her over the bridge by the 

knots in her hair extensions and she was laughing, her skinny little body in flames.  
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22. 

He’d asked Chloe to stay for breakfast, but she said she wanted to give him space before the fight.   

Shy and sweet around each other the morning after. He watched her get dressed and smiled, noticing 

the chipped nail colour on her toes. He’d held her hand before she left and when she went to leave he 

held it tighter. He sat down to porridge made by Maggie. It wouldn’t go down his throat. 

Maggie knew better than to talk too much on a morning like this and moved from one side of the 

kitchen to another in silence, handing him more hot toast and new mugs of instant coffee.  

Bobby’s hands were shaking and he felt like he was going to be sick. Nerves. He needed a cold 

shower. Cold to get his heart going.  Bag packed and body clean, raw and hard for his fight, Bobby 

kissed his Mum goodbye. She smiled, keeping it light for him. No nerves here.  

He had his head down low when he left the front door.  

The sun had gone in now. The estate, a grey mess of tall buildings, a box of concrete, tilted toward 

Bobby and he felt dizzy. Kids cycled around each other, turning before they crashed wheels. He 

walked to the strip of shops: the newsagent, the Coral, the corner pub that belonged to their estate; the 

Mosque that stood a few streets down. The pub they’d gone to last night. Pint glasses still stacked up 

on the window ledge and on the ground.  

He thought he’d walk today. Walking was real and his head needed to be clear. As he walked, he tried 

hard to push the memory of last night with Chloe to one side, and by the time he turned the corner 

Bobby got into mode. He pushed back his shoulders and felt his body tense and harden.  He walked 

like he meant it. Mikey was waiting outside for him at the top of the stairs. Sunlight and shadow on 

the old bricks of the hall. Ghosts of the boxers still there.  

Mikey stood in the shadows. He too was hungover and puffing away into the morning. But at least 

he’d made the effort to come and walk in with Bobby. His personal entourage. Mikey opened the door 

for him. 

 ‘Move that smoke out my face.’ 

Mikey smiled. ‘You better win this quick so I can go back to bed.’ 

Inside, Bobby felt the same pride he always felt when he boxed here. A grand, theatrical home. Plush, 

big and special. Where his Granddad had once roared against the ropes. His Dad too. When the lights 

went up and the people sat, waiting for a good fight, Bobby felt the lovely hunger and fear. He wanted 

and would win this fight. He could feel the footprints of champions and hear the sounds of knockout 

punches on tough, concrete jaws. The sound of the shouting trainers; the sore limping losers wobbling 

out of the ring,  grabbing onto ropes to keep them up; the winners filling out the four corners with 

their swelling eyes and pride.  

Bobby loved this place and he loved all of what it meant.  

‘There he is.’ 
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Derek came over from where he was sitting and waiting and took Bobby’s body in his, holding him in 

a big, bear hug. He shook Mikey’s hand. Mikey could barely look up but grinned as big as he could, 

before sloping over to the vending machine to get his coffee.  

Bobby winked at Derek and moved to the gym.  

‘We’re going to feel it out, Derek.’ 

Derek nodded and him lead the way; Bobby carrying his gym bag with Mikey trailing behind, two 

polystyrene cups in his hands.  

Bobby still liked being there nice and early. Earlier than he needed to be because Bobby liked to walk 

around the hall first, breathing in and owning the space.  Mikey sat on a chair in the ring, taking his 

hat off and rubbing his balding head.  

‘Your missus is a bit quiet, isn’t she? Nice though.’ 

‘I like them quiet.’ 

‘Not your usual type though, is she?’ 

‘That's what I like about her.'  

Bobby looked at Mikey.  

Mikey shrugged. ‘Don’t get me wrong. I’m not talking bad about her. Just didn’t think you’d like 

someone like that so much. ‘ 

Bobby shrugged. It was none of Mikey’s business.  

‘Just never seen you like this.’ 

Mikey sipped his coffee, his eyes meeting Bobby over the cup. ‘She good in bed? Is that’s why she’s 

done you over?’ 

He let out a throaty laugh. Bobby didn’t smile. Instead he walked over to his friend and whispered in 

his ear.  

‘Shut your mouth.’ 

Mikey stepped back and yawned. ‘I thought you're not meant to fuck before a fight.’ 

He took another cigarette out and started to head outside.  

‘When’s this fight, anyways?’ 

Bobby paced up and down, before stopping to lean his body onto the ropes, his arms hanging over the 

top one. He told himself it was no big deal. But he looked up at the empty chairs and knew they would 

fill up and he knew he had to win.  Bobby bounced around the ring like he was on springs. Bouncing 

in, jabbing and punching quick-quick-quick. He wanted it done and dusted by the second. He wanted 

to win and he wanted to go home.  
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Bobby picked up his bag and went to change. Another empty room. The same bleach-clean smells and 

the same hard loneliness Bobby felt before every fight. He much preferred doing it on the street. Less 

planning and more feeling. He had no cause behind hurting Connor. No cause other than to keep 

people coming to the club, for boys to see what it was all about. Roping in some ginger gypo because 

everyone wanted to see a gypo bashed up. Same way everyone used to love seeing a white boy do a 

black boy in the ring at the time when his Dad was fighting. Same English pride. Same English 

nonsense.  

Bobby got undressed and sat for a while in his boxer shorts, just breathing. His head down between 

his knees. He rolled his shoulder blades and tilted his head from side to side. He put on new, clean 

tracksuit bottoms and a new hoodie. Dark grey on grey. Prison cell kit. He put the hoodie up and his 

socks and running trainers back on. He’d wait in here for a while, until it was time.  

Bobby closed his eyes and felt his fear.  

The changing room door banged open against the wall.  

Bobby opened one eye and saw it was Connor.  

Connor Finn carried in his hand a pair of shorts and around his neck hung a pair of red leather gloves. 

Already in his kit he had nothing else on him but a crinkling smile and a mouth of yellow teeth and a 

box of cigarettes in his hands.  

He sat on a bench opposite Bobby.  

It would have been so sweet and easy to do Connor now. But Bobby didn’t have the rage and he 

didn’t have the fire. Bobby simply couldn’t be bothered to even swing for Connor, even if he was 

sitting there staring at Bobby trying to rile him up. 

‘We allowed to smoke in here, are we?’ 

Bobby waited before answering. Doing everything not to react.  

‘You know we aren’t.’  

Connor took his first drag and blew the smoke into Bobby’s space, staring through him again with his 

mismatched eyes.  

All this pre-fight showing off. Bobby sat calm and still and smiled. He looked at Connor’s body and 

the tattoos on his lower arms that looked like he’d done it himself with a stencil and bottle of blue ink.  

Connor kept blowing the smoke into Bobby’s way.  

‘I don’t blame you for having a go on Theresa. She’s a good ride.’ 

Bobby said nothing. 

‘You went a few times with her, didn’t you?’ 

Bobby stayed still. 

‘You know you’re not the only one though, don’t you?’   
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He’d heard people saying things. It was a nasty way to keep her down. He knew Theresa moved 

around, but not in that way. Whatever else he thought about Theresa, he knew she didn’t do that.   

‘She’s not like that.’  

Connor laughed. ‘You care a bit more about her than you think.’ 

‘I couldn’t care less about her.’ 

‘You care less than me, but you care. She’s got a piece of you.’ 

Connor leaned forward, his baby face gone bad, sounding blocked up as he held smoke in his mouth. 

‘When she was fucking you, did you ever feel that lump at the back of her head?’ 

Bobby had. He’d heard different stories about how Theresa got hurt.  

Connor smiled. 

Bobby licked his lips, trying to keep his manner cool.  

‘Why you smoking before a fight?’ 

‘Because I can.’ 

 ‘The fight mean nothing?’ 

Connor looked around. He grinned big and wide, messy and sprawling.  

‘It means a lot to me.’ 

Bobby looked up at the clock. Not long. 

Connor threw his cigarette on the floor, next to Bobby’s foot. They both looked at it, the smoke 

curling up into Bobby’s eyes. Connor winked. Bobby stamped it out and went back to looking at 

Connor. At his freckled face, covered in nicks and cuts. The cut Bobby made had gone the deepest.  

 The clock ticked on and they looked keen at each other, ready.  ‘Can’t use your gold in the ring.’ 

Before Connor could say anything else, the changing room door opened again and Derek filled the 

doorway, smiling and clapping his hands. 

‘The two big lads. The warriors. Look at you sitting here so polite and calm. Like proper sportsman. 

You wouldn’t get many sitting together before a fight.’  

The two boys turned to look at Derek.  

He frowned.  

‘Smoking?’ 

‘That’s me, Derek.  Sorry, I was just feeling the nerves, you know?’ 

Bobby picked up his bag. 
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‘You know that’s madness before a fight.’ Derek warned. 

Connor shrugged.  

‘I need what I need. My body is different to other people’s.’ 

Derek looked nervous. He knew he was losing his best boxers today.  

‘It’s time. Come on boys. After me.’ 
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23. 

About four hundred had showed up at York Hall. For an amateur fight, there was the dark weight of a 

professional bout in the air.  An anxiety about these two meeting. Those who knew Bobby and 

Connor as fighters knew they both threw punches and liked giving a good fight. They could go 

professional if they kept fighting. Though it was harder to do in amateur, both could end fights by 

knockout. The first stage of the North East Divisions. Two boys from the same club. It was unlucky 

and it was unfair. But it would also end the bad blood. This would finish one of them. The crowd 

looked unsettled in their seats, their eyes burning the canvas, waiting to see someone get hurt.   

When he got checked Bobby wasn’t sure if he’d get passed through. The cigarettes and the drink and 

the rage had made him toxic. Derek had carefully wrapped up Bobby’s hands, taking care to make the 

gauze a second skin, whistling as he did it to calm Bobby’s nerves. The lights were bright and the 

talking loud. The rows nearest to Bobby were full of local faces. Bobby’s name had been called and 

he’d walked alone to the ring.  He smiled at those he knew briefly, before keeping his head down. He 

held a blue glove in the air, ignoring all the heckling and abuse that echoed round the hall. Some of 

the travellers boys stood up to say their piece  until finally one of the old trainers got up out of his seat 

and told them  to shut up and let the boys fight. 

‘They’re from the same fucking club.’ 

Bobby couldn’t help but look for her. In the middle of the faces. In the middle of the threat and noise, 

he wanted to find something still. Chloe and his Mum sat above, in the balcony, side by side, his 

Mum’s handbag on her lap and a cream headscarf in her hands to blindfold herself against anything 

she didn’t want to see. Men shouted around them, but they both said nothing. Chloe sat with a straight 

back, her face a blank calm as she looked around her. Head to toe in black, her silver cross hanging 

over her jumper and her hair up in her ballet-dancer bun. Her face turned to stare blankly into the ring 

waiting for it to begin. She caught his eye and smiled. He nodded and smiled back, and for a second 

wished he hadn’t. 

Joe was on time for this. The one thing he’d have the get-up-and-go for. Lapping it up like he was the 

one fighting. He sat with Daphne, the two of them reeking of drink and giggling like children, in the 

same row as Maggie and Chloe. Mikey sat next to Joe, still tired, taking his hat off to dab at his brow, 

sweating out last night’s coke. Mikey had never called time on his friendship with Bobby’s dad, he 

still had a soft spot for the man who’d taken him out to play football as a boy.  Bobby could make out 

his Dad’s leg shaking. Joe was alive, in his zone. He sat jabbing the hot air. Shadow boxing in his 

seat. They said the mighty Joe Louis once fought with concussion. Some boxers could keep on going, 

with all the courage of a headless chicken.  

A row was filled with the old boys from the club. Other trainers and old fighters who’d come to wish 

Bobby luck. They sat with grace and weight, sizing up the travellers like a mafia. The two kids on 

their bikes from the park were at the front, grinning up at the ring. Hairlines pushing their dark hair 

forward under their hooded tops. Lots of leather jackets, even though the evening was warm. Others 

in plain collared t-shirts with jeans. Rows of skinny wives glittering in gold and diamante, skittish like 

colts as they yapped to each other on show. Their faces made up like pharaohs.  Shimmer on their lips 

and curls strung up in sparkles.  

The referee itched about the ring in his white shirt. Bobby looked up into the lights, blinking and 

breathing as he felt his body stiffen up as he moved his mouth guard around.  
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Connor had been called first and stood in his corner. Same weight, same height. Bobby in blue shorts 

and Connor in red. 

When Bobby walked into the ring, Connor came towards him smiling. Bobby kept a straight face.  

‘You’ll remember this day, Bobby. ' 

Bobby’s body stiffened and he spoke quietly. ‘You fucking won’t. You’ll remember fuck all.’ 

Connor squinted, his scar a flash of lightning on his cheekbone. Bobby looked at his childhood friend 

and remembered Connor before his face filled out and hardened like cement. Cracked by different 

fights, put back together in lumps and bumps. Connor said nothing before he moved in closer and put 

his gloves at Bobby’s waist like he was hugging a brother. The hall already so hot Bobby could feel 

the steam between them. 

Connor pointed stitched-up skin on his cheek. 

Bobby kept a fixed glare on Connor. You never looked away. 

Connor skipped back and jogged in circles, at ease with the hall, playing up to his people. His body 

inked and scrawled over with one tattoo after another. Some fading out over time, some so smudged 

you couldn’t see what they’d ever been. 

He bent low to have words with Theresa through the ropes, turning his wide back to Bobby, then 

moving his head to catch Bobby’s eye. Bobby caught his stare and held it before Connor finished 

talking.   

He had tried not to see her, but she stuck out. Sitting between two old men. Her mouth pouting and 

glossed up. Her big fake mane piled high and her clingy blue dress cut low. She dazzled in the bright 

lights and Bobby found it hard not to stare. He smiled to himself and wondered if Connor had worked 

out who she was there to support as she nodded, vacant as he talked at her. 

No Denny yet. Bobby couldn’t make him out anywhere and he wondered why he wasn’t in the ring, 

with Connor.   

He shuffled a little on the canvas  and jabbed at nothing and no one. Keeping busy; blocking out the 

chants. He leaned back and sprung up from the ropes, letting body feel at home.  

He watched Connor, hardly blinking, shutting the rest of the world out. Derek rubbed Bobby’s 

shoulders, but he could hardly feel his trainer’s hands. He heard Derek whisper to him about playing it 

cool and not rising too quickly. To make sure he had this fight with his head. 

‘Make him come to you. Make him reach for you. Don’t get too close until later on.’ Derek carefully 

put each glove on Bobby’s hands.  

‘Power it in the third.’ 

Though Denny was late, he walked in slowly, like it was his fight, with four other sturdy men, in his 

smart suit especially for the fight. Every other trainer wore the club’s tracksuit.  He chose his jacket 

with the fraying sleeves and a Whitechapel-market sheen across the lapels. Denny’s big boozy gut 

leaving gaps between the buttons on his cheap shirt as he launched his large frame between two ropes 
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and stepped inside the ring.  He grinned at his crowd.  Bobby moved forward towards the middle to 

stop himself feeling cornered before the fight begun.  

‘Sorry I’m late, boys.’  

Then ring by ring, Denny took off each gold band on his fingers and put them in his pocket, before 

taking off his jacket and handing it to a small boy who took it ringside. Denny was already sweating. 

Big patches on his back and under his arms that came through the thin cotton. 

Connor paced like a bull. His legs were strong and muscular and could stand shots well. His jaw a 

slab of concrete. Bobby knew because he’d tried to knock Connor out before and it was hard to do. It 

took more than power. It took a kind of discipline and quiet beneath the temper of the fight. The right 

moment.  When all the pieces came together.. It was something Bobby would be waiting for.   

Bobby met Connor’s gaze when Denny was doing him up and stared again at the scar he’d made.  

Denny took himself out of the ring, leaving the two boys alone again. But not before turning to look 

Bobby solidly up and down and giving his audience a bow.  

‘This will be a grand old fight.’ Denny sang like a Circus Master.  

There were yells. 

‘Kill him Connor.’ 

Bobby looked one last time at his Dad. Joe was taking in the sights and smells of the crowd, drinking  

up his son in the ring.  

The judges sat to his right, at their table, their papers blank, ready to take down points. The lights 

went low outside the ring, brighter inside it. The voices got louder. The cheers, the yelling, the 

swearing became one, long loud chorus. Bobby could hear his name.  

Bobby wished his Dad was up here, sober and strong. Bobby wished his Dad would fight for him.  

The bell.  

Into the middle they met, fists up, moving around each other. Waiting before they hooked onto each 

other. Bobby held back from throwing anything and covered his chin as he sprang around Connor’s 

body and blocked a left. As much as each could throw, the fight was about getting the other to make 

mistakes and defending the blows. It wasn’t enough to clump hard and hope for a crash landing. 

Connor would try to make Bobby’s hands go up to protect his head so he could land a good body shot.  

And, he would be looking to trick Bobby into moving his hands from his head so he could bang hard 

at his chin. Bobby knew this because he was going to do it too.   

But Bobby was also a prettier fighter than Connor and first he made the two of them dance. He 

wanted to slip those punches in. He didn’t want to go toe-to-toe and battle every punch. Bobby was a 

better kind of fighter.  

At first it was nothing but a few throws, skimming shoulders and skin. Bobby needed to lead. Make it 

move to his rhythm. Their eyes buried beneath their head guards, eyeballing each other with early 

nerves. Connor kept stepping towards Bobby, but his big legs were slow and Bobby saw him coming.  
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Bobby stepped out of the way as Connor came in. Before he could connect, Bobby sent a couple of 

little  jabs to Connor’s chest and gut, to show some confidence. To score some points. 

Bobby moved back and shuffled, relaxed, free on his feet. Stepping quick and light. He was calm, he 

was dancing, he was jazz.  His skin gold, his back twisting, muscle by muscle, as he kept turning his 

body away from Connor’s jabs.  

He tried to keep Connor throwing and thrashing like any meat-headed brawler. Bobby took a step 

back to his own corner and kept his feet moving but his body still, arms up, gloves ready to shield his 

face. He knew he could get trapped. But he wanted Connor to step close to him. To give him the reach 

to lose control. To work himself up. 

Connor didn’t lose control. Not yet. He was close and took it too easy when he threw a punch. Bobby 

blocked it as easy and calm as it was thrown. Connor threw another and Bobby blocked it again. A 

rage deepening his red face. Connor moved back and licked his mouth guard. 

Bobby took three body shots and he felt them, but ducked the last and stepped to the inside of the 

ring. He could take it.  

Quicker and hotter now. They shuffled round each other, jabbing and hitting the air. Bobby made 

contact with Connor again, the shoulder and stomach. Then another right-left-right combination that 

struck temple and neck and cheek. Connor stepped backwards, his arms across his face. He was 

shaken.  

Bobby moved towards him, his elbows in tight and with two uppercuts to Connor’s face, just above 

the chin near his mouth. He was enjoying this. Connor kept guarding his head and walking back. He 

gave Bobby the space to send more to the gut. More to the soft fat of his sides.   

The bell.  

Denny’s lot were starting to pipe up a bit now. Cheering for their own and getting restless in their 

chairs. A couple of babies were crying in the laps of those women. 

Derek dabbed and smiled.  

‘Lovely. This is your fight. On points alone I’d say you’ve won this, though he gave you a few in the 

corner there.’ 

Derek’s big, dry hands checked for cuts.  No nicks. No lacerations.  

‘You’ll get him on the floor if you carry on. His legs will go. They aren’t as strong as they look. He 

isn’t fit as he was, I can see that.’ 

Bobby blinked and spat. He nodded.  

‘Save your right a bit though. You’re using it too much, too soon. Let it come last.’  

Blinking again, Bobby turned. He looked to see if she was still there. For just a second. He tried to 

find her face. 

Derek shouted. 
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‘Who you looking at?’ 

Bobby blinked again. He shook his head. 

‘No one.’ 

‘Not a mark on you. You’re good, you’re good. See if you can get him to his knees in this one. Let 

him get tired. Let him in and let him get tired.’ 

Bobby nodded. Slightly stunned from Connor’s punches. Hyped up, his blood burning. Ready to take 

more. 

And back out again.  

The bell. 

Bobby saw Connor coming at him and ducked. He took him back against the ropes, covering his body 

and face with his arms and taking blow after blow. He had her in his bed again. The way her body was 

cold when she took off her clothes. The way she pulled her legs up to make herself smaller when she 

slept. The way she sat on top of him and didn’t let him go.   

‘You okay?’ 

She’d nodded. 

And he’d held her hand first, before he did anything. He’d held her hand and sat next to her, 

whispering in her ear as he kissed her neck and she shivered. 

She had wanted to. She had known exactly what she wanted. 

A huge punch came from nowhere. A punch as hard as Bobby could ever give.  

His head ringing, another caught his chin. His body blasted from his feet. The sound of the punch still 

beating against his cheekbone, his eyes blank. His head spun and his nerves shook. 

Fucking hell. Connor had found his moment. Bobby’s brain tried to tell his body to keep up, but the 

wires were crossed.  In a daze he felt his left leg wobbling and his weight fall back on the ropes 

behind him. He tried to hit back with his right, but he wasn’t steady or quick enough and he hit air.  

He tasted sweat and blood. He was seeing stars. Then he saw Connor’s glove again.  

Bobby tilted his head and tried to put his feet in line, missing another big one.  Then all he could do 

was  bow, cover and block the best he could until his nerves were steady. Defend and duck and wait. 

Stuck in a rut, trying to hold out, trying to take the hits as hard as they came. This wasn’t how he 

planned it. He wanted more grace. Pushing himself forward, Bobby got his control back, landing 

clean jabs at Connor and building his points up. He did quick combinations that dazzled and duped, 

using his left to bring Connor’s arms up. Using his right to throw digs at his chest and finding the 

space to hit the side of his head and cheek. This time Connor stumbled backwards and Bobby charged 

in. 

They both got up close to each other, a blur of fists, Bobby going in hard and fast and leaving Connor 

to block until they were in a clinch, holding each other in the middle of the ring, coming together in a 

slow, waltzing stagger.  They locked horns and leaned on each other. Arms wrapped tight, noses in 
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each other’s necks, breathing in the sweat of each other’s skin, kissing sweat. Tired, they used each 

other to breathe again, supported for a second by the other’s weight before twisting their way out.  

The bell rang out again. Bobby was happy the round had finished and both boys went back to their 

corners. 

Derek put his hand out for the gum shield. He washed it out and let Bobby have a drink. Bobby spat it 

back in the bucket and smiled, his skin gleaming and bruised already. His eyes shrinking and his 

mouth smiling.   

 ‘What you daydreaming about? Your head’s not here.’ 

Bobby shrugged. ‘Don’t worry about it.’ 

But he did worry about it. Bobby was in shock. His leg shaking. He had not expected to be hit so hard 

and could feel the doubt buzzing in his head. He’d given Connor the space to hit hard. Bobby didn’t 

want to lose this by knock-out. Bobby would not lose this. Derek put his shield back in his mouth and 

nodded.  

‘Don’t get cocky with me in the corner. Go and fight proper out there.’ 

Connor was getting worked up by Denny. His body was pink and patchy with strain. Denny sprayed 

him down and talked at him as he smeared a token smudge of grease over the small split on his nose. 

Connor’s thick skin hardly bled and despite the hits from Bobby, he was ready to go in the third 

without much tending to by Denny. 

Bobby willed the daze to leave him and for the focus to come back. The hall was a blur of sounds and 

shapes. When the bell went, Bobby stood without power. 

Round three.  

Bobby’s left leg was tired and he knew he had to try and finish this. He got too close and faltered, 

losing balance and leaving himself wide open. Bobby was winning on points, but he felt he was about 

to go down. He was going to lose his legs. He gave Connor a free hit.  Connor came with a left that hit 

Bobby’s neck. A wasted shot. But then another so hard, Bobby felt his face twist like whiplash.  

For a second he heard nothing. He did not hear Theresa stand up and scream or his mum call for the 

fight to be over. He did not see Chloe look away, not giving up on him, but giving up on the fight. He 

had to learn his body again. The spit dribbled down his chin and he checked to feel his mouth guard 

was still in place.  

But he did still feel. And he was still standing.  

He could see Connor in front of him and twisted his tired body away from another driving punch. He 

walked in heavy steps to the middle of the ring and tried to get his body moving again. Jogging on the 

spot, getting the blood pumping. 

There were those last, little confused breaths of strength left. Not much. But some. He put his elbows 

in. He shifted his weight from one foot to the other.  
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When Connor came back, ready to land another blow to  the side of Bobby’s blue head guard, Bobby 

inched his head away and came back harder with an uppercut to Connor’s chin first, before taking his 

left and smashing his left cheekbone. The side with the cut. Connor staggered.  

Bobby could have left him  fall all by himself, but he didn’t. Now he would finish with his right.  Like 

Derek said. This was the punch the crowd had come to see. He would finish with the last hit he had in 

him. 

In a drifting punch, so strong it tingled and came right from the back of Bobby’s left shoulder blade, 

all the way down his arm and through his wrist, Bobby smacked Connor hard and caught him where 

he wanted.  

Connor went to his knees, his chin drained, the fight over. His eyes looked up at Bobby, like a sinner 

coming clean, and collapsed at Bobby’s feet. 

He tried to get up, holding onto the ropes to help claw his way. 

Bobby was too tired to lift a gloved arm up and the referee did it for him. He turned from Connor’s 

body and looked to Derek, who was smiling. He shrugged, as if to say I told you so.  

People were loud and happy. The referee was calling his name and his Mum standing on her feet 

grinning; Joe too. He stood and shouted out his son’s name. Bobby carried on looking at the ground, 

tearing at the lace on his gloves with his teeth, savage and desperate. Needing them off his hands. 

They were hot and they hurt. He couldn’t lift his arms or feel his fingers. 

‘Get these fucking things off me.’ 

He spat out his shield. 

‘Derek get these things off me, please. Get them off me.’ 

Derek grinned and patted him on the back. 

‘That’s you through to the next stage, boy.’  

As Bobby looked over at the people quickly, he caught Joe’s eye.  Joe was crying in his seat, grinning 

and crying. Not clapping, or cheering anymore. He’d sat down and was staring at his son with tears in 

his eyes.  

Chairs started to scrape again and that lot were the first to go. Then his: the big army of old boy 

trainers. They rolled by him, relaxed and regal, happy their boy had won. Big, loving slaps on the 

back and promises of a soft drink in the bar if he had the time. They were proud of their Bobby who 

had grown up in their careful hands. 

Connor was stirring, being talked to by Theresa, her back to Bobby. He couldn’t see her face, but he 

saw Denny whispering into her ear, with his hot, wet breath full of the acid of drink and bullshit. 

Pouring some poison down and making sure it stayed down. Denny nudged her and she picked up 

Connor’s hand and held it.  

She helped Connor to his feet, his arms slung over the backs of two large lads, bigger than Connor 

himself.  
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Bobby shivered. The sweat getting cold on his body.  

Taking him out of the ring, Connor managed to turn his slugged head round just a small bit and catch 

Bobby’s eye. His face was closing in on itself, his cheeks swelling at such a speed that his eyes were 

disappearing. Like a little ginger Buddha. And out of one of them, his left one, Connor winked at 

Bobby, smiling though the pain, and turned his head back round again.  

‘Well, look at you.’ 

Bobby looked down at Joe from the ring.  

‘Alright Dad.’  

‘Not a mark on ya, as usual.’ Joe grinned up, slurring and swaying and smiling too much.  

‘Dunno about that, Dad. He nicked a few.’ 

‘But you nailed him anyways. You nailed him proper.’ 

Joe threw his fists around the air like a baby holding a rattle, his tongue out of his mouth, spittle 

collecting at the side of his lips.  

‘Like that you done him like that.’ 

Bobby nodded.  

But Bobby knew he’d been lucky. Bobby had not been ready enough for this fight.  

‘Got to change Dad.’ 

Joe nodded too, and kept nodding. He had money to pick up from his two friends and needed to grab 

them before they left. They walked past and Joe took his chance. 

‘About the money...’  

The two canal travellers stopped and looked unbothered about giving their money away. They looked 

like they had better things on their mind.   

‘Fair’s fair, Joe.’ 

One of them stuck his hand in his pocket and drew out a wad. ‘What did we say, a hundred?’ 

‘Come on, be right.’ 

The two men looked at each other. They smiled. ‘So it was.’ 

They patted Bobby on the back. A couple of scorpions.   

‘You’ve got a fine left hook.’  

Bobby said nothing as Joe counted out the bills with such thrill he looked like he was going to start 

licking each one to see what a fifty tasted like.  Patting Joe on the back they left, oddly at ease with 

letting go two hundred pounds to a ditzy old drunk. Bobby watched them walk off until he was sure 

they were gone and Joe would be alright.  
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His Mum gave him a hug and kissed his face twice, making sure she didn’t hurt him. Chloe hung 

back, looking nervous. Bobby was nervous too. This was a different role. He was a thug. A big brute, 

and Chloe hadn’t seen him like that before. He felt conscious of his body and held his gym bag in 

front of him.  

‘Well done, Bobby.’ Chloe whispered, afraid to touch him, afraid to get too near. 

‘Thanks.’ 

‘I’m glad you didn’t get hurt.’ 

Bobby shrugged. 

‘Am going to get cleaned up and changed, alright? Meet you in the bar.’ 

Bobby took Chloe’s hand and held it for a second. It was cold and dry in his big, sweaty grip. 

‘I wish you hadn’t come. Wasn’t good for you to see it.’ 

Chloe smiled. She shrugged. ‘You won it.’ 

But she looked sad. 

Joe, who had been standing quietly took five twenty-pound notes and held them out for Maggie. She 

looked down at the shaking wad of cash and back up to Joe’s open, pleading face. He needed Maggie 

to take this money.  

‘What’s this?’  

‘I won it. Our son won it. Half is yours. You can get yourself something nice, go to dinner or 

something. Go away for the day. Anything, Mags.’ Joe stuttered. 

Maggie made fists and crumpled her cream scarf. She tried to smile.  

‘More devil’s money, Joe. I can’t take it off you. ’ Maggie smiled. A genuine, gentle smile as she 

looked her husband up and down. 

’Joe, get yourself a good meal. You need one.’ 

She tiptoed and kissed Bobby on the top of his head and patted Joe on the shoulder.  

‘And it’s money that’s come off the back off my boy’s blood. I’ll watch him fight, but I won’t make a 

business out of it.’ 

Bobby watched her go and could see that his Dad looked ashamed for saying anything in the first 

place. Always getting it wrong.  Joe fell silent as Chloe and Maggie walked away.   

With just him and his Dad left standing there, Bobby led Joe out to the corridor.  

‘Give me it here, Dad. I’ll make sure she spends it on something nice for herself.’ Bobby took the 

notes and stuffed them in his gym bag. Joe let him, looking up with tears in his eyes. It was all too 

much for him, being here, seeing her, looking at Bobby be a champion. Slowly he nodded.  
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‘I’m gonna go home, I think. Or to the pub.’ 

'Alright Dad. Don’t spend that all in there.’ 

Joe shrugged. ‘Like she said, it’s the devil’s money. Better out my pocket, it will only drag me 

quicker to the grave.’ He shuffled away, stopping to stare at the photos on the wall as he did. Looking 

up close to recognise friends, or famous faces.  

‘When you gonna get on here?’ 

Bobby smiled.  

‘Soon.’ 

Alone, Bobby could feel his heart still beating hard and fast. Although he was exhausted, he throbbed 

with adrenalin, but it made him feel sick and weak. The fight had meant nothing. Like a one night 

stand. Like a drunk fuck that made you pant and your cock feel wet and hot before you started 

crashing fast into a cold, lonely low.  

It made him feel that way he felt after Theresa. 

With his heart slowing down, Bobby, bare-chested, bandages still on his hands and with Connor’s 

digs making his head hurt softly, he made his way to the changing room. The hall was clearing, 

slowly, as people headed for the bar.  Denny and the rest of them gone.  
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24. 

As he got to the door of the changing room, Bobby could smell the cigarette smoke. 

Filling the doorway with his frame, his back muscles tensing and seizing up, Bobby put his left hand 

into a fist, crunching out the tension, before relaxing it. Without too long a pause he pushed the handle 

down and opened the door to the changing room.  

They were all in there, puffing away in a den of thick smoke. Denny and the boys, staring up at 

Bobby, who stood with his fists at his side and smiled back at them. His thick neck stiff, holding his 

head tall.  

Bobby could feel his left eye twitch under the swelling. He wanted to press his fingers to it, to ease 

the tightness of his skin, but he didn’t want to move. He counted about eleven if you included Connor, 

but he was lying on his back, on a changing room pew. An ice-pack on his face as he groaned; one fat, 

pale arm sticking out to the right of him, his fingers holding onto a cigarette that was a tube of ash 

about to fall.  

Denny stood up first to greet Bobby. 

‘Here he is.’ 

Bobby knew.  

Bobby knew when he’d whacked Connor’s face, when he’d walked down the empty silent corridor, 

when he could smell the smoke creeping out from the changing room. Why beat him up with one 

man, when they could beat him with ten? They didn’t want Bobby knocked out. They wanted him up 

and awake to feel this. He knew what was coming.  

Ten to one couldn’t be done.  

Denny finished smoking and walked closer to Bobby. He spat the roll up on the floor and put it out.  

‘I can’t stand the bitch myself, but she’s my little bitch and she’s Connor’s  too.’ 

Bobby stood still as stone and stared Denny in the eyes. Denny breathed out fumes of beer into the air 

between them. Over his shoulder, Bobby tried to look at the faces, trying to make out who was who; 

who might have it in him to hurt him and who he might be able to hurt back. Those two fuckers from 

the park, hoping to get their first swing at a real fighter. There were a few boys Bobby’s age, tough 

and strong. There were maybe three of four Bobby’s age and size, all with busted noses. There was 

one more chap, an older man, around Denny’s age. His hands were loaded with gold rings. Bobby 

could make out at least three on his of his right hand.  

And they all looked up at him with the same lopsided sneer on round, craggy mean fucking faces.  

The fuckers.  

Even if they came at him one by one he was going to get tired eventually. This wasn’t a fight; this was 

a stoning.  

Bobby closed his dark eyes and breathed in. He’d have it in him to hurt back a bit, but not for long. 

Not if they held him down and the one with the rings went for his face.  
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‘Funny how  your women come running to better men. What you not giving them?’ Bobby looked at 

Denny. Right into Denny’s eyes and he smiled. Denny sighed and nodded. He turned behind him and 

winked at one of the bigger boys sitting sternly in his grey tracksuit. Bobby clenched his fists and he 

bowed his head.  

Fuck it. Never get hit first.  

Bobby felt Denny’s cheek crunch under the weight of his punch and watched him topple into the side 

of the bench.  

One of the boys was up on his feet and Bobby had to step back to smack him around the face too. He 

fell back, onto the laps of his friends. Two he’d had now. If they kept coming at him like this then he 

could keep laughing. He could ping them off easy. 

Except they didn’t keep coming at him like that and before he knew it Bobby had three of them at 

him. With his head low to avoid the blows coming at it. Bobby fought hard. He thought he made 

contact with a couple of faces, but with his head down he couldn’t see. It was all starting to get 

cloudy, with shots coming in at his guts at the back of his neck thick and fast. He used his teeth, 

tearing at anyone who came close. But there were too many, and Bobby was soon on his knees, face 

to floor and feet were belting his stomach again and again; his face too.  

Bobby’s eyes began to close. Flickering at first. He’d always said to himself, once they’ve hit the 

nerve it can’t keep hurting. What he was feeling now wasn’t pain; if it was possible to feel noise, then 

that’s what Bobby was feeling. He could hear the hurt, but could no longer feel it. He could feel each 

time they kicked a rib, or the side of his face, and could taste the blood is his mouth, smell it in his 

nose, could feel how hard it was to breathe. But there was no more pain. 

‘Hold him up.’ 

The sound of Denny. 

Bobby’s body was held up, one man grabbing him from each armpit, his body like a drowned man. 

His head ringing, Bobby could not hold it straight, but he tried. He wanted to look them in the eye, 

even if he couldn’t see. His head bobbed up and down. A puppet, held up by strings. A boneless, 

helpless body. 

He lifted his head up, and from a face that was no longer his, Bobby smiled and spoke through blood.  

‘This isn’t a fight.’ 

It can’t hurt anymore. Bobby’s nerves were dead.  

Denny smiled back and with his huge, iron, cart-horse fist, walloped Bobby smack in the jaw.  

For the first time, in his entire fighting life, Bobby lay on the floor of the changing room.  

Knocked out cold.   
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25. 

It was Derek who’d found him and called the ambulance. And it was Derek who’d sent for Joe. He’d 

had known better than to tell Maggie. Women got funny around blood, always thought it was much 

worse than it was. Women thought blood meant someone had died.  

‘Your face been bashed in a bit there, boy.’ 

It was his Dad’s voice Bobby heard first. Joe sat at Bobby’s side and looked on at his son. 

Bobby knew he looked a mess. Without seeing himself, without needing to see himself, Bobby could 

feel from pain alone that his face had been smashed inward, meeting at his nose, which seemed to 

press against the bone and cartilage that had once held it together. It was hard to breathe.  

Bobby tried to speak. Nothing, not a single word left Bobby’s mouth. He mumbled blood, gum and 

spit and made a wet, smacking noise, his tongue clicking around in a slack mouth. Punched back into 

a baby state. 

Even so, it took one to know one, and as Bobby gargled with the mess in his mouth, Joe looked up 

and smiled, understanding his son perfectly.  

‘There he is.’ 

Joe’s unsteady hand fell onto the hospital blanket and as softly as he could, he touched it lightly over 

his son’s forehead.  

‘Where you gone, then?’ 

Bobby moved his mouth in what was supposed to be a smile.  

He tried to talk again and sounded deaf. His lips stuck to each other and his tongue was dry.  

‘They done me… proper.’ 

Joe frowned and tried to make Bobby laugh. 

‘You what, boy? You sound like you got the palsy...’ 

More gurgling and sucking from his lips.  

‘They done me.’ 

Joe understood and he nodded.  

‘I know, boy.’ 

Bobby breathed deeply and loudly, as if he was on a death bed. Rasping and humming from his throat. 

Now Bobby felt pain, now he felt his nerves hitting back and picking up on every shard of pain that 

had pricked at every ending in his body. It was more than pain. Morphine had sucked some of the hurt 

away, but it was the tiredness of simply getting beaten up so badly that was draining. Bobby felt 

weak. He’d been in fights before but never floored like this.   

‘I remember the time I got beaten up real bad by that lot. It was over your Mum.’ 
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Bobby’s eyes flickered and he turned his head just slightly to look his dad in the eye, leaving his stare 

there.  

‘I hit him fair and square. Knocked him out cold in the pub one night. He and his army got me a week 

later. Took me apart on a street corner like I was a bit of stuffing. I couldn’t do a thing. Right here. 

Look at the way the scar twists it up like a wink.’  

 Joe blinked with his good and bad eye. He stopped talking and stared at his son. Both eyes filled with 

tears at the sight of his face.  Joe’s chin started to shake and his lips quivered as he tried to stop 

himself crying.  

‘Look what they did to you. I told your Mum, I said, we should have more boys. A pack of you is 

what we needed, to look after each other.’ 

He looked into his son’s eyes. 

‘All you got is me.’ 

Bobby tried smiling again. He tried to talk again. Two men as crippled as each other. Hard of hearing 

and half-awake, father and son struggled to talk. 

‘Fuck ‘em anyway.’ Just spit and blood and noise. Bobby could not make his words. He was a baby 

again.   

‘Fuck ‘em?’ 

Bobby closed and opened his eyes to say yes.  

‘He’s a scummy bastard. All of them.  Never fought a fair fight in their lives.’ 

Joe huddled over his son, desperate to give him shelter.  

‘Fight fire with fire. Never look over the small fella. I’ll fight them my way. I’ve seen big and I’ve 

seen small and let me tell you, it makes no difference. Makes no difference the size and shape. You 

win either way if you got the will in you. If you want to win, you’ll win.’ 

Joe looked around his pockets for cigarettes, drink, anything. He stopped looking and carried on 

talking, leaning into Bobby like he was going to tell him a secret.  

‘Fucking petrol through their door. Through their fucking trailer window. Burn them all to dust and 

bone, beneath their weeping Mary Magdalenes. I’ll send them straight to her.’ 

Bobby tried to shake his head and speak. He managed a small frown, but that was all. He opened his 

mouth to try again.  

‘No.’  

And with some last reserve of strength he didn’t know he had, Bobby held his right hand up and then 

his left, and with his right he made a swollen, scabbing fist and acted out punching his left palm. Then 

he pointed a finger at his chest. 
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 He slurred like an old drunk, but his words came out and got understood by Joe. This was his fight. 

He needed his Dad to know that this was his fight. It wasn’t for old men.  

‘I’ll do it.’ 

With the effort of talking, Bobby felt tired again. A nurse came to his bed to dose him up and with the 

drug in his veins; Bobby let his eyes close and turned from his Dad.  He didn’t want to think about it 

anymore. Not for now. He hurt everywhere and there was no way he’d be able to carry on fighting in 

the tournament now. He was out.  

Joe  returned early the next morning. With only a couple of hours sleep in him, Joe was tired and 

found it hard walking back to his son’s unit. At Bobby’s side, he put his hand back on the blanket and 

held his son’s hand. Joe studied every cut, bruise and split on Bobby’s face, counting the ways it had 

twisted up, counting the ways he could pay people back, before falling asleep in the chair.  When he 

was woken by the nurse, he felt cold. All this time, and with all the love Joe felt for his son, he’d 

hardly realised he had been sobering up.  

They’d told Bobby to stay on another day but he said he would heal better in his own bed. He didn’t 

want to stick around in a hospital. Ribs could heal on their own. He needed his own four walls. When 

they’d been discharged, Joe found the coins left over from the score given to him by his son, and 

ordered a cab for the two of them back to Maggie’s. Bobby had asked Maggie to call Chloe, and she 

was sat waiting in the kitchen when they arrived. Maggie, panicking from the phone call from Joe, 

was waiting at the door.  

‘It looks a lot uglier than what it really is.’ Joe ushered Bobby through the front door and pulled 

Maggie to one side. 

‘Most of that’s just superficial. Like make up.’ 

Maggie’s face was white. She nodded and bit her knuckles as her son passed.  

‘But he doesn’t look like him.’ She whispered to Joe with a soft voice and glassy tears. She sounded 

desperate and scared. When she had left him he was okay. A winner. Now he was disfigured.  

‘No, well it won’t for a while. Not for some time.’ 

Chloe was stood at the kitchen doorway, her long neck craned to the floor. She stood with her toes 

turned into each other, her right hand clutching her left thumb. 

‘Why don’t you go and sit with him a bit?’  

Chloe looked up. Her eyes wide, black and still. She nodded at Joe and went upstairs.  

Joe, enjoying being in control for once in his life, smiled at her.  Suddenly he was man of the house 

and it was a role he missed. He turned to Maggie and smiled at her, taking her hands and feeling his 

legs getting weak under him. He leaned against the doorframe.  

‘It looks worse than what it is, Mags. He’ll sleep most of this off in a couple days and his eyes will be 

back to normal again soon. He’ll be Bobby again day after tomorrow.’ 

‘But he doesn’t look like my son.’ 
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Joe needed a drink, but didn’t want to leave just yet because he was enjoying having Maggie hold his 

hands. It felt like they were married again and he missed her.                   

‘Yes I know, love. But it’s just blood.  They fixed him up now. You remember how I could look and 

you knew it was nothing at all. What did I always used to say to you when I came home after a 

brawl?’ 

Maggie looked up and at Joe.  

‘Learn to love the bruises.’ 

Maggie pulled her hands away all of a sudden and turned cold, flashes of the last thirty years of her 

life making her face even whiter.  

‘Yes. Well anyway, Joe. Thanks for bringing him round. We all have to chip in when these things 

happen.’ 

Joe sighed. She was gone to him again.  

‘He’ll be alright, Maggie. If you need me...’ 

‘Yes thank you, Joe. If I need you, I’ll look after my boy from here. These stupid bloody fights.’ 

Joe turned and went to leave. Before he could turn to try and kiss her goodbye, the door had been 

closed in his face and his wife had shut him out of her life again.  

Joe shuffled out of the estate, tired and smelly in clothes he’d been sleeping in for a few days. His 

long jacket pockets had hardly anything in them but some change from the taxi and a few stray Rizla 

papers and Joe knew it was a long walk home.  Bobby’s face didn’t look worse than what it was. It 

was bad.  Joe felt a new anger he hadn’t felt since he was young and bloodthirsty himself. He brought 

two bottles of good brandy with his win and sat by a wall. He’d spend it all it one go if he could, but 

his arms wouldn’t be able to carry the bottles. He wondered how a man like him was going to get 

back at the thugs. 

But first he’d go to Daphne’s. To her little room and little bed, to hold her little body. He couldn’t be 

bothered to walk all the way home and he was lonely and tired. She was only round the corner and 

what Joe needed now was a woman to give him a cuddle as he lay down to rest. Daphne would be 

pleased with the brandy. They could stay up a while with that before they both conked out.  
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26. 

Chloe had moved in the darkness of his room, sat beside him and tried to hold him.  Up and down his 

chest moved. Quickly, in pain. His breathing was short and sharp, his eyes closed in half-sleep. 

Bobby’s mouth was open, slightly, and Chloe could smell his breath, sour and metallic. Old blood and 

morning, dry and warm.  

She bent her head and kissed him. Stirring awake, Bobby managed to move his mouth to kiss her 

back. She held his face in her hands, around the bruising and stitched-up skin, careful not to hurt 

anything raw. Seeing his body broken and healing like this reminded her that he had a tough body to 

break.  

‘What happened?’ 

Bobby’s brain was still groggy and he struggled to focus. His face looked up at Chloe, his eyes, small 

and slowly blinking, were slanted and the skin around them torn, and like a little boy he burrowed his 

head into her chest and breathed her in. From her armpit he mumbled.  

‘Them lot. Them lot did me.’ 

‘Who is them lot?’ 

‘The gypsy cunts.’ 

‘But you won your fight. He fell to the floor. I saw it.’ 

Bobby tried to clear his throat. 

‘That wasn’t the fight they came to have.’ 

Chloe knew there was other stuff going on she hadn’t been told.  She didn’t think she wanted to know.  

‘But why would they want to fight you?’ 

He didn’t answer and instead pulled Chloe closer to him. His left arm held her tight as he could before 

the hurt became unbearable and he let go. Chloe kept still and silent , staring at the bare, white walls 

in Bobby’s room. No sign of life. Everything Bobby owned was tucked away in drawers and 

cupboards; the shelves neatly stacked with fitness magazines and a Tyson DVD, and a poster of the 

boxer on his wall. Just one photograph of his Mum, Maggie, in a glass frame taken a long, long time 

ago. She could hear Maggie downstairs, pottering in her kitchen, fixing meals her son was too sore to 

eat.  

Bobby groaned. After a long silence he spoke. 

‘Do you think I’m weak?’ 

Chloe moved closer next to him and looked into his swollen eyes. At that moment, for the first time, 

she felt bigger than him.  

‘No.’ 

‘You do, you think I’m weak.’ Bobby sniffed. 
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She touched his skin, tracing one broken part to another and felt the current of heat between them.  

‘No, Bobby. I don’t.’ 

There was a long pause. 

‘Will you fuck me again?’ 

Chloe looked at Bobby’s face, trying to find him again through all that swelling. She looked for his 

eyes in the middle of it all and couldn’t meet them. He was not ugly. Bobby would never be ugly. But 

he was unrecognisable. Dried blood was still caught on the ends of his hair, making it stand up stiff.  

‘You need to have a bath.’ 

Bobby winced in pain. ‘I can’t.’ 

He held her belly. Her flat, hollow belly.  She could hardly feel his hands he held it so gently. 

‘Do I stink?’ 

Chloe shook her head, even though he did. He had the stench of someone ill.  

‘Can you do something for me, Chloe? I need you to do it’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘Please fuck me, Chloe. Please.’ 

‘Now?’ 

He nodded. 

‘I…  can’t.’ 

 ‘Please just fuck me. Please, Chloe. Fuck me. The way you did before.’ 

So desperate to prove he still worked.  

He was the elephant man. Twisted and brutal and beaten inside and out. The blood in the stitches 

sticking like tar.  She wanted to look after him but she wanted to look away too.  

She didn’t. Chloe looked into Bobby’s eyes again and they stared back at her, glassy under the 

swelling, scared by what they had done to him in that changing room. Seeing him so weak made 

Chloe feel strong, like a mother would feel strong. She could pick his body back up from where they 

had left it and make it better. She could give him his strength back. She could do this for him. 

Without moving too much, she took off her top and undid her bra. She felt tearful. Wiping her eyes, 

she twisted the elastic of her knickers, taking them slowly down her legs and wriggling her feet from 

them. Naked, she lay there. Smooth and still against Bobby’s rusty-coloured skin, burnished from its 

beatings. Her face, perfect, black-eyed and shining against his rough-and-tumble face. She stood over 

him. She let him watch her.  
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He pulled her down to him and tried to roll on to his side. When he did, he howled in agony and had 

to catch his breath.  

‘Everything aches. I can’t...’ He tried to touch her and couldn’t.  

Chloe nodded. She put her hand between her legs and made herself wet. As light as she could, she 

climbed on top.  ‘Stay still.’ 

She lowered her body to kiss his face. He made a small moan where it hurt to feel her lips on his sore 

skin.  She kissed him softly, stroking his lips with hers and feeling how mashed up they were.  All 

went cold and silent, except for their breathing. The open window moved the curtains in the breeze 

and she moved too, through the first tight push. She sank into him and her breath became his. She 

kissed him again and sealed them together. She closed her eyes and breathed in the smell of his 

healing. Her hands ran over the lumps and cuts, pressing the bandages on his shoulder until she’d 

peeled them off. She fucked him and hurt him and made him better at the same time. Her body was 

strong and she swam over him like a sea.   

Bobby moaned, flat and still.  She stopped moving when she saw his face twisting in pain. 

‘Am I hurting you? 

Bobby shook his head. His eyes small in their puffed-up sockets.    

‘No. No. You don’t hurt me. You couldn’t hurt me.’ His voice barely a croak. And Chloe carried on, 

knowing she was hurting him, and watched him wince in pain and hold her with hands that could 

hardly grab at her waist, could barely make a fist.  

It was beautiful and it was sad. But to Chloe, Bobby’s body was more outlined and hewn from the 

earth. It pulsed and hurt and groaned. It stank of flesh, pleasure and pain. Chloe kissed him more, 

tongue and teeth forgetting to be careful; bite and sweat locking her in.  

When it was done his head rolled to the side and he shut his eyes. The sex had sent him to sleep. They 

did not cradle each other this time. It had been a dose to block things out. Chloe put her knickers back 

on and stood looking at herself in the mirror. She was glowing. She kissed him on top of his damp 

head. 

She felt a beat thrum through her body as she walked down the stairs. At the kitchen, Maggie turned 

to her, smiling through a room full of shallow frying onion smoke and boiled potato steam. 

‘Not staying for tea?’ 

Chloe shook her head and smiled back. 

‘I left him to sleep.’ 

Maggie kept her smile.  

‘Good. That’s good.’ As she watched Chloe through the front door she put a hand on her back.  

‘Learn to love the bruises, darling. They’re part of it I’m afraid. He’ll be alright.’ 
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Chloe walked out of the estate, a rush of feelings washing over her. Angry that Maggie wasn’t her 

mum and she couldn’t talk to her.  Anxious that she was alone. 

She needed a drink. Bobby had made her wired and she needed to feel drunk.  She thought she could 

put him back together with her body, but she couldn’t get close to his pain and only felt more of her 

own. Chloe felt her grief rise up so violently that she swallowed vomit.   

Out of the block and back out into the open. Chloe made her way to the nearest pub. It was too empty, 

too close to the bones of the high-rise brick. Chloe wanted music and babble, something to fill her 

head and break the blackness around her. She walked further to the next pub until she was near the 

canal.  She could hear the chatter from outside and pushed open the door. 

Inside, Chloe felt safe surrounded by people. She would be left alone, but not feel lonely. She looked 

at the sparkle of bottles beneath bar lights, deciding what she would have. Chloe ordered  a large glass 

of white wine and was just about to raise the glass to her lips when she noticed the red hair. Connor’s 

red hair, striking and bright.   

He was propped at the bar, hard to miss, with a huge grin from ear to ear. Drunk and wide, he took up 

too much space. Chloe tried to stay out the way so he wouldn’t see her. But he had. He picked up his 

pint and came over. 

‘I know you.’ 

Chloe held her purse tightly. Connor looked like he’d been in a fight, but it wouldn’t make people 

stop and stare like they would with Bobby. There were two neat cuts under his eyes and swelling 

where the bruising had spread under the skin from Bobby’s knock-out punch. It looked like he’d been 

clumped by a heavy fist. But that was it. Nothing brutal, nothing below the belt. No ring marks or 

prints from cold steel bars. Connor still had a face. Apart from his scar, Connor still had his face. 

‘Let me buy you a drink.’ 

Chloe shook her head.  She leaned away and he moved closer. He rubbed the ginger stubble on his 

chin. Grainy and growing over the place Bobby had chinned him. He ordered another glass of white 

wine at the bar.   

 ‘I don’t want a drink from you.’ 

‘Go on and take it.’ He moved it to nearer to her. 

Chloe shook her head again. 

‘Look. Look what he done.’ Connor trailed the bottle scar with his fat, dirty finger, from top to 

bottom. ‘Go on, feel what he did.’  

Chloe stared at it. Then she stared at him. Still on fire, she walked backwards, out of Connor’s space, 

keeping her stare fixed and fearless.  

‘Touch it.’  

He went to take her hand.  

‘I don’t want to touch you.’ 
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Connor took her wrist tightly and yanked her hand up to his face. He was drunk. 

 ‘Get your fucking hands out off me!' Chloe’s shrill voice startled even herself. 

Connor began to laugh at her.  Chloe stepped towards him, into his ugly laughter. 

‘I know what you did. I know what all of you did to him and it disgusts me. You disgust me.’ 

Connor’s face fell dark and serious. ‘You’re getting a bit excited. You need to calm down, you’re not 

at home here.’ 

Chloe wanted to punch Connor. She wanted to feel his nose crack beneath her fist. But she couldn’t. 

Instead, she took her drink and threw it in his face.  

‘Have you seen what he looks like?’ She hissed. 

Connor was seeing red. Steaming up. Wiping away the wine from his eyes. Looking down his top 

where she’d made it wet.  

‘Listen to me.’ He spoke hushed and breathed into her face. ‘I’ll give you five seconds to get out of 

here before I take you out myself, you silly little bitch.’ 

Chloe looked him up and down. ‘I’d break your jaw if I had the fist to do it.’ 

Connor laughed his horrible laugh again. He took the ends of his wet top and took it off. He threw it 

on the floor.  He was thick muscle and pale pink skin.  

‘Take a shot, you little mouthy bitch. I’ll throw you through the fucking window. If you were my 

girlfriend you wouldn’t have a jaw.’ 

Chloe pushed passed him towards the door.  Her chest pumping so much she was sweating. 

Connor, bare back to the pub, put his hands on the bar and started barking at the woman behind the 

bar to serve him.  

Chloe walked fast. If she could, she would have hit him. She wanted to smash a glass on his face, at 

his head. Her blood pumped to her face, making her feel faint. She didn’t smoke but at that moment 

she wanted a cigarette.  She could see the heads of women puffing away by the palm trees outside and 

went over to them.   

A blonde girl turned. She was dressed in black. Her hair plaited down her back. She looked Chloe up 

and down, from heel to hair, and smiled with a steel that stripped Chloe's courage.   

‘Do you have a cigarette?’ 

More scared of this girl than she was of Connor. There was something cold and hard about her.  

‘Yeah. Course you can.’  Walking calmly over to her, Theresa took out a cigarette and lit it for Chloe.  

She smiled again. And looked down at Chloe’s shoes. She was taller than Chloe. She could look down 

whenever she wanted.  

‘Thank you.’ 
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 They both smoked silently, looking each other up and down. Theresa finished hers first. 

‘You got him upset,’ she said, gesturing inside the pub. ‘What was that about?’ 

Chloe forgot people would have been watching. She remembered that this wasn't her world. Like 

Connor had said, she wasn't at home here.  

‘He was rude to me.’ 

Theresa tilted her head. Her extensions draped down her right arm, cheap and tough as a bad weave.  

‘In what way was he rude? Thought it was you that threw the drinks?’ 

Chloe smoked hard. She coughed. 

‘He said some things.’ 

Theresa’s chains glinted in the pub light, harsh and metal. She spoke softly. 

‘But this is his pub. And you don’t drink here. So he can say what he wants, can’t he? You don’t have 

to stay.’ Her voice burning at its edges. Chloe could see there was some kind of war between them 

and didn’t know why. Chloe let the cigarette fall by her shoe and stamped it out.  

‘Thanks for the cigarette.’ 

As she left she turned to see  the blonde girl with the chains and cigarettes was back inside with 

Connor. He was kissing Theresa on the cheek and she was pushing him away. 
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27. 

‘I said stop fucking touching me.’ 

Connor sneered and tried to hold her again. He grabbed her neck from behind, holding on tightly to 

her mane of fake hair. He buried his big face into the curve between chin and collarbone, kissing her. 

She shoved him away and turned her back. Drink in hand, she looked around the pub and saw Chloe 

leave.  

Theresa didn’t belong here either. She was in a room with cousins, uncles and aunts, but she didn’t 

call them family and wouldn’t have been able to tell who was who.  

‘Come here.’ 

Connor, drunk and strong. Every time she had slept with him, Theresa had closed her eyes and sang 

songs in her head. She’d liked him once. The strong, ox body. The smile when he saw her. She’d 

thought he was good looking, not a beauty like Bobby, but rugged and rusty looking. But then she 

began to feel sick around him. Sick at the thought of being with him, of being stuck with him. When 

she’d had a bit to drink, she’d start screaming that she hated him. That she wasn’t what she wanted. 

When they slept together she thought of other things and when it was over it was like it had hardly 

happened.  

His flat nose was even flatter now, and the rim of his eyes pink and sore. The dirt of the fight still 

under his nails, he pawed at Theresa, pulling her to him, then pushing her away to talk to someone 

else or drink his pint.  

She had looked at that girl, Chloe. All skin and bone and black hair. Brave.  Nothing like her. Bobby 

had picked two girls as far apart as he could. 

She saw an empty table in the corner of the pub and wove in and out of the groups of men her Dad 

knew towards it, a drink in her hand. They nodded as she walked by but didn’t speak to her. 

The jukebox played rockabilly and a few men stamped their feet. Connor was laughing, telling people 

about his fight. The loudest in the room. Not caring either way that he’d been boxed by a better man 

and finished in a ring. Punch-drunk and pissed, he wobbled as he spoke to a couple of the younger 

boys, who gazed up at him and joined in the jokes.  

The television showed a football game on mute and Theresa turned her attention to that. There were 

cousins at a table to the right who wouldn’t talk to her. All married off with babies in prams, they 

raised a pencilled black eyebrow at each other when she sat down.  They nodded out of respect to 

Denny, but left her alone like a bad apple. Theresa didn’t know who she hated more, her Mum or her 

Dad. She was rotting. Neither half of her alive; both parts wasting away.  

All the pub was a stranger.  

She remembered when she had been small enough for the adults to find her sweet. Her Dad had taken 

her to this pub on his shoulders after her communion. In her white dress and white booties, skin 

scrubbed clean and hair blonde. Naturally blonde, before the bleach. He’d bought her new, glass 

'rosemary' beads and walked her round the pub introducing her as his guardian angel.  
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Theresa finished her drink and got up to leave. But stopped when Connor sat down with another glass 

of whisky and coke for her.  

‘Here.’ 

He grinned. He bent low and kissed her on the cheek. He left it wet.  

‘Why do you look so down?’ 

Theresa shook her head. ‘I’m not.’  

She sank the drink, wanting to get out of the pub quickly and back home. She licked the sweet whisky 

from her lips and looked through Connor. Bored and lonely, feeling her cousins’ eyes at the next table 

having a good stare. She’d claw their eyes out if they weren’t related. Trying to scrape out her soul 

with their Catholic guilt.  

‘She’s a fucking shame to herself.’ A spiky whisper. Straight in Theresa’s ear. She ignored them.  

Connor moved up close to her. ‘You look all sad. Why? ’Cos his girlfriend was in the pub just now?’ 

Theresa tried to keep her face the same. She even tried to smile.  

‘Didn’t notice her.’ 

‘She’s a pretty girl, isn’t she?’ 

Far prettier than Theresa thought she would be. 

Connor had been in love with Theresa since he’d been old enough to drink. That she loved Bobby hurt 

him. He tickled her in the ribs, wishing she would laugh with him just once 

She moved her body away and Connor’s face reddened by the rejection. He sipped at his pint, and 

winked over his glass at her. ‘You should see Bobby now.’ 

‘Why?’ Theresa twisted away from his hands. 

Connor put the drink down. Enjoying the moment and her attention.  

‘She’d have to love him a lot to stay with him now.’ He laughed, dirty and throaty. 

Theresa lowered her head and looked at the floor. She should have guessed they would make sure he 

would lose outside of the ring. It hurt her to think of him beaten up. It hurt her more to think that this 

other girl would be able to look after him.  

Her cousins were looking. She stared back at them.  

‘What the fuck you looking at me for, Mary?’ 

Mary flicked her black ponytail and made to get up, but her baby was at her side and she was rocking 

him to sleep and another cousin put an arm across her like a seatbelt and told her to sit down. 

‘Leave her to make a fool of herself.’ 
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Connor put a hand over Theresa’s mouth. Slamming her shut. He bent forward again and instead of 

kissing her, whispered in her ear. ‘When he was knocked out, they beat him some more, just to make 

sure those bruises went deep.’ 

Theresa dug her nails into Connor’s hand.  

 He pushed her face back harder. Then he laughed and moved his hand away.  But his leg was 

trembling and his breath was short. He gulped down his pint and looked at the table, frowning. He 

muttered silently to himself before getting up and heading back to the bar for another.   

Theresa’s jaw and mouth hurt where Connor’s hand had been. She got up quickly, tears in her eyes. 

Pleading with her tough streak to reach the door before anybody here saw her cry, before her cousin 

came after her hair extensions, Theresa walked quickly. The men made it hard for her to leave, slowly 

shifting out of the way and when they did, they moved an inch so she had to brush by each of them. 

The late evening had turned dark when she left the pub, and cars piled at the roundabout. She stepped 

lightly into the road, weaving between them dangerously, until she was just a little dancing figure in 

headlights. 

Click-clicking her heels back into the dark. Angry. Wanting to fuck everyone over.  
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28. 

Very few non-travellers came to Denny’s site. To keep himself hidden, Joe waited until it was dark 

and he was drunk. Drunk enough to skulk into the shadows of their gravel-covered, neat and tidy 

village, to their rows of sparkling white trailers all lined up and shining from within, in their Lady 

Madonna light. Drunk enough to not think twice about what he was doing here.  

Joe had waited for Sunday. He wanted it to be when they’d had a day being holy, with their families. 

He let the night roll on and on until he was sure they were asleep. Into the quiet and the Irish lullaby 

dreaming he crept, slowly and unsteadily. He knew which one was Denny’s. He knew because he’d 

sat in there with him as a younger man in his younger days.  

It was the shabbiest one. As if the smoke had squeezed itself through the trailer walls and coated the 

paint on the outside. The curtains were dipped in nicotine. Christmas-fairy lights glittering through the 

beige lace, like little searchlights. Joe’s heart was beating fast. This was a scary place, asleep or not, 

he was walking into a scary, lawless world. Even for him. But then he thought about Bobby’s face, 

mangled and black and blue and the way they’d done Bobby like that. With their lawless, lowlife, 

below-the-belt beating. You didn’t take a man out like that. Not his boy.  

Now, there seemed to be less feeling to anything and less care. Fights weren’t what they used to be. 

Not like they had been for Joe. They didn’t settle anything.  

Joe crept around the outside of the homes, passed the stocky, chained-up carthorse snorting steam into 

the night. It looked cool and white in the dark, and calm, with its head bent low, over arched for an 

Irish Cobb, patiently waiting until morning for food and room to walk again. It was unperturbed by 

Joe walking by, tinkling its chain just slightly as it raised one giant iron hoof, scraping it on the 

ground as it shifted weight on another leg.  

As Joe neared Denny’s dirty home, he remembered the filth and trinket-cluttered chaos of it.  Denny’d 

never kept a woman long enough to keep his home clean and the place, which had been his Mum’s for 

so many years before him, bulged with dusty ornaments and rusty pots and pans. Joe remembered 

creeping little figurines of dancing girls on top of the television and behind glass cupboards. Black-

hair varnished onto shining scalps twirling in strange Victorian dresses together. The settees were 

orange and red trimmed, with orange lampshades burning seedy, warm light into the body of the 

trailer.  

All these men living with their mothers. It wasn’t right. He worried sometimes about Bobby being so 

close to Maggie, the two cooped up in that two-bedroom flat; sharing the same soap and laundry line.  

Joe looked around him to check if anyone was twitching their curtains or coming home. All was quiet 

and still. From his pocket, Joe pulled out a scarf he’d taken from Daphne’s bag. A blue silk scarf 

she’d worn when she’d courted Denny all those years ago. She used to wrap it around her neck to 

cover the bruises Denny left on her. Now she wore it around her head to hide the grey roots coming 

through her dyed-black hive.  

He soaked it up in the petrol he’d brought in a plastic bottle as he got closer to Denny’s door and let 

the bottle fall to the floor. His nerves pressing him on. His left hand held the wet scarf and his right 

the plastic lighter, both trembling. His thumb had stopped working and couldn’t push down hard 
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enough to get a spark. Joe swore under his breath. The shakes were getting worse these days. So bad 

they were almost stopping him drinking: Joe couldn’t open half of his bottles anymore and Daphne 

had to do them for him.  

He kept trying to spark a flame. He could see the shape of Denny, his big wide frame and gut in 

profile through the thin see-through curtains. He was at a table with Connor, who’d healed well since 

he’d been smacked out by Bobby. But then that was a clean punch, a real proper fair hit that would 

heal fairly too. Not a pummelling. Connor’s face was frowning and looking over a hand of cards in 

front of him. Denny chuckled. They were both just a rag’s throw away. 

His mind fluffy with drink, Joe could only see the state of his son’s face and the pain he had to cause 

back. He didn’t think about the army he was digging up to fight another round against Bobby.  

The lighter would not make a flame. Joe’s thumb began to get weaker and weaker until he let the scarf 

drop to the ground. The lighter too.  

Foolish and with the quickest steps Joe could make, he turned and did his best to shuffle away. His 

fingertips sore. A knee buckled and Joe tripped, falling to the ground. He got up slowly, could feel the 

spit on his chin. He had just got to the horse when he heard him.  

A laugh. A loud, horrible big laugh that came from the deepest part of Denny’s round, tough drinking 

belly.  

‘I see ya, you smelly fucker Joe. I see you there.’ 

Joe froze, panicked. He couldn’t move away fast enough and he couldn’t fight if he stayed still.  

‘You creeping about my home?’ 

Caught in the act. Feeble and weak, there was nothing Joe could do except face his own fate. He 

didn’t even bother turning around, didn’t try and run for it. He couldn’t, didn’t have the legs. Instead, 

Joe looked up at the horse and the horse looked down at him and he kept hold of the bog-black equine 

eyes, inky and sad in the breaking dawn, and he smiled, hearing the thugs behind him.  

‘There we are. I can see you now. Trying to send me a message, eh? Thanks very much.’ 

Joe put his fingers on the horse’s neck and stroked it gently. He put his hand to the warmth of its body 

and held onto the mane to prop himself up for a moment. He closed his eyes and waited for something 

to happen. So drunk, he was in a dream. He was the town fool, stuck in the stocks waiting for the 

rotten fruit to come smacking into his face. 

But what they threw was much harder. He felt it catch him at the base of his skull. Although by the 

time he did, he was already face down on the floor. A brick, a can, something hard, had knocked Joe 

over. Joe closed his eyes and went to sleep, hearing mutterings coming from Denny and doors of 

trailers opening. 

‘No more than a bad hangover tomorrow, Joe. Nothing more than a bad hangover.’ 

The trailer doors shut and site fell silent again. He was no more than a petty nuisance, and the world 

carried on, the new light of the morning settling over a man, face down in the dirt and a horse, 

dappled and plump, standing over him. 
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29. 

It had been a couple of days of mending before the doorbell rang.  

When Maggie saw that it was Theresa, she didn’t know where to put her hands and held her arms as 

straight as planks at her side. She had come to see what he looked like. She had to know what they’d 

done to him. As Maggie opened the door, she saw Daphne and Denny in her. Her round cheeks, her 

heart-shaped face were Daphne’s. She had a strong nose like her dad and long, black eyelashes. 

Theresa was a stunning girl. She’d got the best out of her parents and it had made something 

beautiful.  

She was smiling at Maggie.  

‘Can I help you?’ Maggie stood close to the gap in the door to stop Theresa looking in. She didn’t 

want this girl knowing how she decorated the hallway; getting a glimpse of Bobby’s school 

photographs on the walls. She didn’t want it soiled and cheapened by Theresa catching a look into 

their private, precious world.  

‘I know you don’t like me, but I just want to see if he’s okay.’ 

She almost had Maggie fooled into thinking she had manners. Except she didn’t say please. Maggie 

remembered her own, and even though she didn’t want her anywhere near her son, she wouldn’t have 

anyone, not even Theresa, saying she was rude.  

With as much gentle calm as she could manage, Maggie opened the door a little wider.  

‘My son’s been ill. I don’t know if he wants to see anybody.’ 

Theresa stepped forward. ‘I know. I just want to see if he’s alright.’ 

Maggie frowned. 

‘Please, Maggie.’ Theresa inched in closer to Maggie. 

Maggie folded her arms, guarding her home. 

Theresa stepped back, giving up for a moment to open her crinkled brown fake leather handbag and 

took out a cigarette, lighting it on Maggie’s doorstep. Her nails were a toxic green and blue, long and 

nasty. Maggie said nothing, watching her light up with her face at a tilt, blowing smoke into her 

hallway.  She waited. 

‘I can’t believe they all followed him in.’ 

Maggie swallowed, biting her lip and biting her tongue. She wondered when Denny would ever leave 

their lives.  

‘When they take it into their hands, they always take it too far.' 

Theresa stamped her cigarette after only a few drags, and Maggie realised she was on edge. When she 

tried to stand tall again, Maggie looked her up and down and nearly felt sorry for her. A little orphan 

child with no real home. But the pity quickly passed.  
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‘They took it too far because of you.’ 

Theresa looked Maggie in the eye. She liked being the reason.  

‘Because of me? For other things too, but yes, mostly me.’ 

Maggie held Theresa’s wrists. Theresa flinched at her touch. 

‘If you knew they'd do this to him, why couldn’t you just leave him alone?’ 

Theresa shrugged. ‘All I was doing was waiting for him.’ 

‘Jesus, Theresa. Waiting for what?’ 

‘I was waiting for us. Him and me to start properly. I never wanted him to get beaten up.’  

A silence. A blackness filled Maggie’s eyes and she thought of Bobby in his bed upstairs and before 

she knew what had happened she had slapped Theresa round the face. Short and sharp.  

Theresa lowered her head, her acid-blonde hair covering her face. She caught her breath and 

smoothed her hair back, tucking it behind her ears. She smiled at Maggie, with a strange sorrow. But 

not for herself, for Maggie. For Maggie’s loss of control.  

‘Why did you do that? Look at all the people on the estate who saw you do that. ‘ 

Maggie was shaking. She could see the nosy little bitches across the way having a good old stare. 

‘I’d have thought you were well over people being hit, Maggie.’ 

Maggie hated this girl. Hated her with a dark heart. 

 ‘You really are a nasty little tramp.’ 

The words stung more than the slap and Theresa shook her head. 

‘I wasn’t a tramp to him and I swear I didn’t want Bobby hurt. I never did, Maggie. I care about your 

son.’ 

Maggie went to raise her hand again, and in that moment they both heard a growling from the stairs. 

‘Put your fucking hand down.’ 

They turned to see Bobby at the top of the landing, coming out of the shadows.  

His chest was taped with padding. From these, leaked bruises and cuts where the rings had opened up 

skin. His stomach was aflame. Dark and red and bloody from the inside. Kicked and kicked and 

kicked again. But it was his face that was the worst.  

Maggie looked away.  

His eyes had almost disappeared where he’d been punched in the nose. His nose was now lion-like, 

flat and wide and two black-blooded lines of stitches zigzagged across the bridge. Under his eyes, the 

skin was a dark green shadow that swallowed up the slits of his eyes. The rest of his skin chequered 

with loose punches that had struck here and there, sparking rosy spots that were turning yellow as 
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they healed. He looked as if he had a cleft lip. A single stitch held his top lip together and gave him a 

snarl. He was a monster, a beast-man, holding onto the banister. 

Maggie was scared of her own son. Even Theresa watched in silence.   

He walked down the stairs, slowly, two feet on each step, gripping onto the banisters with a right hand 

cut and bruised at the knuckles from the one or two punches he’d got in. 

The daylight from the windows showed up the yellow bumps on his face. One eye was so bloodshot it 

was purple. His brown curls loose and wild, falling over his forehead. 

‘Mum, get yourself inside.’ 

Maggie stepped back away from the doorway.  

Bobby stepped closer.  

Theresa stepped back away on her side of the door. She looked for another cigarette.  

‘You come to see me, so see me. Don’t look in your bag. Look at me. What do you want?’ 

He stepped in front of Maggie.  

‘Get upstairs, Mum.’ 

Maggie did as she was told. She gave Theresa one last look of stone and marched up to her bedroom, 

her right hand still red from the slap.  

Bobby turned to Theresa. Her cheek hot where his mum had hit her.  

‘What you want?’ 

His voice was still sore and it came out gruff and tired. A voice from a man who hadn’t slept.  

Theresa just stared. 

‘What do you want? Why are you here?’ 

Theresa tried to find her voice.  

‘You come to have a look? Here, take a good look.’ 

He walked up to Theresa’s face. She could smell his bedridden breath and the warm, bloody smells of 

his skin.  

‘Let me tell you now. You weren’t worth one of these bruises. Not one. If you were worth it, I’d wear 

these proud. But every mark on me makes me sick, because you put them there.’ 

She tried to slow down her breathing. Her chest swelling like she needed to cry, but she swallowed 

and kept her chin from trembling by biting down on her lip. A red flush crept up her neck onto her 

face and she looked down until she thought it had calmed. 

‘But I didn’t want this, Bobby.’ She spoke in low tones.  
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Theresa moved closer to Bobby’s and lifted her hand slowly, reaching out to touch a split on his left 

eye. She put her fingers to it and frowned.  

‘I need to tell you something. I need to talk to you.’ 

Bobby closed his eyes. He hated her, but it felt nice to have cool, female fingers on his skin. 

She took her hand away and he opened his eyes.  

‘I don’t want to hear anything you have to say.’ 

He went to move inside. 

‘Wait. It’s about your dad. What they’ve done to him.’ 

Bobby turned around.  

Back to her bag and back to her cigarettes, Theresa took one out of the pack and lit it. She looked into 

his face.  

‘Sometimes I think I hate them as much as you hate them, Bobby.’ 

She smoked and looked to the floor. She waited a few seconds to get her thoughts before telling the 

story. 

‘Joe went and tried to burn down my dad’s home.’ 

Bobby looked behind him at the hallway to check his mum wasn’t listening. He shut the door a little. 

‘He did what?’ 

‘He went down last night and tried to throw a soaked-up rag through the window. But apparently he 

couldn’t get the lighter to work and they saw him.’  

‘Who’s they?’ 

Theresa frowned and looked nervous.  

‘You know who they are.’ 

She carried on. 

 

‘They threw a brick at him. Knocked him out cold. He was still lying there the next morning.’ 

Bobby nodded. Humiliated and hurt on his dad’s behalf. He could see Joe doing it, stuck in the mud. 

He was getting so tired of this war. There was no one left to hit. 

Theresa paused and flicked the end of her cigarette.  

‘Where is he now?’ 
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‘I don’t know where he is now. I just was told he was there in the morning. They were laughing about 

it.’ 

Bobby could feel a nasty headache coming on. All those punches to his brain stirring. He was 

embarrassed for them both. Father and son both kicked down like dogs. They had been pushed to dark 

corners to lick their wounds in shame. 

 ‘I need to know where he is, Theresa.’ 

She nodded. ‘I don’t know where he is, Bobby. I can go to the site and check?’ 

He didn’t want to take her help but he did.  

‘Yeah, check the site. Just look for him.’ 

But he knew his dad would not be there. He would be wandering, hopeless and hurt, drinking and 

sleeping somewhere. Bobby would need to find him once he could walk.  He needed to lie down for a 

bit and get it together.  

He went to turn back to his house in pain without saying anything else to Theresa.  

It was not enough for her, the messenger. Watching him go, she shivered. It felt like the last time he 

would talk to her.  

‘Bobby.’ 

He sighed and turned. His belly twisting up inside from the way they kicked it. 

‘What the fuck now?’ 

 ‘I saw something else too. I saw the girl you're with.’  

‘Chloe?’ 

Theresa bit her bottom lip. ‘That her name?’  

The mad in her coming out.  

 ‘Theresa, go home.’ 

Theresa’s mouth thinned into a hard little line. 

‘No, hang on. I saw her in the pub with Connor. The one round the corner. Swear on my life, she was 

there and Connor was at the bar next to her drinking and buying her drinks.’ 

Bobby’s head started to pound and a cold ache hit the back of his neck, a block of ice slipping down 

his backbone.  

‘You what?’ 

Theresa was full of shit.  

‘She was standing by the bar talking to him..’ 
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‘You’re fucking lying.’ 

‘I’m not fucking lying to you. She was there. She even asked me for a cigarette.’ 

 Bobby couldn’t think clearly. His head was full of pain and hurt and anger and he needed to lie down 

and sleep. He couldn’t keep his eyes open. Connor and Chloe. Drinking in a pub. Why would she? 

Theresa threw her cigarette to the floor.   

‘How was she talking to him?’ 

‘Talking. With a drink. Like she knew him. That’s why I noticed her.’ 

Bobby felt a dizziness come over him. Same way he felt after being punched. He couldn’t hear 

properly. The air was heavy and grey. 

‘I just thought you should know.’ 

Tiredness crashed over Bobby. Sleep. He needed sleep and lots of it. He needed to  not wake up for a 

few days. He couldn’t see anything, everything was in shadow. And then the colour started to come 

back, and his breathing got quick again and Bobby didn’t need sleep any more. He needed to fight. 

Like thunder, he stood over Theresa and moved towards her. 

‘You’re lying.’ 

With the rage he had left, Bobby stretched his muscles to bear his chest and stand tall.  But it hurt. It 

hurt to be angry and Bobby’s hands began to shake. 

But at least he was talking to her again. She looked at his face then down at his hands. 

‘You're falling apart, Bobby.’ 

She began to walk away. 

‘Theresa.’ 

She turned. Waiting to hear what he had to say.  

But nothing. Bobby only stared at her. And then he shut the door. 
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30. 

Chloe was told Bobby had not left his room in two days.  

‘He’s healing up very well.’ 

This was the first lie.  

Bobby had been healing up quickly. He had good genes like that. But Bobby had also been drinking 

for the last two days and had been coming undone. There had been screaming and shouting and 

smashing. Cooped up for too long, Bobby had started making noise.  

If she’d had the foresight, Maggie wouldn’t have let Chloe in.  

‘Tea?’ 

‘Yes please.’ 

Maggie bustled about in the kitchen while Chloe hung back in the doorway. 

Always in doorways that girl. Maggie looked over her shoulder and smiled.  

‘How is he?’ 

‘He’s doing better. Walking about. He had a bath last night; first was he’s had since it happened. 

About time too.’ 

Maggie chuckled and took out two mugs.  

‘We’ve had a bit of drama. Nothing much, but Bobby got a bit of a headache from it. Had to have a 

nip of whisky to calm him down and help him sleep. Knock himself out.’ 

This was the second lie.  

‘Oh.’ 

It was best not to mention Theresa.  

‘What was the drama about?’ 

‘Oh, this and that. Politics from round here. Goldfish bowl. The usual nonsense... Sugar?’ 

‘No. No thanks.’ 

Chloe played with her Mum’s ring.  

She did not know about the politics from this estate.  

‘Is he sleeping now?’ 

Maggie put the two mugs of tea on the table. Pristine and perfect as it had been last time, a vase of 

white daisy-looking flowers in the centre and the washing spinning round in the machine.  

‘He’s up I think. I heard movements. But drink your tea first, love. Have a little breather.’ 
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She didn’t want Chloe going up there. All morning Bobby had been banging about. He’d calmed 

down now, but only because he was so tired. He’d nap, doze off for some part of an hour and then his 

eyes would blink wide open, coming back to life, and he’d gasp  sharply. Like he’d been shocked 

back to life, some kind of pain had put a pulse back into his heart too quickly. He was a beast curled 

up sleeping until prodded by Maggie with a cup of tea, or a ham and mustard sandwich. When she left 

him alone to go to bed she’d hear him howl into the night, his sounds falling through the estate. 

Sobbing and sweating it out again until the temper left him and fizzled back into the air and he was 

just a boy, in a bed, covered in bruises.   

That poor boy. Ever since Theresa had come round. That little tart, whipping up mayhem and mess 

wherever she went.  

Chloe sipped the hot tea and looked around the room. Pictures on the fridge of Bobby as a boy, as a 

teenager, with his hair gelled and slicked back. Before he got his curly quiff.  

‘That your Daddy?’ 

A big, dark man. Swarthy and heavy-set with a big boned face: big jaw, big neck, big black hair like a 

helmet around his head, Fifties side parting and hair much blacker than Bobby’s. He was holding a 

little baby Maggie with huge ape-ish hands, hairy knuckles around her little dress.  

Maggie turned and smiled. Smiled at how Chloe had used the word ‘daddy’. 

‘That’s him. Spit of Bobby, don’t you think?’ 

Chloe didn’t think they looked alike at all. Bobby looked only like Bobby. Nothing like Joe or his 

granddad. No chip off any old block.  

‘I was his special little girl, you know?. He always wanted a boy and just got us girls and what could 

he do with that.’ 

Maggie took the picture from the fridge and looked at it closer. Like every day since he had died, 

Maggie missed him.  

‘Do you miss your Mum?’ 

Chloe felt herself go pink. It was the first time anyone had asked her that directly. She didn’t want to 

cry at Maggie’s table. She put her tea on a coaster and played with the ends of the white table cloth.  

‘Always.’ 

Maggie smiled.  

‘I remember the day my Dad died, I didn’t cry at all. I walked for hours. All night. It was dangerous 

really. But I just took myself off for a walk round here and sat on benches and walls. I wanted to 

spend the night with my Dad. If that makes sense.’ 

Chloe nodded. It made perfect sense to her. Maggie carried on. 

‘He was a lovely man, my Dad. Never liked Joe much.’ 

‘Why?’ 
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‘Said he got into too many fights outside the ring to call himself a boxer.’ 

Chloe took her tea again. 

‘Bobby said your dad was a good boxer.’ 

Maggie smiled and looked at the photo.  

‘The best kind. He never brought it home. Never made my Mum worry about the bruises.’ 

She put the photo on the table and took Chloe’s hand. Warm from the mug of tea, Chloe felt calm 

being held this way.  

‘Chloe, if there’s anything you need, come and find me.’ 

And she moved in closer, stepping from the chair and putting two hands on Chloe’s shoulders. She 

leaned in and held Chloe to her, stroking the back of her  neck. For a second, Chloe relaxed and heard 

her breathing, short and raspy, her face against Maggie’s soft silk gown. 

Chloe took her hand away and looked down. The tears nearly there. Somehow it always felt worse 

when people were kind.  

'Thank you,' whispered Chloe. 

They finished their tea. 

‘Can I see him now, please?’ 

Maggie put the photo on the table and nodded. ‘ ’Course.’ 

The two women went slowly up the stairs, one pensive and the other cautious. Maggie wished he was 

sleeping. It would be easier if he was; Chloe could come back another day.  

They tiptoed in, Chloe peering behind Maggie. Even though it had only been a few days since she’d 

last seen him, Chloe was full of nerves. More than nerves, Chloe felt she was being taken somewhere 

dark, somewhere where she couldn't come back from. Bobby felt like a stranger to  her again, 

unfamiliar and wrong.  

There was a smell. Chloe couldn’t name it to herself. Different from when she’d last been there. It 

smelled like sex, but it wasn’t. Stuffy, old and trapped, layers of skin worn off in sweat and in scabs. 

Old blood too, a smell like rot. And then the smell of some kind of aftershave. Bobby’s smells as he 

tossed and turned in his bed getting better.  

He groaned when they walked in.  A half-sleep moan. Bobby rolled over into the patch of bed that 

was cold and opened his eyes, mumbling something though the haze of waking up.  

‘Who’s there?’ 

‘It’s me and Chloe, love.’ 

He turned to look at them both. His face had healed. Where it had looked terrible two days ago, it now 

looked a little cleaner,  the skin a little less broken up by bruising spots and puffiness, his eyes starting 

to show through the swelling. Bobby was getting his stare back.  
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Maggie squeezed Chloe’s arm. 

‘I’ll leave you here.’ 

As she walked off, Maggie looked up at the doorway and saw Chloe standing in it, a small cut-out 

shape of a girl, waiting at the edge of the room. Maggie sighed. If she’d had a good, strong head on 

her, she’d have told Chloe to come back later. She could have lied; she’d lied about the other stuff. 

She could have told her that Bobby couldn’t see anyone at the moment and was unwell. He needed 

some peace and quiet. She was his Mum, she was allowed to do that, she was allowed to make up 

house rules. 

But she didn’t. Instead, Maggie looked away and went back down the stairs, thinking it wiser to not 

say a thing. Hoping Bobby would have a calm streak, that the rest would have done him good. Maggie 

walked back to her kitchen and left them to it. 

The silence fell. Chloe felt on edge, treading on eggshells. Bobby’s eyes hadn’t left her and he said 

nothing. Even when she tried to smile, Bobby did not smile back, did not seem happy to see her, and 

did not ask her to come in. She moved closer to him, towards the bed, and perched beside him. Bobby 

did not move up to make room for her.  

‘Can I turn the lamp on?’ 

He mumbled something and Chloe stood up and switched the light on. She looked down at him in the 

soft lamp-glow, yellow and warm, at his body, still a little sticky as it healed,  covered here and there 

in white gauze and tape. His face was recognisably Bobby’s, the eyes shinier and blacker, his hair 

slept on and curlier than usual. Long, for Bobby. The cut above his mouth pulled Bobby’s lip into a 

snarl, but his eyes looked tired. His hands were clasped at his stomach, sitting gently on a browning, 

heart-shaped bruise. Chloe put one of her hands in both of his, then leaned over his body to kiss him 

lightly.  

He smelled of sweat, metal and antiseptic. He didn’t kiss her back and Chloe stood up again, backing 

into the doorway. His stillness frightened her and she didn’t know him well enough yet to feel out 

these moods.  

‘Should I go? Are you tired?’ 

After several silent seconds that boomed around Bobby’s low-lit box room, he spoke.  

‘Stay. Sit.’ 

Chloe did as she was told.  Bobby moved over a little bit this time so she could sit at the edge of the 

bed next to him. Up close the smells from the sheets and from Bobby were furry, stronger. The 

evening was quiet outside. Saturday night hadn’t begun and most were still indoors, doing their 

makeup, having tea and watching their televisions. Chloe could hear Maggie’s radio downstairs, 

songs that were too faint to make out properly.  

Bobby took his right hand and picked up Chloe’s left. He held it softly in his damp palm and turned 

his body to her.  

Chloe’s heart beat hard inside her. She looked at his swollen, charred puffy lips. More silence. Bobby 

ran his tongue over his lips and ushered his body forward a little more so it touched the side of hers. 
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She could feel his groin on her hip and turned her body round so they were face to face. With their 

hands together, fingers twisting into fingers, bodies breathing into each other. She couldn’t stand the 

smell off his sick skin, but didn’t want to hurt his feelings.  

Bobby moved close to Chloe and held her hand tightly. Chloe was surprised by how strong he was 

given the battering he’d had. His grip was firm.  

Chloe’s eyes wandered, not able to meet Bobby’s stare, her voice lost somewhere at the back of her 

throat and her stomach sick. This didn’t feel right.  

‘What have you been doing?’ 

She was watching his chapped lips move. Dry and sore from breathing out his mouth.  

‘Not much.’ She kept her voice calm. ‘I took Devlin to the park earlier.’  

He nodded.  

Chloe kept talking. ‘We put some of mum’s stuff in boxes. She had some lovely jewellery she never 

wore. We’re working out who gets what.’ 

Bobby closed his eyes and his body went tense for a second. He opened his eyes. In pain, his voice 

was strained and quiet.  

‘Pass me those pills.’ 

She gave him two, placing each in his mouth and holding the glass of water by his bedside between 

his cracked, sore lips. He swallowed and lay there breathing heavily. She waited for him to open his 

eyes again.  

‘Why didn’t you stay with me the other night?’ 

‘Because you were sleeping. You needed to sleep.’ 

‘Water.’ 

Chloe wet his lips again.  She wasn’t sure if it was the way his face was healing or the crackle of 

something unkind in his voice that was making her want to leave. She put the glass of water back 

down and inched her body slightly away from his.  She could hear how hard it was for him to 

swallow.  

‘Chloe, were you in the pub with Connor?’ 

The way he asked her this, in his low whisper, made her feel like she had done something very, very 

wrong. She paused, taking her time to answer.  

‘Yes. But not with him. He was in the pub and I was there too.’ 

 ‘Why did you stay if you knew he was in there?’ He watched her face, reading her reaction, his eyes, 

so heavy with pain and swelling, blinked slowly.  

‘I just saw him and told him to leave me and you alone.’  
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‘You told him to leave me alone?’  

‘For what he’d done to you.’ 

Bobby tried to sit up.  

‘So you had a good talk with him, then?’ 

Chloe craved to hear something or someone making some, any, kind of sound outside. But there was 

still nothing she could pay attention to. Just the muffled kitchen radio and Bobby’s thick breathing 

between them. She should have felt safe, knowing Maggie was just downstairs, but Chloe didn’t. 

Despite their hug, Maggie was not her friend.  

Chloe hadn’t thought she had done anything wrong, but now she felt as if she had. Her mind raced 

and a flash of heat came over her. And though a voice in her head told her to say nothing, to keep 

herself safe for a little longer until she was out of this room, Chloe told the truth. 

‘It wasn’t like that. I ran into him in the pub. I shouted at him when he tried to buy me a drink.’ 

Her voice was shaky. She kept talking. 

‘So he bought you a drink?’ 

As if the pills had suddenly kicked in, Bobby was able to sit up properly. From somewhere his 

strength came back.  

‘I just stood there and he came up to me. All I did was stand there.’ 

As her thin voice told the tiny tale, Bobby’s eyes began to fill. The grip on her hand was hard it began 

to hurt, his fingers digging into the soft skin of her palm, leaving nail marks. She tried to pull her hand 

away but Bobby did not let her.  

‘I want you to let go.’ 

Bobby shook his head.  

‘How did he even get close enough for you to shout? Why didn’t you just walk away?’ 

Bobby squeezed Chloe’s hand hard again and waited patiently for her to answer. And Chloe did, 

sweat creeping up her back like she’d been caught red-handed in bed with Connor. She stuttered it out 

again.  

‘I was in the pub. Alone. He was there. I’m sorry, but I don’t understand what the matter is.’ 

Beneath all the yellowing and browning of his bruises, Bobby began to turn pink, the hand that held 

hers shook, and his whole arm shook. He said nothing but stared at her. All this happened in slow 

motion. Chloe seemed to be looking into Bobby’s eyes forever, and he seemed to hold onto her hand 

forever. Unable to move away, Chloe waited and then Bobby let go. He let go and moved away from 

her. He sat up on his knees and lifted his bedroom curtains a little to look out of the window. 

Bobby got louder. 

‘You took a drink from him?’ 
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He kept saying it. 

‘You took a drink from him?’ 

Chloe shook her head. Trapped in this mad moment of temper.  

‘No. No, I didn’t Bobby. What are you talking about? I didn’t even smile at him.’ 

Chloe’s voice was rising. 

‘You were meant to be in my corner.’ Bobby was talking with so much venom that the spit fell from 

the corner of his mouth.  ‘You were meant to be on my side. In my world, not theirs.’ 

He was starting to breathe really fast, holding the back of his head and shaking.  

‘Why? Why you? Why you fucking me over? You like going where the thugs are? ’ 

He looked up, rabid, sweating in one long stream, spit coming off his lower lip. 

Chloe moved forward. Into his space. ‘No, it's nothing like that. I just saw him...’ She tried to reach 

out to hold his body and keep him still. 

‘Stop it, Bobby.’ 

 ‘He bought you a drink. You let him buy you a drink. He fucking tried to kill me and my dad, and 

you drink with him?’ 

Chloe started trying to move away. His body was building up power, she could feel it. In a count of 

maybe two, or three seconds, Bobby swivelled round and with a huge, wolfish snarl, he flung his right 

arm out. He made a fist. It connected.   

At first, Chloe did not feel anything.  

At first it was only shock. 

Chloe did not know what had happened; she could not place herself, did not recognise this room or 

this man. She felt her head spin, giddy and light, tasting blood in her mouth, feeling it leak down the 

back of her throat. 

 With little breaths she lay on her back, trembling, looking up at the dark ceiling.  The bent shape of 

Bobby’s body hunched and sobbing into his hands. But it was all a mist; she couldn’t make him out 

properly. The room was a cloud of quiet with slow moving shapes and sounds. Bobby’s yells. 

Bobby’s head tucked into his chest.  

Tears ran down Chloe’s face, but this was from the impact.  She blinked them back and lay still, 

watching him. Bobby sat with his head in his hands, croaking out sorry. Sorry sorry sorry.  

‘Oh fuck, fuck, fuck, fuck. What I done, what I done, what I done...’ 

Chloe inched herself up on her elbows. Frowning, she tried to find his eyes and make him see what 

he’d done was wrong. He’d done something very wrong. She wanted him to know that. Chloe was 

silent for a second. And then Chloe screamed. Screamed as if she was being born, torn from her 
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mother, torn from life. Chloe’s eyes, open and wild, looked at Bobby as if he’d tried to kill her. Her 

wails brought Maggie hurtling into the room. 

 ‘What’s happened? What’s going on?’ 

Maggie jolted when she saw Chloe’s nose.   

‘Bobby, what you gone and done?’ 

 She should have lied; just said Bobby wasn’t well. Stopped her coming in.  

Before Maggie could stop her, Chloe barged past and flew down the stairs. They both heard the front 

door slam. 

‘Bobby, what have you done?’ 

But Bobby, like a little boy, had curled up in a ball. He would not look up. Maggie sat on the edge of 

the bed and put her hand on the back of his damp head for a moment. Bobby would not look up, his 

jaw clenched so tightly that the bones in his face stood hard against the skin and the vein in his neck 

pumped like they would burst. Maggie stopped shouting and kept the back of her hand pressed to his 

neck as if to lull his heartbeat.  

‘Bobby what have you done to her?’ 

He would not face his mum. Burying his ugliness in the pillow. 

 ‘Tell me what you did.’ Gently she asked, coaxing it from him.  

Nothing. Bobby panted. His body trembling.  

She looked at the mess of his bedroom, too sad to shout. She kept her fingers on his neck.  

Bobby turned his face and looked at Maggie. He spoke so quietly she could hardly hear him.  

‘I hit her.’ 

Maggie said nothing. She thought he had. Part of her had always worried that side of him would come 

out. The worst part of Joe. She took her hand away and her lungs felt a thick pressure. Her breathing 

became heavy. She was suddenly very hot and went over to Bobby’s window. She looked at some of 

the grubby curtains in the flats opposite. It was getting dark and a large group of Somalian women 

walked through the lamp light carrying huge bags of shopping.  

‘Do you understand what you’ve done?’ 

A muffled sound from her son. 

‘I didn’t mean to.’ 

Maggie pulled Bobby’s window shut so hard her hand began to tingle.  She spat it out.  

‘But you did it anyway.’ 

She felt a rising guilt and misery. Of owning him.  At failing him. 
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‘Why do you think I threw your dad out?’ 

‘Mum, I know. I fucking know.’  

He said nothing and his silence made the disgust build and her voice got louder.  

‘What were you thinking? Answer me, Bobby! How could you do that?’ 

Bobby covered his face. 

Maggie walked closer to him and yanked a hand away from his face. Bobby jerked his hand back to 

try and hide himself from his mum, but she gripped on until it hurt him.  She stayed looming over his 

bed. She held him by his shoulders and shook him. 

‘No. Look at me. You will listen to me.’ 

She held onto him and bent her head to look into his eyes.  

‘You have a rage in you that I always thought was a good thing. I thought you’d use it to do 

something. But you stayed too long.  You’re too big for this room. Too old for this.’ 

‘Please, Mum.’ 

‘Fight them out there. Not here. You don’t hit her.’ 

Bobby looked down. 

‘Just like your dad. Playing silly bollocks until you’re too old to change.’ 

He began shaking his head with his eyes shut, throwing her words away. 

‘I’m not my dad.’ It was a whimper. He couldn’t be cursed the same. He needed his mum’s 

forgiveness to mend this.  

He sat up, looking at Maggie, pulling his hand back again.  

‘I got nothing, mum. It’s all broken.’ 

She stepped back. She could smell the rot in him. His hands facing up, dead at his sides. 

With his empty glass in her hand she left before he saw her cry.  
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31. 

Chloe was out of breath. She stopped running and starting walking down the canal path, quickly, 

looking for patches of light to lead her home.  

At first she thought he was one of those drunks by the station. A real wino. The ones who’d had their 

noses broken three or four times and sat pissing onto their knees as commuters walked by. The scabby 

drunks.  That’s what Joe looked like now. Lying on a bench, back at the bank of the canal, with his 

Special Brew, knocking it back to ease the pain at the back of his head and across his face. He’d 

landed nose-first on the floor, splitting the bridge of his nose.   

He was limping,  worse than when she’d last seen him. She turned the other way but that was back the 

way she came and she could never go back there. 

‘Wait.' Joe called out. 'I know you.’ 

Chloe looked up.  

‘Here, come here. What happened to your face? Let’s have a look, come on.’ He stood and went to 

her.  

She flinched, moving back sharply, keeping her face twisted away from him. Her breathing ragged 

and her throat so sore she could only whisper. 

‘Leave me alone.’  

Joe went closer still, his shaky arms out in front of him, trying to speak in hushed tones. Chloe shifted 

from one foot to another, her head still down. She didn’t know what she should do, too stunned to 

move left or right. Joe’s face made her feel sick. It was scabby where he’d fallen on his face. And it 

was dirty.  His eyes flickering drunk.  Drunk men were dangerous. Men like Bobby were dangerous. 

Just as her sister had said.  

When Joe got too close, Chloe panicked and shoved him away as hard as she could and started in the 

other direction. Joe tumbled back a bit and caught his balance before he landed back on the bench.  

‘I don’t want to hurt you. How could I, look at me! Come here. What’s happened to you? You can’t 

walk the streets with blood on you.’ 

‘Keep away.’ Chloe picked up a broken branch on the floor and threw it in Joe’s direction, sobbing. 

‘You need to have it looked at. Chloe. Chloe, is it? I know you. Come on. Come back here.’ 

‘Your boy. Your son.' Chloe spat out the words. 'Look what he did.’  

She took her hands away and showed Joe her face properly.  A single punch to her small face. 

It was bad, but it wasn’t a break. Joe didn’t think it was a break, he wasn’t sure though. He’d seen and 

done worse. She was a tiny little thing. Her bones weren’t made to take a whack from Bobby. All the 

times he’d done it to Maggie. He knew it was wrong then, and he knew it was wrong now. Joe 

scrunched his eyes up and felt a sting of pain. Chloe stood in front of him, her hands at her sides now, 

her face white. Whiter still with the moon and the street lamps behind them. The tears had run her 
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mascara down her cheeks. She breathed out, trying to steady her sobs. Now she let herself cry 

properly.  

‘It looks worse than what it is. Trust me. That’ll clean up just fine.’ 

Joe took her arm. She let him. He studied her face.  

Chloe swallowed and put her fingers to her nose again, tapping the top of the bridge, letting out a cry 

each time she did.  

‘Did he break it?’ 

Joe didn’t know what to tell her. He couldn’t tell, even close up, not when he was in the state he was 

in, drunk and dizzy. 

‘Nah, I don’t think he went that far. You got a knock that’s all. ‘ 

Chloe nodded, calmer now. She had stopped crying and sniffed.  

Joe suddenly bent down and clutched at his head.  

‘Fucking animals.’ 

Chloe blinked and looked around. 

‘Why are you doing that?’ 

He moved away from her. 

‘Fucking brick. Who throws a brick?’ 

‘What happened?’ 

Joe cocked his head and smiled. ‘I tried to do something good and foolish. For my boy.’ 

She went to move away, down the bank of the canal, to somewhere else damp and dark. Lost and 

shocked, she put her hands back to her face and walked on, stumbling. She was going to take a fall.  

‘I don’t know where I am. I don’t know where I am.’ 

Joe stood up, his face twisting in pain when he spoke.  

‘Wait, hang on.’ He called out, rubbing the back of his head and wincing. 

‘I can’t tell my Dad. I can’t tell anyone yet.’ 

Joe limped on. ‘You don’t have to do nothing.’ 

Breathless and giddy, Chloe began to walk off in the opposite direction.  Joe moved after her as 

quickly as he could. One hand on his head.  

'No, you’re not. You’re coming with me. Come here.’ 

Joe walked after her. 
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Chloe stopped and felt cold. She didn’t know where she was going.  

‘Chloe.’ 

Joe made his way to her and put his arm around her shoulder this time, as tight as he could manage. 

Somewhere through his drink, he felt  Chloe lean into him, and he pulled her to him in a way that 

didn’t make her feel frightened. Relieved to have someone look after her, Chloe did not mind the 

smells of stale sweat and sweet-bitter beer. She did not mind the smell of clothes that had soaked up 

Joe’s drunk skin for days and days and days.  

‘You’re coming with me. We’re going to get you sorted. Can’t have a girl walking about the canal 

looking like her old man’s gone and belted her.’  

She spoke into his smelly old coat. ‘But where do I go? I don’t know what to do.’ 

Joe held onto her and kept them walking. 

‘We’re going to hospital. Come on, you help me walk and I’ll help you. ‘ 

Softly they stepped down the dark stretch of the canal and up onto the open road, an odd couple. From 

the safety of their cold, black, watery world they were hit by the brassy land above the bank. Blinking 

traffic lights and streaming traffic jams and the stares of people wondering what an old man with a 

messed-up face was doing with a bashed-up looking girl. They were avoided. Passersby looked at 

them as if they had emerged from the depths of the canal, , and  had swum up from the swamp to walk 

among the others.  

Chloe gripped Joe in shock. She couldn’t smell the stench of unwash any more. His body was warm 

to her; warm and kind. She held on. All the way to the hospital reception, where she let Joe do all the 

talking.  

Joe said they had both been attacked at the canal. He said she was his niece. And they left it at that.  

Joe sat with her as they fixed her up.  

‘Do you want us to have a look at you too?’ 

Even though Joe’s head pounded and the backs of his legs were shivering down the nerves, he said 

no. 

 ‘Nothing I can’t clean up myself.’ 

‘Please, we’d like to have a look.’ 

‘Get your hands off me.’ He shouted, like a proper old wino.  

They let him go. 

 Joe took Chloe’s arm and closed his eyes a little bit as they walked. His head thumped. He said he 

needed to lean on her this time. Whatever this was he was feeling, it was not drunk and it was not 

tired. Joe leaned on a wall. The colours turning black and white. He’d be alright after another drink. 

Maggie would give him another drink. He would go to Maggie’s house and lie down.  
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He took her to the bus stop and watched her get on a bus. She took her seat and fixed her eyes straight 

ahead. She didn’t see him fall against the wall as the bus went round the corner.  

Chloe took out a mirror from her bag. She put her fingers to her nose. The thumped nose had got 

wider as her eyes had got smaller. Nothing was as before. Her face was a stranger. Her black hair had 

long come out of its band and was matted and a mess, it framed her face in an electric shock. Her lips, 

bitten as she cried, were red.  When she sniffed, it hurt. Inside, the dried-up blood made it hard to 

breathe, but it was too sore to blow, so she started breathing through her mouth, steaming the mirror 

up.   

She wondered if he had meant it. There had been a look in his eye. Where the black had filled out the 

colour of his pupils and stared into her, cold. But they weren’t his eyes. It wasn’t him looking at her. 

She hated him and she wanted to go home to see her sister. 

‘I fucking told you.’ Polly would say.  

Chloe didn’t need telling. She needed a hot bath and she needed to hide. Her nose throbbed in pain 

and she had a splitting headache. She stood up at her stop, shock and rage making her hands shake as 

tried to zip up her coat. 
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32.  

Bobby hit the wardrobe with his hand. He kept doing it until the whole thing was smashed and cut 

open his knuckles again.  

He punched himself too. Took shots at his own stomach, where the bruising was the worse. Trying to 

punch so hard he’d break into a kidney. He stared out of the window. Stone-faced. Drained and 

exhausted and glistening in a grey, cold sweat that left his bed sheets damp. His chest rose quickly, up 

and down, his breath sore.  Everything he hadn’t wanted to be. He never wanted to hurt her. He didn’t 

think he would be able to. He just wanted her out of the room. And now he couldn't bear to be in the 

same room where he'd punched her a minute longer. 

His Mum was in the kitchen letting him thrash it out. She said nothing.  

Bobby threw on a hoodie and slammed the door on his shame. He kept his head down as he left the 

estate and he kept walking, listening to the change jangle in his pocket.  

He moved clumsily on, swaying as his heavy body grew weaker.  In car windows he saw his 

reflection and turned away, disgusted. He did not look tough, he did not look like a fighter; he looked 

ugly. He hung his head lower.  

‘You hit women now do you, Bobby?’ The phrase rang through his head.  

He stumbled around the night, following the roads that led down to the canal.  He hadn’t been down 

there since he’d cut Connor’s face. The same sooty bank and the same black river stood as it always 

had. Quiet and cool. Dark and safe.   

Bobby burned hot and cold. He sat on a bench, the ends of his fingers and toes tingling, the anger 

leaving a new bitter pain. The fresh air hurt against the cuts and grazes but it was clearing his head.  

He was back where he’d started, same place, same blood shining black on the same body. He’d won a 

fight and lost a fight. Won a girl and lost her. Not lost her, hit her. Thumped her like a beast that 

needed a bullet.  

His gut turned and twisted and he vomited onto the grass, only just missing his trainer.  

 He thought about phoning her. He took his phone out and let it ring. No answer. It was 5am. She 

could be asleep. He didn’t leave a message because he felt ill and was sick again. Standing up to let it 

all out.  

He sat back down, shivering. Wiping his mouth and feeling the roughness in his throat. The smell 

nasty and strong, mixing with the rest of his stale, scabbing body. Bobby breathed and then chewed 

on the knuckle of his thumb. His hands would not stop shaking. He remembered every moment in 

clear, cold flashback. When he thought of her, the pain of his cuts and twists and aches and thumps, 

all came to the surface harder, her name searing through each one. The sound of her: Chloe. A cut, a 

stinging blade through the skin. Bobby imagined it had not been real. But it was and he shut his eyes 

and saw her scream again loud enough to give him a headache. He was tired and wrong and he 

wanted to say he was sorry.  
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Despite the cold, Bobby closed his eyes and stretched out on a bench. He would not win any fights 

now. The tournament would be over for him. Boxing, whatever was left of it, would have to start all 

over again.  

He dreamed in dozes, replaying the moment that his hand lashed out. Seeing her face. The instant she 

felt the hit. Stunned before it started to hurt. A moment’s flash, his body jumped on the bench, 

twitching and unsettled.  

Then he woke freezing. And hungry.  

Sitting up, he looked out at the canal water, flat and watchful. Grey in daylight. The ducks sitting on 

the bank and the morning coming through in shadow and sunlight.  

Today was cold, but it was new. A man had arrived early for fishing and didn’t take much notice of 

Bobby. 

The cafe was around the corner and home not far beyond that. He walked up the steps, away from the 

caves of the canal and onto the quiet roads. It hurt to walk. Forgetting what he looked like, Bobby 

stopped at a car window. He stared. His body used to glow and pump full of good, red blood. Olive 

and burnished from jogging outside in summer. He used to be handsome. His face could take an odd 

black eye, a cut lip. But now it looked sloppy. He stank, he hunched and he stumbled.  

At the cafe, Bobby crept to the counter to order coffee and eggs. He didn’t want any conversation and 

kept his eyes to the floor when the waitress asked how he was.  

‘You look a bit rough, how many fights you lost this week?’ 

Bobby said nothing.  

He found a table by the window and sat down. The sun shone on Bobby and he took his hood down. 

On his split cheekbones, the sun picked out the black in the blood and the gold in his eyes. All wild 

and messy with fight. 

The waitress put his eggs down. Two fried eggs and chips. The yolk already starting to run.  Starving, 

he ate as if every bite was sewing him back together. He ate quickly, his mouth close to the plate, 

barely stopping to swallow one mouthful before loading another one in. He heard the radio playing 

something old and familiar, but he didn’t know who sang it. A group his Mum liked.  He put three 

sugars in his coffee and, after tasting sick and iron, it was hot, sweet and healing.  

He got up, leaving all his change on the table. It was about right. He might have even left a tip.  He 

kept his head down as he felt the nervous looks his face was getting from people around him. They 

found the way he looked frightening.  One man stared for too long, still dressed in his night-shift gear, 

the name of the cleaning firm on his t-shirt.  

‘You alright?’ 

 Bobby put his hood up, opened the door and took a step back outside.  

The air stung. Bobby started walking, his hands in fists, and his fists at his sides. Walking was real. 

Not far to go, he only had muddy, bandaged thoughts going through his painful head as he walked on 

down the same roads. 
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Winding down roads. The looming blocks just like his. Grey on grey on grey, boxing in the chaos. 

From gym to estate: one ring traded for another. Back the way he came, Bobby could smell the 

different air as soon as he set foot into the bleak mouth of the block. Curries and laundry and blocked 

up drains. The same old stink. The same old brick. Walking, walking, his heart beating and his breath 

sore and sharp in his throat, in his chest. Back to it all, all over again. 
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33. 

Maggie took one look at Joe on her doorstep and knew he wasn’t right. She saw the blood on his shirt 

collar, browning up. She saw the eyes heavy and swollen, the nose scabbed and bent and Joe’s skin, 

pale and dry as dust. He had a smell about him as she let him pass, a quietness that was strange. He 

buckled at the door. She reached out and grabbed him, and he straightened up. Maggie walked him.  

‘He hit her, Joe. He hit her.’ 

‘I know.’ 

It was warm inside. Joe could feel the heating curling up around his skin and he felt heavy, full of 

sleep. 

‘How could you know?’ 

‘Saw her down the canal. She ran down screaming her lungs out and I took her to the hospital.’ 

He made his way to the kitchen, looking for somewhere warm to sit. Somewhere to put his feet. 

She knew he wasn’t sure if he was welcome. 

‘It’s alright. You can go and sit on the sofa.’ 

Joe did an odd stumble towards when he got to the doorway. A waltz that needed the support of the 

wall as he moved. Maggie watched him until he was sat down. She didn’t like seeing him like this. 

This was different to drunk; this was something she couldn’t be angry about. Joe was not well. He 

leaned into the cushions.  

‘She was fine. Nothing broken.’  

The kettle was on and the flat smelled like pine and linen and the pipes made a whirring noise as they 

heated up. He missed his home. 

‘Does that make it okay? That he didn't break something?’ 

The flat was warm and cosy but the air between Maggie and Joe was strained with the memories of 

what had passed between them years ago.   

‘No, but she’s alright. She will be alright.’ 

Joe sat back. 

‘Where is he? I want to have a word with him.’ 

Maggie came out of the kitchen. A box of tea bags in her hand and a sad smile. 

‘Oh Joe. What good are you to him now?’ 

She couldn’t help herself. He smiled sadly too.  

‘I’d tell him not to do it.’ 

She disappeared back to the kitchen. 
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‘He left. Bolted right out of the door.’ 

Joe’s voice was at its closing time. Hushed, rasping and hard to hear.  

‘But he isn’t well.’ 

‘Joe, he can lick his wounds alone. I almost can't stand to let him in after what he did,' 

‘For now?’ 

‘For now. Though you should have seen the poor girl afterwards.’ 

‘I did. Told you I did.’ 

Maggie came out with the teas. She put one on the table next to Joe and then sat on an armchair by the 

television. The dawn was an ugly light and made her look older than she was. They sat in silence and 

she looked on. The man on her sofa was not the one she had married. His tea got cold and she took 

small sips of hers as the clock ticked on and the room she had lived in since she was eighteen felt as 

safe and warm as spring. She remembered the glass bottles of proper French perfume she’d collected 

when Joe had money. The older she got the less they got used. It had been her dream to make perfume 

when Bobby grew up. Maggie has a good nose and she loved things smelling nice. There was a place 

in France. It was called Grasse; they made perfume there. Joe had made a joke.  

‘You going to grass? Who on? Not me I hope.’ 

Those things never happened. They were never meant to. She settled for making her home look nice. 

The yellow curtains, the soft beige sofas and the cushions with matching primrose print. She took one 

and held it on her lap.  Joe had one eye open, looking at her. 

‘Where’s my hat?’ 

‘Your hat?’ 

‘My black hat. The one those reggae boys gave me that summer.’ 

Maggie had all of Joe’s things in her wardrobe. In a box buried at the back behind her dresses for 

weddings and funerals.  

‘It’s upstairs. You want it?’ 

Joe shook his head. ‘Just so I know it’s somewhere.’ 

Joe tried to sit up. ‘This head of mine, Maggie. It’s killing me.’ 

‘Too much drink?’ 

It hurt for Joe to shake his head and he put it between his hands and moaned.  

‘They threw a rock at the back of my head and I haven’t felt right since. Really wobbly on my feet.’ 

Maggie could see the lump beneath Joe’s greasy hair as he bent his neck.  His hair thinning as he 

aged. As Joe got older it all fell out. His hair, teeth and nails.  
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‘Well you wouldn’t, would you? Having a big stone lobbed at your brain. You want to go hospital?’ 

Joe mumbled with his face down. ‘No, nothing that rest can’t heal.’ 

‘You need a good clean up.’ 

She got up and went back to the kitchen. She found the First Aid kit under the sink and came back, 

sitting next to Joe. Her husband stank of old blood, old scabs, old stings that wouldn’t heal properly 

and kept weeping. He bent his head and let her clean where he’d been hit.  The ointment wet Joe’s 

neck. She dabbed it on gently and heard him murmur with the sharp bite of alcohol hitting the open 

cut. She saw his body jerk and took care to not press too hard.  

‘Joe?’ 

He made a noise. He was trying to listen through the pain.  

‘How could you slip away so easily from what you were?’ 

Joe's hand held Maggie’s leg for a moment.   

He sighed.  

‘I lost myself, Maggie.’ 

She stopped dabbing. The gash too big to treat with her gauze and antiseptic. Blood was all down the 

back of his shirt and the lump was big and tender. She didn’t want to touch it. It wasn’t doing 

anything anyway. She gently wound some gauze around his head. 

‘That’s done.’ 

Joe grunted and sat up slowly. Leaning on the arm of the sofa, he coughed a little.  

‘Fucking mess of a man aren’t I? Look, can’t even afford socks.’ 

He showed his bony ankles, grey and thin, as he crossed his legs. The black shoes looked sore on his 

cold feet, leaving red marks and dry spots.  Joe could feel a sickness in his gut that he didn’t 

recognise. He didn’t know whether he would throw up or fall sleep. Maggie smelled of soap and tea 

roses.  As he sat in the warm, her body and her skin became a cloud around him.  

‘I can’t bear to look at him after what he done, Joe.’ 

‘Don't you worry, Mags. He needed to run it off. He knows he’s broken what he had. Let him go and 

be alone.’ 

‘She just lost her mum. And he does that to her. Gorgeous, tiny thing.’ 

‘She’s no fool. She has a scream on her.’ 

She got up and poured herself a small gin.  

‘I thought when I told you to go that he would know right from wrong.  He could feel a life without 

the fear and the drink and me crying. I thought if it was just me and him he’d be a better man. Kinder. 
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And he was. He is. But he has your heart, doesn’t he, Joe? Every time you came out that ring, you 

were different.’ 

Joe asked for a gin. She put hers in his hands. He coughed and sipped some, wetting and warming his 

throat before he spoke.  

‘It wasn’t the ring. I was happy in there. It was everything else. I was most  myself in there, under 

those lights. There, it was just me, Maggie. I was alone.  I liked it.’ 

He took another sip and closed his eyes. Then he opened them and spoke again, his voice harder to 

hear. Maggie had to come closer. Joe had never opened up  so much about himself before. 

‘The grace and the feeling of being calm in my body before I heard a bell.  Before  I got a punch on 

the man in there with me. It was sweet and  dark and even under those lights I was in the shadows, 

moving about like I wanted. But then you come out and it almost hurts your eyes. You’re blinking 

around you and there’s nothing. Just ordinary life and ordinary people talking about nothing. You 

can’t connect.’ 

His voice running out of steam, puffing out his lines.  

‘Give us another please?’ 

Maggie poured them both a glass. 

‘But life is ordinary, Maggie. We are ordinary.’ 

Joe sank the second. The sickness moving from his belly and hurting his head more. He went on. High 

on the pain.  

‘You spend your time away from the fights thinking about winning or losing them. Even when I 

wasn’t in the ring, I was still in the fight. I saw everything in black and white: winning or losing. I got 

tired. I would drink so the world would get its grey back.’ 

‘You wasted time.’ 

Joe shrugged. 

‘Maybe.’ 

He could hear his breathing, louder than usual.  

‘Where’s Bobby?’ 

‘He's out, Joe. You know that.’ 

‘Oh. Yes.’ 

He put his hand out for another drink. The glass in the air, held by shaking fingers. Maggie took it 

from him before he dropped it.  

‘I want him home. I’d rather tell him off here than he get hurt out there. But I need to show him I'm 

angry with him.’ 
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Joe nodded. 

‘One more.’ 

Maggie knew she would keep giving them as long as he wanted them. She felt Joe was living last 

days in small luxuries. She filled it higher than before.  

‘When’s he back?’ 

‘I don’t know, Joe.’ 

She put the glass back in his hand and watched him down the fire-water. 

‘Well, when he comes through that door tell him I want a word with him.’ 

She took the glass from his hand.  His voice was starting to gurgle. He was full of sound and sleep. 

His eyes closing. His breathing becoming slow.  

Dizzy from gin, Maggie put her hand on the top of his cold head and smoothed down his hair. 

‘Goodnight, Joe.’  

‘Thank you Maggie.' He squeezed her hand.  

She left him flat on the sofa, his head on a primrose cushion. She could hear his breathing gentle and 

calm as the early morning, and she turned out the light.  
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34. 

Let me in Mum.  

Bobby was cold. Let me in, he said in his head. He begged it in his head.  

Bobby’s knuckles were too sore to knock and the bell was broken. He kicked his Mum’s door with his 

foot, as gently as possible so Maggie didn’t think it was that lot coming to sort things out. He kicked a 

couple of times before bending down to call through the letterbox.  He swallowed and spat and waited 

for the door to open.  

Maggie’s face was whiter than normal, her skin blotchy from neck to brow. He could see she had 

been crying.  Wrapped tightly in her dressing gown, the flat was in darkness. She looked up at him, 

saying nothing. For a long silence she stood, her chest moving up and down, her face sagging, a 

sadness pulling it down. Then Maggie started to cry again, her sobs so big it made her body tremble, 

and her hands reached out for Bobby to hold her.  

Bobby took her to him and walked them slowly into the hallway.  

‘Mum, what’s happened?'  

Maggie stood shaking her head.  

'What's happened?’ 

‘It’s your Dad.’ She sank to the floor, the effort of standing up were too much for her. 

It took all of Bobby’s strength to reach low and pick his Mum up off the floor. To hold her steady and 

sit her at the kitchen table. Bobby could hear the metal echoes of the tap dripping. He could feel his 

guts turn and he needed the toilet. He sat at the table with her, his arms and legs too big for the chair. 

He put his hood down and ran his hands through his hair. Smelling chip fat on his palms.. 

She murmured on, her fingers worrying the silk of her dressing gown.  

‘He came to see you. To find out what you’d been doing. He thought you needed talking to because 

he saw the girl, took her to hospital. He knew what you’d done.’ 

Now the tick-tick of the kitchen clock.  

‘So sweet, Bobby. I’ve never seen him so small and sweet since we met. He turned up before dawn, 

white as a ghost, his hands shaking. He had money for you as well as a talking to. He came to see you, 

Bobby.’ 

Bobby started to sweat. The flat was too warm.  

‘I turned up the heating for him before I went to sleep. I thought he looked so cold.’ 

Bobby went stiff. His mind blank.  

‘He on the sofa?’ 
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 Maggie nodded.  

Bobby rose from the chair. The aching becoming dull and constant and regular as his breathing.  He 

pushed open the door.  

Thin, scrawny and white. His broken nose beak-like and shot with blue veins, his forehead creased 

with lines. Eyes open, his stare lost and gone.  

His Dad was dead and there was nothing violent about it. Bobby had never seen him so peaceful.  

‘One minute he was saying goodnight and I went to bed. Then the next thing, I come down and he’s 

lying there.‘ 

Bobby took his Dad’s hand. It was still warm. 

‘How long you been up?’ 

‘Ten minutes. But I don’t know how long he’s been gone.’ 

Maggie’s crying had turned to a rush of quick panting. She tried to calm herself down and took gulps 

of air. She whispered and wiped her eyes, walking to the tray of spirits she left by the cabinet. 

‘He was moaning about his headache.’ 

‘You what?’ 

Maggie came closer with a small gin in her hand, braver now her son was home. Brave enough to 

look at her husband. 

‘Had a brick thrown at him, he said. Said it wasn’t something the drink was fixing. He fell over twice. 

But he wasn’t drunk. I’ve seen your Dad drunk and it wasn’t that. I’ve never had to help him up 

before.’ 

Bobby nodded and with his sore fingers brushed Joe’s hair from his face as softly as he could.. 

‘Do his eyes, love. I can’t do it.‘ 

Bobby put a hand over his Dad’s face again and put him in a peaceful sleep., his fingers trailing his 

scar. 

Maggie sank the gin.  She walked over to make another. 

‘Want one?’ 

Bobby shook his head. ‘No, I need to lie down for a second. Need to make some calls.’ 

Bobby hung onto the banisters. He limped his way up each step to his room, taking his phone out 

from his pocket.  

Maggie had made his bed for him. Fresh sheets. Fresh flower smells. He lay down. Death clung to his 

home, a fire eating up the air. No anger now. There was no room for it. Bobby put his head on the 

pillow and looked at his ceiling. His blood cold and his body numb. He felt a quiet inside him. So 

silent he could hear the breeze lift his Tyson poster from its corner.  
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  He turned his face to the side and rang Chloe again. She didn’t answer. 
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35. 

At first she forgot.  In that kind moment when sleep was still dream. Then, when she opened her eyes 

and saw the dark part of morning in her window, she felt the headache and the dull pain come back. 

Pulling up the covers to her chin, Chloe closed her eyes. She did not want the day to start yet.  

Her breathing was bunged up too. Bashed up. She lay as still as she could until her head got too noisy. 

Awake. Up and out of bed, she felt her nose with the tops of her fingers.  

Polly had put her to bed. Tea on the side, the heating on and a telling off. Chloe had begun to shiver 

when she got home last night.  

‘If I see him, I swear...’ 

Chloe didn’t care what Polly thought. Polly was one of those women who thought she was better than 

getting hit by a man. Or cheated on. Or dumped. Polly slept with a different man every Friday and 

cried about it every Sunday.   

Polly stood over Chloe’s bed, staring at the phone. 

‘That him ringing now?’ 

She picked up and shouted down the line. 

Chloe cried. ‘Just leave it. I'm tired.’ 

There was no sign of her sister now. The house was quiet.  

Chloe moved quietly, first to the bathroom.  On the toilet she touched her face again. At the mirror 

she  stared. The blue tiles and the grey light made it look worse, but Chloe was shocked. Her face had 

become feline, her eyes swollen and small and her nose large and flat. She put her hair up in a 

ponytail. It was knotted and greasy and needed washing, soft tears in her eyes the whole time.  

She went back to her room and made her bed. A white pillow and a tiny mark of blood. Chloe turned 

it over. 

Picking up her phone she could see the messages and missed calls. She held it in her hand down the 

stairs. The television was on and, feeling small and weak, Chloe hoped when she opened the door her 

Dad would be on his chair. But he wasn’t. He’d taken a job and all that was left behind was an empty 

mug and scribbled betting slips on the carpet.  

The house felt big with no one in it. Chloe went to the kitchen and took a bar of chocolate from her 

Mum’s cupboard. She sat, with her back to the wall and the long-dead peonies in front of her. Petals 

on the table.  Last night still coughing itself up in jagged pieces. She put her phone next to the peonies 

and opened the block of Dairy Milk. A picture of her mum, Lynn, on the fridge with her hair up and 

her cheeks flushed and shiny from the sun smiled at her. White shell beads around her neck.  A 

poppy-red dress. 

 Chloe remembered Fiona coming over and crying at this table. The marks on her arm and neck from 

Devlin’s Dad.  Standing with Lynn at the door as she poured out the last few drops of heartbreak 

before going back to the home to be a mum.  
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Lynn would sigh. Shake her head. And back to the kitchen to finish her tea and paper.   

It was hard, Lynn had said to both her girls, for Fiona to leave when she had a little boy. It was hard to 

tear your body away. Chloe didn’t want to be that woman. 

She looked around the kitchen. It needed a good clean. Polly had left her bowls piled up. Her dad had 

left his old teabags in the sink, waiting for someone else to throw them away.  

More chocolate and Chloe picked up the phone. One by one, she listened to her voicemail messages. 

In the last one, Bobby was crying. Chloe had never heard a man cry before and it was frightening. Her 

dad always kept that to himself, and she found the rough croak of a man’s sobs grotesque. But she had 

to keep listening. Through the softer moments crying, Chloe heard Bobby moan that Joe had died. 

Chloe deleted that message too. She was shocked, remembering his kindness to her that last night, but 

it was not a surprise. At the hospital, Joe had swayed as they walked, his white face sweating, his 

mouth frothing at the corners when he calmed her down.   

For a moment, Chloe felt sorry for Bobby, more than she did for herself, and it felt good to pity him. 

She knew exactly how he felt. They had that in common now. 

Bobby was a mess. Chloe touched her nose again.  

The kitchen was a mess.  

The bruises. Bobby had drawn a line between them. They were linked by the same kind of markings. 

He’d tarnished her with his brush, with his black and blue. Chloe felt a new intimacy between them. A 

naked hurt that embarrassed her. Now he also knew how she felt.  

With her phone cleared of messages, Chloe had some more chocolate and walked to the sink. There 

were bowls that had been there for days. She picked up each dry tea bag and threw them in the bin 

before running the hot tap and covering every plate with washing-up liquid. 

More and more she squeezed, until the green liquid covered everything in the sink; until it had all run 

out. With a sponge she began to wipe the plates down. The tap running hot, the water bubbling up. 

She couldn’t get the stuff off them now, so she picked them all up in her hands and smashed them on 

the floor.  
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36. 

The day they buried Joe marked the end of spring. It was May and the sun was bright. Summer was 

close and the air was warm, the sky a new blue.  

Joe had left the world light and thin, carrying nothing. Maggie and Bobby dressed him in all in black, 

with his pork-pie hat and his favourite watch on his waif wrist. Joe may have died a drunk, but in his 

death, the small world felt the gap he left behind. The community took a blow. A big character had 

bowed out, and everyone turned up to tell him to have a safe journey. 

It was open to all, and many came. Although Maggie had not wanted any of that lot there, a few did 

show up. As he carried Joe down, Bobby looked straight ahead. You couldn’t stop people coming to 

funerals, but he knew Theresa had shown and he didn’t like the space she was taking up. As in 

everything she did, Theresa showed off. She sat too close to the front. Too close to his Mum. A black 

fur coat even though it would soon be summer. She acted like Joe had meant something and held 

Daphne’s shoulder for comfort. Mother and daughter united. Daphne would not stop crying and this 

annoyed Bobby. He could hear her sniffing louder than Maggie.  

The funeral was held in the gloomy church his Mum and Dad had been married in. An organ shut out 

the noises of traffic and sirens off the Stoke Newington Road. As the priest gave a sermon on  a life 

that men from all corners of east London had turned up to respect, Bobby looked down at his shoes 

and held onto his Mum’s elbow, trying to keep her steady. She had worn cream because she wore 

cream when they married. 

‘We are still married, you know.’ 

She shook and cried as much as Bobby stood still and dry-eyed, only looking up to see the sunlight 

stream through the stained glass.  

The stuff about him being a Dad. A husband. A boxer. Where he was born and where he grew up.  

Bobby had written it out for the priest, sitting with Maggie and Mikey at the kitchen table, making 

sure they didn’t leave anything out.  

They did leave some stuff out. They left out every time he got drunk. They left out the times he hit 

Maggie, and they left out how he died. They left it out to make him a hero, because in his death, Joe 

had become one.  

Boxing stories raised laughter and some tears. Trainers from Clapton, old boxers and a few old boys 

from the pub, including Frank and Freddy, were at the back. With flat caps and fat guts they kept their 

faces down, ashamed they could not cry properly.  

Walking to the front, Bobby straightened his tie and kept his head down. He had put together a few 

words so the service had a heartbeat.  

For the first time in his life, Bobby had a beard. Partly to cover the scabs and cuts, and partly because 

he had tried to shave with a tender hand, too scared to go over the wounds and swellings. It was 

painful and he left it, clipping his beard as neatly as he could. It upset him that he turned up to his 

dad’s funeral scruffy. Bobby was a clean-cut boy and he made sure his suit was sharp. It still hurt to 

blink in bright light and he looked to the floor, eyes still shot with blood. 

‘He shared his name with Joe Louis.  He loved that.’ 
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Ashamed of his beard, the fight and his face. He spoke to the floor and only looked up at the end of 

his piece. 

They were two shadows at the back. Bobby felt them grow in size. Someone started clapping. Denny 

stood, as alive and big as Joe was small and dead. Bobby walked back to the pew and held his Mum’s 

hand tight.  

‘Don’t think about them.’ Maggie whispered. 

Connor stood up too. A white shirt, a dark suit and a drunken grin. A cheap purple tie loose at his 

neck. He had a freshly shaved head. 

‘None of them matter.’ 

But Bobby boiled inside as his Mum went white and frowned, and he was startled to see them both at 

the back. Maggie held her son’s hand, her long nails leaving marks when she let go. 

‘They aren’t here to say their goodbyes. They’re here for trouble.’ 

Bobby had not said goodbye to Joe so did it now, walking up to the coffin for one last look. They’d 

side-parted his hair and given him a blush. He would have looked asleep, but the cheeks were sunk 

and hollow, a face Bobby didn’t want to remember him by. They’d chosen a nice picture for the front 

of the programme. A soft-focused, caramel-coloured shot of him grinning ear to ear at the races, his 

hair blown about in the wind. That scar pulling his eyelid down at the corner like his signature. Joe the 

boxer.  

The organ played them out. Bobby held Maggie’s hand as they walked down and the trainers carried 

Joe out. A couple of old boxers from Joe’s day at Clapton took the back. 

‘You think people will come to the club for a drink and a sausage roll?’ His Mum asked him. 

‘Amazing Grace’ led them away in moaning organ chords. 

‘’Course. It’s Joe.’ 

Outside in the afternoon, the rabble inside stood waiting for cars and rides to the cemetery, where Joe 

would be buried. The sun beat down on them. Warm but not too hot.  

Bobby watched his Mum be hugged and held by the women who lived above and below her in the 

flats. Hands lighting up cigarettes and blowing smoke around her head.  

‘The sun shines on the righteous, Maggie.’ 

Bobby saw his mum try to find a bit of space and move to the left of the circle. 

‘He must have done something right.’ 

Maggie tried to laugh. Her laugher turned to crying, and the women pulled her back to the middle of 

the circle.  

Bobby turned for a moment to be alone and let the day sink in. He moved into the shade, by the side 

of the church and looked to the floor. He kept trying to remember the last things he’d said to his Dad. 

It was in his hospital bed. Bobby was glad they’d had that. It wasn’t enough, but they’d talked.  
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When he looked up again he saw them. The two of them, stood together. Bobby put his hands in his 

pockets, legs apart, his head tired.  He wanted them to leave him alone.  

Denny moved to him, one hand held out in peace.  He was not steady on his feet. 

‘Bobby boy, do you know where there’s a toilet round here?’ 

His race was red and big as ever. His eyes too. Tinted and whirling, so drunk he smelt of spirits and 

rust; so hot with being drunk his sideburns were sweating. His Saint Christopher caught on a lapel. 

Connor turned his back on them both and unzipped his suit trousers. He left a wet piss print on the 

grey stone of the church wall.  

‘There it is.’ 

Denny walked over to join Connor. He unzipped his trousers clumsily with one hand and he pissed 

too.  

Bobby looked quickly to his right to see if his Mum had seen. She hadn’t, and the ladies were keeping 

her busy. He waited until they had finished using the church as a toilet. He waited to see them turn 

around again.  They took their time and Bobby watched them stuff their cocks back into their pants, 

laughing and wheezing. 

When they turned, both had leaked through their suit trousers.  

‘Lovely service. Your Dad would be proud.’  

Bobby felt a rage, but he did not see red. Instead, he turned his back on them and walked away, back 

into the sunshine. The cars were lining up and in traffic jams heading to the cemetery. Maggie was 

looking for him. He raised his hand to tell her to hold on but first he ran over to the crow-black shape 

of Theresa, feathers in her hair and a veil across her face, a cheap lace that caught her fake lashes.  

She lifted the veil when she saw him. 

‘Bobby, I’m sorry.’ She meant it. Joe had always been kind to her. 

He nodded, not interested. ‘Yeah, listen. Do me a favour?’ 

Her eyes wide as she waited to hear. Glad to be part of Bobby’s life in any way. 

‘I want a straightener with Connor. Sort it for me.’ 

She nodded and put her hand on Bobby’s waist, excited too that the story was still going, that she was 

still part of it. That she might be part of the happy ending with Bobby. Her nails were painted black. It 

sent shivers through him. Wide-eyed and in his glare, she nodded.  

‘I will. I’ll do it. I promise.’ 

‘Just tell Connor. Tomorrow, or the next day, or the one after that. When’s he sobered up, I want this 

sorted and I want this done. Soon as possible. Tell him that.’ 

She moved closer. Fag-ash breathing in his ear, she pulled herself closer. 

‘I will, Bobby.’  She nodded, serious. ‘I am so sorry about Joe.’ 
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He took her hands away from his waist. 

‘Just do it.’ 

He left Theresa nodding and jogged to where his Mum was, waiting in the car. The big, lilies on the 

coffin were Maggie’s choice. She wanted something with perfume and she wanted something pretty. 

‘It’s all been ugly enough while he was alive.’ Maggie has said.  

Joe was buried and Bobby threw soil on top of his grave. He waited until everyone walked a few 

yards away. Out of his pocket he threw in a medal. The first one his Dad had ever won at Clapton 

Bow when he was eleven.  No trumpets, no flags. Just tumbled soil and sun on Joe’s coffin. A buried 

treasure of this area. The world Joe left behind was cold. The one he joined, colder. Bobby thought of 

Joe’s bones lost in the heavy earth.  

He walked on after the crowds, to have drinks and sausage rolls at the Mildmay Club, to hear the 

sound system play some swing and some reggae that Bobby had asked for and knew his Dad 

would’ve liked.  

People danced but Bobby sat still. He undid the buttons of his jacket and tried to let his body ease up. 

His shoulders were tight. He watched his Mum’s handbag while she got drunk and danced with her 

friends. This would not end until he ended it. Without a straightener, they could go on fighting him 

forever. 

His mum laughed as she was twirled around by Big Frank.  

Joe was deep in the ground and Bobby needed to bury the rest with him. 

‘This was his favourite song.’ 

Bobby smiled at her and nodded. His right leg nervous and shaking. 

‘I know.’ 

37. 

 

Two days after Joe’s funeral and the flat was full of flowers and cards.  

The wedding picture of Maggie and Joe now stood in the middle of the kitchen table, next to the fruit 

bowl. There were others too. Photographs of Joe in as a young boxer, pictures of him holding Bobby, 

and more framed cinnamon-tinted shots of Joe and Maggie when they were young and lovely. 

He’d tried to call Chloe and left voicemails. Once, Polly answered and told him to fuck off. On the 

messages he repeated himself, said he didn’t know where to begin, saying sorry was nothing. He told 

her about Joe. Then felt shit because he’d used his Dad’s death to make her feel pity. But he hadn’t 

meant that at all. He just wanted to tell someone. He just needed to tell her.  

After the funeral Bobby was stunned and spinning in a world that left him without a witness. Bobby 

was just a boy. 
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A boy who had not been hurt this much before. There were parts of him still shaded in a sickly sheen 

of yellow. His face, especially, had had a grey-tinged deadness about it but now he had started to get 

his colour back. Almost clear of the puffy swelling and the fat lip.  The whites of his eyes less spotted 

with blood. 

Bobby had his first shave and filled the sink up with the black metal filings of his beard.  He took 

baths, not showers, so hot it nearly peeled the skin. It hurt his ribs to stand in the shower. Bobby 

studied his body in the bath and in his bedroom mirror every morning, watching it come back. Each 

scab slipping away like an old leaf until the gold flesh underneath started to fill out slowly. 

But it was Bobby’s head that had taken the worst of it. Denny’s punch had knocked him out and 

turned off a light Bobby couldn’t switch back on. He knew his fight was not the same.  

Bobby moved without being sure. He walked to the shops and looked behind him more than he used 

to. He  stayed in after dark.  There were the nightmares too. The fear at dawn when his eyes were 

wide open, his body cold in the blankets. The room white and blank. The seconds ticking as Chloe 

screamed and he fell back. They stopped him sleeping. Nothing to cling on to that helped the terror 

fade. When she wasn’t screaming, his Dad was rotting. Layer after layer of skin peeling off Joe’s thin 

and toxic body. Chloe and Joe. Both dead and gone. Just Bobby left on his own.  

His Dad was dead and that should have finished things. But it hadn’t. 

‘Where you off to?’ 

Bobby didn’t want to tell his Mum. Since the death Maggie had drifted back and forth between sleep 

and wake, trying to finally understand that she was not married. Her dressing table was piled with 

sleepers and gin, and her sheets needed changing because she sweated so much in them.  

‘Going for a run.’ 

‘There’s no fight now. You can’t train for anything. Why not give your body a rest?’ 

Bobby was dressed head to toe in black. His hood up, he could smile again without it hurting.  

‘I need to run.’ 

Maggie was cooking.  In the two days since burying Joe she had planned meals for morning, 

afternoon and night, making sure the fridge was full and there was always something in the oven. 

She’d got home, tipsy after Joe’s send-off at the club, and the next day put on her weekend trousers 

and walked straight to the butchers to get good cuts.  

They all knew Joe well and sneaked a pound of liver in with her shopping. She didn’t see it until she 

got home and cried at the kindness. 

She was nervous. She didn’t want Bobby to go far. 

 ‘You going to come back?’ 

Bobby nodded. ‘’Course.’ 

Bobby went to the door. 
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‘That girl, by the way. Have you heard from her yet?’ 

‘Chloe?’ 

‘Yeah, she ever talk to you again?’ 

The guilt and dirt of what he’d done rose up like bile.  

‘She won’t take my calls.’ 

Maggie touched her hair and looked in the hallway mirror.  She thought she had aged. 

‘Perhaps you need to try harder.’ 

Bobby was too ashamed. ‘I don’t know how.’ 

She stared at herself in the mirror for longer. Patting at the dark roots of her hair. Then her shoulders 

dropped and Maggie began to cry.  

Maggie had not missed Joe when he was alive. Now he was dead, she felt the pain of her broken 

marriage with more hurt than ever before.  Still crying, Maggie began opening oven doors and sliding 

a tray of potatoes onto the top shelf to go with her dad’s special chicken recipe. The smell of oranges 

and onions thick and cloudy in the radiator-warmth of the flat.  

Bobby came to the doorway. ‘Mum.’ 

Bobby brought his Mum close and gave her a hug. She turned her head to his chest and closed her 

eyes, enjoying the feeling, the moment’s peace. She blinked in the tears and her tired face was drawn 

and lined in a way it hadn’t been before. He squeezed her tightly before he let her go. Bobby could 

see that his Mum was getting older, thinner, more bent. The blonde hair more grey at the root.  

She wiped her eyes and pulled away. Her voice colder. ‘I just can't bear to see you make a mess of 

things as well, Bobby.’ 

Maggie went back to her hot kitchen, distracting herself with the roast. She cooked as if she were 

expecting guests. She wanted company. She wanted Joe’s friends to come knocking like they used to 

and sit round her table as she watched them eat and talk over her with their mouths full.  

Bobby stood at the kitchen doorway.  

‘Mum.’ 

Her face hot and flustered. Blotchy in heat and tears. He put his hand out and she put a pan down to 

hold it. He kissed her on the top of her head and put his hand on her shoulder. 

‘It's not like I haven't tried. I will try.’ 

Maggie tried not to crumple.  She went back to her pan, filling it with cold water for the vegetables.  

Out into the open and the sun was bright. Bobby’s nerves crept along jagged and wiry, catching him 

in the throat and making him thirsty. But his taste for drink and cigarettes had vanished. Bobby 

walked as tall as he could, trying to find the fire in his belly to fight. Summer and bloom in the air, the 

birds and cherry blossoms made this Friday afternoon sweet.  In the playgrounds of the estate, white 
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flowers and buds brightened the trees and daffodil patches grew by the concrete. He looked at 

Theresa’s flat. The curtains were drawn and the lights were off. Nobody home. She’d be waiting. 

She’d set the date, done her duty.  

Down by the cafe, he could see the pub in the distance and thought about going in. But without Joe, 

Bobby couldn’t face that bar or the landlord. Couldn’t look at the jukebox or the pool table he’d seen 

his Dad clean up on time after time.  

Here, watch this. And Joe would pop the balls in neat and clean, as if they already knew where they 

were supposed to go.  

Nearer to the canal, Bobby stopped and looked at the sky. He moved his fists about, clenching and 

spreading them, jabbing at the air. A few half-hearted jabs. He thought about his Dad. Elbows in, head 

down, quick feet, and top off. Keep quick and get in first.  

 ‘Watch out for these boys, Bobby. They know how to win by losing.’ 

Down the steps, Bobby found himself by the tunnel of the canal where he’d first fucked Theresa. 

Where he’d slept and cried. Different now in sunlight. Different now he was calm.  

They were grouped together, a lot of them. In blue and black tracksuits and vests, glistening gel in 

their hair. Gathering and laughing, more and more of them joining the pack, circling around Connor’s 

red head, who was pacing up and down and laughing. His top already off. His hands in bandages. He 

was grinning, ducking and diving and looked a lot more sober than when Bobby had last seen him.  

Denny was there too, with a few other faces that had taken pop-shots in the changing room. He didn’t 

know their names and he didn’t want to.  

Denny saw him and laughed, excited to be there. To him, this was history. 

‘You didn’t come with your friend? No Mikey?’ 

Bobby had told no one about this.  He didn’t look right and he didn’t feel right. He didn’t want 

anyone to see today. 

‘Just me. This isn’t a show.’ And with a nod to Connor’s pack, ‘You brought a lot of people.’ 

Denny smiled.  

‘We were very sorry to hear about your Pa.’ 

Bobby said nothing and remembered their pissing up against the church wall. There were things you 

didn’t do over a dead man’s body. 

An old boy who took on all the straighteners walked towards Bobby. The referee, Tony.  Bobby had 

made sure he was there to see this. Overweight and in his sixties, he was there to keep the fight going 

as the best it could.  

‘No biting. No cutting. Keep it about the fists, boys and keep this clean.’  

Connor smiled. Bobby could see the scar, still pink, and the smile too big, on his meaty face. They 

were both nervous. Each met the other’s stare.  
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‘Come on then, Bobby, you called this on.’ 

Bobby unzipped his top. No one on his side, he had no one to hand it to. He left it on the bank and 

stood sadly, trying to make the most of himself. He had not trained, run or fought since the day at 

York Hall and he was soft. His whole body was struggling as he stepped forward. He had taken off 

the bandages. He followed his long black shadow and walked towards the group, leaving space for 

Connor to come forward too. 

Connor looked him up and down, he was ready. The others crowded just behind him, acting as an 

army in a battle scene. A couple skipped out to the side and started doing a strange dance as if Connor 

had already won, their skinny legs jumping about, imps in blue tracksuits.  

Even so, Bobby moved forward again, but he stood with his arms at his side, his back straight, his 

eyes fixed on Connor. In all the years they’d known each other, Bobby had never waited. Connor 

knew the way Bobby fought. He expected Bobby to come at him hard and fast, like he always did. 

They were same kind of fighter.  

‘Come on, let’s kick this off.’ 

The crowd began to shout, clustering around. Their faces full of menace and pain. 

Bobby stood still. His looked at them all. He looked at Connor. 

Connor spat at the floor near Bobby’s trainers. He began to shift side to side with his hands in big 

stone fists and the thought of pain scared Bobby. He did not feel strong any more. He felt tired. He 

heard Denny cough in the background and crack a joke with another man. The canal lay flat and deep. 

It kept Bobby’s secrets. The sky was clear and the sun warm on their bodies.  

Bobby knew he would lose. That he had to lose this one. 

Connor’s fists were up. Bobby put his fists up too.  

But the sun made him squint and, keeping his head down, Bobby felt the ache in the back of his neck. 

He could see Denny. The Big Man in a cream shirt, laughing from his big belly. The man who’d 

thrown a brick at his Dad. The man who got him beaten black and blue.  

The sun burned. Connor’s face was already reddening. Bobby felt so tired.  

He would lose this fight.  

Connor spat again.  

‘You here to fight or daydream, Bobby?’ 

The others were getting restless too. They wanted to see these two go at it again, and they wanted to 

join in. One of them picked up a stone and threw it at Bobby’s leg. He felt it sting his shin. The pack 

began to howl and laugh.  

‘If you don’t move Bobby, we’ll stone you to death like your dad.’  

‘Make this fair, boys.’ The referee edged in closer. 
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Bobby’s fists were up, just below his jaw. His elbows in. His eyes straight at Connor.  

And he waited. And he waited some more. 

‘Just go and wake him up for fuck’s sake!’ Denny boomed and it began. 

Connor threw a right hand and caught Bobby in the face. It suddenly went very quiet. The crowd held 

their breath. 

 Bobby stumbled back straight away, his fingers feeling the blood pouring fresh. He’d been caught at 

the corner of his eye and would need stitches quickly, before the scar tissue gave him a lopsided stare. 

They called them pirate scars. With his heart pumping so hard and frightened, the blood came out fast.  

He couldn’t see and squinted.  

Bobby didn’t come to win this fight; instead of trying to hit back, he just let it happen.  

The ones that just want to fight aren’t worth fighting, his Granddad had always said.  

He still had his hand over his mouth when the second one came. His other arm held out, trying to keep 

Connor back.  He heard the crack. Something made a noise. Maybe his jaw. As Connor went to hit 

him again, Bobby raised his arms and pulled Connor to him. He held his body to his in a tight hold, as 

tight as he could, and put his head on his shoulder, bleeding onto Connor’s bare skin.  He whispered 

through the pain. 

‘No more.’ 

Connor pushed him off so hard Bobby nearly fell.  The blood made him feel dirty. 

The push kept Bobby kept moving backwards.  

‘Hit him proper, Connor. Hit him again and finish it.’ A voice crowed from the crowd. 

Bobby’s legs felt too tired to stand. Weak, he sat on the ground with his legs up. He rested his arms on 

his knees. His head between them.  

Connor turned.  

‘Get up. You can get up.’ 

Bobby looked up and shook his head. He would not get up.  

Connor turned to the rest of them. ‘He won’t fight.’ 

He said it again, louder. ‘He won’t fucking fight.’ 

Tony ran over to Bobby and looked into his face. 

‘You done, boy?’ 

Bobby nodded. 

Denny marched over, smoothing down the sides of his hair. 

‘What do you mean he’s done?’ 
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Bobby twisted slowly and reached out for his top. He gently put his arms in the sleeves.  His lips had 

melted with the punch. He tried to talk.  

‘I'm done. No more.’ His tongue didn’t fit his mouth. 

Denny bent down and talked at his ear. 

‘Get up and don’t shame yourself.’ 

Bobby tried to stand. A body of jelly.  He stood. 

‘I can’t. I can't fight you no more. I'm done.’ 

Denny pushed Connor forward. This wasn’t how it got sorted. This wasn’t a fight, Denny wanted a 

proper brawl. He smoked his cigarette quickly, hungry for more hurt.  

‘Make the bastard fight you. Make him fucking fight you.’ 

Tony jittered between them. He wanted to stop things before this pack started baying for blood.  

Connor stumbled into Bobby. He looked at the blood running down Bobby’s face, into his mouth. 

Bobby stood and waited for it.  

‘You won, Connor.’  

Connor didn’t want to knock Bobby out. They’d already done that. He wanted him to fight.  He 

wanted him to be a better fighter than this. He dug into his ribs with body shots, trying to get him to 

defend himself. But Bobby took it. He kept taking it. Connor put another right in Bobby’s guts to 

bring him down. Bobby fell on his knees and stayed there on the bank of the canal watching the little 

ripples in the water as the wind moved plastic bags along.  

Bobby’s weakness made the men angry, but instead of the thudding herd coming at him, they hung 

back. Twitchy and skittish by the sides, they didn’t know why Bobby had given up. They didn’t know 

how to fight him with his fists down. Men had wanted to pick fights with Bobby his whole life and a 

few of this crowd had taken pop-shots in the changing room. Now, when he didn’t want to fight back, 

they put their fists down too.  Bobby had gone from muscle to meat. They waited to see how their 

man Connor would finish this for them. 

 ‘Enough. I told you he’s out. This is not how it’s done.’ Tony moved in and shouted, and the pack 

started to jeer. One after the other, one man copying another man’s battle cry until they were all the 

same noise.   

Bobby could see sky from a flickering part of his left eye and the sun still hot and gold. The shouts 

and the heat around him roared.  

‘Get out the fucking way.’ 

Bobby could see the blade. Could taste the blood from the blade. A neat, sweet cut from eye to mouth, 

neater than the jagged mark Bobby had left on Connor. And he could hear them all. The crowd of 

cowards, all screeching and swearing, thrilled to see him cut up. To see Bobby being sliced up under 

the sun.   
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When it was done, Connor stumbled back dizzy, dropped the blade into the canal and looked at his 

hands.   

There was a cheer, like a packed pub clearing after a football match. Men jostling each other and 

yapping, holding onto each other in dizzy hysteria.  

Denny laughed and started up the steps with the rest of the men.  

‘Connor, you got away with yourself there.’ 

Connor waited and walked back to pick his top up.  

Denny put a big hand out.  

‘Get up.’ 

But Bobby wouldn’t take it.  

‘Bobby, come on now, I give you my hand.’ 

Bobby turned away.  Connor began to mutter. 

‘It’s just a cut.’ Connor spat again. He was shaking, his voice was whispering over and over to 

himself, ‘It’s just a cut, it’s just a cut.’ Denny put his big arm round him and led him away.  His 

followers lingered over Bobby’s body, too excited to go just yet. They leered at him, kicked dirt in his 

face, into the wet and open wound. As Denny yelled for them, they began to leave, one by one, 

following Connor and Denny to the pub. The skinny men who’d danced around Connor began 

recording Bobby’s body on their phones, getting close-ups of the cut.  

‘Stop fucking filming him!’ Theresa screamed as she ran from the top of the steps where she’d 

watched it all. She pushed through her dad and Connor, whose head was still hung so low he hardly 

felt her pass.   Only Denny kept his eye on her as he let her say her goodbye. She let out a small gasp 

when she saw what was left of Bobby.  

‘Fucking leave him now. Go on, fuck off.’  She grabbed one of the phones from the one still filming 

and threw it into the canal.  

They sloped off and called her a slag, safely out of Denny’s ear shot. But she didn’t care.  

She knelt down and checked Bobby’s eyes were open.  His grimace through the blood looked like a 

smile. His teeth blossom-pink with spit and blood, his left cheek carved out.  

He had lost. Finally. 

She touched his shoulder, her eyes running over the punches and cuts on his face.  

‘Bobby, your face.’ 

 ‘Theresa, get on!’ Denny barked down to her.  She looked up at them and Bobby saw the tears. 

‘Why didn’t you fight back, Bobby? Why? Why did you let them do this?'  
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He smiled. Tired, he let her hold him up and smiled punch-drunk. Bobby took his shaking, blood-

tipped fingers and touched her hair. 

She held him upright, trying not to hurt him. She moved his hand to her shoulder. 

‘You would have won if you’d given him a fight.’ 

Denny shouted for her again. 

She turned them towards a bench a few yards away. 

‘Bobby, sit down for a second, please, and let me see how bad this is. You need a hospital.’  

She went to lead him with her but he moved back and shook his head again. Sighing, she took a tissue 

from her bag and softly dabbed the blood from his nose, chin and lips. It was sore, but he let her.   

‘It looks nasty.’ 

As she cleaned him, Bobby took a hand away and rested it on her waist, pulling her body down as he 

held himself up. She wobbled with him in her heels. They stood there together in a strange hug, 

waiting to get steady.  

‘God, it looks so bad, Bobby.’ 

Worse than when she’d seen him at his door. He had fight in him then. Now, he had given up. There 

was fear in the way she spoke. 

Theresa put some tissues in his hand and Bobby held three on his face. The blood soaked through 

them all.  

Theresa put the rest of the packet in her handbag and breathed hard before any tears could fall. But 

they did. Bobby could see them and he could hear them in her voice. Theresa knew. She had always 

known how it would end up.   

They were concrete and chaos and rage and skin bashing skin and fire and hurt. Now silent and at rest, 

they would always have each other splintered somewhere in each other’s body.  He felt a shudder of 

pain up his back. Even now he could feel her. They came from the same brick and dust.  

‘Theresa!’ 

‘Please.’ She spoke in a whisper.  

‘Go, Theresa.’ He whispered back. It was sore to say. He was bleeding fast now, from somewhere in 

his insides too, and had started to go into shock. His pulse fat and his skin pale. He mumbled. 

‘You have to leave me alone.’ 

He was going to fall. 

She looked to the floor, a frown that held back the sobs she wanted to let go. 

‘Please don’t make me go with them.’ 
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She tried one last time to make him keep her. 

Bobby held his cheek and dribbled pink blood. He said nothing.  

Theresa took a step back. She put on her sunglasses, took a cigarette from her bag and lit it. She went 

back up to meet her Dad. The long skinny legs in golden, leather heels looked as if they’d snap every 

time she put a foot down. At the top she pulled at her dress. Denny pulled her by the ponytail. A few 

steps in, she turned and pretended to look in her bag for a lighter as she searched one more time for 

Bobby’s cold white face.  

It was over.  
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38. 

For the best part of the summer, Bobby hid.  

Then slowly he came back. Out from under his rock, into the light. He looked down from his balcony 

and could feel the shade on the estate and the boys leaning on their bikes.  He looked across at the 

Changing baskets filled with red flowers in the flats opposite and raised a hand to a neighbour.  

He’d been told to take time off, not just for him, but for the club and the boys too. Derek said that 

while things were cooling between him and Connor, it was safer for Clapton if Bobby stayed away.  

‘You also need to have a long rest, son. You and your body have taken some knocks.’ 

Bobby was happy with the ban, but he was hurt too. That was his home. For weeks he slept, ate and 

pissed a painful, smoky urine until he was ready to show his face again. A different face. Maggie 

wouldn’t look at him at first. He got his pirate’s scar. He’d had stitches, but the skin tissue had twisted 

the corner of the lid down and his eye drooped. The scar from the knife wound was violent and ugly 

on his face. And with it, Bobby went from handsome to thug. Every day he stared in the mirror to try 

and understand it, every day he moved his fingers up and down it to try and get used to it.  It did not 

suit him the way some scars suited tough men. Bobby’s face and the scar did not go together. 

Everything healed slowly. The pain of Joe and Chloe had knotted together like a tumour, getting into 

his blood and his bones. Some things you live with night and day. They made him so tired; he lay in 

his bed and waited for sleep. Staring at walls and ceilings and television before dropping off sometime 

before dawn. He couldn’t even call Chloe anymore. She’d changed her number before the funeral. He 

missed the sound of her voice on the voicemail.  

He wasn't the only one. One day, while Maggie was unpacking Joe’s suitcases that had been put away 

for years, she burst into tears.  Maggie still cried most days.  

And she cried harder as she took out Joe’s old boxing gloves. The laces thin, the leather grey with 

dust. 

There were his posters. His Dad had loved the Sugar Rays. Robinson and Leonard and there were 

pictures, posters and records of fights. Bobby stuck them on his bare walls, next to Tyson. They made 

him get closer to the best of Joe.  

When the bruises were not as bad, Bobby started to walk outside. He walked with care, as if he’d had 

both legs broken and was scared they’d be taken away again. He had to go out to sign on. They made 

him feel like shit and he didn’t know if they’d treat him better if he was still good looking. They told 

him to apply for security night shifts that took an hour and a half to get to each way. Bobby nodded, 

taking the print out and putting it in his pocket. When he rang the number, the jobs had gone.   

But the chaos of his world had grown calmer. Theresa had moved out and Denny’s name was talked 

about in the distance. Daphne got her flat back and Bobby made sure to always smile when he saw 

her. He felt sorry for her. Even Maggie smiled at her if they met. The way she shook, they both knew 

she wouldn’t be too far behind Joe. Daphne had told Maggie that Theresa was now engaged to 

Connor and was going to move onto the site. A few weeks later, he saw them together. Connor limped 

alongside her with a stick and she waited for him to catch up before she went into a shop and came 

out carrying the bags.  Bobby stared at them, his body tense. He'd heard stories about what had 
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happened to Connor's legs to make him lame that way, but didn't know the truth. He didn't want to 

listen to the rumours.   

He was a different boy. His was a different body. Bobby looked left and right a lot more before he 

went straight. Bobby made his own bed, helped with dinner and made his mum tea. They sat together, 

watching television in a quiet they both needed. 

He finished the cup of tea in his hand and went back inside.  

Derek had rung. 

‘I was thinking it would be nice to have you around again. You don’t have to train for a fight, just 

show up and have a walk around. We miss having you around. ‘  

Bobby missed his club. He missed Derek. He needed a job. He said he’d come down that morning.  

Out of the block and into the ring he’d grown up in. Sun hitting stone and the boys still on their bikes.  

He wore a green sweatshirt that was too heavy, jeans and a new pair of trainers. White and box-fresh, 

the only thing Bobby could afford to buy with the money Joe left.  After the cost of the funeral there 

was just enough for a pair of trainers and a new sofa for Maggie.  She didn’t want to keep the one he 

died on; she said it was a horrible memory to keep in the house.  

Too long away from the boxing ring and Bobby forgot how to walk back into it. At the doors of the 

gym, Bobby felt like a stranger. He felt shy. His face made him feel a new loneliness. No longer 

tough, not a boxer. That wasn’t a bruise, it wasn’t from bone and muscle, it was deeper and darker. It 

was a scar from a blade. It would always be seen first and it would shame him.   

He ran a hand through his hair and pushed the doors. The same smells and noises. The same heat and 

echoes in an old building with rusty pipes and new paint. He wondered if anyone would want him 

there. He’d messed up the lot.  There was nothing that wasn't broken. He had not been the fighter he 

was supposed to be.  

He could hear the bags being hit. Hear the stern, gravel-throated barks of the old trainers. The hum of 

high-pitched children talking at each other. The speakers blaring their favourite music.  

He saw Derek first. You couldn’t miss him. He stalked around the room, the biggest of all, his large 

body taking its time.  

Seeing Bobby, his face broke into a grin and he began to laugh. 

‘There he is.' 

He took Bobby into his arms and held him there in a warm, bear hug. The hug was strong and Bobby 

let it wrap him up. For once, safe. Bobby closed his eyes. He fought hard not to cry. Not now and not 

here. He held Derek and felt his body soften for the first time since spring.  

Derek pulled away and looked. He blamed himself for what had happened, and kept a strong hold on 

Bobby. He didn’t want to let him go. He’d known him since he was seven.  

‘You got fat. Like me.’ 
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He laughed and pinched Bobby’s waist. Bobby smiled. He had gone soft. He was carrying around a 

little belt of fat round his middle that was never there before. He was carrying a summer of shame and 

loss.  

‘But you got your looks back, at least. Still handsome.’ 

Bobby touched it.  

‘Derek, you don’t have to.’ 

Derek stopped and looked serious. The scar was ugly and he didn’t like seeing it on the best face in 

his club. Bobby was their poster boy.  

‘You should have told me what you were doing. I would have gone with you.’ 

‘It’s not your world, not your problem.’ 

‘I’d have kept you from getting a knife down your face. That how you draw a line beneath things?’ 

Bobby felt the words sting, the way the scar on his face did. Still tender and boiling beneath his skin. 

‘It will fade, Bobby. You’re still handsome.’ 

Derek put a hand on the back of Bobby’s neck. He knew Bobby looked like just another thug. 

‘It all fades.’ 

It was hot in the gym and the slapping sound of bags being punched began to calm Bobby’s nerves. 

For the first time in a long time, Bobby felt okay. The tiles and the chalky paint on the walls; the 

curling posters and songs blasting from the sound system were sounds that brought him to life.  

‘How you been Derek, how’s it been here?’ 

Derek led him down the side of the gym. 

‘It’s been quiet, Bobby.’ 

A couple of trainers saw them and shouted over. They looked at the scar they’d heard about and said 

nothing. It had happened and there was nothing that could be undone. Business as usual, they would 

let Bobby live his life.  

‘Get back in that ring, boy.’  

Bobby laughed. ‘Soon as I lose this belly.’ 

They laughed back.  

Business as usual. Everyone moved on. No jokes about the scar. It was too ugly, too real. Scars like 

that weren't in the rulebook.  

Derek brought it up. 

‘Connor hasn’t been here since. He’s lame, you didn’t hear? He got a cut nerve from a bad fight. He 

won’t be coming back.’ 
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Derek sniffed, loyal to Bobby.   

‘He knows he’s not welcome.’  

Bobby nodded and said nothing. He didn’t want to think about Connor. He listened to the punching on 

pads, the orders being given in the ring, the trainers walking around belly-first. He was home.  

‘You going to fight again then or what?’ 

Bobby didn’t know. ‘Maybe.’ 

Bobby liked the white lights showing him off in the ring. With his face a mess, he didn’t feel as brave. 

He knew he would become a different kind of fighter because of it, and that scared him.  

Derek understood. 

‘When you’re ready, you’ll be back.’ 

Bobby looked at his hands. He put them into fists and stayed quiet. He took the sweatshirt off and 

hung it on the back of a chair.  Underneath he wore his club’s black t-shirt. The white letters big 

across his chest.  

 Derek put a hand on his shoulder.  

‘Get back to work first and see how you feel.’ 

Bobby looked around. He knew most of the faces. Some had grown taller in the last few months: 

focused, tougher and harder. They kept their eyes down. Some were shy of Bobby. A lot were 

frightened of his scar. He was a hero and heroes weren’t meant to get hurt. They’d heard what had 

happened. A couple of kids ran over to him and said they wanted Bobby to watch them spar.  

‘Come on then. Show me what you got.’ 

He smiled down at their faces, freckled noses peeking out under their head guards.  

And then he saw another boy he knew. All by himself.  

‘Hang on a sec.’ 

The boys watched Bobby walk to the corner of the gym where a tall, skinny boy was jabbing and 

hissing at the air.  

‘Do you want to try that on a bag?’ 

Devlin turned round. He grinned when he saw Bobby.  

Devlin had changed a lot in a few months, the way young boys do. A growth spurt in his legs and the 

long, blonde hair cut short, shaved close at the neck. He had a small bruise. A tiny little shadow under 

his left eye.  

‘Got your first shiner then?’ 

Devlin wore it proudly.  
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‘One of the best fighters here gave me it.’  

‘Who?’ 

Devlin pointed at a black-haired boy doing ropes.  He was built, his shoulders wider than the other 

boys. 

‘What you fighting a heavyweight for?’ Bobby smiled and his eyes were kind. He put his hand on 

Devlin’s chin and looked at the bruise closer.  

‘It suits you.’ 

Devlin curled his lips into a small snarl and smiled. He wore a club vest and Puma shorts, his arms 

still thin, his legs skinny and wiry.  

 ‘Will you hold the bag still for me?’’ 

He did. Bobby wondered.  

Devlin began to punch. Bobby let him go for a bit before he started talking.    

‘You come alone?’ 

The blur of punches packing the air full of heat, bringing the blood back to his body.  

‘Chloe takes me still.’ 

Bobby looked at the clock. Her name hung in the air.  

He spoke above the thumps and chatter. 

‘She picking you up?’ 

Devlin nodded and hit harder.  

Bobby breathed it all out.  

‘Don’t tear into it.  Keep those jabs soft.’ 

He looked at the clock again.  
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